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"God hath

once; two-fold is what I beard."

'""'"""'"' pages are devoted to a short account of the life and
of the
Solomon ben Yehudah Ibn Gebirol
of the Zoharic
or Avicebron ;
Uabb;:llaltl.. a condensed statement of some
of the
'"""'""v. QUC)taitiOils from the Zoharic
and various articles
and content, of the
and
the
with the excephas been

tion of a very few in
almost
..,.;,,.,..."" or their pmtlO!iOpny
the
formutlatiODts, d·ogrnas and doctrines of
vauuClcAwA and of the Zohar is of
and
has not received the attention it
merits and demands. It is apparent from the many similarities in this
to the doctrines in the New Testament and
Patristic literature; that both of
the
have had a common germ and
in the
teric •..,..,._,..,,lt;"
It was these
in the course
the more the
of my ............""''
imrest:igattio•n p:roceec1ed the more manifest to me apJ:>ea:red
more satisfied I
a common
"'""'~,,. ....,., have
without much success, to find these
in the
but the latter treats almost enof the Ha-la'khah or Common
Customs and
considered essential to the outward life of the Israelite ; however it soxne1:1mes,
vii

e.,

i.
the ancient
Common Law
the
of the same, in order to ascertain the content of
to find the full content of the inward
..,.......,,u""'· in the Tal.u::<it.n•u'l~•

The New Testament taken in connection with rnltPrrlnn,rarv writ·
have
many of whose
those of Philo
mind at the
was
to
doctrines and conclusions.
the appearance of a

ward
stuck too much in the
heart and core of the tree of
of the VdoUU..l&>.U<.; DhlllOSODtiV

.

influenced human ..... ~,.. ... ,
sooner or later claim
human nature are too
to
of interest."*
At the present
the great foes to any
of

advance in the
The first tends to merge

agJnos;uc:lSnll, ..,,........"''·"'.. or atheism; the
into the formuritualism. Like the formalism of

the second would see in the mere perthe Pharisees in the time of
the letter of
formance of
the cU<aa:•uu of creeds or fixed
the law ; and thl",nnD·h
the house of worsntiD,
,..,, wmu devoinward conrebels;
.. ""'"'"' from the
a mere retJt:uxton
Grace and a true road to Salvation.
phltos.optty of the
of the
opens her artns, and from
the Eterin the lowest materialism of evil;
rec:ep:Uo111, and
of the gra,nelest

nal Boundless
an

and makes.

* * *

More and more the noblest-minded of

the
in nature, which
it."*

cannot escape

It is my desire to awaken a
towards the investiof the
in
the
of the
New Covenant lie hidden ; which shall
to awaken in Christian
ticism its fundamental
faith and belief in the True; to animate
it to
the
of the
Fathers of the '-'uun;.u, e!;pe<:ial.ly
the
Pref. to Westminster Sermons, pp. xxvii-xxviii.

X

church ; and establish the vast edifice of
on
and belief in the
and not on man's alterable creeds and
; prepare a common centre for the resects. I also believe that such
are calculated to pave the way to an under" .."'"''""·" in the
the dark

of

and

ou a firm foundation .and in a ::.uvuJ,tc•
the way, for that which the
the union of sound reason and correct phila.>OJ:Ihy
German thinker: "Whenever in ...... '"'""••
art or science; the inner element is .............."'"'
outward
and the
more or less modifications of -····-----....
hand ; for it is from within that life issues forth into the
from
which
the centre to the circumference.
therefore is the
leads to
that on which there are ever
new outlets for the
and on which
selfassurance. · If this be true, the
ever the external or material life is
SUJ;>erse<1es and stands more and more for the essence ; a form of
words or an external work for the mental act or for conscience; where
is
for the inner content, and the outer
the
for vital
and appearances for truth. In every such
whatever be the
of
the luckless future must be
is once entered upon, the
""''"'•u.•l'i the dictates of the comdown conscientious
as
SUJ)pr,essJtng neJrsolllai freedom as sedition. And then
etc."*
the upper

* Goll in tier Gcsclii'eltJt
Bk. vi, c. iii, thesis 6.

<.."brist. Karl

Baron von Bunsen, Vol. iii,

there is too much desire for wealth and the
of the Divine Afflatus. Too much of the
and not
Condillac and
UaLbb>allsts, true TheoW e want more men influenced with
"'"'''vu............, Tauler and
Bohme.
"'u"u'cuH=. the visible or
is
as
the manifestation of the Divine
or Sbe'kheen-ah. The attributes
of the
are therefore seen
His
so St. Paul says : "For
the invisible
of Him from the creation of the world are
seen,
the
that are
even His eternal
But the
its ideas in this maLtte:r·'l1rorlct.
never whilst
in
raise the veil to its full
understand in their full
the
concealed behind it.
the words used m the most abstract sciences
the most

so mar the
is an endeavor on
this as much as vu:,.,um;;,
words
and the " mixed modes " of one
pure
ideas of another 111.ngw;•gc, for in their new
words are clear of the
of
and the mistakes caused
the senses of their old masters. The naturalism therefore of the Hebrew
Old Testament has been
idealization and abstraction ; first we see this in the :Se1otu:arz:1nt
or Greek
and
in the New
a fusion of Hebrew and Hellenic Lnt>ug;nt.
in its first
every

pictun:slike its written
of
the archaic
may be considered as
than this we can
..... 6 ...."'6"' with the world of mind and the world of matter dis~

hieroQ~lvt>hu::s

between two extremes and is
is never, no more than are the stars and the universe at
still.
Scriotm~e are intermediaries beThe tau:.Ku'".K'"
which partween the seen and the unseen, ···~·~..... ~
take of both the visible and invisible
of the Bible.
which may be clothed in the rether of
for
cannot
which are within the veil ; there are
we feel
which we cannot formulate into
the
of sorrow, the cry of
the exclamation of anger, the
of love
and
are a few of the
formulate into words.
that man can make to the unseen, is that inner
The nearest
communion which works
in his soul but which cannot be ex~lressed
which is
in absolute .........~<. ...~ ..
all formulations
into word
ual world.
our hearts and inner
that which strikes our consciences as
or wrong comes unbidden to us and without any
a dream.
man feels the
more
enter into this
communion and
these emotions and this undethe more difficult is it to express to
fined
this converse with another world; formulate
express
in words; and we draw them down to a gross, dark and
material
with
this is
the nearest
of
our ideas are
and appearance, in darkness to the finite
tions are affirmations and we
leave the v"'vv·""'vu
condition to our
of vagueness and unceJrta:mt
"There is a

" but this does not take us out
can
op]posthcm to matter,
are to us an abso ·
and Its attributes cannot be uc.uno=u,
for all our absolute
uc1o~;•u1uu of all our so-called absolute
raised upon, centred and carried on,
our
matter-world ,____ ,_.,, __ and
is not the
so
and matter-world existis the nearest apJ>ro:lcD to the
the
is
•uu'ul'!•u

a manifestation.
From a want of
of the
the translations
many statements in both the Old and New Testaments are frenu••ntllv erroneous, and this is
numerous of the
asserted
in the revised VPI""Il11'l'l"l_ (!.g.,
15, the
older versions of which evidence the
that it is in ag1ree:ment, with both
the
in the use of the words u
to
and
who are near the
13, where the desire to be delivered from the Ye'l:ur
evil
which is asserted in the
to accompany every
is referred to the Devil.
The reader may be sometimes startled
to his conventional
as to this I can
be at times
as I have found
as this is
say, that I have stated the
will find
and ancient nauvJtun
many similarities between it and the ancient
Both
are Semitic but in germ
I
from other sources. The student of archaic Hindu
will also notice many ""'""'r"'"""
in the
in old Hindu
also in the
Much of the mvdPirV
the Practical
discovered in the rr·-·-·-·any of the latter.

of evil have succeeded in
is one of extreme
and
I have
the full force of the words of the German historian
when he says:
I. M.
« Whoever desires to fathom all
and
himself into a world of

* * *

she awakens
and
of the purpose,
for the purpose uc:•c•<u:c:". that the Kabbalah
which enthe soul of man into undoubted communion with
thcma:hts and walk."
of the

* * *

p.
The Zohar is a very difficult book to

..u•·••u"• as it is full of
Chaldee;
many formed
besides it has many dark
exJ>la.Jlatton:s, as one pro-

...........15 ...........

of the critic for any errors in this new expoUnable to find a
because of the

"'"""'''"'"" from
and fears for its financial success; I
at considerable expense and extra
to take the
upon
and of
in
mL•Jec:~,

..,,...,,.,..,, 5
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is described on page 45 note.
is described on page
note.
is a copy of one found in the ruins of an
and
the
and barwith a circle or
mony, under the form of two
between
found on the walls and over
them. Similar """uuu""
of
the UUlJI "'""- V
No. 4· p. 120.
and

No. x.
No.2.
No. 3· p. u6. This

Indra

No.5·
efflux.
'Hokhmah and Binah.
No. 6. p. 14I. Is a 'L"~·uu."u"'""'
of
three

n•v·..........

as if a
inscribed with

" Rabban Shim-on ben Gamthe world stands ;
These are
the world
So the

XX

i. e.,
them to n•mt
word in the New TestaIt is a Talmudic
nem~.aaJ~,

and nllOM
i. e.,
i. e., I Am. Peace is an
ment.
14; Micah v, 4;
Name for God.

With the
Peace
'Hes-etl Love or
= Pa' kat/
Truth= Ge' tlool-ah Greatness. These are
alent to the Ineffable
and therefore one to the other.
Book of the Covenant of Rest.

"l..,,..,..,,...,,.,,

No. 7· p. 142.
a Hindu
No. 8. p. 157.

A Hindu

am.UV'l'>'""''"'

termed

Artldha~no.ri.

From

work on Ancient Aut:A•o..;•u,
from an Ancient Mexican MSS. in
In Vol.
pp. 222-223 is a
"In a Missal entitled Heures a "·····-·-·
of a man with his
viscera exetc., lines are drawn to the
constellations. In the XV
had the
sanction of the Church."
built a tower with 9 stories as emblems of the 9
wtYNhl:n the Creator of all
Their solthe motion of the heavens. Ibid. pp.
of colors. Ibid. p. I 57 note.
of the Zodiac. Transact. of the
See also
Ed.

s..........,......
Ancient Mexico and Central America.
From an old Hindu
This I think is intended
the
Tree rooted in the
and

No.
No.

No.

No.
No.

p.
Mikrokosm from an ancient ... .,....,.,.,,,
u. p.
This is an ,u.~""'"t
the Hebrew Tabernacle with the Cherubim and She'kheen-ah. We
do not offer
as the actual. Modern discoveries have
tons
somewhat different ideas.
u. p.
of Buddha "''"''u"''"' under the Bo tree or Tree
of this is in
of a friend
The
in
13. p. 188. The decadal division of man.
14 to 19. p. :n8. Occult ...., .....,..,,.,,."'"'- ,..........-... nt"t
of the
No. 15 is also the
the
the hands.
10.

No. 20.

Nos. 23 and 24.

Talisman
of an
of
No. 25.
with the
See p. 249 note.
with the
of
No. 26.
on amazon stone. See pp. 249-250 note.
No. 27. p. 251. The Hindu Makrokosm from a Hindu
No. 28. p. 273. The Hindu Makrokosm as
with the
Peacock and Crocodile.
of the Triad.
a
No. 29. p. 274. The Hebrew letter

p.
No. 30. p. 321.

The Four Worlds of the Hindus. The
"'~''""'...., Brahman neuter. The
Brahma. The Heart. The ;:,tolnacn,

is the

Krishna. The
Siva.
No. 31. p. 322.

etc. Power of
27 Anle p. 251.
the Hindu

and Destruction.
is on pp.

32I-32J.
No. 32. p. 325.
Nos. 33 and 34· pp.

The Medieval Makrokosmos. We have
33, in our almanacs.
of the four worlds. The
The

An occult rerlre;;en:tatiton
Ineffable
a
Man as the
No. 37· p.
form of the Hindu Makrokosm. The
was
made
a Bra~min after the ideas in the Vedas. In it man is represented as in
the
of the
as the
Mikrokosmos.
around and between
this is to renre§j~nt
No.

Four

P""'"'v''"' of the
Bhut-atma.
storm-winds of
the
There are I I
and
these are the I I
of the senses,
the fosse. I. The
of the mouth. 2 and 3· The
nose. 4 and 5. The
of the eyes. 6 and 7· The
ears. 8. The skin with its many uvo:::•u:uJ<"· 9· The
heart. xo. The rectum. u. The
tion and
in lake Behra near
tree.
Then comes the fortified
""""'""~'" all within the
wall line D. In Sabeh is
tm:pre:gnao11e castle E.
is

but conI, above
lUU.UUilUUlUlfS all ; bUt
DeceJ>thre Illusion
uul.l:>el.l,

sidered as

mistress of the
the sun of
the veil of
intervenes and
Below.
No.
To face p. 439· This is an occult rep•resenll:atJ.on of the Makrokosm as if in the Noa'hic
which contained in itself and preat.:l;ur•uuiiJ<: to the Hebrew Sacred
the ancestors of all
and therefore had a close resemblance to the
Adam. In this
the
centre would answer to the
of the Zodiac with the Decans
onmnul.-.tvJ.a.ya,

Br~lhn:1a-sun,

up, as the ancient astronomers inform us, all that space from
which the Balance was afterwards made. When the
<::PTI•J:Irllltf'll and the Balance or ""lrTnrm

i.e.,
an1Jea:red the 1 :z constellations or
The ark is three stories
In the
of the
whiskers, moustache and the
on the back of the neck and shoulders.
See Ante p. 370.
this with the statements in the :-.m•nnm
zmoot:na111, Idrah Rabbah and Idrah
as to Ze'ir .nu-uc·cu,
i. e., Small Faces. Note also the ~ ..2;·~..... ,
have the
Noa'h and
'Hen 8 +so=
same number.

No. 39· P· 447·
Brahma

or

xxiv

The

or Celestial Adam with the Ten

Tree of Life with the '-VIuulu:.,
P·
Table of the """''"h' .."t
ble Name ......•..••••...••.•....•.•.....•....... p.
.utw·am II. Table of the Divine Names and the
with their Channels or Canals.••.................... p.
,,,..,....,,,.... III. Table of the
with the
the
p.
Ineffable Name and the names of the Planets....
"""'"'"""""'IV. The Universe
to the Ptolemaic system. • . . . . . . • . . . . . • • • • • • . . . . . . • • . . • • . ....•... p.
The idea of the Universe in the Middle
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<::n..~'h; ..nthir

LIIJ!urram

1

I.
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The Me'norah or
and Chinese
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B'LEE RAI-SHEETH,
i.e.,

B'LEE SAKH-LEETH,
i.e.,

Without Beginning.

Without End.

BIN-AH.

'HOKH·MAH.

•
DIN.

'HESED

judpeD&.

Mild..,...

TIPH'E-RETH.
S...ullf.

HOD.

NE.TZA'H

COLUMN OF THE LEFT.
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MAL-KHUTH.
Kiopom.
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COLUMN OF THE CENTRE.
Harmony.

The Sephirothic Tree of Ufe viewed from the Back.

GRACE OR
MERCY.

I.
1

IBN GEBIROL S LIFE AND WRITINGS.

the
y•uuu•u~~>'"'• and
the
and
about
etc., was born at
in
and died at
Io7o.
of his
a Mohammedan who was
; the tree bore so much
ness, that the
informed of the l'"'"..'J"'"'"''•
the
come before
derer ended
Gebirol may be considered as the aTeatt>c::t P'"""""''P"''"
Towards the middle of the XIth
"'"''"'""'"''"" the repugnance
which these two branches of human
generto be found united in the same individual. How-

we are
in
of his time.
The

of the Middle

was much more elevated than

was read by me, before the Numismatic and Anti.
l:'lnla<l·elpltua, at its Hall, on March 4, 1886. A
has been
Proceedi~gs ofthe

2

the

future.

It was more universal. The
were full of a sombre me:IaiJtcno•y

and their lessons
found
a reverberation in the hearts of all men, at all times ; because in them
were
and
for men of all
and of
of terrestrial
tmJug:nt, which
re~lro,au4:es itself under a thousand
of this
Ibn Gebirol ""1:'"'-''"u1
the earth had not offered him many
Uiil.pjJlllelil)
from him without ce!;sal;iOil,
n.-"IV... IIL

rn"ITITI:S_

first
his
one and true
and the marvels of His creation.
which covers the mv..t"'"'"""
the
seeks to fathom and
means of the scientific
and the
The task is divided between the
a
poem, but a ~-'""'"'"''..
Alexandrine and V"'uu... .,,..,., COi>miO!o,gy ; and

" Thou art
and all creatures are
servants and adorers ;
is not diminished in any way, should
adore others than
because their aim is
to come nearer unto Thee ; but
route that
direct
it is towards the
one has fallen into an
believed that

3
reached the desired
true servants are as those travelers
nor to the
neither to the
of the

have labored in vain. But
•u«•'-u•u~<:. in the
turn
enter into the court of the

"Thou art

and
au'" •c'"""' of mankind is foolishness.

\Visdom from another than
Thou hast made a
as the workman or artist
to
as the
which goes out of
draw the Existence from the
the eye extends itself. Thou didst draw from the Source of
without the
and Thou madest aU without
of

and is in the Kether of the s.>1'1hirnt·h
brain or
of the Ideal Man.
also says: "Thine is the
in the mv5<:rl'1'v of which our
tions are too feeble to
" "Thine is the hidden
from the
habitations of Wisdom." " Thine is the
from the shadow of
the
of which all existence came." "Thou art
and the mysfor
do not know
confounds the wise in
what it is." " Thou art the
and he who reaches to
m11•ctPrv- findeth eternal
he eats and liveth forever." He illustrates the work of creation
the simile of " the extension of
which
and he says: "The exalted Name which is
like a flame of fire in Its various apis one in all Its
pearances, like the
prc•ce~~dirlg from the blackness of the

4
from the

like smell from

from

"
Ibn Gebirol wrote poems and
as
as the age of 16 years,
and a Hebrew grammar in verse at the age of 19. A
called
of moral
is attributed to him. It is in
Choice
in Frankfurt on the
several times since in various
a Latin
Archdeacon Dominic Gt:md!Jssahmtls, or
translation was made
Gundisalvi.* Gebirol says he wrote, a
this is lost. In 1045 A.
-n<:IJ!Ilt::ul,i. ~.,The Correction of the Manners
Middoth
In the latter
Vital
the
and viewed in his relation
work
'"v .. rs.-. considered as the Great Universal
to the
the
In
he
Ideal Man or
the Old

the author was
until he obtained
ment, from Samuel ha-Levi ben
and
the

rf"<•oa·nlt

Before the voice of the
the
of the Thorah ; i. ~., the
,.,..,.. ,.......... and Doctors of the Mishnah and the
their
universities and schools of
centres of
and
tl ara!J~t,

pp. 170-17 3·
London, 1857, p. IOI.

t See Lindo's History of the Jews in
Hebrew Literature, London, vol. I, pp. 1-12.

p. so;

a~so

Publicatiollll of the

of

5
in his
written in I
"After the death of the last rector, '
a:1d Prince of the
called the Rosh
Academies were closed and no new Ge'onim
that
a
from Bari was ,..,.,,h,'rPrl
mander of the naval forces of Abd-er-rahman al-Nasr
In this
rabbins of the celebrated
l3ll

slaves; R. 'Hushiel was carried to "'"·'r"'""
was left in Alexandria; R. Moses was
there ransomed as a
uneducated man.
gogue known
the name of Keneseth
for
and a certain R.
the head
of the
at which the Talmud was read and discussed. One
when R. Nathan
eXDOIIlnl:lUIIR: a Talmudic passage, he was not able to
a satisof it. R. Moses
and at once removed the
answered several other
which were submitted
to him.
R. Nathan thus addressed the
:. ' I am no
your leader; that stranger in sackcloth shall henceforth be my
and you shall
him your chief.' The admiral upon
of the
attainments of his late "''"'"'"'"''"
but the Khalif would not

"'"'J"'"'" were no
struction on the schools of the East."
the
fostered
The
of Ibn
was
of the before-mentioned Samuel ha-Levi ben
who was born about 993 A.
died
called Samuel han*Edition of Basel,
p. 61)a.
t Killed orders of the Khalif.
tIn the X century.
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verses.
in the Talmud and the
R. Yehuda

of his peo·

founders of Hebrew grammar.
to a
was
for a fearful conflict between the
the
of the
desolation on Cordova in IOIJ.
Here he continued his
He knew six 1il.llll(Uil.l(l~
himself
he understood
Chaldee or
mental
Latin and Castilian. This evidences
power, and perseverance, for there wac; not at that time any method
of
The educated Arabs seldom knew
to facilitate the
and the Christians of
much
of
Arabic. In 1027 Samuel was
Grand Vizier and Minister of
State to the Khalif
the monarch of Moorish Grenada. For
this

and
in close
relations with the African authorities on
He also
transcribers to make many
of the Talmuds and
which he
to poor students.

Pm,nl•"~v••<~

that Ibn Gebirol
under the influences
had at the basis of his
the ancient Midrashim
afterwards termed the Tradition or
and which we
were afterwards redacted into
the Zohar and the Zoharic books? Is it
that we find him in his

7
ULialAllULUJ antici•
many of the statements sul)se•QUc!ntl} to be found in the Zohar and
of these ancient
in
Zoharic
before
were collected and
were
the books bound up with
upon their

""",u'"'''"'""' R. Shim-on
ac<:eo·ted ancient secret .....u.,..v,u,
to
and denies
to R. Moses ben
WIILUI>"'· to be a
more than one inteland contain a mine of ancient Oriental phitlo!;op•hi·
Ibn Gebirol's process of
differs from that put'SUe:d
Zohar proper, is a

his
and the Zoharic books.

The

many ideas and
intellects.
their statements
continual references and
from the Old Testament. Ibn
Gebirol in
"Source of Life" does not follow this course, and differs
pmitOS>OJ>mcat authors of the Middle
in not
and the Zohar and Zoharic
tra1gm,em:s contained in
were not made
in
for over 225 years after Gebirol's
but it does not foUQw that its secret traditional sources, were not open
to the friend of that
scholar and
of
upon
and mantle; of the Rectors of
whose shoulders fell the ua•utt,tuu:.,
the
schools; the erudite and
Samuel ha-Levi
the Prince
ben
also called L, ..1.,u"'"u•

8
of the
and Grand
Moorish
It was after his '""'~·narnr•nn

under two Mohammedan

known
rot'"'""''"~'~'"'"' from his Kosmic vii.uuiil~>Llc.;
founded on Aristotle's De 1•n•nao. and based on the Ptolemaic
astronomical
: the Kether
the
We shall refer hereafter in
and its connection with
o::~J.Ht:nllouc, the text-book of
the Hebrew
the secrets of the""~-'"""'""''"'
brew
Shem-Tob ben
Ht>•hr1•w. German--···----,
one of the Librarians of the French
mn•.,rz.ruJ< .. whilst
at
its Hebrew MSS.
was almost in the words of the Latin
Fons
the scholastics to Avicebron. After this he
a MSS. in Latin of the Fons Yi'la. AfterBtbfi,rJtheq~ee A'a~ar•'nL'' a second Latin MSS. of the same
of
et

from the Hebrew MSS. translation
the Latin MSS.
to
essay, as to the contents of Ibn
Sometime between 1
and 1186
" Father of the
'' in
transllil.t~cl, from the Arabic
111 B. circa 1224-12:28.

Was tnullllaling in u64, and subsequen.lly.

uSo.

t Paris. cnell A. Francie.

We

He died after

9
son of Meshullam ben

one of the most

of Lunel

Il]O

and the translation may have been for the
and Answers as to the Ten
nhi:los:onhical e:KP<>Sitlor.ts of these
ever
R. Abraham ben
--~••--''·· R A BaD.
also called

Bacon says, was the real Author of
\Vizard
cirta

or
in u8o; in n6o A.
of Ibn Gebirol's

rrPr'nP!1:o;:_

a refutation
in

'"'"'K'"'" in accord with
above mentioned.
D~
celebrated

.n.L,........ ,.,.,..

also known as Messer
but
Ibn

from Christian
Gebirol's
""''·'u"""• from
render to the settlement of 4 u<::.uouu::o as to the authenand
of the Zoharic
the
of

I, p. ii, p.

ed., Paris.

THE SEPHER HAZ·ZOHAR, WRITINGS AS TO, ITS BIBLIOGRAPHY, AUTHORS,
AND ANTIQUITY •

.,..,., ...,,..,were not
""'"'"""'• until some :us years after the death of
~"'"rn"'"'"''t1 with
tend
to confirm the

but
cer-

of those
to
PYT\'I'P~~c;lv tells us, that he
edited and
them from the works of older
among
from
R. Shim-on ben Yo'hai.
those attributed to the School of the
room could be filled with the books written upon the
of the
Dr. ""uv·~"'

among
The learned M. H. Landauer was
R. Abraham ben Samuel Abulafia.
Great French

were written
The erudite Samuel
in his
were
a convocation

e/ ara6t, etc., par Munk.

t

/6id., p. 274·

PP·

I I

for the purpose, in a monasto
their work.
Moses de

others.

upon

to his German translation
we condense the
There are three names under which more
the wonderful monument of the
appears. I. Midrash of the Rabbi Shim-on ben Yo'hai.
says; 11
Cor the
of the work.''
II. Midrash va-Ye' bee
i. e., " Midrash ; let there be
! " So
called because in some of the MSS. the
to the verse in Genesis i, 3, Yeku
forms the
because it leads the reader
this book. III.
one since the
Daniel
3· This last name has
J1u'/,ut•at.~.~·

*

DU Ka66ala tHi~r die
d~r H~/Jraw von Frt:nd: . .Atu ann Frt:mJIJJsist'llm li6wsehl, vw6tss~rl una VtrmtArl. Alit tinl'r .A66ildung:
8vo.
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A. D. It is so
either because it
with the theme as to the
or because the word Zohar
occurs on the first page. In the work
this name.
Me'hemnah
ugo-r32o, com153
Mena'hem di Recanati of
mented upon it as ""'"'v''"''""''• Jl;'""u·"'" and calls it: The Book of
TheWonderful Book of the
R. Isaac Ibn
terms
on ben Yo'hai. Other
R. Shim-on ben Yo'hai. The Zohar is also
; it is referred to
the
in his other
Yoben Abraham Ibn Wakkar of Toledo

says the latter has some errors.* The reason of this remark was, Ibn Wakkar desired to introduce Aristotelianism into the
The Zohar is ..........'""""•
and found the Zohar in his
Todros
Ha-Levi Abulafia
into
We have not space in this
A.D., at
but it is certain that the Zohar was
of orthodox Hebrew Qa.bb.ah!;m, """'"'""""'
of its doctrines.
which universal
Its nn1nnr1Pnt"l
"''"""'""' who therefore
...,.............., because it was more
Yv1·n:t·D'nt·:t"l. and indeed most
in accord with the
and Chaldean esoteric
doctrine.
The book Zohar proper, is a
wherein the entire
""''"'"'"' foundation of the Mosaic ordi.1:\.osm•op:cmy and KosmolP·
Steinschneider's Hist. of Liter.,

119 ~~ ~~.

13
ogy of the

etc.; form·
form in the edi·
in the Zohar proper,
termed the Zohar are : The Zohar nrrmPrlv
the first Five books of the Old
I.

Concealment or ,.,u,........ v_
the
in the house of R. Shim-

2.

One in Mish-

* 1·
8.

* IO.
n.

of the Thorah.
The Hidden Midrash.

12.

* IJ.

* 14.
* 15.
* 16.

Ma-a'mar To-'hazee. Discourse
The Discourse of the Youth.

fln;,zteJI)s

Come and See!

to
there are
two editio
of the Zohar-that of Cremona and that of Mantua. The

t Pronounced,
Detz'neeoothah.
t All of these are in the Sulzbach edition.
not marked with an asterisk.

The Mantua edition contains

those

and is called the
and is the one of the greatest
It contains all of the books above mentioned and was cor-

page and a

Vincensio
is
a
The entire
which is in
There is not any introduction
Isaac de Lattes or
many
The editions of

The other editio
is in
the Little Zohar. It ts
It was
b.
I

and is called
ancient Italian
r..pnraLtm Da Padova*
It has an

A Hebrew MSS. edition of the Zohar of as
as
tioned as now in
Bartolocci also mentions a Venetian edition
but it has not been
several volumes of the
Zohar
The
whom
it would appear from an acrostic poem attached to
Onkel
cuted this work under the most invaluable
um;urJ>as!;able in all the branches of
***
ab!;oh1tellv correct one, free trom
~........ !'\~, which abound in the variQUs ollur editions
And
there are some on whom the
soar towards heaven ; these are the

'"""'"""''"n with the"""""'""'
<'nmrw-tt•nt

in their sublime

his German edition of Prof. Franck's La Ka66ale, p. 293, says it

t M. Steinschncidcr's

Literature.

London,

p. 294·
t Bwliollzeca
Ra66inica Pars. IV, p. 446.
~
Steinscbneider,
Liter., p. 227.

p. 228.

Franck,

We must also make mention of some others
conversant with
the
of the
who assisted us and thus were co-instrumental in

* * .

In
these
their unanimous
have succeeded in the establishment of the
sources, are not v ..,...........,
whereas the usual square
"'"'''"";'-' in

And all
with

*

saved neither money, time or
not
even space, for the acc:ornp.usr1ment of the work to
: not a word
of the various texts in c.~~.,,.."'u'"'"'•
is
etc." Therefore we "need not fear the adverse
of our L:UIIIuo::utors, who would fain belittle our work and find fault with the execution
nrP•VPllr the
from
at the
ntn·cn~~Ser of such a book will be able to
has
not the intention to
it into
Still we admit that all of us, as children of
one
are liable to make mistakes in thousands and ten thousands;
but theirs are the ten thousands and the thousands are ours. etc."

.

the edition of Lublin was
in folio after the Cremona
Levi b.
with a few notes
R. Nathan
It
follows the
of the Cremona. I
pp. 132;
122;
Baron Rosenroth considers it most defective and inaccurate.*
edited
Baron Christian Knorr von
the Sulzbach edition was
Knlll"tun,tn_ assisted
Dr. Franz Mercurius van
with
set
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wherein with
Mid rash

Extracts from the book .....""'"'-''"'''"

.n.u''"'"'.."'• Solomon, R.
with three treatises
R. Shimon ben
Idrah Rabbah and Idrah Zootah. The text itself is in the square
but the various
are from the
R. Moses
MSS. of the Wise-Men of the
to~retl1er with corrections from the book Derekh
and are in round
characters. Under the text are
scattered
of the more difficult
of
..-c, ..o:.;•.•J"'J under the tide of Imrai oc~:u .. u. i.e., Words of
Within the open spaces of the
the pages of the
Mantua and Cremona editions are
an index of the Biblical eX!)re::ISI(>ns
there is
here and
which was puuu:>~u;;u
4to, under the title of Petha'h
The dissertations which in the former editions .had been
suitable
have herein been restored to one ,u, .....,.c, as also others
which were omitted have been added. In the
after the new
the old introduction
Isaac de Lattes is to
found. The Amsterdam edition is first of 1714,
in three volumes and is
and
as, the
4to, of a small
Mantua edition. In the
are the corrections from R. Isaac
Loriah's
of
also passages from the Old Testament and
an Index of
""'lu...... .,,v .. of difficult words
i. e., Words of
I ssachar Bar
which appear
to have been done after the examof the Sulzbach edition.
at the end of each volume are added
those
un'""""' Mantua
but are
At the end of the third volume
index to the
appears a
..o:.;,~u'''""'K to the names of

Other
Schal

have been
at
Rabbi Shim-on ben Yo'hai lived in the
of the destruction of the
second
from about 95 to about 190 A.D. His whole
since called
of which he has ever been
as one of the most eminent
rn"'""''"" """"-·""'"• he lived in a world of his own,
in the full flood of a "'"·'S"Ju:> mc•"u""'~'c. oec•me:u
with the creation of his
and that which had been handed
down to him
the
masters in the science.
his coreligt•ODJists from his asserted connection with the
and secluded in his
of
will and
he was not an
ODDOlllerlt in
or
was watched
so much so, that its stu-

pressors in
one
Yo-seh b. Haleftah were
a rabbinical exercise in the '-V'""'''""''"'..'""'
the
characteristics of the
and the Romans arose; aware
:>uL•Ic'-•• Yehudah commenced with an ""'"Fi'""'
the Romans. But we will
from the
fol. 33, col.
and R. Shim-on b. Yo'hai
" Once upon a time R.
2
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scendant of the
the discourse R.
of the
said : 'This nation is
in all that which it builds.
See how it has constructed
and erected
At these words R. Yo-seh
which has not for
an aim its own .,...... .,........"'"· it has constructed the markets so as to draw
and the
thereto the lost
the baths so as to refresh
R. Yehudah ben
from them the
the
and informed
them that
Gerim went
and it reached the ears of Cresar. The latter at once
which he had
who has exalted me, be raised
rendered an
be exiled to
; R.
contemptuousness, must be seized and
of this
the
the

these reflections
.,,.,.,.,..tlu stole away to another
and concealed themselves in the bottom of a cave. There a miracle nn••rJ'IIt"'rl
God created a carob bean tree
bread
all the year for their
and a nP'"'"t""'
refreshment. To save their clothes
to
their
them
when at prayer, and at other
naked bodies from exposure, sat up to their necks in the sand
absorbed in
After
had
twelve years thus in the cave,
was sent to inform them that the
was
and his de-

* R. Shim-on b. Vo'haY was sentenced about 161 A. D. Lucius Aurelius Vel'lUI,
co-regent of the
Marc Aurelius Antoninus, and dwelt in the cave about thir·
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On
the cave,
when one of them exclaimed ' these
trouble themselves with those which are
fire came and burnt it up.
their eyes upon the
: • What ! are ye come forth to
made? Get back to your cave and hide
...-.....,..,.., in it for twelve months
'"·"~'""'""' upon the wicked in

arose
school at
license was
however toR. Yehu·
to exercise the office of
to the synagogue. After the death of
'"''""'"'' R. Shim-on re-appears as the founder of a school
of the tribe of
almost south of
nrt>T"\r,Pr Amos was of this
and Isaiah
sentences
R. Shim-on
is said to be buried
b. Yo'hai are recorded in the Talmud. The Idrah Zootah of the Zohar
an account of his death and burial. He is said to have been buried
at Meiron to the north-west of the Lake of
still exists. At
a few miles north-west of
are the ruins
of an ancient synagogue attributed to R.
who is said to have built
teen years, until after the death of Lucius Verus in 169 A. D.
this time he and
his son devoted themselves to the study of the oral Talmud, Asceticism, the Secret
Learning and My,ticism. Before this, R. Shim-on had been sent as a
to Rome
and founu favour with the Roman government. Talmudic Miscel.
P. I. Hershon,
London, t88o, p. 64 elsef.
*Comp. Talmud, Yerush. Treatise Slu'lue-ilh ix, 1; Mmachoth. fol. 72; Me'i!e-lah 7
and 17; B'ruhith Rabbah c. lxxix; Midrash Koheleth, x, 8; Midrash Esther, i, 9·
TekQ'a, where he was so amlre,cia1ted and known that he founded his school.

In its

ravines; some of the former will hold hundreds
of men, anu can be defended
a few against any number. One has numerous intricate passages, and Tobler found in it a number of
and
in the
Phoenician character. Diet. of the Bible
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24 on the Lake of Tiberias; at Tebarieh is another.
a
....... ,... ..,,"'of his tomb.* When the disturbance which caused the suppression of the school at
had
a new
was founded at Tiberias
the
books

.......u••K" many others have been written to the same
Ben
the other
The first is "The
of the divine Than-nab Rabbi Shim-on
Hidden
the
in the entire

in the
rules and
cur the words of this sainted man, whether
as Rabbi Shim-on; and the ~·~-.···~> ...

¥ ..

,.~

thermore unassailable
""''"""'"• Midrash

matters of --·---·--,
cordance
of Ofen
columns
and is divided into seven
over the first 62 pages. As the book is in RabGates
binical text and not
of its
contents. Gate I. Whenever the name R. Shim-on
the
R. Shim-on ben Yo'hai is meant. Gate 2. R. Shim-on

* Itinlrairts

dt Ia Ttrrt Sainlt: des xiii, xiv, xvi et xvii siule, etc.

Bruxelles,

perlOdliCals, too numerous to mention now, but we cite Kerm1 Clumed,

T. ii, ep. 25; also a criticism on Dr. H. Graetz's
which might be made much stronger, written Dr.
late chiaf Rabbi of
on the Danube, and
in the

in his
Low,
Bm
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was his name
to
into the cave, after
it he was
in
Ben Yo'hai. Gate 3· The reverence and sublime distinction shown and
to him
substantiated
quotations from the Talmud. Gate 4· After
the cave,
t., his ascetic
his decisions were
the Wise-men of the Talmud as final.
Gate S· Even the
bases his own decisions
in the latter's name. So also does
R. Yo-'ha'nan
and more than so
are
from
the
that "R. Yo-'ha'nan
in the name of R. Shim-on b.
Yo'hai." Gate 6. In which it is
that where R. Shim-on b. Yo'hai
submit to his
in which 145 Talmudic passages are
cited in supp::>rt of this assertion. Gate 7. In this Konitz
of" the
Zohar" as the
fruit of R. Shim-on ben
to R Yakob ben Z'vee
the initials of
as
the
of the
and as author of the book
out of w:1ich Dr. Graetz
Yabetz has borrowed
eccaes>lasHc, b. I 59 I, d.
and after his
death with his Exercilaticmes ru.ruz.m<.
to the
of the
in the above-cited
which Konitz says
he will
in the second
of his book which is called Ma-a' nolk
i. e.,
Gate
closes at
page 149 and bears on its
the ''
" i. e., an Index
of the books
and matters treated of as above mentioned.
In Gate 1 many passages from the Talmud are
that
R. Shim-on ben Yo'hai before his entrance into the cave, the latter without
doubt
was called Rabbi
and that after
*Written

t

Ctsdr.ickt~ d~r Jlltkn,

at Altona, 1768, 4to, 2 vols.
vol. vii, pp. 73-J4; 185, 186; 193, 194;

442-459;
t Morin's anti·MIISSOretic zeal, "was not accoroinll to kllC)Wl•edgll:,
tions in the same field have ab~md:antly n•mv••n ••
Vol. iii, p. 217.

IPP·

ISo-2.
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his re-appearance he is
" or "Rabbi Shim-on
ben Yo'hai." In Gate :z, Full reasons are
for this
of names.
Gate 3
the difference between the
Rabbi Shim-on
to the time he
'"v''"~-'''"'"'"'man, Rabbi Shim-on
ben Yo'hai after
some twelve years, had served
C:IIT,PI"IOY'ItV and
Of Which the
to endow him with a
two Talmuds and the Midrash Rabbah
In the
Talmud
Shaboalh 33
word of the death of his neo,rc:,,rntor_
is also said to have annihilated wicked men
In the

cetrnetery in
is
Konitz cites numerous other instances which we have not now space
Konitz says:
to his
as PYt'PP•rnn
that of the Men of the Great
and say: ' What distinction in
the ages of the world is there between the age of R.
and the
ages of the Great
The age of R.
and opens that of R. Shim-on ben Yo'hai."
reshilh
ch. 35· See also Miz..ra-' hu
c. 9 and I
u The sages of the Talmud
the rank of R. Shim-on ben
Yo'hai above all the heads of the entire
of
and said:
t All Israel is bound to
the
so as to read the
She'mah and the
one excellent from world to
he shall not pause for the ·~-~ ......
.,. .... _.... , for his whole life is
of the

• See Midrash She'moth Rabbah, middle of
52. Talm. Yerushalmi, Treat.
BiralAotn, chap. 1. SAa66atlz u a. M. Schwab's French ed., vol. 1, pp.
51-52. I6id. vol. iv, p. 13. This shows the
sublime
and teaching, in
which he was
which was, the oral tradition as to the Secret
the Sod
or Mystery, afterwards called

i.e., that received

oral

--·······--r

It is also said of him in the Talmud "He saw the future
means of
the
"
Ye' rushalmi : Shabbath
; Babli : Mt' eelah
I
many passages from the Talmudim and Midabout
his
powers, etc., and the statements of others to the
and as to the sternness,
and
of his character, so that he even deemed himself
to pass an adverse criticism
on
and to rebuke his own mother for
much on the Sabbath

and his identification with the ministerand carry out His will. In Gate
4, Konitz shows how the
man, no matter how contoor
whom
and that his decisions
whenever
on all casuistic discussions and
his name is mentioned
which
after his return from his
ascetic life in the cave. He overwhelmed the celebrated R. Eli-ezer b. R.

and insisted he was
He is
to his teacher Akeebah. Gate 5,
even the
redactor of the
gave his
the
decisions in the name of R. Shim-on ben
6z decisions in Ben Yo'hai's name.
scholar R. Yo-hanan b. Zakkai
each of which a Talmudic
ts
Gate 6 has 145
that wherever a decision of R. Shim-on b.
down a uu•u•uK
Yo'hai occurs, the sages of the Talmud
to it. In Gate 7, Konitz introduces 1st. The book
R. Shim-on ben
and his school ; and :zd. A venerable man named
R. YAkob BEn
his voice I 3 z times in denunciation of this
shouldered on R Shim-on b. Yo'hai.
with IJ2 very pr<>fOIUD<i,

males shall appear before the face of Adonai Elohim." *-Zohar ii
refers toR. Shim-on b. Yo'hai before whom all men must appear. The
at the words in the Zohar ii
: " What is
i. e., •the face of Adonai
"and Yabetz called this
This is Rabbi Shim-on ben
of a later
and R. Shim-on could not have been the
the
God forbid that he should have
himself as God ! " Kanitz
says:-" It seems to us that the proper
ofthe words
of the man whom YHVH has
face of the lord
so made him
Messiah of
to the more modern grammar, in its
in the Zohar it is in accord with :-• R. Akeebab said to R. Shim-on: It may suffice thee to know
that I and
Creator
power,'
Ye' rushalmi: Treat.
:sanh~~drin, c. 1); so R. Shim-on himself says, 'I have seen the sons of the
are two, it is I and my son.'
are
and if
Ye'rushalmi: Be'rakhoth c.
Midrash B'reshmud Babli: Succah
eeth Rabbah
this with the words ' And if it is
is I,
See also Rashi's
on the
Sanhedn"n
which it appears that Rashi
lab from his
many
delivered from Rabbi to
from and after the existence of the
school of R. Shim-on ben Yo'hai.
Kanitz.
24, which is
on page 73, col. 1.)
As to the Gaon's nhiPr·h.n.n to Zohar ii,
Idrah Rabbah; viz.: "R.
Shim-on said : • I call the
heavens and the upper earth as
that
what no son of man ever saw since Mosheh went upon the
I see at
for I see my face
as
as
mount of Sinai the second
the
of the sun when it descends as a
for the world ; as it is
Name shall shine the Sun of
Yea more, I know
iii 20, iv.
but Moses did not know it or understand it ; for

* Exod. xxiii, 17.
x:dii, 17. "The Master, the Eternal," Onkelos says "The Master of the
world." Caben's French Bible, Vol. ii, p. 105, note.

it is written 'Moses wist not that the skin of his face shone.' "*
and I6id. I441J, " That is revealed to and
us, which was
never revealed since Mosheh stood upon the mount of Sinai.
For the
*The idea of the face
expression of the countenance.
Liter., Ed. 1876, v. ii, p.

which are hidden

me!tap.nor to express the celestial and
however, as to ''face" Kitto's

2.

from the Zohar, the whole passage:-" Thus far go the words
in them (which is set
and the clear and choice

and
forth in many .!'"''"''"'""'"J ; blessed is his lot who knows and attends to those
errs not therein I Because thelle words are
to the Masters of the Masters, and
Reapers of the fields, who have entered in and gone out
( i. ~., ascended
As it is written
xiv,
: 'For the ways of YHVH are
and the just walk
in them, but the tran~~gressors shall stumble therein.' 'We have learned, R. Shim-on
wept and raised his voice, and said : If with these our words, which are here disclosed,
our companions were gathered up, to be within the assembly-room of the world to come,
and are raised up from this world, it is all
and well; for they
were not revealed to any one of the children of the world. Again be said : I
come hack to
for truly I have revealed in the presence of Atikah D' Atikin,
i. ~., the Ancient of the Ancienll!l, Hidden
all Concealment; but I Aave not
dm.t so for my O'"dln
nor that o/ Ill~ hom~ of my fallur, nor for yours,
my companitms, but
not stray in His
enter shame-faced into the gates of His Palace, nor be
their own
errors. Blessed is my lot with them in the world to come! We have learned, before
our compltnions went forth from this
i. e., the Great Assembly of the Th:res.hiiU!'·
an:i R. Yez.zah died; and the companions
floor, R. Yo-seh bar Yakob_, R.
and
took them away by that expanded veil. R. Shim-on
saw that the
One forbid!
was finally prostrated. He cried out and said: Perhaps, which the
a decree bas been

upon us to

us, llecawe of stmuthing w..iicA Aas

llem disdoud ~ us, wAich Jiad not lleew. disclosed since the day on w..iich ~foslu)i stood

upow. Mount Siw.ai, as it is written
: •And be was there with the Lord
40 days and 40
account
: Blessed art thou, R. Shim-on, and
they were
? He heard a voice
blessed is thy lot and that of those co1np1mi•lllll who are with thee ; for that has been
you which is not revealed to the whole upper asmy, i. e., the
revealed to
Come and see ! It is written
vi,
'And he shall lay the foundation thereof in
bill first hom, and with his youngest son shall he set up the gates of it,' much more so
here, because with vehement and too much
three dead cornp:mi·orul)
their souls at this time and they were accepted. Blessed is their
in pe:rte•::ticm ; which was not the ease with those who

that it was not pu:""'u-'1"' that R. Shim-on would
thus of
refers the
"Our Rabbi's of both
above all the learned men,
and wonderful deeds in unbounded terms, revered him as
Mosheh and
the orcmh,ets,
and exalted him above the men of the Great
in even more extended terms of
him as
of
does not this
the above words m the Zohar? ''
66th
col. 1.)

:u-£nmnPrlt

In the

of this science
refutation of

In
been a certain R. Yehudah
Konitz refers to what he has before said in Gate 3, addof the Zohar you will find it
far from
the invention of R.
are a Ha'lakba
e.,
to Mosheh on Sinai.' Thus we read in. the Talmud-Treatise
were before them. Why did
die? We have learned: When as yet the words
revealed, the upper and lower of those of the chariot
were in
movement, and a voice sounded through 250 worlds because ancient words (matters of
could again gather their
by these wor~s, their life went forth in a kiss, and they were wrapped up
in that
veil, and the
above carried them away. * * R. Shim.on
said, how blessed is the lot of those three, and blessed is our lot on their account. A
voice went out a second time and said: • But ye who cleave unto the Lord
your Elohim
are all alive to-day.'
iv, 4.) They arose and from every
aide a sweet odour
R. Shim.on said: Henceforth, I
that the
world will receive
because of us. And all their faces shone so that men
could not look on them. We have learned: Ten went in and seven came out, etc."
ldrah Rabbab. Zohar iii, 144a et s1q. Mantua Ed. Cremona Ed., col. 271-2.

of the scribes
said: 'The
the manner in which words and sentences are to be
the
i. t:.,
what is to
the omission of certain letters in
and what is
be read
Ha'lakha to
written
Where
Mosheh on Sinai.' "
to
where there is the accent
author of the book A-rookh states; or where to read 'r"'"T'""'""· "·"'"''"'"
or
or marks. The
or i, o,
refers to the use or omission of the letter 1
or as a consonant with the
of a
"and"; t:.g., Genesis
with you a year or ten
55: " Let the maiden
i.e., tlun

Ne'darum

*

ered in
..,annemr-1n 99a, where it

one say, the whole Thorah is from
'' the laws and rules of which are referred to
this grammar
in the Talmud as well as in the
as also other
From the examination of which
the difference may be
Thorak and the
as it is
seen between the
stated in the
See also Rashi on Treat. Succah

* Scrib'l:s means here, the authorities on the correct

and writing of the
As to the Scribes or So-pbe'rim, see Kitto's Cyclop. Bib. Liter., Ed. 1876,
vol. iii, pp. 783-792. Massorah. Ibid., pp. IOJ-I05.
t
Rashi on Ze'!Ja-'llim ns6, 'Ha'gi!egah 6&.
t
the book BelA Yoseph ; Toor Ora' h
~ 142 ;
of R Sh B
~ 43;
of R.
b. Shaisbeth,
of R. Nathan
A.
AC!ipon5c of R. David b. Simmh of Samgossa, part iii, e 594 and

v1z :
Sluz!Jbalk

This is what
say in the
'Treat.
R. Nathan was a master of the
which means, he
in his work." This is to show
in the sense in which
it is
to grammar. In favour of the
of the accents is:-" The words in Nehemiah
8, viz: •And
were
" t are to be understood as referu

Rashi on

Treatise Ne'dareem 37a,

11u,,u''"',!l; and accents.''

c.
rule 7: "A
the
must not be used for ·~~"'"''"'
Thorah must
Na'hman l'lacnrnaruuc~s h a
on Sinai; and R. Ye'ru'ham
be written in the same way that it was
writes : "For we have it
tradition that there is an aim
a
i. e., a mother to the
mother to the
and an aim
and
would do away with the latter." In this connecthe Pentateuch are to be
of these cannot be
These
served to
word as
direct the attention of the reader to the
u"'·""""'"• e. g., Numb.
Io, where then of the word
1s so
as to indicate that the distance need not be
etc. Konitz says:
u9, p. 103, col. 2, Zohar 'Hadash
u It is necessary to know that the Talmud was
times of the
and Rabbenu
the
redactor of the Mishnah-was himself a
which
was not
time after
the Mishnah.''
Yabetz asserts that the
"to become like an ass of burden carry" occurs in Zohar 'Hadash
and is not to be found in any

t Talmud, Treat.

Mt'glzilla/1 Ja.

:j: A synagogue roll of the Law or Pentateuch, which is

out

f

except as hereafter mentioned, on skin.

T.ie Toor Yoren Dai·all,l! 274.

written

hand with·

other book
the
'Ho!Joth Halle
i. e., The Book
of the Duties of the
in the section " Gate of the Service of
" the author of which was the R. Be'hai b. Yosef Ibn
or
-'"'"""'"''"• of

circa A. D.
was almost a con·
wh<PnrP_ Yabetz asserts, R. Moses de Leon
it a Zoharic dress. Yabetz does not see
its connection with one of the Fables of
Konitz
104, col. r,
the author of the book •Ho!Joth
was
of R A B a
the author of a
COitnnlentta:l:y on the
and borrowed many
from the
Zohar under the name of the Midrash
Shim-on ben Yo' kai. The
borrowed his expresauthor of " the Duties of the Heart "
sion from the Zohar. There lived not much later also Rabbenu Be'hai
drca 1291 A.
author of the book Be'hai on the
who had seen
in the name of his
from the
for instance on Exod.
the Midrash of R. Shim-on b.
etc.,
was called
the first
This also is the name
-oo,de!ih and of Be'rith Me'noo-'hah.
authors of the A'bodath
col. I, Kouitz
which
In
now termed Patlta 'h-and
.l.d'l:t.X.e"'"'• in the
the use of the Hebrew
Hanne-e'lam

p.
among the Aramaic wr•u''""
in the Talmud. In
u•:oum.uy says: "All these books of the Zohar

* R. Abraham b. David of' Beaucaire, in France, lived circa A. D.

u:zs, died Il99·
of the erudite R. Salomo b. Abraham b. Aderetb, circa 1234-IJIO A.D.,
acrosutcw•v called Ra Sb BA. Be'hai's commentary is of 1291 A.D. He quotes also Levit.
xxi-xxii; comp. Zohar ii, p. I 14,
Me'hemnah, Zohar i, p. 466. Salomon b.
Adereth did not oppose the Theoretical or Sp<ecu:lat'ive Qabb;tlall,like Maimonides he
They both

talisman, amulets, and the Practical
1849, p. 61, n. 4·

t See on this
shou. London.

t-OJillmentary by Paul Isaac Her-

n. 6; p. 200, n. 28; p. 207, v. 8; p. 242, n. 3; p. JU, n. 2; P• 374, n. 133; p. 452,
n. 7•

These are only a few which may be

(rom the Talmud.

the Zohar proper, and the
the
and the Zohar

also

under
of R.
the name of R. 'n''"'··""
and R. Yo-seh b. 'Ha'leftah. He is the author from
Yehudah b.
he the exalted and
endowed
their
teacher of occult ................. ,
pears in hundreds of instances in the Rabbinical
the first Six Gates of this book." We would here say, R .. Shim -on was
of
but
never claimed in the Zohar to be an author of any
the oral tradition as he received
and it was written down afterwards. Then follow over a hundred
passages from the Talmud
of R. Shim-on b.
with those in the
Yo'hai
107-1
In the Zohar 'Hadash
occurs a reference to two kinds of
ies which Yabetz
proves the late
of the entire
it may have been

or
into use,
those
those
Kanitz says,
as
as the Talmudic
differences of
existed as
the
be used in the
which resulted in the Talmudic times in the use of two kinds.
In the
Treat. A' bodah Zarah 44a, it is said : " R. She-moo-el
b. R.
a spot on the head fit to have two
on it.'' Which
two kinds of
based on differences between the
• As to this author, see Kitto's Biblical

t

I6itl., p. 945·

Ed.

iii, P·

31
Treatise Eruoin
leaders of Israel. It is also said in
and later in the book Toor Ora' k H""""'tm § 34, that there is
also such a
on the arm. These prove that two kinds were in use
among the adherents of either one or the other

121, p. 104, coL x) also
and other
about xoo years before Rashi and
Yabetz.
If the book
the
rash
and he the
of the words put into the mouth of R. Shim-on b.
his

tioned the names of A'mora-im who lived at a later
; and if he was
an eminent scholar and familiar with the words of all the The'na-im and
in the
and Ye'rushalemitic
in the
and the
so as to be able to
of ... - ....... .,.
the
...........,,~ of the later Rabworks
of all the authori-

were not
a considerabl~
tioned

and their canon
until the
time after the deaths of their authors. and the heroes menas is set forth in the Talmud*.
Samuel was
written
Isaiah was written
and Lamenta·
Ezekiel was
Version.

written

the Men of the Great

who also wrote the Twelve minor
The Psalms were some
David and
who lived before and with

in much of their content, date far back of the time
in comIt took centuries after the death of their authors or starters,
were
and in them all were embodied many oral traditions of a far more remote time. So the Zohar was not
written until about So years after the death of R. Shim-on ben
and its
called
i. e., The Faithful sh,f'ntlercj.
Midrash
i. e., Rules or "'""l>u,,.. .,,vu:>,
and were not finished for :zoo years .
tion of the Talmud Ye'rushalmi. The Zohar 'Hadash ap]>eared
i. e., 300 years after the Zohar
of the
Talmud. Besides these ::.u''~''"'"''"'"
there are even some additions in the
of the book
who in the fullness of the wisdom
m~m:rm"

of the pages. As to the " Inthe Hebrew term of which
that the Zohar
a
it is necessary to
as do even the Midrashim and other
the word
The reader must not
that R. Shim-on b. Yo'hai did not write
his oral traditions were written down
others who came after him.

book Shalslu/elk
i. e., Chain of the
Konitz says,
"We read: Some say of the book
that R. Moses de Leon was a
very learned man, and made these
for mercenary purposes, sustree, R. Shim-on b. Yo'hai; which the book
Yu'hazin
in the Edition of
How
unfounded these surmises are, shall be
~ ... ~ 6 ...~ from the wine of the sainted
who lived before the
in the XIIIth
To this he devotes:
lication of the
IJO, p. no, col. 2, and shows that the Zohar was known
A. D.before R. Moses de Leon. That R.
tradition from his father and his
was a
which were in the Midrash of
as
are now found in the
transmitted them to his dis;ciJ!le:s. The Zohar was made
about 300
years after this
but as a work of earlier
Rab Tsema'h Gaon of
LJ<;,.... ,""• son of R. Paltvi
Gaon of
in connection with the
monial
the Tow Ora' k
prayers, of which no trace can be found in the
and the Massekheth
has the very
but we find the Zohar §
in the book Beth
§ 59, as his
R. Sar Shalom
decided that the
was
because the
are to be closed at the
in the
" and that in that hour
death of a
Moses died. This usage is not mentioned in any of the text
and
to the ""''h·,,.v the death of Moses is said to have occurred on the
of the
but in the Zohar § Te'rommah
we find a statement

* This refers to the account said to have come from Isaac of Acco, which has he~:n
left out all the editions since, until
the Edition of London,
by
1857, pp. 88 el seg. This account Dr. Graetz admits, Isaac of Acco evi·
dently either did not write or did not believe, for the latter
Zoharlc passages in
his
dnvol. vii, p. 492.
t Treatise Moed Qaton, 226.
3

of the custom, and the death of Moses on the aft,""'.oon
of Yonathan
So in the
called the
rlu:r1niP of Hillel
ben
which is said to have been written
taken
are many statements
therefore about so B. C. to 10 A.
from the same
"''"'''uv••, of which our
R. NathanSo in the book Arookh
b. lOJO, d. about I 106 A. D.-which was finished I 101 A.
about :zoo
years before the
of the
are statements to be found
in the Midrash of R. Shim-on b.
which was one of the names of
the Zohar before its redaction. Rashi
xos A.
a
among
the learned of his race,
and uses statements, the same as are in the
of which Konitz
numerous
The authors of the
l"hc:>saphc>th also received from the Midrash R. Shim-on b.
as we
find it now redacted in the Zohar.
i. e., Cardinal
Zohar in his Yt-' sodek
Nachmanides orR. Moses b. Na'hman-12oo-1272 A. D.-was
with the Midrash of R. Shim-on b. Yo'hai. In this way Konitz
nntWU1•fY from these authors and
that all the 1-J&\!"!UU"I-H
learned men among the
of this
were familiar with this Mid rash
of Shim-on b.
which has been since redacted into the book called
the
among others the names of the celebrated R. Salomo b.
SH B
a
of
R. Abraham b. David
; Rabbenu Ye'ru'ham and many others; he
from the two
to show that the Midrash of
R. Shim-on b. Yo'hai was known
and
that the
the identical words and sentiments of those
nn,nr,,r~n.nc:_ is
a later name for this Midrash. Rabbenu
i. t-., the Great
shows in his
that he and his teachers must
have
the words of the The'na-im and
contained in the
in their
and all of his
were
The book TQor Ora' k
is the statute book of orthodox
____......,..w of the Zohar. Konitz
numerous laws
and
tho,rot:tJ;(hJiv orthodox
as in accord with the
in the
u1:o<.:IP>Ie:s of the authors of these books who

..

I

I

were all
of the Hebrew
he shows that in
fol. sa, Yabetz says:-" The Zohar is
the
abtmli:sts, as R.
Luriah has testified
who himself was a
and divine man with the
and upon it-the Zohar-was his sublime and
tremendous wisdom built and founded. God forbid that any one should
doubt his words." Konitz then shows the distinctions between the
Zohar and Talmud very
says: "'-"-.,. .......... v ..
is one
on the Mosaic law and its ua.•UU•IVUi>'
'V::o<U'IJIU\;•<U and U.U:L<I.lJUV
discussion with
is another. The
..............,,, is for the initiated

"""IJ'"""' the

and

nay
the other; allesz:l:mcal
ble there.
under the Law; the former-the V<tmlat<m--star
of

observance of the Law in all its details in view.
tancy of the
the mv·..tp·f!learned and
to the many, who were
and tlius we must understand and
~-'«'"'".."' their advice to their disciin
not to
themselves up to these studies." In ancient
times when education was much less
the
cmnp:lmlons led an ascetic and
from the unlearned
occult
prove
to all concerned; admission and initiation
were re(l!UiJ:ed to be Knuu,~:u, but even these were
to a few

discreet and
of ascertained wisdom
and were of known formed character. This
date
and discretion was fixed at 40 years of age and over. At a very
the The'na-im and
a
as may be
it was called
seen in the Talmuds Babli
and in other earlier books. The secrecy of this oral traditional
..,._,,.... ._,..," is evidenced in the Talmud Ye'rushalmi: * "R. Shim-on b.
the children of Israel received and
said : On the
'hidden
unless ye
In Yabneh this vu•:•~<:<Luu•n
"""""'~'< to do with the nistaroth.''
« The words of the Zohar are the words of the
pr<>folunci, who can find them? It took even, as we
R.
time of due and
until he reached
a small
Vital
acto
Y."'<''"'''""' asked of every Israelite when his
will be : " Hast thou con/emsoul is before the
the Merkabah? Hast thou looked
Vrronn·rhr>1'\ of Stat'-V4UU4.,;

ure?" Not:
Because this Science-the

v~LoiJ•atsm--n:u

this Science I
open eyes and open intel-

tion.
''"'''-.. "'~>" of the Zohar are in perfect ~.:v•tuvuuuv with passages in the four Toorim or four law
which the entire life of the Israelite is '"'~;'"''"'"'u
from the
90
which are in the Ora'h
; 31 in the
Yoreh Daiah; 6 in the 'Hoshen
; and 8 in the Eben Haezer, in all IJS· This followed
an index closes his book.
*Treatise Ailo11 ne·bnarim, from whence it is
t
Deut. xxix, 29. The idea of the Secret
to the Sacer·
precepts which are revealed, appear in this verse. See next
dotal Class, and the
page.
t Book

M1!.nll'hlllth se'nllo.rtm.

end of

86.

Dr.

e., the

in which among
: u Jn addition to
R. Shim-on is stated to have
from the
of Edom
i. e., at that
we shall also have to suffer from the Yishmaelites
To which
of the countenance, i. e., the
of the
answered : Fear not, son of man, for the
blessed
be He ! establishes the
of Yishmael to save you from this
over them a
after His
and afterwards return it to
in existence some 6oo years before
we do not admit the entire correct·
the
to Dr. Graetz and his OPJ>os:in~
disiposes of Konitz with a stroke of the
to
that Yabetz's
he is
the latter says, that the germ of the Zohar is very "'"''""u•,
back to
yea ! even to a divine revelation.
like many other
bends his authorities
a man of
........ ..,,,,.. .. examination of the authorities cited
reveal to the
of his
formulations.
- - . · - -..... 1

* GeJcllit:!Ue
Tluil, pp. xix,

V. p. 490, n. 16.
ii, J::la.

t See ante, p. 36.
t

See his Gtst:Ai.:!Ut dw

ll/6id, pp.

Vol. vii, p. 495·

and

autllo1rsn11D of

the Zohar with the pen of an auto.n.~.,v,un JCI.UUC ... , Of
crat,
.......,,... out of his own
to assert that it was
who is
as before him did the Roman
R. Moses b. Schem-Tob de Leon of
Catholic
but '"''"'~;"'u
v1ews as
became more
Dr. Graetz cuts away the
all the ""-"'·""''"'""""
does not go so
and XIth
R. Yekhutiel of the
School at
One of
the first
in
was R. Chasdai
ben
i. ~., Prince or
head of the
ben Ezra ha-Nazi or
Ibn Shafruth.
His Arabic name was Chasdai Abu
His father was
Ibn
of
Chasdai lived in Lu:•uu•vd..
in the time of the Khalif Abderrahman III who
and his successor
A. D.-and was Grand
Vizier of Moorish ._,..,.....,-·uu
We have not space in this
to
with
Gaon and Ibn Gebirol.
Abraham Ab-Bethof

Todros b.

down to 1270 A.
.n.u:1.uaua, Abraham ben Samuel .nu•u•"·""'•

• See, Mos~s Bm Sdum· Too de Lt:tm und zein Verltiiltniss zum Sohar, etc. Von
1851. And Supra, p. 39, note.
had falsified the Hebrew Old Testa·
ment, and that the only correct version was the Greek Septuagint. Modem scholarship
has not
his views. See Kitto's
Biblical Lit., Ed. 1876, Vol. i, p. 582.
et Sl!f/•
l See, Pub. of the Soc. of Hebrew Liter. London, 1872, Vol. i, pp.
Also
Carmoly's /tinerawes de Ia Terre Sainte des xiii, xiv, xvi, et xvii siede etc. pp. 1-111.
Auswahl Kaooalistiselter Mystik, second part, pp. iii-v. Also the book Khusari or Cosri, of R. Yehudah
David Cassel's ed.,
186g. Also the
ed. by H. Hirschfeld,
1886, 2 Thle.

t J. Morin's object was to prove that the

learned Na1chn11an.ides,
ancein

about the time
rvf•rrrum,v Dr.

vauUi:tu:>L:>

Universities of '"'""v"'"
he says, used the
Hokhmath
the
Dr. lt:r;mlt:K

of the

appeartraces it

i. e., Wisdom of
influence of R. Azriel
A. D. The book
was known in the Xth century, we
d.
A.

b.

Ua:bbtJ/a,l'l.

a short account of
A. D.-taken

the school of R. Abraham b.
Rabad ; whose teacher was a certain
And that this school sprung up in u~.>JIJu"u"'"
ohiilo!IOll>hv of
which was considered as Aristotelian. Maiwas very favorable to the
as will appear from his book Moreh
"Introduction to the
up of the
of Rab Ashi and his
Hebrew
the
this
the
world
*See Basnage's Hist. of the
First and Second

tSee

und die Ka66ala, ein Lileralur-Bericllt von

Enft'l
p. 27 et seq. and notes.
t Comp. Asuwflltl Ka66a/isliscller Mystil,

i, pp. 1-6 and notes; K.arpeles,

lll.LJ'ire,~.m

Leipzig, 1853, Part
liltralur, Berlin, 1886, Vol.

669 t'l St'tJ.; Graetz, Gesdzidtlt'
Vol. vii, p. 73 i!l II!IJ.
f See
A treatise on Ecclesiastical Aumo:rnv

ii, p.

delssohn.

Samuel's

Ed., London,

Moses Men·

d. IJJ2to Maimonides'
" at
the
I have seen in the book
written on
this
Moses bar
conceived
that it referred to the
of IsraeL' And his words
coincide with those of the
"l."·u ......u,..,."* Maimonides
The law of historical rn:ntinnitv is disa way much more i:U>!.vu"'"'u. 1o;, than any of the
miracles asserted to have been
the Practical
balists. Dr. Graetz has an axiom in this colnn~ecttOil, which it would
be well to
in mind whilst cOlrlSUlermg his critical views :-" Criticism needs not to be more
balah to vindicate for it an old
The book Kadmooth ,.,..,••£.,..r..•r

i. e., Towers of

* * *

and is excessof the
of which is from very ancient times. Its faithful source from R.
Shim-on ben Yo'hai and his
his
words and accumulation
of
of
to those who fear God and think of His Name.
in the Talmudim and the controversies of the Ge'onim.
Divided into Five
in a row, to send forth beautiful
*Cited

Dr. Graetz, Gesc4id•te

Vol. vii, p. 234, note 3·

Mendelssohn, above cited, p. 297, and the Moreh Ne'boo-kheem,
of the Perplexed,
edition by Dr. M. Friedlilender. London.
r885. · On the Ma-a'seh B'resheeth (Gen. i et ug.) Vol. i, 7, xvii, xxx; ii, 141; iii, I.
Ma-a'seh Merkabah, Vol. i, 7, n6, 124, 271; ii, 141; iii, i et seg. Mysteries of the
Thorah, Vol. i, 3, 1 n-129, 274; ii, 169-170, 219-222; iii, 1.
with these
citations, the learned notes by Salomon M unk in his maignllr~ce:nt
edition of the Moreh. There are many other
tbi10Ullch01~t the Moreh,
the favorable ten,de1ncv
o:>pc:cuJ,awrc Qabbalah and his
OPJ?OSitio•n to the Practical 'l"''~uwum.
i.

e., The Guide

Vol. vii, pp. 446-447.

"

Furst* says, it was

The Branches are, I. Proof that R. Moses de Leon did not
the
cite from the Zohar and Midrash
Zohar. II. The Ge'onim in
under the name
must have been
Proof that a
was written in the
Shim-on b. Yo'hai and his
V. As to the Aramaic '"" 6 u.~ 6 ~ of
the Zohar. Branch I. This he divides into three <~ranmoPnltc:
that which appears in Moses de Leon's
Book of the
and from the book Pardes and other
it is evident that R. Moses de Leon did not write after
and
contradicts it. 2. It is evillO•Mt.'llal~. i. e., Vital Soul of
called also
i. e., Book of the
in which he
that de Leon either mistook the sense of the Zohar
or had an incorrect edition of it. In but few
does he follow the
and manner, he follows the words of the
drift of the
He
antecedent and
words of the Zohar with his own, without '-"''""'"'"K
often contradicts the Zohar. Luriah
3· From the contents of the books written before the time of R. Moses
de
or
his
of
who
latter cannot be
passages from the
as the Midrash
The earlier Ge' onim
books to supDavid Luriah cites many
the book
his third DfCIDOSltlOn.
ha-

in the Zohar.
and his .....""'"'l> was
ancient

* Bi6li11tA : Jflflair:a, Vol. iii, p. 332.

Todros was an old man,
would not have
as an
R. Moses de
his cootem-

The Zohar was also cited under the name Nislar
i. e., The
and Hidden
the author of the
i.
Towers of
Its author was a rn•~t,.nu\nr.l>rv

e.,

R. Moses de Leon. The celebrated Italian Rabbi ...""''-cu""''•
cites in his
on the Pentateuch and in his other
passages from the Zohar. He was a
passages which are now to be found in the
as from "the earlier sages," also as from the Silhrai
i. e., Secrets of the Thorah. Recanati
i'll
cites other and
the same passages, as from " the earlier sages," and from the
Silhrai hal- Tlwrah. These facts tend to prove the existence a book on
the
of the
Moses de
R.
Shalomo ben
which

Branch II. In this Luriah asserts and
that the earlier
matters under the name of " Midrash
and content of the
that these were
A.D.--or from ancient sources without any
c::.~...::'-1"' ret·erencc~. which were the words of the Midrash Hanne·e'lam of
in some sec:Uons. was
at
on the whole Pentateuch. It can be satisthat the Ge'onim had a Midrash
Zohar
in the Aramaic
in the form and character of the
I. What exists
and Midrash Hanne-e'lam. This Branch is divided
under the
of the
of the Ge'onim in other ancient
name of" Midrash Ye'rushalmi." 2. What is-··""·"'"'··'"'
Luriah. 3· What is discussed in other ancient
of
without mention of the
have
""''~-'""'"'"u from the
the contents of the Midrash Hanne-e'lam in the Zohar.
A. D.-is
4· What in the
of the
A. D.-or from very ancient
from the
*We shall lind Todros
Acco (Acre, Palestine).

referred to when we come to the account

Isaac of

sources, etc., withou~ any
reference; which also may be unhesitatGe'onim disascribed to the Midrash Hanne-e'lam. The
cussed
matters, under the name of a secret book anlrlarent
called "
"
to, as named
many of the comn:tlntn,nl'l. whose names are nQw to be found in the Zoharic
as au. content and sages
for what is therein decided. The
those to be found in the Midrash Hanne-e'lam in
and are not to be found in the Talmudim and other
Midrashim outside of the Zohar. This secret book was from the earlier
or other even earlier sources.
and other Ge'onim often
~rnartm·z, i- e., copy or tr::~n<:.rnnhnn
also
the
not to be found in the Talmud
but we find it in the
Para'shath Te'rummah
and
the Gaon
n:~.u&~Jtmrz," i. e., a copy or
Ye'rushalmi; which he
Luriah cites
that it was translated into his own
'' matters which are now
who
from the "
in the Midrash Ne-e'lam of the Zohar. He then shows
nnnt<th''"" from ancient
that much was taken in
times from
the Midrash Hanne-e'lam or Secret
which is now among the Zoharic books. There is
reason to believe that the book
the
and sublime than those
contents of which were considered more
of the
was not even mentioned
name, it
understood the initiates; e.g., " thus we
or, "in the name of the ancient ones
" without
of its existas a
so that the uninitiated should remain in
which
deemed proper to be
ence, and
made known. The very
of the name,
is : that it is the book
the Zoharic
were very strict in
traditions or Secret Learnhad inherited from their ancient masters and the sue-
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cessors of those masters. We will give an instance: Rab She'reerah
Gaon* having been asked a question regarding the book Shee-oor Qo-mah,
i. ~., Proportion of the Height, a very mystical book, as it is found
in the Bo-rai'toth of the Pirkqeh Haikhaloth, i. ~.• Halls, of R. Yish·
ma.el, said : "This matter cannot possibly be explained in its particu·
Iars, but merely (by hints) in an abstract way; for R. Yishma-el has
not originated this matter, nor does it come from any human mind.
Besides, God forbid! that man should speak of the Creator, as if He had
bodily members and dimensions. The 'Proportion of the Height' are
matters of a Qabbalah, superior to the conception of mankind, of which
not anything more mystical can be said, for not any likeness can give a
description of Him, only the $ages, familiar with this profound and sublime science, can occupy themselves therewith. But they are strictly prohibited from delivering these secrets and mysteries to any man, except he
possess the characteristics and qualifications imparted to us. Even not a
summary, how much less any particulars, shall be revealed to any one;
for with regard to this matter, and to what is below it of tht Ma·a'uh
Mtrkabalt, i. t., Chariot Throne, tour sages have said: t R. 'Heeyah
said: It is not permitted to impart the summaries, Ra-shelt P'raqim, i.t.,
Headings of the Chapters, except to an Ab Beth Din, i. t., the head of a
court of justice, whose heart is solicitous (careful) within him, as regards
matters inferior to all these. R. Immi said:§ It is not permitted to impart
the Mysteries of the Thorah, except to a 'counsellor, cunning artificer,
and skillful orator' (Is. iii, 3), (properly "skillful orator" nabon Ia-' hash
means to one who understands in Ia-' hash, i. t., silence or secret), to him it
is permitted to impart generalities, he will understand them, and will be
enlightened from heaven in the hidden recesses of his heart. As is said in
the Midrash: II Nabon Ia-' hash, i.t., a skillful orator, is he who draws his
• B. 930, d. 1000 A. D., was one of the last Ge'onim of the University of Pumbedilha, in Babylonia. He was Gaon from 967 to 997· His father was 'Hanina Gaon
and his son was Hay Gaon, Co-gaon with him from 987. Hay was full Gaon from 997
to 1037 A. D.
t Comp. Ezekiel i, 10.

t Talmud, Treatise 'Ha'gugah
11

13.
~ I6id.
Also in the Talmud Treatise, 'Ha'c~~gah, which is here called Midrash in the

sense of

d~

'rashah, i.

~.,exposition.
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inferences and conclusions from teachings received, in silence, i.e., secret,
such a one is worthy of receiving Mysteries of the Thorah, given him in
siknu, i.e., in secret. Therefore the sages imparted one to the other, the
knowledge of physiognomy and the lineaments of the features,* which
•The Zohar treats on physiognomy quite fully. Human countenances are divided
into four primordial types of faces such as appeared at the Chariot Throne or Ma-a'ult
Mff.ia6alt of Ezekiel's vision, chap. i, lo-the face of a man, liori, ox and eagle, and
it says: our faces resemble these according to the rank which the soul occupies in the
intellectual or moral worlds. "Physiognomy," it says, "does not consist in the external
lineaments, but in tht: features which are mysteriously drawn within us. The features
of the face vary, following the form which is impressed on the inward face (or presence)
of the spirit. The spirit only produces all those physiognomical peculiarities, which
the Wise know: and it is through the spirit that they (the features) have any meaning.
When the spirits and souls go out of Eden, i. ~ .• the Place of the Supreme Wisdom,
they have entirely a certain form which later reflects itself in the face.'.' It then treats
of the different forms of forehead, face, etc., and their indications. Comp. on this
Zohar ii, 716, 75a, 736. In the Neurological System of Anthropology, etc., by Dr. Jos.
R. Buchanan, Cincinnati, 1854, Part iv, on Sarcognomy, a curious theory is advanced,
in regard to the sympathy existing between the different parts of the human body and
the inner spiritual man, and that one may judge of the inner man from the outward
shape. \Ve give two Hindu symholic pictures, which are of interest in this connexion,
from Niklas Muller's Glau6m, Wissm unti Kunst dff altm Hindus, Erst~r Band.
Mai,., 1822. Tab. I, figures 112 and 113; and
refer the reader to figures 12 and 110 on the same
plate, and Tab. II, figure 59· Compare also Dan
vii. and La C/if du Grand 11/ysllr~s suivant, ~
IIOt".i, A6raltafll, n~rmh Trism~gistus, ~t Salomon,

par Elipltas LM (f A66t Alpltonu Louis Constant).
Paris. 1861, p. 443 ~~ uq.
No. 1. Is a Brahma image, with its four princi.
pies, and four wings encircled three times by Ananta
or Shesha, the Serpent of Eternity. In this we find
the prototype of the symbols of the Divine perfeC-

r::.___ _:__

_::_::__:_~!:::::!l

tion as in the symbols of the Merkabah, i. ~ .• Chariot Throne. and of the four Evangel·
ists. The four figures represent the four Vedas. Here we have the Eagle of St. John,
the all-piercing eye, also the sublimated ether, the spirit; the Bull of St. Luke, the allgenerating. also the sublimated water or humidity; the Lion of St. Mark, the symbol of
unrestrained strength and potentiality, the sublimated fire; and the Human Face, the
symbol of St. Matthew, the fruition of the Intellect of the Supreme Brahman. n~kr.

Dtgl 1:zed by

Goog Ie

are
man,'
them.' "

communicated in : ' this is the book of the '
of
in the next verse: 'male-female created he
v, 1) and
Head-master of this
This is the answer of Rab She'reerah
which Nachmanides
in his Com-

are given in animal types.

Man ill the
idea, and the
of
the Bull of the ll!'etu~r.ati're 1''"'"''"""""1
Goat as sensual affection. The animals have wings to
their divine character, the
human
as the
of Brahman, is surrounded
a halo. We also refer the
student to the valuable article in Kitto's
Biblical Liter., Ed. 1876, i, pp. 484493; Handbook of Christian Symbolism, by W. & G.
London, pp. 97-110;
Histl'lire et Thlorie du
Rehgieu.z avant el depuis le Clzrislianisme, etc., par
ill. I' Abbe
Paris, 1870-72, 4 vol., 8vo;
and Emblems of
and Me.
Louisa Twining, London, 1852, 410; Christian Art and Sym
direval Chri~tian Art,
holism, by R. St. J. Tyrwhitt, London, 1872; <Euvres de Saint Dmys I'Arhpogite
Pr.an.~ai.r. etc., par I' A/Jilt J. Du/a;:, Paris, 1865, Svo, p. 390-1,
385, 328. St. Di·on1tsi11s does not appear to know of the creatures we have named as
""''uuuu~w of the four
St. Dionysius has done much,
into early orthodox Christianity the doctrines of the Hebrew and
balah.
writing, On Dreams-404 A. D.-also shows considerable knowleclue
commentary upon the " Dreams." The doctrine of
Cardan has written a
sv•nn:athv between the spiritual man, his body, etc., and all parts of the universe, as
the affinity between the Makrokosm and Mikrokosm, was taught
the learned among
the archaic Hindus, Chinese,
Chaldeans, Hebrews, Greeks, etc., and
Moses,
Plato, Aristotle, the
etc. It appears in a
number of places in the New Testament. It is the doctrine of the Paradigmatic Celestial Ideation, or the Perfect
The Perfect All~gocom
AIRUUOitn Of
and its 1mne1r1E"~' shadow, the visible universe in its
.n.u:'t>u.um of the visible matter-world. Co.moare also the Moreh Ne'boo·
kheem, Vol. iii, p. I l'f Sl'f., i, c. lxxii.
* These matters are further
upon in the Zohar 1 Yithroh. i. t., Exod. niii to
xx, and in the Zohar 'Hadash in the same
and in the
i.e., Rules
Ke:guJlationll} of the Zohar,
70. The
Zohar was edited and

as Novem. 9, 1557, 410, Mantua,
lmm. di Benevento after an MSS.
Luriah, p. u, note 1.
t

these secrets,
to persons considered
me.nt11me.rt, we will tell you that we deem you
them to you before you have
tlu·ee years,- in the meanwhile we pray
your eyes, etc." The initiated
matters to men
known to them as r~;'"'"'-t
of such a
and then
that every
secrecy. The same idea is in the Zohar §
shows whether he may be initiated
of the
these sublime divine secrets, and into matters of
which the Gaon Rab
writes: "Under
it is forbidden to reveal these matters
liable persons, and
to
favour."
Shem
She'reerah says : " It
to the Heads of the ..._u•uc.Kc,
Heads of the Ye' sheebah. It appears, from his "
" that
Gaon
some of this Secret Science to a trusted few of his contemand
rash. As it is stated in the
may assume that it most
came there from the men who imbibed a
knowledl~re of it from Rab
the Gaon of the sages of
on the
~'J:l'"'u sea, and from Rab Nissim and the other
of the
!M.:Liulu:s, who obtained their
either Semitic or the archaic
This secrecy accounts for any differences in the first
versions
Zohar ii, 71/J,
75a.
had a very different
in
times, from that which it has
since the Middle Ages, in the minds of most modem readen.
Franz von Hart·
man's, Black and White
:znd Ed., London, 1886.
i Amsterdam Ed., 1718, by
l Some writen state, that onl~n1wy con1plete Zohar wa.s more than a eamel's load.
Most or it has been lost o.r datro]•ed.

of the Zoharic

at which the learned
of these secret and revered
Fur""''"""""•"
which the Zoharic
are
several of the earlier sages used to call the Midrashim
the Ge'onim did not, but called them
respe<:ttv·e names ;
also did not call the actual Talmud
that name,
but "Talmud of the B' nai Mlr-a;rhd:h
of the Sons of the
West" or "Talmud ~hr~tz
" with but few """·"'"'"vu:..
The Talmud Ye'rushalmi was
of R. Yo'ha'nan ben
in the school of
u~;lUJll;;£,,:>.!t::<U, 45 mileS
and not in
It was not ,;uu•~•nc:u
written form until the latter half of the IV
into its
A.D.
in the V
from old oral sources,
A.
Head Master of the
at Sora. He did not
and
the last of the
connpends of the
of the oral common law or customs and
ex1)0n1ents of their re.......uuuu., .... is four-fold
who
''"'"""r"''" also more difficult to
'"'"'""'"'""'"· but the Babli is
The The'na-im were
from Palestine. In the time ofR. Yo'T---·-··•-- was not a seat of
but
this
Tiberias was. R. Shim-on b. Yo'hal's school was near
would account for the
from that school
"Midrash Ye'rushalmi."
Zohar was known to R.
ered a

*The initials of S/Hshah Se'darim, i.

tAnu, p. 19.

t., Sil:

books.

called "
R. Azriel
ofR.
des.* Recanati
sentences as from "Ye'rushalmi"
were in the Talmud
but
were in the book
The Bahir was called thus because it came from Palestine and
Branch III. Luriah in
shows
that the ideas in the Zoharic ,.,,.,r ..,""'
to the
these statements
redaction and pu•.-u•.a••.vu of the Talmudim.
with
after rmn><.. ""' but
are too
inferences so as to
that the
Zohar were co:nte~mi>orancem:ts with the
of R. Shim-on b. Yo'hai. He cites the ~''"''1.1"-""m
which is to arise for the "Sons of YI!Ihilnac:l,
years, and that
should then have poi>se!;sic'n
Khalif of the
A.
years after the destruction
of the second
which took
17 3 before the close of the fourth
thousand of years, and Luriah shows this statement is a
of the anof the Zohar. He also says: in the Zohar § Shemoth
: 1
we read : " R. Eliezer b. R.
said : A Roman
will
of -~'""''tv
conduct to and lead over the land of
over it." This
occurred in the
who was contemporary with Rabbi; viz: when AnThe Talmud
Pr~.,.,,tv

Luriah says, those who

* P. 2od, Altona Ed.

to the

of the

It has been inc•lrrectly ascribed to Nachmanides.

t Treatise Pe'sa'!tim, c. x, p. 119.

t L. Aurelius Verus, b.
z6r to r6g A. D.

IJO

A.D.,

with M. Aurelius, of the Roman

the book Me' klii/1/ta, in the Para'shah of the
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on the Red Sea, 87.

say,

that the modem author went '-"'""'"'!!i
and described them as if
of the Zohar had not any such
been in their
if mn,nPlCO
more careful in
in the Talmud. " And the
read
Moses de Leon's
not even
ence, did not discover the
d.
to
; but it was reserved to the modem
fraud and expose
but no fair-minded man
agree with them." He asserts, that the
B. C. to :zoo A.
to the close of the
birth of the
~-''"'uaun;; that

that in his endeavors
overdid it to his own

will
of the The'na-im
was the age of the
the very essence of the
and
and after
Zoharic
was V'~+'"''"'u
writer R.
that of R. Shim-on b.
as will be shown hereafter. But there are also discussions in the
in the school of R. Shim-on b. Yo'hai*
of his
at the time of the A'mora-im;
which are
the scholars as the "
in the Beth-Hammid" and these received in some
rash of R. Shim-on b.
additions
initiated Wise-men. Luriah says "This occurs
in all the books of the
which we now possess, and is espe·
Midrash Hanne-e'lam; the
of the
it
from those
Gaon R . .nu""''''"''•
his
tions.
Branch V.
ct:I<uu.•~<

*

that at Tekn'a;

his asserin the Zohar. As to
argue, that in the times of the The'to the Thorah were written in the
like the
and all the Midrashim of the Thorah ; the Arathe
which was not used in reant~t,

p. 19.

SI
and
not, in
the
of the Thorah.
This branch also treats of the
diction and tenor, of the Zohar and
Zoharic books. He says, it is evident from the
that the writer
who took down R. Shim-on b. Yo'hai's oral.~~~......6 ~, was Rabbi Abbah.
The Master R. Shim-on says in the Idrah Zootah "R. Abbah shall
write; " and at the close of the Idrah Zootah is: " R. Abbah said ; I
etc.," and also in the
"I
wrote,
to have to wnte
wrote from the
e., R. S. b.
etc.'' t This R. Abbah
was a
conversant with the Chaldee
were ;
he wrote
in his own
the Wisemen of
who
themselves in these matters, and who
much more than those of Palestine gave attention to
The
also gave considerable an:ennon
who is mentioned in the Zohar as a

*

* Zohar f

Ha..a'zemu, i. "·• Deut. xxxii, p. 2876.

t Para'shath, Mishpatim, i. t., Exod. xxi-xxv, p. 12Jb.

t The Idrah Zootah, says:
Mantua Ed., ~ Ha·a'zemu, Vol. iii, 2876;
Cremona Ed., part iii, fol. l40, col. SS7 tl StfJ.); when the companions were gathered
together in the house ol R. Shim-on, and he arranged his words of
he, R.
Shim-on, said:-" Now this is my arrangement concerning you, R. A6ball sl!.all bt> the
.uribt, ami my son Efa11ar
my vit:ws, but the others shall meditate in their
behind him, and R. El'azar his son sat down in
hearts. R. Abbah arose from the
front of him. He said to him: Arise, my son, for some one else shall sit in that
veiled his head, sat down,
and said."
and R. El'azar arose. R. Shim· on
Further, " R. Abbah, said : Scarcely had the sacred lamp finished the word •life,' when
his words ceased. But I ztJas writing, and thinking I was to write mon, heard noth·
ing. I did not however raise my head, because the
was too much, and up to this
time I had not been able to look in that direction. I trembled therefore, when I heard
a voice," etc. (16id., Mantua Ed., Col. 296. Cremona Ed., col. 599·)
etc. New
Bowls similar to those mentioned, may be seen in the
M1:trc•politatn Museum of Art, New York City. Essai sur Ia propagation tie l' Alpha/Jet
PhJnidm dam f andm momie, par
Lenormant, Paris.
Vol. i, pp. 27 I
in The Expositor, No. XXI,

to R.
but he is of course not the
R. Abbah of the HallVH>num Talmud. R. Abbah was
selected
R. Shim-on b. Yo'hai to write down his
because
his attainments as a student and a master, both in the v<~.uuii!<~.u and the Chaldaic
and understood
Abbah's
have been a resident of the
which was
of
Science
also called
neosclptucfl.l Secret
It was the residence of many
<.:u,uv<uu,vu:s of R. Shim-on and his
The

and its
and wisdom must be
the learned. The open revelation of R. Shim-on b. Yo'hai's
wisdom was too sublime for
to be
to "'"''"""'""·n
said to the latter: " It may suffice
the master of R.
that I and
creator know
power," which means, it is not advisable
to reveal
doctrine and
wisdom to the
Hence R.
Shim-on chose R. Abbah to do the
and as to whom in another
in the Zohar he says; t "Abbah! Abbah ! loosen the knot and conthis to
Loosen the knot wherewith thou hast
fast the
and receive also this additional
to
Matt. vii, 6; Acts xiii, 45-52;
xvi, 12, 25, 29; Mark iv, 2, u,
*
34; Luke viii, IO; Matt. xiii, 34, 35·
t Treatise Sanludrin, .c. i.
t
Para'shath
Exod. xxxviii sqq.

12,

33,

hide it among the rest, in
came a line of
to the
mitted it to the
them to
observe it in all the times to come. The Zohar is written in the ..............._, the
and the
themselves are
to intimate that it is not delivered for a revelation
of its contents to mankind in
but is covered in its appearance,
as it
and is in the dress of the lower
that of the " a' konzthe hinder or back
as
from the face or
the Sacred or Hebrew
in other
the Zohar is the manifestation of God
but
the
and
is to be ascertained and read between
the lines of the same.* As the Gaon R.
on the
at
states in his
been able to reach to the heel of
the
" Even in our age we have
the
the World of
i. e., the World of Action or
number of
etc., and whatto Adam "l.~•u11uv•"• i.
the Primordial Ideation
World of
of
i. e.,

e.,

and not
which the ODIDOilen
any way understand." The same is in
is in
like all the
of the
ii, 4, where " the Chaldeans
to the
in
"'"""'u...," for that which follows are the words
in the presence
and the dreams are written in Arathe words of the
v and
tu•:utuy -.-·,·-·-· all matters conthe words of the ,...,.,"'"'"'~
nected therewith are in Aramaic.
of all the
•
Exod. xxxiii, 23.
opposite to the face or front.

A similar word in Latin, is

the back, that

in the vu
where Daniel's dream is related in
is in Hebrew. This
the recital of the dream over, the
as in full accord with that which he has before stated.
Luriah
Another reason for the Aramaic may
the
D'Tznioothah and
the Idroth Rabbah and
contain the fundamental
of the
and in the verse " The Ancient of
ga1rmc:nt was like white snow, and the whiteness of the
the basis of these
hair of his head like pure wool.'' These words
the text of the
and as
are in
three books are, so to
""'""'"'"~• the whole structure, in rrn~fn.Y'mitv
hence the Aramaic ·~··&w•~&v
as in the
and in the book B' rith
Covenant of
so in many other books. Much more is said
Luriah which space
but until the
of Luriah
and Konitz are
Zoharic books may be
as indeed is evident from a rnvnn,or~<:nn
of their
and content, with the Sacred Books of other Oriental peoto be very ancient.
The
of the Zoharic
it descends to sentiments and
of ideas which
their
of Hebrew intel................. :r as we find it in the Old
which apv"'"''-"'"' the
ever, discover much in accord with the Archaic Oriental
c:>!J'C'-'''"u.l' that of
and

mention the Zoharic
refer to the Secret
and to
them; so also many of the
formulations to be found in the Talmudim are to be found in the Zoharic
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will now cite from some additional authors upon the
"The Zohar of which the rays
the
tains the most pro~fmmd
is not the work of R. Shim-on ben
under his name; but it is from his words that it
his
who themselves intrusted to other
care of
their task. The words of the
are
most conformable to the
are
men who have lived
late to know the
and all the
and nr''""''nt<:
of the Oral Law.
until after the death of R.
Moses ben
or
and R.
who
not
known it.'' t
A
has arisen as to the versions of the Yu'hasin. Franck used
in
the version of Cracow. A version was

t

*Flourished drca 1200-drca 1272.
pp. 42-43, translated from the
Yu'basin, i. e., Book of the
French, as
by Franck, La KalJ/Jale, p. 92. The author of thi5 book was R. Moses
Abraham b. Samuel Zakut or Sacuto. He was
at Saragossa in 1492.
Jerusalem and Tiberia.~, by J. W.
London.
pp. 451-2. LtArlnu:A
Gesdzidzte unti Literalur von David Cassel.
1879. pp.
JJO, 397, 449· Gm:hiclztt
Literatur von Gustav Ka~les. Berlin. 1886.
p.
sqq.
Christ. Wolf, Bioliotlzeca Heora:a, Vol. i, p. 104 el seq.
t La Ka66ale, p. 92, etc.

E.

* takes Franck to

task for not
the edition of
of that edition in French. t Dr. Hirsch
of the Constantinofrom the
of this Dr. Christian D. GinsOr. Graetz's

b.

descended to them !' "
the book

u•••'-''IJu:::~, his son, and
were the authors ac(:or•jmg to the tradition
The whole passage

in his
of Isaac of Acco has contented
as the end
.4~1;,.,,,nttv lu was in Ike end convinced
Me' -iratk
as he wove into his
many Zohadsli'c ideas." In the statement above cited Isaac of
Acco is
to have said: that R. Moses de Leon told him at Valladolid in
under
that
de
had the book Zohar
in MSS. at his home in
and would show it to him there. R. Moses
de Leon started for his
but on the way, died at Arevolo. Then
but
Isaac goes to
where he meets a relative of de
who says: "R. M. de Leon
an enemy, named R. David Rafon of
is a
who earns a
deal of money from his
but

* Ilinerains

d~

Ia T""t Sainte des xiii, xw, tic.,

sied~.

tl seq.

t If;id.
t Gtsdzidzft
f The Kabbalah, etc.

vii, p. 490 tl seq.

p. 19.
, Work cited, vii, p. 492.

pp. 90-91.

Bruxelles.

1847.

p. 272

makes up the Zohar out of his
de Leon had

with the assistance of a

successful. He then leaves Avila and goes to
meets (( R.
son of
him about the Zohar.
the Zohar
R. Shim-on ben Yo'hai was in the hands of R.
from it for whomsoever he
'' and tells
how
had
this fact. Isaac then goes to Toletola
where he " learned from some of the
that
had seen an old
of R. Moses de
of the name of R.

that the book
which R.
Sllim-un 6. Yo' hal is the author-" This ends the statement. It must be
noted that it commences "R. Isaac of
which the
were massacred 1291
was in
in
from which he ""'"·""'cu, where he heard that there was in
of the book Zohar; and
balistic book
he was anxious to see the Zohar written
S!Um-un b.
his son, fn a cavern.*
"
il is wn'tten in the Ye' rushalmelic
he says, it is
but
if in Hebrew not." Then
went to
"At last I learned
that Moses Nachmanides had sent the book
from Palestine to
Catalonia to his son, but the wind carried it
to""'"'"''""''"'
say to
where the book fell into the hands of R. Moses de
Leon." We must not
Moses de
born uso, died IJOS·
says: " Here is what we find in the edition of '-'V'"'"""u
year 5053 A.
1293 A. D. I do not cite the page because the first
at the
edition is not
the
of R. Moses de Leon was
time (I
" t The statement in Yu'hasin also refers to a
*This statement of itself is curious, there is
in the Zohar to show that it was
written in a cavern. The cavern was
the place in which they studied and hid
strange;
themselves
the Roman
The next statement is
indeed, the whole passage in Yu'hasin bears the appearance of untmtb.

f

says M. d. Leon died 1293·

Itinb-airu, etc., p. 278.

Leon's
1305-I293 = u years. How does this accord with the
account?
of 1'iacm:na1ruu.es,
Isaac of Acco was a
on the miracles he
as a Practical
means of the
""·""'~-'v'auvu and combination of the letters of the Hebrew .,.,~uw.uo;;•,
which
he
he had learned from
who came to him
He has had much to do with that
of
whit:h asserts that wondrous results will follow
of the Hebrew
Names of the
"It is more
&orrut, and to be used
the
of Acco's

and above cited ;
over the contents of the
was astonished to
that the Than-nab
should be asserted as not the author of any
' R. Moses d. Cordovero and R.
our ' lions of the
most
contradict
and are followed
saints. Therefore it seems to me, that also the Rabbi
was aware of the contents of the Zohar to be truth and
his zeal
and
way,' he clwse to
... ......... v .. of
which view seems indel!d very v•~•u_, ..... , ...
at
a R. Elikom of
Ofen
we may remark
it contains alterations
which suffice to show little
If we
take the account from
I. R. Isaac of
believes in the
of that
of the Zohar written in
and that it comes from R. S. b.
and his school.
Azulat, 476.
Vollm, Vol. ii, p.

ntG<tsc.rz:en

420.

book whilst in !'iovac.i:l..
He was familiar with the existence
and from the
the life-time of M.
of the Zohar
statement
in
R. S. b. Yo'hai has
how this book
3· He goes to
become known in his time.
spustatements was also that of the
the
riousness of the book.
assures
5· He meets R. M. d. Leon in
and was
possesses the
to show it to
when he would visit Avila. This was
before M. d. Leon's death
at which time the Zohar
was so well
and so
in countries
to
that the belief in M. d. Leon's authotrshJtP stands on a par with the
of the Shem
statement in
Ktr•U&I'JV, i. t.
the
1
or
6. The old man, R. David
Rafon of
who knew so much as to be able to say, "that the book
Zohar does not
" is an
in the
7. The trick that Isaac endeavored to
with the aid of R.
the rich man of Avila and his
and seems to have too many women mixed up with
8. Is it
that the very M. d.
to this
account,
his wife and
the secret of the fraud he was
and throw away upon himself without
9· If the wife and
did disclose this secret,
not
show the MSS. written
M. d. Leon
did
man and the deceitful Rabbi not ask for
and expose them?
the
10. Who has ever seen this
MSS.? Where is it?
2.

I 1.

Zohar.

The
of the account in Yu'hasin is very
very susThe whole
is
and crumbles into
like the other futile ObJiect:torts
the
of the

It is
those who say that Moses de Leon
the
that the five books
written
M. d.
that he does not in any of them enter into
v••u••....~... that he was even deficient in a knowledl~re
Talmudim. That M. d. L. traveled very much in his
in Avila; that he was a

or

first wrote
then the

which

i. ~.• Book of the Sacred
Mishkan
i. ~., Tabernacle
the
1293· He appears to have also written a
has-Slum.* These were
written in
but the Zohar and Zoharic books are
the Aramaic. Here we have numerous books written
has
it is
learned man, and this
to write the immense and very learned book on the Secret
and the other books bound up with it. The books
and
to
Let us
admit he was one year
it then took nine years
for him to write these works in
in which the
learned men of this
the Arabic.
never wrote books at this time in
understood it as the
of the Talmudim. The Zohar is a volurnithan all the books admitted to be
M. de Leon
Lul!:culo:::I. and
took nine years for their co:m'(:IOS:Itl<>n, and it would
to have written
had he the

* Comp. Pardes Rimmonun R. Moses Cordovero, fol. 11oa, col. I, in Slu:-ar Aa.rSiumolll, i. e., Gate of the Names, and SAa-ar nal· TnnnorqtA, i. e., Gate of the Channels or canals.

}

to have written the Zohar.

M.d. L. died IJos, and he would have to
Then he did not
he"
and
" Now the art of
a book written in
in
the
for
a
in the libraries of the rich and learned of other
at almost the same time. The rich were all
and even
to pay M. d. L. money for his uncertain
wares, the learned
to discover his
and expose
were too credulous and too
the
What a slur upon the
of the Rabbins of the XIIIth

·-·~ ..,. 6

and
b. Yo'hai.
for

~""'""''''..'' this unlearned
who was of such
and of such an
in the learned world around him ! The opposers also
passages where the name of " Moses" is
are evidence that M. d. L. wanted
that
M. d.
was the author
ul"rmnlP work of R. Shim-on

the Rabbis in
seized the minds of the adherents of Occult Science very
to be written
the Crusades. The Kabbalah
prc•Ou•ctl<m of the XII
usual way. The diffiin the uncJerstana•mg
excited
and France.'' He also
the
of many -"'"'""'""'• "'"V"''-''"'"Y
says :t "Whether the
to in the
fictitious is not decided ; the work contains the most sublime
and
and
an excessive amount of
as well as of visible nature, an uncom~ .."''m''"'n r"'·'"""'"" <liJ••rn:tu. which i't was the intmtion to
Jhat thick veil."
Another
ibn Yachia ben Don
of Imola
• Gesdsichte

t

16id. p. UJ.

in his Shalshdetk
1549, says:* "Towards the end of the year soso of
several persons
who asserted that all
written in the dialect of Yerusalem
Talmudical
were the
of R. Shim-on ben
but that all
not to be attribwhich are in the sacred ""'"''av..uted to him. Others affirmed that R. Moses ben
of this book
made the
sent it to Catalonia
from which it
into
and fell into the hands of R. Moses de Leon.
several others have
""'u~';u• that this Moses de Leon was a learned man, who found
these
commentaries in his own
that in order to draw
it
it under the name of R.
sums from the
Shim-on ben Yo'hai and his
add that he acted
"As for me," says the
ions have not any •v•m"""'''uu but R. Shim-on ben Yo'hai and his sacred
have
said all these
and besides many
written down at that
were not able to have the same
but after
been disseminated a
several
were
collected and
"
" This is not a matter to be
at ; because it was m this manner that our master,
has redacted the
from
different
which had been before
scattered to the four
of the earth. It was also in this manner that R. Ashi has com-

* Ed. of Amsterdam, fol.

23 a and 6.
taken from the account said to have been given

un•~u"'"'" to be found only in the ancient ediexc:ee·dingly rare. It had been left out of all >'-'L"'"'-'"'"'"
editions, until
reintroduced it in
in his London edition, pp.
Vol. vi, col.
Landauer's objection to this record. Likro.turolall dt:s Orimts,
711 et m;. Dr. Graetz is
to
that Isaac of Acco: "Was in the

i.e.,
end convinced of
of the Zohar as he wove into his Me'·irath
.t:nliglbtenment of the Eyes, manifold Zoharist ideas. His writings in which the above
uulg"''"'Jiffi1Ja!'lcea. appear to have been lost.''

The whole

Reader in Rabbinic and Tal·
, in his late able essay on the
which we have
at this moment seen, says : "The nu.
deus of the book
is of 1\Iishnic
R. Shim' eon b. Yohai was
the author of the Zohar in the same sense that R. Yohanan was the author
of the Palestinian
i. ~.• he gave the first
to the <.:u•uiJ!J,,·
tion of the book. But R. Mosheh of
on the other
was the
first not
but also to
it
" The Zohar was
in Palestine late in the lid or
A. D. and
finished at the latest in the Vlth or the VIIth
tkat it should hav~ b~m u.m~pu.>ca
tkal lim~ and before the Renais.
sance, as both """~'>'""~'>'
indorsed in The
The learned Dr. S. M.

the """l'i u.,.15"
is forbidden to carry books hPI.-.n·cr•n
the land." The Zoharic
one of
ides-flour. 1
M.
Moses de Leon's MSS. now in the
this
de
every one who should
that he do not blot out my name
from my nrr>n..rtu
co1nposed it." Is it
he
would
have written the Zohar and
says Dr. "'"'·""'"''Y
an "inferior
The Doctor also terms
cabbalist."
In the Zoharic
it is
listie doctrines come
Isaac of Acco has the appearance of a
: "
the Kabbalists dell•troved
Vol. vii, p. 492.)
Vol. xvi, p. 286 tl Sttj.

t The Holy Bible according to the authorized version (A. D.
u:>xnm•enu•ry, and a Revision of the Translation by

Church.
lain in

Edited

F. C. Cook, :\I.A., Canon of Exeter,

reunite
to communicate to each other their recol.... .., .. v ...,, and to instruct themselves
in the
Secret
Science. To themselves
verse " How beautiful
it is to see the brothers remain united.''*
of the
have before them the
down. t
critic R.
Min Ha-adomim dei Rossi or
" of
the red ones," ofFerrara-flourished I5IJ-I577 A. D.-author of Me' or
The
of the
followed the
of the Zohar
He knew the book
§ i, ch.
Ll'~'""""'"

i. e., Chain of the Tra-

~-''""''""''"·" at the time of the
Constantina." Dei Rossi saw the unwhich came
truthfulness
in the statement in the book
as to the
modern
of the
and therefore did not follow it.
The erudite Rev. Dr. Peter
and the Rev. Thomas
also favour the Zohar as an
book. We refer the reader to
the
cited or which will
to the
; the

* Ps. cxxxiii, I.

Zohar iii, 596.
Part I, fol. uso. The
additional writers favour the
uity of the Zohar: J.
in his, Konlros
llaz-Zohar, i. e., Folio of the
Book Zohar, Berlin.
Rtal-Enr:ydopiidit fUr Bi6tl und Talmud,
l'ole~ckllen1burg.

1886.

ii.

in same, ::>U)lpl•emcmt,

Be'hai ben Asher,

A.
RaShBA, who in his Pentateuch Commentary of 1291 A. D. quotes
many passages under the name of Midrash of Rabbi Shim-on b. Y o'hai, which may
be found in the Zohar.
Lev. xxi, 22, and Zohar iii, p. 114. Rajiah Me'hemnab. In the beemninl!: of his Commentary, he says: "And in the Midrash of R.
Shim-on ben Yo-hai I have seen 'And a bird' this is Michael, • upon the earth' this
is RaphaeL
Zohar i, p. 466, and many othex places.

i Mantua, 1574-75·
ft The lnrtcrm,.nt
versy, etc.

II Indian

See Kitto's

Biblical Liter., Ed.

iii, pp. 702-3.

the Unitarians in the controOxford, 1821.

······-.-···-·-·etc.

London, 18oo, Vol. iv.

learned
Tomus Sl',cu,ufur. Partis

Kircher's

Geschichtt odtr iilur die
Part i,
8vo.
2nd ed.
7; Vol. ii,
Molitor. The
the learned Roman Catholic Franz
that he follows too
the school of the Modem
cnrrlt)vPro_ etc., and not that of the
which is that in the ......., t..oot
school of the

accord with the New
Christian Church.
the Kabbala 1 Nnu.run•a

of the Fathers of the '

is of value to
He also follows too
mastered the rudiments of this y····---·~.. ,
many other works we can
the Modem
refer to, but
weary the reader
a list.
Dr. Christian D. {illrlsburgr'l' has attacked the age and
condensed those of
the
etc., etc. We will take up his
I. The first has been
answered
Konitz and our note to page
25
Shim-on b. Yo'hai did not write the
it was the nr•~,,,,._
termed him in one or two
-tion of his
that is not evidence
Similar
in both the 0. T. and
ed.
et seq.
p. 109 i!l seq., and Kitto's
II. That the Zoharic
mention
Hebrew vowel
finished until about the Vlth or the
If the Zohar was not
Vllth century,
the school of R. Shim-on b.
time
*The Kabbalah, its Doctrines, lJevel<mmtent and Literature. An Essay, by Christian
D. Ginsburg, LL.D. Read October
London, 1865. Also Kitto's
En•cvclon. Britannica and other works.

t

See our

5

anlt pp. 23-26.

of
existed to
into it the results of the centuries n ..,.v,rmc_ The
in the form we
the
of the
is one of much
has caused
among
""''u"'~"'~"'"- and is not
settled. The result we think may
must have been in some way
be summed up: I. All Hebrew
It
as
vowelized from its commencement in the very earliest
are all the Semitic
written in consonantal
which are the life and soul of
The
has
that so far very ancient ex:flmPI€~s
have not been found in any old MSS.
• monuments of it before the VIth
It is asserted
that the Rabbins of the school of Tiberias invented the vowel
that
were introduced for the first time
the Karaite R. ..... ~.....,..... ,
flourished circa A.. D. 5
to facilitate the
for the use of his students. We think that
prclpa,~ated, but did not invent the
The
that we will
it in an
i.
Faithful
§
Part
as are in the Kether
Malkhuth of Ibn
of the Polish
Service for the
as follows:
" And moon and sun remained like a
over them
darkened their
says, " But there is a master over them
also have
Michael Sachs II to show
stated that the context of the Zohar is
indeed
appear as an addition out of

e.,

"'nPHiflPrn

*Othen; say, 78o-8oo A. D.

t Comp.

Des points-voyelll!s dans Its langues Sbniliquts par Moist Schwab, in Actes dl!'

annie r877.

Paris, 1879, ~ v, p.

201-2.

186o, pp. 42-43 and ""~-'If'<'"''" ....

t See ante p. 2 tl uq.
i See Dr. D. H.
DU

II

Di~

Rdi/{iiJsl! Poesit

d~r Judm

des Sohar, etc.
in Spa11im, Berlin.
p.

p.
229,

Note

2.

would he not have turned these words into the Aramaic and made them
of the
The
a
bound up with the Zohar
and to have been
proper, has been considered as one of the later
written in Hebrew and then translated into the Aramaic. We
have shown Ibn Gebirollived xo2o-1o7o A.
and had means of access
to the
and we shall hereafter
that
is in accord with that set forth in the
hmw~"''~"T. that the redactor of the Zoharic
note, it is evident that
it was not intended to
in the Hebrew and the
rest of the
is in
1s a
ad·
that this is one, any evidence of modern "''"·"v""'
lived over 225 years before the
out to the uninitiated of the
Zoharic
Ibn Gebirol even alludes to the
his
Middoth
A. D.--alludes to

i. ~.• the Practical v••u'''""'
and
the
on the outside
of the
of the letters m.':l 70.':110:::1 m.':l KhVZV Be'MVKhSZ
KhVZV instead of nm•
nm• YHVH ELoHENU YHVH
introduced into
at the end of the fifth Thousand
eirca 1240. This is an instance of the
or transmutation of
letters
to the old
of Hebrew exeges1s
which was known even in the time of the Old
and hence was

* Landauer in the Lileraturblatt des

Orimts.

No.IJ.

t Part i, 186; 2Ja.
~ The Me'zuzzah is a
of uwxn'"""'" upon which is written ; Deut. vi, 4-9; xi,
13-21, it is then put into a hollow
or reed, which is affixed to the
hand
aoc•r-nmt of every door, in the dwelling-houses of the

Biblical Liter. Ed. 1876. s. v. Mezuza, pp. 152-3.
~ Comp. Ginsburgrwork cited, p.
p. 54-55· Kitto's
Biblical Liter.,
Ed. 1876, Vol. i, p. 258. Bioliotluca
Ra66inica, Pars. iv, p. 230e1 se<J. Historical
and Critical Comment. on Eccle;iastes
C. D. Ginsburg, 1861, p. 30 et UlJ. Molitor.

Pllilos. dtr Gtulliclllt oder u6tr dit Tradition, Munster, Ed.

Vol. i, p. 55 tl stf.

who were in the XIIIth cen:spanlsn .1:\.<~.uuJ.u:s, and not
to influence the
in the Zohar* where these
of at all ; and where the
Me'zuzzah as a Biblical commandment is
of in the
there
is not any allusion to these letters. How the above statement came into
the learned Doctor's mind we do not see, however he has cited an authorwhich we have not at hand.
V. Another
is that the
says: "The She' kheen-ah is
whence it is that the house of
is called
" In the
there is a
and without lm
"whence" cannot be
it may be
as follows : She'
... u,-=cl:•·a••· in Hebrew ill'JI!1 reads in the Zohar Ml'll'JI!1 She'
and
and
the " house of
'' is in Hebrew T1CJJil 1'1'::1 Beth kak
reads in the Zohar Ml11!1'J:l ':l .Bai llnishlah; hence the transmutation of
She'kintah and
i. e., Ml'll':ll!1 and Ml11!1'JJ, from which Esk
i.e.,
as a name for the latter in consequence of its
of the nature of the former. So it says in the
haz-Zohar6a:
house'
"The ' house of prayer' of above is 'Esk.
" 'I'l'.':l .Bai'lku
u'"'"'"·""' house."
Isaiah
7, " Mine
I'l'.':l .Btlk Te'shall be called a "house of prayer," in Hebrew
pmua,r&, and in the Zohar Mf11!1'J:J '.:! Bai k'nis!tlak.
We must take note
Dr.
of the former
here.
has not followed this out.
1s a
that the word Esk
the word
and therefore a mistake in the
as a
and the author of the Zohar; but
word for synagogue is not
but
The word .L>J>rw.Ku,
"house of prayer," and as
it
Christians. In the same manner the
the
is used also

* Part i, p. 186 and 2Ja.
t Part iii, 2636 and

2696.

Deut. vi, 9; xi,

t Part iii, 282a. The RaYah Me'hemnah

20.

i.
or

e.,

for the
School

for

the Chrisa synagogue. But in correct
and
synagoga, and in
Part
32a, mentions the
the Crusaders from the
the Saracens."*
In'the IVth Branch of Luriah's book
he shows from statements
in the
" after four hundred years shall exist
of the sons of Yishmael
etc., and it shall be
the
years after
which occurred I 73 years before
the close of the fourth thousand of years, hence there is
years between the destruction and that
did the Zohar say 400
*The Crusades were :-1. t096:
taken by assault,
frey de Bouillon, King of jer·ussuexn.
2. St. Bernard's, I 146, headed by Conrad II and Louis VII.
Crusaders, 1187.
J. Frederick Barbarossa.
II, France; Richard I,
F,ruitless.
4· Henry VI. Successful 1195 to Il97·
S· That of Pope Innocent III, 1
Baldwin of Flanders, attacks the Greeks and
tak~
(Byzantium), 120,:.
6. 1:n6: Frederick II obtains
on a truce of 10 years.
1· St. Louis (the IX of France), 1248, defeated and taken prisoner at Mansonrah~
April 8th; 1250, ransomed; truce 10 years.
8. 1270, by the same, who died at Carthage, Aug. 2, 1270. Pnnce Edward
at Acre, 1271. In 1291 the Sultan takes Acre and the Christ·
Edward I), of
ians are driven out of Syria.

t

ante p. 49·

t Part ii, end of ~

Vayera, 32a, and compare what we have said anlt p. 49·

a
if he wrote the
could have
years? Moses de
was well
correct
in
as the time of
A.
known in his
Luriah says: The fact
passage in the Zohar
At
dates from the time of R. Shim-on ben Yo'hai and his '-V''""'''"'
that time about 100 years had
since the destruction of the second
hence there remained up to the Arab
years, which
was taken at the round number 400 years. Those who endeavor to prove
tlte late
of the Zohar from these
Luriah calls upon to
the other
in the same passage, " the
land shall not be
delivered
to the 'children of
" i. e., the Christians.*
Would it have been difficult
the last centuries for the Christian
the
land from the
should not have it? We can
also say, would it not have been in accord with a
De
to
from the evident to him
power of the Christian ""''".."'o•n
such in the future? Luriah says, it is
that the sons of Yishmael
son of
that the Christian powers of
should fail in
the
land. Luriah says, the rest of the Yishmaelitic
the conquest from them
the branch of the Son of
is mentioned
in the
d' .Rabbi
which was written before the colnpJ.latwn
of either of the Talmudim.
The same
of R. Shim-on b.
In
Prof.
to the adverse criticisms as to
La
the
of the Zohar and its
says;§ "Several
that
under the name
critics have

II

* Edom at one time meant pagan Rome, then Byzantium, the
taken for the
whole of the Eastern Roman Empire, then the Christians and modern Catholic Rome.
To this
the
of Central Asia call the Sultan at
the Sultan of
Rome.
tSee

Bet ha-Midrasch.

Driller Theil, p. xix et seq.

t La Kab!Jale ou Ia philosopkie religieuse des
Ad.
aptgt a Ia faculte des letlres de
de pltilosophie au college royal de Charlemagne. Paris, Li6raire de f Uaduttt. Rut Pierre-sarra1in, ra, r84.J·
i P. el uq.

\

a reference to the Mohammedan
whom all the
lished
modern
under the same name
*.
Here is that which a
R. Shim-on b. Yo'hai claims to
have heard from the mouth of his Master: 'Woe upon the moment m
which Yishmael saw the
and received the
of circumcision !
For what did the
whose Name he blessed ! do? He excluded
from the
land on account of their cirof Yishmael are destined

* *

all
their circumcision is also
will
the children of Israel
to their
until the merit of the children
shall be exhausted. And the children of Yishmael are destined

war
at sea, another on
Yerusalem; and
will
one over the
shall not be delivered to the children of Edom ''
In order to understand the
of these
i.e., those who wrote in
that the

v"'l'i."""'"''J indicated
the name of
pagan
afterwards Christian Rome and all Christian nations. As this passage cannot
the idea was to
of the war of the Saracens
the
to the
of
Yerusalem." So far Franck.* Franck is
inclined to ascribe
for he finds R. Shim-on ben
this to the mten:,oi~Ltlcm of a later
to be in the Zohar.
Yo'hai's
In the cornmentar
6, is : " Rabbi Yishsays: The children of Yishmael will wage three awful wars in the
as is said in Isaiah
15, '
flee from the sword.'
latter
• /!tid. 99-100.

t Who was a contemporary of R.

Akeebah, the master of R. Shim-on ben Yo'hal:.

The first war will be on
second will be at sea, ...._,cu••u"''"'
third will be in the Ke' raklt

said* ' from the drawn sword '; the
'And from the bent bow;' and the
of

in the
reference also is
least
for it is " in the latter
i. e., it is at the time of
the
of Israel and her restoration to the
that these
three wars are to occur. The Zohar may refer to pagan Rome or to
of the Greek
but not
to
of R. Yishmael the Mohammedans
did not exist. The "children of Yishmael" were the asserted descendants of Abraham
the son of
; the "children of Israel" the
Isaac. The Mohammedans as " children
of YishmaiH '' do not appear in
some soo years,
after R. Yishmael's
necesto the Crusades? The
of Yishmael is mentioned in the
before Mohammedanism ; it says: " It
to live under the
of Yishmael.
The name has
but
before
since 742 A.
name "children of Yishmael "
nated all the asserted descendants of
son of Abraham. This
fact must be
in view
the
for a proper
of
the Zoharic passage. Dr.
Zohar as
"descendants of
i. e., the
a:s!i;uunug the Zoharic reference to be to the followers of that
them
the latter name no less than three times ;II also
" the descendants of Ishmael " instead of "children of Yishmael " as it
his
to convey the idea of
a more recent

* I6id. t 1'6id. t I6id.
1 Treatise Sluz66atn, I Ja.
II The Kabbalah, its Doctrines, etc., p.

87 tl StfJ.

He also translates " the children of Ed om " as " the Christians." But
this does not nec:e~;an
for we may
that the
and R. Liva's Ne-tza'k
words of Rab in the Talmud* refer to the
In the Midrash
" Edom " is mentioned in connection with the vision of Daniel
Mlk
i. c., Gifts of
says:
dominion of Edom
who was taken for
a
believed in
of that man on his
law except a few
in the world
of Ed om." These
therefore Rome is
umaucons show the
of the names " children of Yishmael "
'' and that the first was
to the Arabs
and " children of
followers of
the latter was
Romans.
Dr.
a
selected to attack the
is a translation of the whole p~ge :II
" Rabbi Yoseh and Rabbi
were
said R.
art thou silent? a
Yoseh to R.
appear
conversation on or an
matters of the
Thorah. R.
and said:
no child.'
We read in Genesis
*Treatise Sanllt!tirin, 986.

t Ch. 13, p.

2,

col.

2.

t Comp. Exposition of the Thorah by R. Be'hai, Gen., 366; Bt!'rairlleetlz Ra66ak, 156,
and

I 16;

fol. 4od, 41a,

h3,

fol. 59a, and

i 6).

Skt!'mtJth. Ra66ak

Col. 124c,

135·

I This is evidently a reference

to Byzantium, as Rome, it was then in the Eastern
and is to the Greek Church.

II Zohar ii, J2a.

Brody and Amsterdam editions, which follow the

and Mantua editions.

~..-oustant.mclp!e

Woe on account of this; woe upon the time when
Yishmael!
R. Yoseh said to him :
branch? Said R. 'Hee,-------n herself afterwards bear a son, a
and so I have heard it from
to him : Thou shalt see it as I see
and I cried-Woe upon that
the mouth of Rabbi Shim-on
Go
I
time!
pray
a son from
succeeded in
Yishmael may live
blessed be
before thee ! '
to YishHe ! had
him assurance about
until the
blessed be He !
was circumcised and
I have heard thee I' Afterwards he
___________ J

admitted into the
went forth into the world.
Come and see !
ua.•<u''"'"··a.u~::c• of the' children of
Yishmael ' thus
u.unmc•J asked the
blessed be He!
... u•u'-'"'"'''• a share in
Name? He answered him: Yes. He then said to Him: Yishmael is
circumcised
at his thirteenth
has he no
in Thee like
the
? Said He to him : Because the latter has been
of the covenant
to the
and the other one is not so. And
are
to Me at the proper age
but the sons of
of
while the sons of Yishmael remain distant from Me a
betime
Said he to Him
this be so, should
cause of his
been
remain without a
reward?
Woe upon the
when Yishmael was born in the world and was circumcised!" With this" Woe"
the
a different
read in this
the "Woe" has
from that of a first sentence of an exclamation and
uttered
the writer of the Zoharic passage, as those
of the Zohar desire it to appear. Further the
Dr..
not end where the
''and the
land shall not be delivered to the children
goes on : " At. that
a
th~ ~xlr~mu
th~ world shaD

.

* 16itl., 20.

the

it from
will

arise over

ao:oran:1~

to, and in fulfillment

Isaiah

'""''"!>\'·""'• in Bots-rah.' "
What has such a war to do with the crusades? Bots-rah means
" The
in the Roman
'' is to be visited
To/too vab-.Boin the Messianic time.
1s
Abravanel in his Mask-mee-ak
I 7•·
All the best Hebrew commentators agree upon
that Bots-rah
means
Rome that the Zohar says, a destructive
war is to be
both on land and at sea, and near
etc., to seize the corners of the
to
etc." The Zohar terminates this
with " And He will
and break every
the children of Yishmael
remain a
the

or is it a
that
the armies of the
nations were annihilated
? How about the
at
and those of Israel alone
Rome at the time of the war of the Crusades in the
the
But our critics have apJ)ar•ent
to these
which may be
the Zohar has

t

Ibn Ezra on Is: xxxiv, 6, and Amos i, 12; R. D.
Abravanel on the same, and on Is: xx:dv, 6, and
:dix, IJ.
the latter verse. In the Talmud, Treatise, Pe'sa·' him, J 186.

on Is : lxiii, I.
Targum
on

not exhausted this
in the
III Part* we will find the relative

before
; if we consult the
of Israel and
in the

pv:•n•.vu

and

mistress

in the future the mistress will be restored to her former eminence. The essential parts of this last reference are: "We have learned
elsewhere:
a walk with his
R. Shim-on said to the
and Israel beneath all of
latter : I see all the nations
is the reason?
has dismissed the
her
Therefore it is said: " For these
the earth is
' for * an handmaid that is heir to her
mistress.' What does 'handmaid ' mean ? It is the alien crown, the firstborn of which the
blessed be
killed in
as it is
written : 'Even unto the first-born of the maid-servant that is behind the
mill.'
she sat behind the
and now that
maid-servant is heir to her mistress. R. Shim-on wept and said: The
without the Matronitha cannot be called '
the hand-maid of the Matronitha-where is his
h,..,,..,.,.,,,.,., a
in the matter,
the
1s

•

*

to announce to the Matronitha and to
~~·~Eo·--~· of Zion ! Shout
of
upon an ass.'
learned elsewhere: That maid-servant is
land
as the Matronitha used to do tnrm.>rlv and now it is the
maid-servant who has become heir to her mistress over all; but the
blessed be He ! has resolved to return the Matronitha
as heretofore. The
on. account of his return to
her and his
from the
and the Matronitha is

* p. 69<if of the
or !he Amsterdam Ed.• Parashath A-ha'raillfolh, fol. 31, col.
3-4 of lhe Cremona Ed.
t Comp. Prov. xxx, ::11-23.
a Hebrew, and

co~•seqtuelltly

Zoharic, point of view, still is to come.

'

If

'

~-·~,.., .... ~.

at her reunion with the
of
This

; hence:
from the Zohar
32a. The M1•.rr••n,,..
before the

of the adverse criticism.
made use of
Drs.
Zwcke·rman, formulated
in their futile endeavors to show the modern time of the .. w_.. .....,. .. and content of the
and it will be seen that
Zoharic books. We will hereafter
cmr>nn.-t their
all differ among the:mselves
statements as
to their theme.

"1· The Sonar records events which
q, which the Sohar I;AJ""''""
Numb.
the advent of

Thus on

thereof

three
and the
Now the comet

the self-same

*

B~t

ha·Midrasch, etc., Dritkr

tSee antt, p. 37·
l The Kabbalah, etc., before cited, p. 88.

Th~il.

The
lows:*
"I see

referred to is Numbers
but not now.

r 7, and reads in full as fol·

These words were

will be uu'"'"'u in the time
blessed be He !
resolved upon
and will cause to appear a fixed star
in 70
and 70
in the centre
of the firmament ; and 70 other stars will borrow their
from it.
; on the sixth
it will be
and on the
it will dis
On the first
it will be seen in
of Rome ; t and on that
the three
walls of Rome and the
will
and
the ruler of that
will
thus that star will be extended to be seen
in the world. And at that
in all the
four sides of the
and in the middle of the world. When that star shines in the
a
will arise and rule in the
middle of the
and
look down upon all the
and make war in two directions and be victorious over them. But on the
of the d1sap]pea.rar1ce
of the star, the entire
land will
in 45 miles circumference
And a
and

And from that cave a
and
and to
bird t will grow supreme and rule over the
shall be
and the exalted saints will ....,""'"''""''"'
Messiah will be revealed in all
and to him the
will be
; and on his appearance, the children of the world will meet with trouble after
and
; thus the
of the Messiah will
Israel's adversaries will grow
*In the
and Amsterdam editions, iii, I. Balak, p.
Balak, fol. 98, col. 3·
t In the Cremoan Edition, " Rome" is omitted.
~One version says
i. ~:., bird, doubtless
says l:ll,V anaph, i. e., branch.

2126;

in the Cremona ed.

I

a great angd, another

and he will make an end of the
be aroused
and all the land of Edom he will bum in fire. Thus it is.written: 'And
Israel shall do
'"
Or as this passage says
in
' And Edom shall be a po!iSe!iSlO>n and Seir also a po!>Se!iSlCtn as his
enemies
and thus Israel will do
And
and make death tnr·onttt>n among
and thus ' the
of YHVH does
; I shall not die but I shall live '
'And Saviours shall come upon Mount
' And YHVH shall be
Now from this
it is evident that the
in view a very distant
in which all these
fuh'il/,d. and that all
them had to come
..,,,.n,,rrum ,· so that the occurrence of one or two of
mcllc~ltec1, could not be looked upon as
the
The number 70 is
manner of Daniel
in
which 70 is a
1
eve and Sabbath
"'"'"'"'' "'''" in themof the week ; and so
content, and
selves the
; the 6th month ends the
do as
the ten weeks = 70
of that month is not a more definite number
civil year, and the
than 70
but as all these events are to
the date as
to month and
in the same sense, as if the
made use
i. e.,
of the year. The Zohar does not
critics adverse to the
of the Zohar assume to find in the above
Zoharic passage, or a
of
to incidents which have occurred in
then in
of a
three
forced
these
or four different
differs from the
are said to have
; and
their various distorted and
other in his
their followers
and indeed the entire
statements instead of

criticism founded thereon ; on the
of its
bias and forced construction. Instead of
among others Dr. Gins..
seizes on the various statements and endeavors to formulate from
them a most
the Zoharic
and """'''-'"'·" .. "•
Here is the unassailable
" that this Thesaurus of the Kabbalah
is the
of the thirteenth
He states as if an unconrecords events which tran" and then endeavors to
this
mutilated
intermixed within
This writer in this and in other

We call
qa,rtm:a-.1./t, i. ~., "on the first
i. e., October
"thus that star
will be extended to be seen in the world '' for 70 consecutive
Dr.
statement is: "As many scholars still ascribe to
I will show there is mentioned
2120 as follows:
It shall be visiat the end of

calculation : In the year
"41~~.,,~.u on

1

and
22nd
of which the star became visible-the

on the

*Dr. Ginsburg, work cited, p. 85.
tIn the Cremona Edition of the Zohar, Rome is omitted,
from
to
the Censorship. This reference in the MSS. was
to Pagan Rome, the Zohar
in the time of Catholic Rome.
has however, been

81
ended

i. e.,
Rome. His
Abulafia endeavored to con-

or the
successor was

r~~ar••;n~

to this statement

says: " On the one side are those who ascribe
on the other those who claim for it a late
the
either from external marks or the dates
as to the
are not
in such an
manner as not to admit of various construehave therefore to be confirmed
other well-known historitions.
the door is
and without a full confirmation of
to
and even the latter is
to limitation. From such
in a
-statements we must be able to deduce the facts under
manner, if not .with mathematical
at least with some
If an historical mark is
the most
indicia must find an
are to lead to a result.
the
instance out
and soon crumbles."

Dr. Zuckermann then cites the Zoharic passage
and continues : "Several facts are asserted : xst.
:md. The appearance and disap]peararlce
The
of a ruler.
does not mention in what relation the year I z8o stands to the reof
; and it further omits the
of Nature."
Dr. Zuckermann then advances a
"In the

year 4127
year mention is made
the appearance of a comet
*Btl lza·flfidrash.

In this
of

Vol. iii.

Introduction pp. xxxvii-xxxviii.
Vol. v.

6

About this time the Roman
nJ.Iosrat•e, issued a commandment for the '"'''u••u•uJ<;
in lernsaLlern.
and when the construction was
it was """''""'nt.,·.r!
the sudden
of several walls. Further commands of the
but he fell in battle
Here
event, the natural
it and the death
the
as in the year
that in the
Zemach David
David
whoever he may
and the author of the
same
therefore with
the year

is without doubt
of the Roman emperor
historians
the date
This could be met, in
as the year,
have taken the
4127 A.M. or
A.D.

could be used for the ""!"""''"""'vu

to the very uncertain source of David
both events
occurred at the same
and that such an exact ueng11atlon of the
as it has been assumed we find in the
to refer
Either the Zohar is older than the IVth
to the time of
or it
deal
and therefore this
allusion to an occurrence a
IS not to be
of.
The walls of the
of
acflames broke out of the
the
The passage in the Zohar must be taken in
that '
at that time '
it is not
that some
that which
in the introduction it is
later and some,
m
will occur in this
the
of the Messiah. Dr.
that the old are without

now advances a new
the passage refers neither to I :z8o or

· " ac:coraJml!' to my view
In the last menthe end of

our
and am>eared
scientific "'IJ!iJ"IAUI.A

p.
in and about
there occurred several insurrections and
and the
looked for the
and firm castle of Vincemento fell
into their
the
had to be carried away in a sedan chair to save his
became sick on
the road and died on the :znd
of October.* After his
a relaxation in the Roman Catholic belief took
even the
festival of
fell into oblivion. The
.......~v"'""' a successor, the Ghibellines !:Prlnn!:lv
the
The Latin
fallen into
instug<~nts

comet di.sap1>ea:red
first became visible the
when the comet was seen for the last
The znd of
On the
on
therefore it had
fell into
have
fallen
So Dr.
Beer.
comet of 1
was disThe duration of
ISt, I
covered

* Muratori, Hi.st. of

Italy.

Part viii, p. 72.

Hist. of the Popes. iii, 235·

Gournerie, Rom~ dtrttimnt tomt i, p. 425, and other authentic sources,
Raumer. Hist. of the Hohenstaulfen's. Part iv, p. 491. Ed. 1824.
410, Paris.

De Ia

""P"'"''"Y

was three months. Some say four months. Its tail was xoo 0
It
was seen in China on the 26th
and was visible four months. t
Watson says the comet of 1
xst, and attained
of
and that it was last seen the
?) of Octothe date of the death of Urban IV.
Urban IV had declared a
The
army at first was suc:ce!;stu
and laid
to Rome. His
of
Saracens. The
miles from
was in 1261. He was afterwards driven from that
and
all
made
to prove a modern date for the
are not warranted
historical data. The comet
appears to have been visible
to some astronomers as
as
xst, the latest say
q. Chinese and
observers noted
it. The duration was either
or one hundred and
of the death of Urban IV appears to
says the latter. The
but not the exact
of
the comet, all astronomers agree it was visible not
mentioned in the
but for a
written after these
as to any of the
occurred? Does
an
of
dates
the three writers mentioned? What as to the
We have now seen that three

*Chamber's Astronomy. Bk. iv. c. 6. p. JJ8. c. 3· p.
Cometic Orbits, etc.,
Edward J.
Dublin. 1852. pp. 14-15, 37, 68, 173· M~moires d~ f Acadtmie,
by Pingre. Paris, 176o. pp. 179-203. Delambre. Vol, 3, p. 418.
Vol. 10, p. 209-210.

Also Treatise on Comets, by James C. Watson,

1861. pp. 86-88, 90-94, 95, 96.
:j: Life and Times of !be Roman Pontiffs by Artaud de Montor.
York.
361.
trans.

1867.

pp. 4~•·•-4~<>.

Trans.

New

1768. pp. 353of Rome, &c., by Louis Marie de Cormenin. Eng.
Vol. ii. p. 6-8.

of the star for
I
not
of the three
is a false one or is
to the reader to know that the idea of a new star
of the Messiah is very
the
ancient; the AJ1')1"a:do,fh n'll'.r.nMi£n.
commences:There is a Ba'rai-thah in the name
" 'A star shall come out of
of the Rabbis : As to the
in which the Son of David
cometh :-in the first year, there will not be sufficient nourishment; and
in the second year the arrows of famine will be launched ; in the third
famine ; in the
neither famine nor
ai.JlJ.IIllance, and the star shall shine forth from the
and this is the
Star of the Messiah. And it will shine from the East for fifteen
it will be for the
will
uuen::;LJ:n~~:

and at the close of the
lar statement is in the

t

1'\r~nr:~•v'"'..

""'''"'""''· wars,
A simiabout
of Shim-on ben
§ where we
years before the birth of the

the Messiah ;
read of a Star in the
Messiah.
So also the Zohar says, '""'"~""',..,,;.,,
tlu Mtssiah. R.
Shim-on
lifted up his
! salvation to him who
who shall live to see the time
Blessed One shall come, to conshall live to see it ! For when the
He will see, who has remained true to
who
sider the Unfruitful
is still found
and what have been the individual deeds of each
one: but He will not find any
as it says:-' And I
and no
there.'
And then affliction upon
*From the

Muhiach, i. e., Messiah
Part

B~:l ha-11/idrash.

t JfJid., PP·
l16id., pp. 68-78.
I JfJid., pp. 78-S:z.

cited in Dr. Adolph

affliction will come upon Israel.
lot to him who shall live to
see that time ! ' Because he who is
in the faith shall attain to
Of that time it says: 'I will refine them as silver
is tried.'
After those
tribulations have
out over
with their
shall have taken common counsel over the same,
and have devised many
in which all will
so
that such distress shall
that the last
on account of its
of fire shall
shall cause the first to be
appear, which
for
reach from heaven to
will the
visible to all the nations of the earth. On this
•uc;,.... u, come forth from the Garden of
from the
,l.Olt
qan
i. e., the Bird's
and will appear in Galilee.
of his arrival
the whole world shall
and
And on the
all the children of the world shall hide themselves in the holes and caves,
cannot any more think of salvation. As to this it says:
because
and into the caves of the
shall go into the holes of the
He arriveth to
that is the

reason, that Galilee was the first ne!>trt)ven
he will therefore first reveal himself in it. From thence he will
stir up war
the whole world. After the
of the
of
in which will be visible before
eyes of the world the
.., ...... u:m"" from earth to
and the Messiah shall have revealed
there shall become visible a star from the
in all
colours t beside seven other stars
it. From all sides
will carry on war with
three times a
which all
will
the inhabitants of the world will see.
*The She'kheen-ah.

t The Old Testament, Bileam, son of Beor, says:
shall look upon him, but not
tre will rise out of Israel, etc."

"I shall see him, but not now; I
There will come a Star out of
And a

the
with u~·""''"f>
and will force itself
will swallow them every
every
so as
to renew the war before the eyes of the entire world. This shall continue
for
After these
the star with the
Messiah shall become invisible for twelve months. Then shall the
return as
and the Messiah will hide himself in
itself shall be invisible. After twelve months the
hidden in the
of
shall be taken into
where he will receive power and
of the
But when he
of the world. Then the Messiah will reveal
and many nations
will
themselves to
and he will cause war on the whole world.
About this time that the
Blessed One shall stir up His power
the nations of the world; the
the
the
and all the
But also many
to carry on war
the world shall be
in which a great many of Israel shall die."*
This refers to " the latter
" The reference has therefore been
of the Messiah. The celebrated astronomer
formed a
that
and Saturn were in
the
and the fish is the
Zodiacal Constellation of
cal
of
in the latter half of the year of Rome 747, and were
This would be about six years before the commencement of our common era.
has
the
of
m
with a
that he has made from Chinese
which show that in the year of Rome 750, a comet
ne~tvens. and was visible for

* Zohar ii, fol. 7, col. :z, Amsterdam Ed.;
t Chrtmolog. Synoflse der 4

t Co:mo:are Kitto's Biblical

i/Jid. ii, fol. 53, Sulzbach Ed.

J::v.~ngelie.n.

Ed. 1876. Vol. iii, pp.
Rev. Wm.
Vols. i, 74; ii, 199-209. Cahen's Great French
Bible. Vol. 4, p. u:z, Note 17. Our Christian era was introduced by Dionysius
Lnron.oiO•<rV. Lond.,

"The
in the eastern
seven stars in the
in the heavens for
and a flame of black fire* shall
there shall be wars towards the north carried on in the
two
Then all the nations shall combine
of
in order to
it
the dominion
from the world.
VIII. In this "'"""''"" Dr.
m """'"6'' .. '6
says that the 'time in
a reason
its contents were not revealed
and
and
which R. Simon ben
that it is near the advent of the
' for which cause this revelation
was reserved till the
of R.
to be communicated
him.
=>vc:<U..u•K elsewhere of the advent of the
the
it in the second
when this Rabbi
When the 6oth or the 66th
threshold of the sixth millennium
M.
•u•~••au will appear'
i, I
that the author lived in the XIII
of the Christian era."
The numbers 6 and 7 were favored
the ancient Rabbis as ..... ,........,",6
to the sacredness of the Sabbath eve and the Sabbath
If Dr. Ginsfrom which he takes
he would have found : " In every
of the sixth
Exiguus, a Roman abbot in the Vlth century (525 A.D.), and came into general use
two centuries later,
the
of
This put the nativity
as
baJppenil'lll!: upon December 25, 754 Anno Ur!Jis, i. e., after the
the City of
Rome. The early
or AnnunciaSince
tion, with which they identify the Incarnation, and the
the two appear to havl" been used synonymously.
the time of
Ideler.
el seq. Gieseler. Church
New York.
can. therefore be
Vol. I, 59 tl seq. This date is wrong by at least four years.
earlier. See Hist.
considered as
been born A. U. 750 or B. C. 4, and
of the Christian Church
Schaff. New York. 1882. pp. III-127, and
Gieseler. Church
* Black fire is visible
as distinct from "white fire," a1a·pna.nm1s
t Zohar i, fol. I 19, Amsterdam Ed.; ibirl. i, fol. 74, Sulzbach Ed.

:1:, Vau

=

6, separated from then Heh (H) of

i. t., YHVH during Israel's

thousand
the n increases in
until it recovers its former
the
and then in the six hundredth year of the sixth
of SmnrPmP
and so shall
the lower wisdom
Will be :>UIIli;lUJIY
like a man
at sunset, to enter into the Sabwho prepares himself on the sixth
bath. So also
and
token* is to be found in Genesis
'In the six hundredth year of Noah's
of
the
broken up, and the uuuu-·.:a,~c:o
'"
A little further on R. Y o-seh
cwuu.>.u.

"as a very "'f\'""''"'''~
6 of i"'li"''

UTTnTT'

to
bad unrn:r.<rr,
time.'
its time.' ''
This

Of'

" /kat Ike lime
aet'tmaeltt on Him and also
on their
ac<:Or~:un~
22. ' I YHVH will hasten it in its
•In
' I will hasten it ! '

did not

to determine the time of the advent of the ....'"''"""•
remarks upon the letter 1
6, in connection with the time of the reof
are to be considered
as
at the close of
the six thousand of the years
This
shows that the remark that " the
it in the second
ancn:1ur

·=

b.
,,,.,.,n,rtc: our view: " The tit~r~:IIl•ll'_r
the world is to exist six thousand
years, two thousand years of which are to be
two lhousanli years
blessed with the
and two tlwusand years of the time of the Messiah; but on account of the multitude of our
there have
away
from them that many that have
:-" on which Rashi comments:
" I 72 years before the
of the 4000 years the
was
d~;trc•ve,d. and at the termination of these 172 years, the 2ooo years of
the Thorah
e., 4000 years of the
were
etc. But as
*Which may be used by thee to
on, because of its
a Biblical verse.
t To-Aoo, i. e., without the Thorah, says Rashi, in his l.:olnm·ent:lry.

the 2ooo years of the Lut::;:st.;tu, these last
to have come imafter the
of the 2ooo years of the
and the
and with
also the servitude of Israel.
have caused the Messiah not
to appear at the end of 4000 years, and of the third
to the
Treatise
The
same
passage
is in the
"
Abodah Zarah 9a. Rashi on
says: "The world is destined to stand
six thousand years ac<;or•UIIltll to the number of the
the
but
is the
and in the
year, the world shall
the seventh
of R.
rest.
The Zohar says the
Shim-on was "near the
and the Talmud
" when
as to
at a favourable
ex1~inztio•n of the 2000 years of the Messianic
exJ:ste•nc·e, nor is the Zohar mistaken in mention.
that near which R. Shim-on lived. The
A. D. 70 + 172
242 A.D. as the
of
R. Shim-d'n lived circa 190 A. D.,
therefore near 242
of the Messianic
of 2000
years, the last third of the 6ooo years of the world's
at any
of
six hundred
or years, which the Zohar
terms an "
wisdom upon the
" and which
of Israel." St. Paul and the
and the whole
Christians were also
such a second
orthodox Christian and
world are still
every
an
the first of a second
of Christ.
the last of a
How this Zoharic statement shows that the Zohar was written in the
Xlllth """r•hn•u
IX. This includes several
which will be answered more
of this
The doctrine of
of souls is
uu•uvouou'"'"''J' very old among the
we
the Levirate
*We
passage

in a
or
in the New Testament as if an undoubted tenet. We
number of
also refer the reader to Dr.
own note, on his work
page 43· The Midrashim and Talmud are not
silent about it.
St.

in
us that it was an esot~ric doctn·ne among the
·was comider~d as traditional and intrust~d
to the select
believed in it. See his
which are full of it. It existed for centuries before the time of
among many of the Oriental
and
lS
to be found among the followers of the Buddhistic and

X.

statements in this book.

XI and XII. These DJecw:ms have been and will be further
in this
Zohar contains passages which are similar to those which
XIII.
M. d. Leon has in his own
evidence that he
them from the
which he then had in his possesston. The passage
8,
M. d.
is rn•·rPr•tl
and is also to be found in the MSS. cited in Dr. Kennicott's
Cum. van"is Lectionibus.
work: Vtt. T~st.
So. 2
in a number of MSS. cited
and in Rossi's Van·a
Lecli'ones to the Hebrew
also in the edition of the
m
Elia
m
in these Elohim is in
Elia

* Epistol. Hieronymow mi Demetriadnn, de seruanda
donensis, Opera omnia tjlld! e.rl<mt, etc. Paris. .r546. Tom. i, p.
t Anle, pp.

d sttj. and in other

t See Bi6lia He6raica a
lein. Halle. 1818.

Kennit:ollo;

B. dt·Rossi,

22,

Hieronpni Slri·
E.

of

are statements favorable to
some of them in a condensed

of

is:
the Yishmaelites to
i. ~., a se'ris of
" i. ~., a
officer of the
ho1use:hold, who
the ancient custom of archaic Oriental
was
i. e., eunuch ;t in the
So the Talmudists use
the verb o,co
to

or not.
sense of
"'"''"'-'"• and the Zohar

"""""'"'""' was connected with
rn>nr,rrv as a menlorious

a
an

those who occupy themselves with
of the Word ot
IS never found in the
-'·"··T7·-'"'''- i. ~., eunuchs. This
but we find it in the New
of as if an esoteric
This passage in the
It is
be
understood from a Zoharic
that the Zoharic passage which uses the term under u•:.<-u,.,....,, ..
the same secret sense which underlies it in the words of
been in existence in his time if not
and the Zohar cannot be
of Nazareth
assumed to have
it from Matthew.
and Shim-on b. Yo'hai received many of their
from the same
which accounts for the fact that the
that of the Secret
Zoharic
have so
in common with the New Testament, Philo and the
Patristic literature.

* Le Pmtalmque avec commmt. aim le'miqrah, i.e., mother to the reading, et aim
lt'tnassonth, i. e., mother to the tradition; illwlr. tt rulurclzt's philo!., cn.rrmus.
arclzeol. et sdmtif. par Elia
5 vol. Livorno. I862.
II
i,

Is. !vi, J, 4, 5; Dan. i, J, 4, 7, I I, IS; II
xx, IS; I
xxii, 9;
viii, 6; Ibid. xxv, 19, etc. Kitto's
Bib. Liter., Ed. 1876, iii,

tComp. Josephus.

iv, c. S, i 40.

Indeed this
The Church Father
Father ,.n,r.nlrPn
Exodus ii, 6, IO. The Hebrew nPlrlnt"lu•J'I
i. t'.,
The First Fruits of the
Ed. Vienna.
"As
to the
that Moses occurs in the ancient
under
we are unable for the
to examine into the
we will however say, that
was said to be rt'd
hairt'd
Ev. Ed.
VoL
p.
but
we do not know from what source it has been
that Moses was red.''
If the writer had consulted the
he would have
Vol. i, p .
.B' sar d' Mosht'lz soomaq, i. e., the flesh of Moses was
and to it
refers the
: The face of Moses was like the face of the sun. No..
where else in Hebrew literature does this or a similar statement occur.
The statement 1s a
in favour of the asserted
of their
embodied the life of Moses in the
shows the remote age from which the Zohar obtained its ideas.
Leviticus
15. "Whosoever curseth his
shall bear his sin."
Philo
who were all under the inthat this law also
fluence of the Secret
men
the
to
the
no other Hebrew
this passage in the same
states that whosoever curses
which " God has imto all
"§ shall bear his sin. The same idea is in EcclesiJO, not to curse Satan " lest one would forfeit his own life."
Michael dared " not
him
a
but said : the Lord rebuke thee.
instance of similar
these authorities and the
*Mosheim Institutes of Eccles.
etc., by
Murdock, !J.D., I nb Ed.
London. I88o. Illd century, ch. ii, p. 93, N. 3· Smith's Diet. Greek and Roman
Kitto, work cited, i,
Bk. iv, c.

l

viii,~ 10,

and contra.

Bk. ii,

i 34.

Zohar iii, p. 1066.

~ Deut.

iv, 19.

Zech. iii, 2. II Peter ii, ro-12. Comp. The
9·
cited, N. T. iv, pp. 251-2 and notes; also

"'"''~lr,.r'•

Commentary, before

from which we
ideas were in existence at the
of the Secret Traditime of these
tion. Even the
for we read:* "Satan
"~'I"""''"'"' one
to a man who used to curse him
and said to him:
dost thou this? Consider that God himself would not curse me,
but
said : ' The Lord rebuke
of the
Pentateuch and its
who likewise
Is it reasonable to suppose, that the Zohar borrowed from the New Testament and the
for the benefit of the most secret and
of the Church of
and in some cases, the most
and
in the Zohar as, the very beloved aal'll!IIUr
beloved one 1 The New Testament borrowed from the
the
side of
and the
Traditional Secret
borrowed from the
Testaments.
Numbers
1.
"He
The very rare and ancient
i.e., The
Chronicles of
and ,,....,,,.,...,,,..,
from whom Irenreus
that he was a genecites in his
and
ral of the
he
none of which is in the Old Testacalled
ment. Nor does the latter make mention of the father of
been a
as
does in his first
find this in the Talmud or the nu._. ....,..,, ...,
and it is in the Zohar.
•n.<tu••tuu'u"'"• and it is doubtful from los.eptms,
in
known among the
recent
were not considered as an
*Treat. Kiddwlm:m, p. 81.

t Bk. ii, .:. x.
;

Acts vii,

22,

when such traditions were in the
of the initiated in the Sacred
the source of which was
ancient.
Secret
were among : " The secret
unto YHVH our Elohim.,.
r6-r7, 24-30. Exod. xxxv, 31,
Numb.
8. " And thou shalt bind tlum
a
thine
shall be as
betwun thine eyes." This law was
hence was
the ancient Israelites as
to be
Choirilos of
" in which he immortalizes the
""""'' ....""'• writes of the
in the
Persian army "And behind them came a
distinct from all other
their
mountains
'"ul':u<tKt: is like that of the l:'hc:em:c1a.ns,
upon the hand '' and
the "frontlets between the eyes," and " the
on the borders of
the males of the
the
" * These were
to the destruction of their
Subof these external
of
the Rabbins limited the
to the time and service of the
~'"'·"'••vu

of the Law was soon

arms
below them." This is also a
of the book ; for unless this R.
and R.
Yo-seh lived in the very remote
would have mentioned
this incident which was lost and
after the destruction of
the
II
8. "Now as
and
withstood
The Talmud
two
have them as: "Yonos and Yombros."
""''""''""· p. too el seq., mentions two ...u.6 ·~··~··~
*Numb. xv,

t

Zohar i, 2046.

39·

Rhameses
from
who lived in the time of Sesostris
and
T\Prho""" a translawhich two names the above two Talmudic names
tion: " Pet- Osiri" means sacred to
or PeN" means, sacred to Phe'ri; so Yo-haneh means, the favorite of God
Yo-hannan or
and
has
Yohaneh =
which occurs
been considered the same name as Ne'kho*
m

We see the Zohar differs from the Talmud in the names. The two
who rose
Moses
and what the
says of
them is also
The Zohar mentions them twice; first as two
dans§ and then as Bala-am's sons. II A
note to the first
suggests them to be the same as the Yo-haneh and Mamreh of the
Midrash Ske'molh
ch.
so
are. From all which
we deduce.
r. That the authorities of the
from such
from ancient
sources, that which was also
and Eusebius. The
sources and not
such men as
latter two of whom had not any
with the Rabbins.
the two names
2.
Yo-hanelt. and
Yonos and
on
the
the ""'mr•"ri«n.n will result m
correctness of the
to that of the Midrash and Talmud.
""''vv .... ,.. with the Midrash and Talmud
these two names, had either not seen or known them from these as its
authorities in
sources, or it would not have deviated from such
ism
because the matter does not involve any
of such
moment as to add any
to it as a difference of
; and
""'"v"'"• because in
the
the Zohar would have had
*Ibid.,

102.

evangel, livre viii, ch. ix, liv. ix, ch. xxvii; Pastoret, 1/istolrl
the elder, in Historia natura/is, li/J. xxx, c. i.

He calls
@Zohar ii, 19t.
II Zohar iii, 194, also fol.

!)0,

col.

2.

the
Zoharic statement is of
than the Talmud and Midrash,
The Zohar in the
agrees with the other statements, but it is not
......,u.. ..,.... that the writers of it knew of
or even if
would not have
from them as their sources.
received the tradition from the more ancient sources, at the time when the
names had not
been
and were as
even without the
Talmudic
of Yo-hant'k and Mamn·h. The Zohar does not
them a Hebrew or Aramaic appearance, it leaves them
because it had
an
says
appa·
of evidence for the _............
of the Zohar.
These names occur in other ancient Rabbinical literature as Ya-hanna
and
and as Yanes and
The latter in the Sha/shdeth na:q-GraofJaJ'all,
'"'- --··- known as that of Yonathan ben U zziel from a
Yannes and
the
Yonos and Yombros; the Midrash
1

vn·I!.1J,,H/J'I1

as
the Zoharic version may be

been Bala-am's
:22, where "his
two
is taken in the sense of " his two sons." This also
accounts for the statement in Ambrosius:
d
erant
"
are also mentioned in
The names of the
Kitto's

Biblical Liter., ii, 304. See

however, ibid., iii, 954 et seq.
t Comp. Exod. vii, u, i, IS, and Talmud, treatise, Sanludriw, c. 9·

7

the Acts of Pontius
mistaken
Pius
Chronicles of
been the two sons of Bala-am.
Numenius
a Greek pmtlos;opJiler of the
of our era. He
lived in the lind
to the age of the Antonines. He is menTheoderet and Eusebius. In
tioned
of Moses and menhis book on the
magxcxarJis, which is also stated
tions
name,
Aristobulus in his book dedicated to
Gen. v, 24. "And Enoch walked with
and he was not,
took him.'' The ancient Rabbins of the Talmud and Midrashim u'""'"'·"'":;
in their
of' Ha-nokh
the son of Ye-red; some even
him among the
whilst others rank him with the
and
a third class
him as intermediate between both. The
" so does Ben
nounces him a "Saint who entered Paradise
and in the
Onkelos are two versions of the passage we have above
each other and
both
of
One reads:
" and the other " And he
was not, for the Lord did not let
indeed as to
written in the Sacred Books that
died.'' t
knew that
In the Midrash
R.
ch. 8, it says: " 'Ha-nokh trans*See Talmud, Treatise Mnuzcnoth, fol.

contra. Celsus. Bk. iv, c. xi.

Eusebius Pamphilus
Evang., Book ix, 8; '"P"~"•uy
Ed. 1876, ii, p. 464, and the authorities there
New Testament. Rev. Dr. Peter Allix, in his:
of the

Ed., vol. ii, p. :uS.
cited.

the Unitarians, also the valuable article
orie, in his works before cited. London. 1684. pp.

t

ix,

2.

the Rev.

mitted the
" and the Book
of' Ha-nokh is referred to, as that of which it is
Gen. v, 1; u This is
the book of the
of Adam." The Zohar
I,
says:
" 'Ha-nokh had a book which was identical with the 1 book of the generation of Adam;' this is the
of wisdom." It is
in the Zohar. In the
and
verses of
is
a reference which is in the Book of Enoch we now have. Enoch was
but from the VIIIth to
the Fathers of the Christian
the XVIth
it was lost
of.
several 'Ha-nokk
The book was in existence at the
and up to 300
it
about the VIIIth
about the
'HaXVIth. These facts tend to
that
the
was not written between the
VIIIth and XVIth
it
from this evidence
that the Zohar was written before the VIIIth
Exodus
x. " The mountain
says the
came down tu~:ctJtlcc
teries of the Thorah. This
found its
in Mark
4, 5 ;
Exodus
30. "And Israel saw Ike Egypt'iat.IS
shore." In that
says the
the na1[ron-rlrn1ce
was reduced from his
"n·vwn""''"" else m Hebrew
modem
who tell us that
""''"""""'""'·" after the downfall of the XVIIIth
which the Exodus took
It is known that Osiris was the ...,,.,.,.n••of
and became the
the
i. e., the
It would appear that the
Zohar had lrn•~wiPrl<Y"'
tradition.
Exodus xx, 18. "And all the
saw the voicu
" In the Zohar
" voices " are
*In his

B~l

lza·MidrascA.

t As to the Book of Enoch see : The Book of Enoch translated from the
with Introd. and notes,

Rev. Dr. Geo. H. Schodde. Andover.

188:2.

.c.u•:mp•o,;

IOO

" hence
"saw"
and did not "near" them. Note
R. El-azar's words there. Philo says: " Likewise when the Thorah was
pnnnlcUl§lnc::u on the Mount
it is not
that the voice had been
...... ,.v,•uuJIK to the
it had been ' seen'
all the assem·

Diagram I.

The above
the
some idea of the
and names, of the intermediaries between the
them more
termed
the
We shall
hereafter.

*

Franck, La Ko.66ale, p. 314, 315.

FURTHER EXCERPTS FRO:t.l

THE

ZOHAR.

NEW TESTAMENT PASSAGES.
HERBERT SPENCER CITED.
IDEA, ANCIENTLY.

EXPLANATION

OF

ELE:t.lENT IN RELIGIONS.

ANCIENT CHINESE TAOISM.

MEANING OF

NEW TESTAMENT AND PAGAN WRITERS ON THE

INVISIBLE AND VISIBLE.

THE IDEAL AND REAL, ETC.

mtrocluc:Uc•n to the

ace and
tain the fundamental

PARABLES.

THE BASIC

"'IJ'lll~..u

D'Tznioothah is the
It

said R.

be the most excellent of all
.............-...,,.. for the initiated ; but he

<>Ud.IIJ~cx

to the usages of
but is accustomed to
in its natural condition. One
this barbarian carne into a
and whilst
a food
until then unknown to
was
before him. He asked : What
does one do with this? He was told that it was bread to eat. He took
He then
of what material is it
it and ta.'lted it with
made? It was answered that it was made of wheat. Afterwards a person offered to him a fine cake kneaded in oil. He
of
and
asked: And
of what is it made? He was told of wheat.
the
kneaded with oil and
posse51;1on of all
of them in their
and cultivate the
are made. In this crudeness he remained a
......... 5 ...., which one draws from the
and the

102

Of
becaUse
...., •• "' ..."' which one may draw from the further un·c::ot.l.K~'u"•u and
J)UUCI.j}IC:l>

}JUJI£'1..AiJA""•II

*

up 1., ........

that there is a
under the words of the Hebrew
it says: to the man who sees in the
words!
we would even
be able to compose a Thorah
of admiration. For if we find
the
have to address ourselves to the
to those in whom we most
meet with the most l5'"'uu .. •u
It would be sufficient to imitate
and make a Thorah after their
words and
But it is not so; each word of the Thorah contains
an elevated
and a sublime
* * The recitals of the
Thorah are the vestments of the Thorab. Woe to him who takes this
for the Thorah itself! It is with this
that David has
marvels of
Thorah '
David wished to
the Thorah. There are some
which is concealed under the vestment
foolish
who
a man covered with a beautiful
no
and take the
for the
carry their
there exists a still more
which is the soul. The Thorah
also has its
There are some of the commandments that one can
of the Thorah. The
recitals therein
are
call the
take notice
is covered. The
know no other
or recitals of the
see not that which is concealed under the vestment. The
more instructed men do not pay attention to the vestment, but to the
which it
the
the servitors of the Su·
those who inhabit the
of
are
which is the basis of all the rest, which is the
and in the future time
will be
to con-

* Zohar ii, 176a, Mantua Ed.
t

III, fol. 1526, i B~lza-alotlu' lza.
xi, 24 tl stq.; Exod. xxiii, 9-11.

ful Witness of God? Wherefore would the Wise esteem it more ....... ..,..,~.,.,
than
or
? But no ; in each word
the
a more elevated
; each recites to our un~ae!:-stamdltnj~,
than the events which it appears to contain. And that
and most
Thorah is the True Thorah. "*
uses almost the same "'"''"'u"'"'"''
: u If we take our stand on the literature
to that which
seems
to the
or to the crowd
let us receive what has
been written in the
and if we do
I blush to say and confess that
us such laws ; for the laws of man will appear to be more
God has
and reasonable.
for
the laws of the ......v''""'""•
Athenians or Lacedemonians.
He also says: u What man who has any un~aerstana:mg
and
that the
second and third
the
had been able to exist without a sun, and moon, and stars?
And that the first
was as it were, also without a
? Where can we
find a mind so foolish as to suppose that God acted like a common busand
a
in
Garden
towards the
East ; and
in it a Tree of Life visible and
so that one
of the fruit
the
teeth obtained life? And
that one
of
and evil
in the
and
tree? And if God is said to walk in the
Adam to hide himself under a tree; I do not suppose that any one doubts
that these
the
taken
in appearance,
forth from the presence of
m11rn1 IICPT

* Zohar iii, fol. 1496.
t Homil. vii, in Levit. See also to the same effect :
Edinbutrll'h Ed.,
Vol. r, pp. 315,
Huet. Oril!miana,
Ed., i, p. 422. Davidson, Sacred Hermeneutics, EdinbiLUg1b,

Clark's
Philo, Bohn's

to lead the reader to
what is the presence of
and
uu:::i:f..UituJ<: of
out from
" etc., etc.*
A
in the Zohar also sets forth the same ideas. " Like
unto a beautiful woman hidden in the interior of a
who when her
friend and beloved passes
opens for a moment, a secret
and
is
seen
him ; then
for a
time:
so the doctrine shows herself
to those devoted
in the
to her with soul and
same manner.

In the ""''",.'"'""'

somewhat nearer, and
still hidden in the thick
can
Still later she converses with
her countenance ,..,.,,.,,.,.,.n
After he has accustomed himself to her "nrwr·v.
herself to
face to
and intrusts him with the innermost secrets
of her heart. II He who is thus far initiated into the
cornp1·ehcmds, that all those
sense of the word and are in """""'"""
which
literal sense of the
or added."

*
167.

works, Clark's Ed. cited, i, 315 .rlstq., Bk. iv, c.
The Talmud al o holds to a
or bidden

2.

Huet l.lr.IFt~nana.
in the Hebrew

w"""'""· under their letter. Treatise Sanhedrin 990. In the Christian Church at pres·
ent this idea is carried to a great
See, among others, the curious statements in
the
of Dr.
Wordsworth, Canon of Westminster,
his
Comment. on Genesis and Exodus. London, 1864, p. 52.
of
of the
called : Remez, i.
in
dication, hint, known meamng.
~ The
called: D'rash, i.
allc:goricd e:qm'5mon.

e.,

t.,

f This is the

n"'KK"'u"'"-•

II This is the
the 'Hokhmah, i.

i.

t.,

t., the Secret of the Thorab or Law;

Wisdom par exulktue, the Secret

forms the word PaRDeS, i.

1f Zohar ii, Col. 99, i

or

t., Paradise, the Intellect.
Matt. v, 18; Luke xvi, 14.

The

sense.

The first he compares to
the

of the man, soma,
of these in almost the very
l'·ra.nc1scan, Nicolas de
b.
commentator on the
secret, "'""t"'"
tion c,.,il PaRDeS - -no
mez,
or
and t:llltil Paskut literal.
says: "The letter teaches the
which you
the moral the
which you are to
the anagogthat to which you tend.' • § The word
......,,...,,;.,, i. e., Paradise or the .~.m•..::u...::'-'•• covered the same
in the
mind of the
II
Matt. v, 22, " Whosoever shall say, Thou
hell fire."
He who calls his fellowThe Zohar says
'' R.
hell
' to his
' i. e.,
!iul''"''""''~ him to want and starvabut a skeleton. The above
verse from
the Talmudical ,..,..,.,"...~:>"· The Talmud says :**
n.av11tn-1." i.
he
" He who calls his fellow-man wicked
goes with him to his
or, he may,
him to his very
even
him in his means of
a
On these words
Rashi
says : "It seems hard to me, that the

e.,

*Clark's Ed. cited, Vol. i, p. 294-315. Homil. v, in Levit •
....v ... ..,..,,. Davidson, Sacred. Hermeneutics, p. 97·
t Pastil/a: perpetUtZ in universa BiiJ/ia; first
at Rome 1471-5 in S vols.

i

Kitto's

Bib. Lit., Ed.

iii, pp. 869-70.

Talmud Ye'rushalmi, French Edition,
Talmudic Miscel.

fq

Hersbon, p. 75,

i

M. Schwab, Paris, Vol. i, Introd.

33·

Part ii, p. 122a.

**Treatises, BaiJa Me'heea4 71a, K'ufdw4in :z8a, Ke'tub1Jot4 9(>6, Yo•a4 75a.

;, e.,

Israel to take revenge and retaliate." The termination 'l
tokis
the Hebrew ,, av of
both-~,-,, .....
the noun in the
; the first '? in both words means to,- hence there
remains in the word of the Zohar
which is the same as the Hebrew
ri!J. This has been asserted as an error of Moses de
who did not understand the Talmudic sentence and the word
yav, but
Ike clzeek

i. e., lo his
II Peter ii, 4·
tlzem t/QWn to

is not derived from
" For if God
!Jut cast
and tielivereti them into chains
to be reheld that this statement

B' nai
i. e., Sons of ""''"'muu,
be found in Genesis of any
of the ""'"'"'u"1".
""'"'"''-''"u, dwelt on in the
is made to them in the Book of Enoch.* The
'l:l

""'~''u"''"'.. "'

of

i,

we can see, that the celestial world was conthe
to the

21,

of its '11"'"''"''""'"
The Zohar states : " R.
and said : ' What is man that
thou rememberest him'
This was said at the time when it
came into the Will of the
One to create man. He called before Himself many hosts of the upper
' I wish to create
man.' Then
: 1 Man will not continue one
in his
Then the
One stretched forth his
and burned
them. After that he called other hosts before
and said unto them :
' I wish to create man.' And
said before Him ' What is man, that
*vii, I, 2; x, 6, IS; xxi, 6; cc.
Gen. vi, 2; I Pet. iii, 19; Tobit vi, 14.
Col. ii, 18.

Thou rememberest him? 1 • What is the
of this son of man ? 1 And
He said unto them : ' This man shall be in our
so that his wisdom
shall he
to your wisdom.' When Elohim had created man, and
man had committed a
and gone forth as a
there came U zza
and Azael and said to the
an
of the
Thee. Here is the
son of man whom thou hast made ; he has sinned before Thee.' And
He said unto them : • If you had been among
you would have done
worse than
' What then did the
One? He threw them down
from the
that was
even from heaven.
After YHVH had thrown them down from their
even from
erred after the women of the
and caused the world
it is written
to err. Here is a
these were not the
' He maketh His
All
? How could
these
above do not exist and cannot
that shines unto them and preserves
is cut off from them
cannot exist. How much less can those whom the
One has thrown
and from whom that
of Above has

* * *

ceased?

o..u'"'l!!>""' into another
Here is an
The manna that came down to
Israel in the wilderness sprang
from the dew
which
comes down from the Ancient
the Hidden of all the Hidden Ones.
And when it comes down its
shines
all the
verse, and from it is fed the field of the
But when it came down here below and the air of this world had rule
over
like coriander ",.,.,n,,m
When
came down the air had power over
had been. What did the
so He bound
were
the
do
sit? In
iron chains in the mountain of darkness. In what

*

of Songs v,
tNum. xi, 1·

2.

and cast darkness into his
of the mountains He
One bound
Uzza har·
because at that time when the
So the
One threw
dened himself and rebelled
the
him down into the
up to his very neck and cast darkness into his
who did not harden
the
One
face. Now
near his
to him."*
sea, and
dive into
have arrived at the chain of U zza and Azael.
into the mountains of darkness and think that the
One is
to cite them to
"t
Him
In Luke
31, we have the devils
that He would not command them to go out
the

of many of
The basic element of most of the
the modern
of the world
the idea of a
verse
of the
which is the real and true P-~"''""'"
visible
the latter
rel1tec1tlOll, simulacrum or
This idea was
underand
set forth in the esoteric books of
It is The
Ideal Brahm which
True. It manifests Itself first in
Vishnu and
and
uwuu~<:u these in the
the last
of Asia and of
were uuculJcu
the
firmament
and the same idea is
visible in those of the Hebrews. Philo and
the
of the
as
was based on an invisible universe. The archaic heathen free-masons
had for their
or, the
of the
Universe.

* Zohar, Ed. of Zolkiew, iii, ao8a. The
much upon the
called B'nai ha-Elohim.
tZohar, i,

D'Tznioothah and the Idroth have

.

" And the
of God was
in
his
the ark of his testament.''
The idea of the
ideal but real and

*

brews.
The Zohar also says :
has its

and there was seen in
and the Lower
uu.uu'l"' the entire
to the He-

All that which is found

upon the
and there
which is not itself attached
aet:>enaellce upon it. When
uu&u~;;.u~.;•;u, that which is set over it in the
because all are
We can compare this with the doctrine to be found m the New Testament. t And an old
Commentator has said: " Know that we
have to make a
between those that are hidden from us, and
those
that are manifest to us.'' § The Talmudic maxim is : '' If
thou wilt know the invisible have an open eye for the visible."
"All that which is contained in the Lower World is also found in the
The Lower and
act upon each
other."ll
" All that which is on the
is also found above
so
in the
not
upon another above: in such a manner, that if the lower
moves itself the
to it moves towards it. As to the
of creatures, which are enumernumber therefore of the different
ated
the same number is to be found in the upper roots.
«

*Rev. xi, 19.
tary, on these verses.

t Zobar, i, i
l
i

col. 6,
Yalta·'"""· lol.
Matt. x, 29-31 ; Luke xii,
Recanati in his Taawuy kam-Mitz'votlt., i. e., l\le:anh1g of the Comm!llldments ad

inil.
II Zohar, i Vaya'lt.tt, fol.

col. 2.
f ol. II, col. 2.

1!
Matt. :niii,

10.

Matt. x, 29, 30, 3 r ; Luke xii, 6, 7 ;
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This is also the view of R.

Luria. " All the creatures in the
it
This

world have each a "'""",."''"

"-~'."'·""'"''"'·"• the emanated in its inner
'""'"'"".. ''"iS

is
one ; that which is
nature remains in the inner

upper one.

Its powers which
woven in
A curious idea of the '-L~•uL><tu.:>~=>
Nobeleth 'Hokhmah:

was withdrawn:
are affixed and interthat as to emanation stated in the

and flashed
movements,
of Its
to Its
u"·"lS"•• Its sources have
themselves toward
These movements are called
in which it is ascan be
can be termed the Unithe

The soul has its

u:JJ:Igt:nce,

from each
versal Soul. From
of
nates
it is born into this world in
and
the human

•'-··-···-... the union of
like
So the soul is as-

*
M'6o Slza-arim, near the end.
t Similu to the idea of Maya or Illusion of the Hindu p<u•u><Jpny.
t
Sluphathal, Col. 25.
i Comp.

Tht Eme'h ka-11/e/e'h, i.

t'.,

fol. 61.

of the

Col. i, in Skaar Sh.ukuah

III

serted to descend here
.and so, it
its
when it has fulfilled its
1s
for heaven ; and
which it incites
the assistance of the Divine
to the
of cm,.,.,.,.. u,Ju, to the real
thus
with the
itself
This is what the
with what basis we do not know.* "In
"L"·"u"''"'" undertakes to
that manner, says the
life is drawn at the same time from on
and from
the source renews
and the sea
distributes its waters in all
reflection or i"'"''"rr....-t
This idea of the
ideas
Herbert
We find these ideas m the archaic literature of China. Dr. De Groot
says:
"The
i. e., The Book of the Perfection of
attributed to Laou Tsz', contains the
There was a
time when Heaven and Earth did not
in which
absolute 1mmoouu
which possesses exl:stencc~, were born in that
which existed
and from Itself
made the heavens revolve and
a
as
to which
declares we know not the name, and which for that
reason, it
the
which we may
describe as the universal soul of nature, the universal energy of nature,
as nature. Tao manifested itself in Heaven and
or
with which it
so to say, One. If man reaches to
and rest, he

.

*See the Pardes Rimonim, fol. 00-64.
t I, fol. 6o-70.
t The
of
3d Ed. New York.

1886. Vol. i, c. viii, f 53, p.

lOS et seq.
~ Compare: "The
One, Blessed be He ! created and destroyed several worlds
all
before the present one was made, and when this His last work was
tlu
w"~ to
txist, IJifor~ rom thty mteretl into this uJorltl, were present lJifort tlu Ddty in tluir true
form. Thus are the words of Ecclesiastes to be understood '\\'bat was, shall be, and
what bas been done, shall be done.' "-Zohar iii, 616,
the
of the
ish Fathers, by Charles
p. 70, note 36, end.
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one with the Heaven and
will be not
the former
the
ideal of
rest, but his entire existence
and the latter of """'""'vuv
Tao.
and rest
even, may be absorbed into the
or peace,
We have to attain puwhich is the source and foundation of all
the exercise of
and repose,
ourselves
from the anxieties of the world and the ,,..,,,,,..,,,n,. of the human
will be able to
These
ii.'IJ'IJU\AI,lUlllr pedlatJoS tO a mora} CjJJ<;UJlli<I.JU"III
at the same time to the belief in the JJV'"'"' .."'J'
This is the
upon which has been constructed the entire sysof Laou Tsz' the celebrated French
tem of Taoism.''
Of the
has said: " Human wisdom cannot ever use ..... ~u·"~"

*

nrr,fmmrl

11

t

says: "
the
man is considered as amikrokosm; the universe is man, on a
scale: this is all we find
stated upon the
Human reason is the reason of the universe. The
is like the
the

"
"What
and from which Earth and Heaven
to

The venerable Prince
of

* Anna/es

du Jlfusee Guimt!t. Tome Onzibtu t!l Douzibne. Les F21es antzue//mtmt
Etude concernant Ia
populaire ties Cltinois,
J.
M. De Groot, etc. Tradui'te tiu Hollandais, etc., Paris. Ernest Leroux, tditmr r886,
2 vol.; Vol. ii, p.
et seq.
P·

and end no year can cir-

all Heaven and
cumscribe."

*

Dr. Williams

Laou Tsz'
circa
B.
Canons of Reason and
one, one
.. ..,.... ,cu,

t
The Chinese
as do many other pe,opl.es, that each created
or
has a double. §
were not intelunderstand the

'""'J("'H'"""" meant
the material forms are
and are
This was the view taken
Aristotle and Plato. The
noumena, of which all individualities were
Philo also ~;iays: "
to
malte a visible
an
and
make the
are like our ordiis very
and in the
Psalms we find it
described : " The heavens declare the
Elohim; and the firmament showeth His handiwork." II
*Cited in The Middle "''"K<Auu>, etc., by Prof. S. Wells Williams, LL.D.
York.
Vol. ii, p. 214.

t Dna.,
!

New

210.

Dr. Williams' work cited, pp.

2o6-217, 246.

Herbert
The
of
Vol. i, c. viii, U 53, 57, 58; c. xiii,
~ g6. ,,fusee Guimet.
Tome Douzii'nu, p. 621 d uq., pp. 648-49.
II Ps. xix, I; see also ilmi., viii, 1; c. xiii, 4; xxxiii, 6; lxviii, 4; lxxxix, n; Prov.
iii, 19.
~

8

XenoJpllc'n says. "The Su1pre·me
in his works that we are ....,.1~oJu;; of

him."*

Plato tells us, God the
the Chief Ruler of the universe and its
we behold
creator, the mind alone beholds ; but that which is
t So
you see not the
the
YOU are Jed tO "rl<rllllwl,...rlcr"

And St.
him
the

spc:ating of
says: "For tlu im:isi6/e
tlu wurld are
understood
even his eternal power and Godhead."§ "For
and ttuwe, and have 011r
own
For we are also his om•·vn,nv.
nn ..•v•,.. of the first and second Adam is to he found in the

The

In

the first and second
a distinction was made the learned of the
i. t:., the Adam 'l.,!••u<~uu•"• or first
was the
the

of "-""'"'"""•

(

who was lurd
breath of life " but not
The Zohar says: "
and the
of ....,,.h,nn_

Man. He unites in .Hzms.tlf
Primordial Celestial Ideation

This is a reference to the
the Adam Illa-ah or Adam vauu1vu.

*Memorabilia, Bk. iv, c. 3·
fTimreus.

:t

Twc., Bk. i, c. zS.

1Rom. i, 20.

works,

Ed., Vol. ii, 129.

11 Christian Sd1rettgen, HortZ He/JraictZ et TalmudiliZ in Univffsum Novum Testa·
mmtum, etc. Dresden and
1733· Vol. i, 512-514, 67o-673.
this in
of I Cor. xv, 45, and Rom. v, 12.

'If Zohar iii,

(

I

not to the terrestrial Adam made of dust. The first is called the Bolt or
that which unites Heaven and
the Invisible and Visible. It is He :
of the Invisible God
the flr'''-n.nrn
every creature.
and /hat are in

he
lhe Father /hat in him should
"Are not five sparrows sold for two
before God. But even the
and not one
very hairs ·of your head are numbered. Fear not therefore : ye are of
more value than many sparrows." t
" Now unto the
the
Wise God
be honor and
for ever and ever. Amen.'' §
The Mohammedans say, the first
God created was a pen. "Indeed the whole Creation is but a
and God when He made
did but write it out of that
which He had of it in His Divine
un,aer'Stana·mg from all
The Lesser Worlds
or
of the Greater
as Children
of themselves." II

et seq., 812.
Matt. x, 29-31.
work cited, i, p. 103 el seq.
~I Tim. i, 17. See also Heb. i, J, xi, 27. I Cor. xii, 12. To the student who may
of Christianity, we
recommend,
wish to be learnedly inftJrmed on the
in connection with a study of the
the learned work of Christian ~--·-···,····
H"m HeiJraic,z el Talmudica in Unive~sum Nwum Testammtum, etc.
un,.mne. etc., 4th Ed. London. 1684. To the
iv, v, The
etc., by Prof. Vincent Henry Stanton, Edinbul'll•h
and Christian Messiah. A
1886, and the writings cited
him, pp. xi-xii; also, A Hist. of the
and the works cited
the time of Christ, hy Dr. Emil Schiirer,

t Luke xii, 6-7.

v.
PASTOR OF HERMAS, ETC., ON THE NATURE OF CHRIST.

THE TEACHING

OF THE TWELVE APOSTLES ON THE KOSMIC MYSTERY.
TIONS AND HARMONY.

THE OPPOSI-

THREE CONCEPTIONS OF JESUS.

N the Pastor of Hermas (drca 138 A. D.) the Holy Spirit, the Jewish
She'kheen-ah, which came to live in Christ, that is, the Divint Nalurt
of the Christ, is at once the Holy Spirit abovt all and the /rut Son of
God before the Creation of the Universe, and the author of the Universe.
He is identified in Hermas with the arch-angel Michael, who is the Great
Angel of Israel, and is Metatron, the Presence Angel of the Covenant.
Above all and infinitely superior to all other angels. The writers of the
New Testament call Christ the jiril-bom of Creation.* Justin Martyr,
says, the Son of God is an angel; t as also do Clement of Alexandria,
(Pedag. Bk. i, c. 7) and Origen contra Celsus, (Bk. v, 53, ibid. viii, 27).
Lactantius (Ins/. div. Bk. ii, c. viii) makes lht Word, the jirsl·born brolhtr
of Sa/an, and lht firs/ of all crtalurts. According to Hermas, the Son of
God is the Thorah. l
The Teaching of the Twelve Apostles, chap. xi, has this curious expression. "And rotry approved /rut prophtl doing (what ht dotth) with reference to lht Kosmic mysltry of lht Church." What is the meaning of
"the Kosmic mystery of the Church?" Clement of Alexandria uses the
same expression of Christ, " being not Kosmic, he came to men as Kosmic." (Strom. vi, 15). There is an archtlypal Church and its "Kosmic"

I

* Colos. i, 15;
tI
t

Heb. i, 6; Apocal. iii, 14.

Apol. 6 and 63; Tryph. 93, 34, 56, 6o-61.
Paris, r88o, pp. 88-93.

Lt Pasftur a'Htrmas.

c ,,

((by

Coogle

manifestation ;

x) so the
say, to every "
in our, the "Lower"
which is the

"

Kosmos.
but
was called the
the Hebrews the Church of
considered as the
Christians the Church of Christ
among the
with
true Israel ; the ancient "'"'""'lh...l·"
" which in our "Lower "
is the
reference to the " Kosmic
of
Christ
and
the
Clt.n'stian
Church
in
""''"'"'""'""..,. of the teluh'al
of the

i.e., a

So
mys-

a few lines further it says, "On this '.'JJM
i. e., I,
teries of Above and Below
rasin ilia-in u-te'tka-in. *
The
of
"God made man male and female. The male is Christ : the
the Church." The
called the
the mother ; and the Church of

is
were the
in obedience· to the words of the
the
the
the
the
the
govern, as far as man
is in
universe. In it
nation. This

.

*The

of

of the Twelve
with illustrations from the Talmud. 'f'IIII'O
at the Royal Institution of Great Britain,
C.
D.D.,

lectures •
Master of St.

See pp. 82-91, 104, 133
See also The Oldest
Church Manual called, the Teaching of the Twelve Apostles, etc.,
Scbaft.
New York.
201-202 and notes.

t

t

I

La.:mt>rul'""· 1886.

vi.

See Talmud Babli. YomaJi, S¥; Exod. xxxvii, 9·

Taylor's Didache, cited, 84 1!1 uq.

-.

II8

'"'''auv..,_ but between is
The idea is set forth thi'OU2h•out
"'"~JC<euu•y noticeable in our own
which the existence itself is '". .''"""'rvP·t1
'-'~•uu•auo...,. this
to continued creation and exl.stencc:,
............u""• and the oldest book of the Zoharic
zntocltn;an. treats
upon this :.uc"c'-"·
ation is continued in the Idroth. The D'Tznioothah
: "We have
is the book which
learned
: that the Book of

In the same were brc:>ulzht
The Balance exists th'"'"'ah
Is not held
and is inin
do
which were not,
which are, and which will be. In the Concealed of the
there
is formed and
the retlr~;entat
of a cranium t full of
line
manifest the Good Will
a look of the
the prayers of the lower ones,
The Providence
below
ill'

*The

Intellectual, Moral and Material Worlds, of which more hereafter.

t The immense cranium is the representation of the Makrokosm, the arched firmament
above and surrounding us, called Heaven. The Makrokosm is usually
an immense man, but sometimes as an immense head, the head of man
intellectual part of man.

t
threads of pure wool, are a
effiux of wisdom and

as
the

among some of the Orientab for the

r'

I
I
l

II9
There seem to be three
of
in theN. T.
I. As a
favoured with a full flow of the

This we

.... 6 ~·~ ..

passages, where the name Son of
1s
32; Matt.
27, with Luke x, 22; and Matt.
1 9· The recitals of the miraculous
also tend to
the son of
the instrument of the Creation of all the

abased
raised to the Throne of God in recompense for this sacrifice.
III. The
the most rnPt,.n.hv!~ir"

then

t

sion to the ... ~...........
with the
and he affirms
and subordination of the Son to the Father. The first Christians believed in their
return of
in a second
as the
and
the
of Iooo years for the elect. This has not a little con·
tributed to the success of
and the enthusiasm of the
then faithful. It is to be found in the N. T. in many
The idea of
the immediate second advent of
as the Christ and as the Messiah
'I,;VllUU,IIt

in the

Of _., ..,~'"'"'-''">

*I Cor. viii, 6; Col. i, 16; Heb. i, 2, xi, 3·
tii Cor. viii, 9; Phil. ii, S-H; Heb. ii, 6-u, 17, iii, 3;
v, 9·
l
i, I,
i I6itl. i, 14.
IJI6id. xii, 23-28; xiii, JI, J2.
'l[ 16id. xvii, 4, S·
** Comp. Matt. xvi, 27-28; Mark viii, b:, I; Luke ix, 26-27.
tt See Matt. xxv, 64; Mark xiv, 62; Matt. xxiv,

Luke xxi, S-33; I Cor. xv, 51-53; I Thess. iii, 13, iv,
IS ~lst:g.; Rom. xri, 20; I Cor. vii, 26, 29, x, H;
v, 4, 8, 9; I Pet. i, 5, 20, iv, 7, 17; I

25, 27;
xi,

15.
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written about 68 or the ""'~> .."""'~'>
the Iooo
and the

*

A. D.

In it are references as to-

xx, 4-S·

t I6id. xix, II, :n.

See in this connection I Cor. xv,
and The Hidden \Vis·
dom of Christ and the
of
or the History of the
Erntst
2 vois. The
of the Buddhists, Essenes,
De Bunsen. London.
and Christians, by Ernest De Bunsen. London.
aiso the Keys of St.
the same author; Harnack on, The Pastor of Hermas, Vis. ii, 4, 1 ; Exod.
Peter,
uv, 9, 40; xxvi, 30; xxvii, 8; Numb. viii, 4·

Figure 4· Arddha Nlri, the Hindu Androgene.

Fi111re 5·

VI.
THE SECRET OF THE ACCOUNT OF CREATION IN GENESIS.
FIT.

DOCTRINE

OF

EX NIHILO NIHIL

THE NON-ANNIHILATION OF MATTER.

QABBALISTIC ACCOUNTS OF THE CREATION.
CREATION BY THE WORD.

SOME

THE HEAVENLY ADAM.

THE ZOHAR SETS FORTH THE CIRCULAR

MOVEMENT OF THE EARTH MANY CENTURIES BEFORE COPERNICUS.
OPINIONS OF THE ANCIENTS ON THE CIRCULAR MOVEMENT OF THE
EARTH.

E have referred to the ancient Asiatic idea, that above the earth,
in the heavens, existed a true and perfect ideation of everything
created in the universe, visible or invisible. That this perfect
ideal, true and real paradigm, was in opposition to yet in harmony with,
its imperfect shadow, the changeable-by man considered, real-universe,
but the really, untrue and unreal. The unseen universe was a Makrokosm, to the visible, and the latter was, in comparison with the former, a
Mikrokosm, the latter was also as to the inferior copies of it in the descending scale, a Makrokosm, and yet when compared with the higher
beings of which it was a copy, it was a Mikrokosm, and this was so in
the ascending or descending scale depending on position. This view
is shown in both the New and Old Testaments, which are Semitic and
Oriental books. The Qabbalah holds fully to this idea. It also claims,

W

Dtgl 1:zed by

Goog Ie
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to
under
this ideal world and to an ideal man. The ten « saids "* or
the Will of the
made this
of the universe.
In the first account in ............. .,,.,, there is not any Garden of
not any
but in the similitude
to the lower
of Elohim. The ten "saids" are
with
three to the upper, the male-female.
the lowest and goes up to the
the invariable JJI~I<.;C<UUI.<; Of the
vegeThe
of this Man is to be '""'"'r.rt.•n
"'~"IJ'·c",

animal death is not rmrtrPmn
of this first account, we have
to go in to an extended
examination of it which
many new views of it in
is very curious.
We now advance for the consideration of the reader some
we
have worked out, as to the account in ""''""""'""• in connection with modern
It will be noticed in
the first account of the
scientific
-··-....... , which
or
; but this was not fire or even
which
all
and becomes visiWemay
Its comprecall this white fire the energy of
vitalization
hensive name we
not know.
and
of all the atoms. The
of Genesis is the
number four. This is the number of the letters of the Tetragntmlrnaton
or Ineffable Name.
the numbers of the
in this form :
I ,: .....................:,4

6
*As to the ten "saids " see : The
London,
p. 92, and notes.

Fathers, eh:., by Charles

t

................ the account of the Creation in the first and second ch!lpt,ers
'-"'"'"'"''"'"' we have the
result :
1. The creation of
the hidden
of attraction. Force
or vital energy, the bond of all the atoms.
II. 4· The creation of the sun, moon,
and stars, in the firma·
ment of heaven.
III. 2. The division of the firmament in the midst of the waters, the
sea of the
The
sea under the
was
divided from the waters, the
sea above the firmament.
IV. 5· The waters still cover the earth. The lower have their
line sea and its
the birds which float in it; the fish are also created
to inhabit the lower waters.
V. 3· The
land now appears and v<=.!';<=•~•uuu
VI. 6. The animals appear and
created in
its own
in the centre. " Elohim ended His work." Then comes
the account of "the
YHVH Elohim to be created
The earth was covered with a mist or nebulous matter.
In the second account of the
the terrestrial man is " formed of
the dust of the
and has breathed into his nostrils the
i. ~., breath of
and becomes a
The Garden of
the Neshamah or intellect is then
and the man is
into it; man
as yet no
or
the Rua' h or ethical
has
of the
and
in the man, and the power of
exist in Adam. The terrestrial
sor, the
or Celestial
was
and
whilst in this condition all the creatures are
but " for Adam there was not found an
YHVH Elohim creates, from Adam's
woman. The latter however
existed in
in
from the first. The
which " was
more subtile than any beast of the field which YHVH Elohim had
"
now appears and a
ensues, it will be noticed that neither the woman

* The An,dro,genic

as the first human exi:stet1ce,

in

all the ancient

I

use the Ineffable Name YHVH. After
of the fruit of
or the
and
made conscience and
the tree of the
the still small voice of YHVH Elohim
the
We cannot for want of
uuu~.;•~;u, that the ctea.tion fol-

'i. (.,
that
can come from
but it does not believe in the absolute annihilation of "'"'"thm
which has ever existed. "There is not any
" Not any
" says the Zohar: "is lost in the
not even
it has its
and
the vapour which goes out our
as all
its
and the
blessed be It! makes it concur to
Its works; not
falls into the
not even the words and the
voice of man, but all has its
and its destination.
This is one of
of the doctrines of the
and the Zohar
of an unknown
several of the cornp~m
value to have
what hast thou done? Would it not have been of
silence? Because now thou art carried away, without any sail and
without any mast, upon an immense sea. If thou desirest to mount thou
wouldst not be
and in
thou wilt meet an
without
*All to the Celestial Adam compare : The
London,

pp. 70, n.

of the

Fathen, by Charles

72, n. 37·

t See Lucretius Dl! R~!rum Natura, Bk. i,
cal system, termed Sanlhya, holds to the same idea; Indian Wisdom, etc., by Prof.
Monier Williams. London,
p.
~~ St!IJ•

t
I Zohar,

Eccles. i. 9,

10.

Part ii, fol. IooD, I Mishpati111.
As to the ancient Hindu idea of
non-annihilation; Indian Wisdom, before cited, pp.
As to the
of
Sound; /Did., pp. no, 1 H. For the curious theory in
to the latter, see;
etc., by Prof. James R.
pp. 177-195· The statement of this author as to America, on page
that we have great doubts as to his
truthfulnes!, in many of his statements.
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of their
any bottom."* The .... v''"IJ'"'"'u"'"
ext>re>;swns, would
Master-R. Shim-on ben
upon that sea,
to have a means to
R. Shim-on would conceal his "'"'ul'>""' under the veil of
the same
is set
of which this world is
as well
be It I is the commence?) of creation ; all these
and we cannot denomi·
; It is the sole
In
of the
innumerable forms with which It is clothed.'' t
The
Abram ben
says: " When
have been drawn from
to say, for never can
which one can conceive
neither
its cause or its essence; it
is in a
Cause of Causes; it is It whom we call the Primordial
we understand
because It is anterior to the entire universe;
the Adam
or Celestial Man or
not
the material
e., the
which the Universe has
If now it is demanded: What is the essence
what mude is i't tuntained in the
will be able to reSJPOiliO
ment and

* Zohar, I6id.
t Zohar, Part ii, fol. :u86.
i Zohar i, fol. 21a.
i We shall frermet>tlv
in our translations, the muter, It, to the Supreme
instead of

He, which indicates the masculi•u gender. The Deity not
any
it is in deference to usual and familiar Bible
quotations, which use the masculine
matter,
for the more
understanding of the
II Comment on Sepher Ye'tzeer'ab, see l:<i.Ulange• Edition, p. 65 et seq.

1

absolute nonNo•tw.ithstandiing the idea of the non-annihilation
the decree of the
the terla(:nc:y in nature,
and the
This

atoms.

is the
···-·.-··~, which reveals itself in
is the
which is considered as inert and without
to dissolution and a return to its
These two are considered as ""'"'"·ul'\
The first as a

necessary to the existthat each human

Free Will of the individual is the
master.
the celebrated
of Creation.
three

These are the opposltltons,
which he exerdus the
the one or the other as his
in the
also in
Ye'tzeer'ah or Book
letters:
1lhe three moththe
and
between
the index hand of the Balance.

*See; The
of the
Fathers, by Charles Taylor, pp. 142-145; 51
76-78;
n. n; 99, n. :u; I H, II2.
iv, 22, 23; Luke xi, 21-26; Ps.
xxxvii; Deut. iv, 9·

I

It was
The Zohar also says: "Until Elohim created the
and then it went forth from Its Will to create the universe."* "At
the time that the
One : Praised be Its Name ! desired to create the
before It in the Idea.
" Before
i. t., the Ancient of all the
had
the Crown of
there could be neither
..,...!>"'"..,'!:> nor
Then It first
e., the
and in this inscribed the Crowns
" When the Unknown of the Unknown wished to manifest
; as
as that luminous
had not
unknown and

thc\norht

" It is the

which
the innate conscious-

l'r•nr•niP

the Crown of all that which there is of the Most
the Diadem of the Diadems." II The

admit of any.
"It is so named because we do not
to
that which there is in this
because it never descends as
and because it is above Wisdom itself.
This view
Church Fathers.** It is
set forth in
many of the
of the
the
in his
the

* Zobar, i

Part, 29a.

t Zobar, ii, fol. 966.

t Zohar, iii Part, r:z8a. For a representation of this veil in Hindu symbolism, see
my essays upon that
in Tlu PatR., New York, 1886.
eZohar, i, !ol. :za.
II Zobar, iii, fol. 2886.
1f Zobar, iii, fol. 2886.
** History of Christian Doctrine, Prof.
C. Sheldon. New York, 1886, Vol.
i, pp.

I

and in his Divine Names. This writer is an acknowlin the Roman
and is in many of his statements,
in accord with many of the doctrines of the
With this
of the

may be considered from four
other: 1. As the Ain
the Without
neuter, is above man's comJ>rehensi.on
:z.
the

each
the Eternal which is

in
.1\.UICCIJI•ii.Jll. the
" Before Elohim manifested Itself
when all
concealed in
It was the least known among all the Unknown.
has not any other Name than that
e., Who
It
an
Itself to construct with Its own
It covered this
the name neces; that
The Divine Name in Kether
enters into the Name of Elohim.
of
i.e., I Am. The
the manifestation of the sm"'rPmP

* Zobar i, 31a,
t The

first

326.
Kether or the Crown, rerore5:enlted

or idea, i. e.,
Ma'hsna6ah, i. e., imagination or idea, which being in It, is called, the crowued
Ketber is the
or I, that is consciousness of existomce, and contains in
germ, all things.

t The
of all the
the Mikrokosm to the Deity, the Makrokosm to
mankind and creation, the Adam Il!a.ah or
Adam, the Celestial Adam or
Man, also called Adam Qadmon, the Archetypal Primordial Ideation Man in
whom were the
models of all forms.
~

Zohar i, fol. I and 2 ; ii, fol. 105a.
Franck, La Ka66ale, p. 177, note
Kabbalah, p. u; also
!?dig. Philos. Sonar.

1 ;

I

for man's intellect to know the Smnreme
manifestations of the 8u1preme
the
Who?
ever comes.
As this
introduction to the
'I:XjJ1i.!J:li;U1Ull Of this

Above all
express himself as to
formulated

In the
beJsin.nillg, is an

"ltlhmu::rh in the Hebrew Sacred
holds an inferior vv~· ..........
from
i.
says: R. El'azar
and
who has created these
" If you " lift up your eyes on
" you will behold
it
who*
has created all these
it is our pronoun Who ? which is an
and thus alludes to sorneth1111g hidden and
which
the
in the
from which a ..,1,..,."..,.

the exclamation "
no
is to be
to them. " What doest thou
0 son of man? What canst thou see? What hast thou been
able to search ?
!"
as it was
And with reference to this
it is said : "What is my witness for
what shall I liken unto thee?" t Which means when the
Ternwas
a voice
Bath
exclaimed : "
no Maah
-is my witness for thee?" it
testifies with reference to thee
from the earliest
heaven and earth were
as it is
said : " I call heaven and earth to witness
"
no
I shall liken unto thee?., says the
blessed

t

xv, 9·

t Lament. ii, 13.
f Deut. iv, 26.
9

I

0

en:lsal.-m

say; it is the crown
built as a
to be
in the way thou art sitwhen the
like

shall heal thee and lift thee up.
the end of
"
and
" BeltJW ,· and this is the inaxis around which the entire
from the
upper,
""''"""'.., end •c
i. e., Wko I to the lower or latter end nc
Wkat 1 because it is in the midst.**
" And with
to 'll
Wko I created
" said R.
Shim-on : "
my son,
and the hidden
unknown to nien shall be revealed."
Then

;, e.,

and

were created
: As it is said : •
of YHVH were the heavens made.
the reference ' tkese ' is not
for '
v•«uct~>, are open to the
of man, and collse,quc~ntl) are not in·
*Lament. ii, 15.
t Ps. cxxii, 3·
Lament. ii, 13.
I I!Jiti.
II I6id.
is taken from Exod. xxvi, 28, where the "oar"
from end to end,'' and it is
here as
in the rabbinical
axis.

t

**

6.

n•,::t

is

duded in the hidden
until on a certain

A601Je. This
was however not revealed
when I was at the shore of the sea, and the nrconh•f't

doest thou know the ~----··--;
to him : ' :r7zese are
the work of the
the heavens and their
' i. e., the
blessed be It ! for it becomes the son of man to behold
heavens the work of
to • For if I see
stars, etc.'* ' 0 YHVH our YHVH I how excellent is
the earth.'t Said he to me: ' It was a mvste1~v
revealed in the
''"""""I!>• and here it is : At the time
It made in
' willed to reveal
wherewith It de2'ra.vlrt2'S. and in that
which mysforth
The
U'ko

lluse I' I

assume a
•and 'created fluse '§ which is
and thus was created the

* Ps. viii, 3 tl StiJ.
t

JOid., 9·
two consonants " ' " and "D " are the initials of

of God.
is to be looked upon as

taken view of Elohim, God.

a mis-

I

I
not see him any more;
I have communicated to
you the revelation of the
" When R. Shim-on
R.
El'azar and his friends bowed down before him
aJJ'ected and said:
it would have been
" If we had come into the world
sufficient I" Said R. Shim-on: "The heavens and their hosts were created
" ;. e., 'What I which is
he~tve·ns. etc., how
excellent is
etc., who
the heavens* which are above the earth
to Its
....,,. 5 uuuu5 created
8u1oreme """""'m• for no
i.e., 'Wkatl was not
exl.stenct:, nor was it until the letters of
Ele' h were
from
a6(}1)e to below.· I now ask : When did It adorn her thus? At the time
when all the males
before
of no
'What I
and the ,
came into the
WM I and it adorned itself
of every male in Israel.
'These
I remember I'
I remember or mention with
my mouth and 'shed' my tears. 'As my soul wills ' in order to
move those letters and '
from above to the house of
to be like Elohim
a
multitude I'" R. El'azar
" Without any sound or
i. e., in :>ut:LI~,.;•c,
terrestrial
hence the truth of the
: ' If a word costs one
' ' A word costs
one
' when we have aroused ourselves and have said it : ' Silence is
; thus the two worlds
worth two,' in that which we do
and
were created at the same time." In accordance with which

t

*In Hebrew

the final letters of which four words, to wit:

Wisreversed constitute the word
an allusion to the
dom, as : Queen of the heavens.
t "Before the face of the Lord,'' i. t.,
Aa·adm,
who is called
Adon, i.
Lord,
to
iii: " Behold the Ark of the Covenant of the
Lord, of all the earth.
Lord
Adon, i.

t.,

t Ps. :dii, 4·

e.,

I

R. Shim-on said : " This --·-~'•-•··- the 1nt::au:mg of Isaiah
26 ; '
in numbers their luuts. • The two divisions of the
•c
one of which
wno , and the other
U'nat?

U'no I
.11./J()f)e

i.

e.,

And

known as such and

of two
tudes.*
name' not
ness of Power '

smmnn

'In numbers '
the innumerable multicalls
...........,, .. the full-

emanate the 'ar••l'!tn,..;..c:
• Not one man faileth ' of all the number
all
from me source and exist
mtPrrlrP'tPrl "Lift up your eyes on
and
behold wno created these
their lwst in numher I he called them all their name,
IZ're~atnleSS of his
and fullness of power, not one
faileth."
The Zohar says: "It has been handed down: When Resha
i.
the White
to Itself to SUJier~ldd

e.,

was extended into 370 currents
and a pure air
and there was extended and
on four sides
four carAnd in that pure air
the appearance as
was absorbed and taken up and
it " do you think?
but it

* Ps. xlli, 4·
11am, which in

meant, soul or

I

was hidden u in it"
the luminiferous
And therefore that cranium was
on its
is the most hidden
of the At-tee'kah
Ancient of
In the
which is laid up in that cranu1m,
or
and the subtile
exists above it on
side.* What is the fire in this
is included in the subBut indeed it is not
tile
it
Luminiferous
shines into 270 worlds * *· In
that cranium distills dew from Resha
i.
the White
from which it is
and
that dew the dead will be
to
life. And that dew has in itself two colours from the side of the Resha
hivrah ; there is whiteness \ ""''""·.uu ... tra.nSJ>ar·enc:y)
which
every whiteness and it is Pnti..,.llv
...v•vu.•"• abide in the bead of Ze'ir

e.,

is white
a red colour flashes in the white
The Zohar says: It is banded down ; Before At-tee'kah
the Concealed of all the ..... uu~•;;cu•.:u~
the Ancient of all the
had
i. e., the Ze'ir
limbs and ueJ~;reel>,
e., the various wrappers-or,
be
there was
and

many

a certain nature,
be modified and
which was the first

Its Infinite

i.

e.,

*This bidden or white fire, shines
and
and yet is not ever seen, answe1'inl!'
to vital force, energy,
etc., of which we have as yet but little KmlwiO:u~~:e.
Rabbah, Zohar, Cremona Ed., col.
; Mantua
Heavenly Adam, Adam Illa·ah or Adam 'l'"''wvu.

col. IJS·

I

the Celestial
en'!m'red in

and
a certain
distributed
i. e., all creatures under the condition of their
own
which
be known and
but
did not remain.* This is that which is said: <•And those were the
""'"fYnF'I"I in the land of
before a
over
The
children of Israel.
the children of Israel are here
of the restored
And all those which were "''""""'"'"'" and did not stand
are
their names, i.
were divided into fixed classes. "Nor
until It modified them
that the
from
went
and the vases were left
and It set them down in rest from before
with a diminished ......,, ........ All those loose formations were ....... tat'"''"
called
certain names, but
were not able to exist
hence It
them out of
and caused them to cornpletely
appear.

e.,

After some time
minute sketch
and formed on it
And thus it is handed down: It orc•oo:sea

a Thorah hidden for zooo years, and when It had prothe Thorah
addressed it
: u It who wishes
*Here is hinted at the Fall of the creatures,
iu a condition of
matter is,
into a state or inordinate motion, such as that or the evil
physicists as always in motion.
etc. Matter is now considered
t Gen. xxxvi, 29. A strange statement in Genesis, Saul was first
of the Israelites.

l
tion

Another translation is : " It caused sketches and outlines to appear in Its lmacgmasubstance?) and then
a veil (tapestry, carpet or
before Itself, in
and their limits and
and marked, the
or Israel," Gen. xxxvi, 31 et sq. (i.e., the Drillllitive

I

Itself in Its
proper Forms."
It is handed down in the
the Ancient of all the

as far as It could be
nor
It is the At-tee'kah
But It became known
tain Old Man of Old
Of the '-'VU<.;C:CUO::Ut

i.
thrnncrh

that At-tee'kah
the Concealed of all the
IJU;·IJ<"lt<;;U Itself
future
It is to be found
e.,
for It could not be
was It known to any one, since
the Ancient of all the Ancients.
as a cer-

n.u<.;•o::Jca,.,

e.,

It became known

and

e., the
not
on account of Its energy
which serves to veil this indivisible
was still too

to be .,..,.,,.,,...<~.,<~

its tum
and that extension served It
it is thus that all is made
a movement which
was
in a
the universe was formed.
Another passage
of the voice which goes out of the

and
at the

Deity does not exist in Its Essence for man's
because
To human intellect It is as
i. ~.,
and It can be deTo manifest Itself to us to a certain extent, the :su1preme
these that the macteriaiJLy
man, can have any
of God. Man can
conceive of the invisible,
the
in his flesh called senses,
means of
the visible. The Zobar says: It is the Lord whose dress is white (transparent), and so
also is the appearance of the veil of Its face. It sits upon a Throne of
tions of Light or
that it may subdue them, etc. Zohar, Cremona Ed., fol. 61,
col. 243· Mantua Ed., fol. I 28, et Sl!f. The reader wiD
note the distinction
between "the Ancient of all the Ancients" and "the Ancient of the Ancient."
t Zohar. Part I, fol. 2oa.

I

than the
and all the
of IHHIH<"' .. ~·
ments and forces are blended in one sole
which goes out of the
this the
the idea that the universe was created
of the Invisible Absolute Unknown

all these elein the Voice
or

The Zohar also says: "We have learned: Before the Forms of the
It built worlds and made
the
Forms for their nTE"l'lP1rvl'ltin.n but the female
with the male
until that was
31 tf
" the
and which was fit for existence
where all
to that time we read reJ;>ea1tea.lv
in that
" until we read: u And in his
Jn<ier:staJndi,ng with its
Saul from Re'lzoboth na.n-n:an.ar.
which .shine and illumine the six sides
was on all
one, who continued after them to
learned :
exist; and this " Saul from Re' ho!Joth
" is one side
which extends and came forth from Re' hoboth kan..nahar.
tion
came with the
man, who is
resides in the ex•.:"'''""'"
Ghost. We read
the name of his wife was Mehetaof the name of the wife
to the
of perthe
of IYHUn~IL

;. e.,

t That is, the
and

of the three dimensions,

l

I6id.
prillCip>les, Gmce and Punishment,

and female. The
Man. The Balance.
and between them Libra, the Ha:rmcmy.
II Zohar iii, 142a. The Idmh Rabbah.

Breadth

I

Because of the constitution of Man in Its Elohim's
i.e., the Perfect Primordial Ideation Man or
itself as the similitude of
All
and admits
And because that
constitution of
time
Primitive
could
31 el
not exist nor settle down :
were made an end of. What were
made an end
notwiithl>trundiing that
were included in the
Man?
that
forward.*
came, All
in another
e:x<1mp1e of the existence of
the universe. A
say Michael
contain a
of the
man, the real man, who
We call this

, ....,... u.~o;;;u

or embodied with the
atoms which he combines or arranges in the
or
him. This work is not the result of the matter-man but of the "'"'·"'tmal
man,
means of the material man's
eyes, etc., as his tools
or instruments.
the action of the
that man
nates and
and enables other men, who have
of this "'"nu1a
of the
upon
at the latter's result.
*This refers to the Ideal Adam, the Adam Illa.ab or """""''""•
i. t., the Small Countenance, the Celestial Man as the pruuu.:m~<:
female, no
These
were now carved o~t anew, from the likeness of the Perfect
Ideation Adam, who wu at first an
but who had been
into the
Mantua
two sexes, and returned to a new existence. Zohar, Cremona Ed., col.
Ed., fol. 135·

to say, thousands of years after the dissolt1tic•n of the artist's
that such a
stam}:led into the entire universe a
poltentlalllt}l and energy, and as to that much exists in
is not the
any more than the
statue or
are
the man himself.
The
refers to the different races of men,
it says,
.
do not all descend from
call attention to the
wrote his work on the
" which was about I 542 A.
co!;mc1gr:lph1y of the
that : " In the
we learn throulol:h
eXJ)JaJ!latlOills, that the earth turns upon itself in the form
of a circle ; that some are on
the others below ; that all creatures
in
in the same polSition,
ugnte,ne•a, whilst others are in
; these have the
; and there are countries in which it is colllSUlntl}l
former it is
or in which at least the
continues
some instants."* It also
says, race differences are to be ascribed to climate.
is the
close: u These secrets were made known to the men of the secret science
but not to the
Where the first ·
of this came
from it is difficult to say. The Church Father Lactantius-drca 29o-325
A. D.-writes: u It is an
that there are men
m which all
who have their feet above their
1s
in which the trees and
bottom. We find the germ of that error among
ph1.IOSCIPh•ers, who
have claimed that the earth is round.
St. ,.,.,,.,t•n"' holds to the same
Aristotle says that:
have studied heaven in its

* Zohar iii, Col. Joa.
t llJid.
t Works, Bk. iii, c. 24i Dt Ci'llilat Dei, Bk. xvi, c. 9·

u

who affirm that
Almost all
claim that the earth is in the cen·

the centre is
a circular
"* Aristotle
movement around this same
idea and the u"'"""'""· J:C.on1an.s, and Arabs followed him. The Italic sect founded
from either India or
of the earth about 6oo B. C.
rnl"1tflt1ti"V Of the
The
svrar~nse. Heraearth:
Heraelides of
movement of the earth upon
that
its own
or the diurnal movement. The
each star was a world
•:u•uv:ovuc•c with an immense extent
of
Their ideas were considered
and not
as
the learned of their time. In India at a very
the astronoto have
A. D.
held to the v~''""~'"
mer,
that the earth revolved upon its own
but all the later Hindu astron-omers
his views. It is not
known whether any Hindu held
to the
of the earth's revolution around the sun. The
and Chinese may have arrived at that
and we know at a very ancient
the Chaldeans calculated with
moon, and very
the time of
sun.
MllLtmom:ae!;.J:--1190 A. D.-holds that the earth has the form of a
that the inthat it is inhabited at both extremities of a certain
habitants have their heads towards
and their
toward each
do not fall off. §
*De Ct!!lo, Bk. ii, c. 13.

t

Aristotle de C<Eio, Bk. ii, c. 13. Seneca, Quatst. natur., lib. viii.
tom. xviii, p. 108.
Acadms. des
l Moreh Ne'boo.kheem.
Trans. Vol. i, p.

I Dr.
<tntiinuit:v

ss,

cMnoir, pp.
494
of 18,000 years, to the Chinese astronomical

Musle Guimel. 1ome Douzibne,
I6id., Tome Omibnt, p.
tl stf.

J. J.

M. De Groot,

Frtret,

the great
1886. p.

tl

Sl!f.

Pythagoras held, everything in the universe bas been made, not through
the virtue of numbers, but following the proportions of numbers. The
Book of Wisdom holds to the same as regards our Universe.*
In the theory of the Mystic numbers, the unity is called the monad.
It is the first ring in the chain of existences, and one of the qualifications
which the ancient philosophers have given the Divinity. Its symbol is
the mathematical point. From this simple being emanates the duad,
represented by 2 and also by the line of geometry. This is the emblem of
matter or the passive principle and is the image of the contrasts, because
the line, which is its type, extends itself indifferently towards the right or ·
left. 3 is the mysterious number figured as the triad, by the equilateral
triangle. It is the emblem of the attributes of God, and reunites the
properties of the first two numbers. t

* Wist/om, :ri, 20. " Thou h~t ordered all things in m~asuri! and num!J"' and
wright; " and "made the world, of matter with form." l!Jitl. 17. " For in the great·
ness and beauty of the creatures proporlionatdy, the mak"' of 1/um is um." .16itl.
xiii, S·
t Comp. Mart. Capella in di! Nuptii.s Plzo/ologia
Anacharsis.

~~ M~rcuri•~

also the 30th chapter of

Figure 6.
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Arddha Nlri, the Hindu Aodrogcnc.

VII.
AN ANALYSIS OF THE ME'Q()R HAY-ViM, OF IBN GEBIROL.

HE system set forth by Ibn Geb\rol, in the Me'q<>r 'Hay-ytm or
Fountain of Life, although Aristotelian in its form, is yet contrary to the doctrines of the Stagirite. The object of the writing
is, to set forth ideas of form and matter, in connection with the Deity;
and singular to say, in many of its propositions it is in accord with the
writings of the early Christian Theosopher, the pseudo-Dionysius, the
Areopagite, (who is not later, and most probably much earlier, than 532
A. D.), as well as with the Zohar and Zoharic books. Four influences are
shown in the Me'q8r: 1. Gebirol's theological belief. :z. Arabian peripateticism. 3· Oriental philosophy, more especially that of the so-called
school of Alexandria. 4· The Hebrew Qabbalistic philosophy, which
had been brought into Spain from the Jewish Babylonian schools, being,
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th(>rougllly Semitic in
is a resume of the

but

an

germ.

a

It conducts us to the ideas of Universal Form and a Universal
...... """''" ..., 6 all
the
Soul and
are
one matter. The work is divided
In Book I, he says: Man's desire is towards
its final attainment should
to obtain wisdom as to the final cause
of all that which
this to the
that man obtain the
subjeci:Ion to the Will of the Sole
of
:SuJpreme Will movement has
cw.u"""''A• tt1rm•ah movement all
of the human soul
to
to lead itself to
thr,oul!:h meditation and coJltemJ>lal:tOll,
of this that all in po1ten'tiality
as the
M.e:ta1>hy'S1caJ science should have for its aim: r. Abstract
of
matter and form. 2. Abstract
of the Divine Will or Creative
Word. 3·
or God. The
man can
it is the First Efficient
it has in its essence, the Form
and is the
between God and the universe. The
latter emanates from it. C•eation is not a
but a free act of
the
He gave to it the
He desired to
manifests itself in ~.JUJicn:u
Wisdom or
in
is
but it conducts us to
which emanates, embraces and
all
some
the
embraces an Universal Form and an Universal Matter. These are,
to be considered as
ideal.
are that which carries and that which is carried ; from
we nrl'lll'f¥'11

the
to the
The destruction of form results in chaos.
He then defines matter and
and endeavors to prove the existence
of an Universal Matter and an Universal Form. The former has but one
that
bas
one essence, in that it bears
to all its essence and name.
The
and
the
until we reach one last
in which we are not able to
any
this means we shall find the absolute idea of the Unie. g.,
with the celestial
we can sublimate
the ideas until we come to the
which is one that exists
itself
and carries all these forms. That is the Universal Matter; above this we
find
the First Efficient
the Will which is
and
The
in the
in the form. The Universal Matter embraces
worlds. The
to
exists in all that which
the Absolute
in action. That Matter receives from the
that
and
which constitute the Universal Form. The Universal Intellect is a direct emanation from the
The second
is
and contains all form and
the Universal Soul. It manifests itself in the Makrokosm
the whole
also in the Mikrokosm
under different forms.
The Universal Form is founded in the Universal Intellect. It has
rec.ogruze it in all thllt which exists : I. That of
reached
its action on other
because if the form were not carried
2. That of
the essence of the

to our senses, and individual

..

itual and

Animal existence and that of
are
of matter and
as the artificial
e. g., a
statue. The last are
matter and an artificial
but also have a comform. The four elements have each a
mon
forms of the elements do not exist of
are to
All nature
into someresolves into the four
which is the substratum of their
is
and a substratum is necessary to unite th~e
the result of the mixture of
and
UIJJ!Ju"'"'lo; elements;
if a subtile substratum did not ......,.,.,,n .. "u'"''""''-"'• the latter would proceed from non-substance.
called matter is the most
sublimated
this is the Universal Matter. Above the
and ,..,.,,...,,.,.,...,.
elements are the
and from thence we may '-v''"·•uu·~·
have not the
of the
not
or destruction. The form of the heavens
different from the elemental form. There are four
of matter: 1. Particular or artifie. g., bronze. 2. Particular or natural matter, e. g., that
from
the mixture of the elements. 3· General natural mattl!r, e. g., that which
is the element of the elements. 4· Matter of the
or orbits.*
The II Book treats of the
of the Universal MatWe reach this
subliIn sensible bodies that
which is visible and gross, serves to c'arry that which is more subtile ; subwe arrive at the sole
the Universal Matter.
which emAbove all the forms of the existences is that of the
because its substance is the most
In the bond of the forms we pass
"'"'"'"';~"'lJ from the visible to the
from the matter-world to the
world. The forms evident to the senses can be considered as the
of the
intellectual
the
and
rn•"nnn..~·rl

* This may mean of the ""~""","'·
IO

;,

I

.....·-···-'- the visible world one can form some
of the
and
invisible world. The sensible forms are the
which retrace in the
soul the
forms ; as the letters m a book
back to the
rnr.. ,rnt<: of the
which
carry and conceal. It is
the substance which bears the nine
which he afterwards
more
that we
to
our researches for that which is
not evident to the senses. Our author then endeavors to establish a
'"'"'"',."',. and
world.
The Will
emanates all
and makes them nf'II"IPI'rR1tP
of matter, and it draws
all the existences
and
them in
a
wise distribution of the forms. The substance upon which this Will
""'"~''" of in its most sublimated abstractness.

The other
in their causes, and are not in any
reside
one in the
and
in the Divine
The lower the existences descend
from the abstract or
cornJ)<>site, the less sublimated and
grosser
are, the more clear and subtile.
the first is a shadow
of the supeHe says much as to the divine
lives and moves, in it. After
above all
and its passage
and

most abstract sublimation.
of the
element of all the

""''"'""" outside
the sublimated

to the forms of t"i''''"'~''""'
versal Matter common
Universal Matter of the "'"'""'·""'•

4· The
and seat

1
nn1~eiitcu::s,

and which he calls the

natural matter. To
and the Forms as the Matters,
in the measure that
descend in the scale of existences. Forms in
are of two kinds-one,
the essence of all
is ·common to all which has
issued from the Divine
limited more and more,
varies in each
in the ladder of the existences.
In the III
he undertakes to prove the existence of
rsutJrsuuJ<::c;s, which are intermediaries between the First Efficient
of Gebirol is based
00~

~

receive all
and accidents. He asserts two
of
to demonstrate the existence of such substances. The first is
on the absolute contrast or
between the
and the
universe. One is the First Efficient
abstract
and most
the other gross and vile ; one is
the other falls within the limits of time.
Absolute
the
absolute
its existence from Absolute
It is necessary that
which resembles
and on the

Luvci::.c.

Mikrokosm
is
and the whole Universe forms one sole indi-

i. e., the
which is the most
not attached to the c:or·no1rea1
ethical
are intermediaries between
inferior faculties of the animal soul : so in the
Great
1\fan; there are the divine
and nine
*This is evider1tlv a reference to the Ten Seilhir·oth which form in their
Adam Qadmon.
the
Bk. III, U 5, 8, 30, 44·

!.he

I

which the

is

who is

attached to Its ""'"'"'"""
Cause is to make
most
lS

out of
that it is an
The
their essence, without any kind ot
is immanent
and successive commuin them.
source in the Will. This is
nication of
the Will's rays and
any diminution
sence. As evidences of such an emanation without
to
the eye, and to the rays which
the sun. Its first cause can be
and First
upon all
substances
matter which has been uc:f.~v:.u<:u.
come from the
substances.
the first .........,...,,.. which renders necessary the effusion of all the substances one into the other. The more the substance is
and
The rays of the
au:•u•''-'• the more it possesses the power of
sun become ,.,,.,.r,.'ntihiP to our
... , .... ,..,,.w"'I'O of the same causes the shadow.

because the matter which receives
The emanations of the

The im-

in contact with the

that all the forms exist in the
in germ, in a more
substances on the one
manner than in the Universal Matter. The

I

u"""''vc. on the other side active;

receive the
and communicate them to the lower. The sub5tance which carries the
1s
and
not any action emanates from it.
5Uch as
etc., are in the essence of the
that all the
which are
stances, and Ibn Gebirol tries to
the world of
to the ""'"""',."'"
.....,..tnt·un.'"' of all the
From this allian'ce between the
is neither one nor the
because in genovvo·suc~s are
a third is
which is neither of
thus results a triad. Gebirol says: "If thou co:mEiat"l:!St
which exists in the substance of the sun ;
which exists upon the surface
which is
these different
manifests itself to our senses, when the
from the
to
itself to
the same as
which exists
manifests itself for the senses, when the
of the sun, comes to
itself to it. So
that the form which emanates from the
comto
itself over matter, manifests itself to the senses, when it
itself to the
which exists in
because the two
upon
the surface of a
manifests itself in the senses, when it
the surface of the
and which itself identifies with the color.'' Besides
the Will and the nine
he makes the
substances or interthree. I. The Universal Intellect. 2. The Universal Soul.
with the cor,...,.,.,r~""'""' and governs.
This
which it more
is based on the idea of the triadic
The intellectual or
the
and the

the lowest. The inferior
and all cloth the

the rational
substances cloth the
of the First

r<~t~>a•~,.,,,.,

to the
of man, as the
or Great
the
tion. The forms of the
th••n"'"'h the
more

at the same time
activeare enfeebled and in Ch ...... ,..UY
motion and
into
\<tux.neem 1 can be inferred as from
You can conclude from the
as to the
"

substances become
the intrusion of that which is
exterior and assumes
substances a
new
or
The Divine
Delrlec~tl<>n. that cannot be enfeebled ; but the
that
ual enfeeblement of the forms in the substances results from the
the
of the Divine
concentrated in itself leaves these
Like
substances more or. less in shadow
different
the
is not to be attributed to its essence, but to that
of the
and which cannot be manifested exof these in different gra; but it

dations; because the further that the
is from the source of the Di·
vine
the less it receives the former's action. The
existences
yearn after the Divine
the
lower are in the shadow
The Divine power
never decreases. The mediative substances also never decrease in
power.
without any
like the sun, etc. The
of the
and an
exists beof the two worlds. To arrive at a true knowl"u'""''m··""'• man must throw off the bond of matter,
himself into the
and so

senses.

the evident bodies in

and see,
as if it were a
on the sea, or a bird in the air.
he resolved the ""'"'-•·•vu between the Infinite and the
that the
substances and the
the one or the
that the Will or Desire of
is infinite in its essence, but
its
and that this action
at the instant of the
emanated or "'"'""''"u•
infinite.
the ..,,....,.,..,5
from and in the orbits or
themselves
those which the vauu.>.uo:>•i>
of the

but is eternal and
sets forth

and these are eviand
he
The essence

he

We know the essence of the
of the Will.
the actions which emanate
the
The IV Book.-This book treats of a
that
that all the
substances are "'"'"'nn""n

:.uiJ:OL<iu~;c,

the
all form one sole

who has attributed matter to the soul and all
and that doctrine has been
them as
Gebirol goes back to the idea of
the .,.,..,.,...,,....
the matter

which is underneath
i. e., the Will
above
An effect is weaker than a cause, and
The
this is the result of
the
Matter has not any real existence
and is without form.* Most of this book is
of demonstratoo numerous to be
but he asserts that all the
which is outside of the SuJpreme
is
is immanent
transcendental. The
Absolute Unknown
the emanator of the created is a different Creator
all
from the former. The latter is the One in
abnumber. There is therefore a two-fold Ens.
in }IVI,fCUU<41"LJ

clothed with any
the
matter, which may be
it is that which holds the medium between
matter and that of the
This is the abstract matter of the corpoor creation; the absolute matter in none." Prof. Faraday, London and r.umuui!Vn.
Philos. Joum., 1844. See also, "Curious
or the Outside World," etc., by Hargrave Jennirtgs, London, 1861, Vol. ii, 32, JJ. "Solar Light and Heat," by Z. Allen.
New York,
p. 166.

that of the latter in
In the
world there is a
two..fold
and that which bears it. Substratum is matter,
is form. Our author has some remarks as to the
which
exists between the to
and
and shows the number 3 is the
and Matter the
because Form represents the
root of all
Triad; and
and
with the
the
the statehis
recalls that
ments of the Arabian
upon the
In the
are the
or,
the
the
are
the

uu:•uu'"'"•

is an immediate emanation of the
The Universal Form in

The first
is the creative
which passes into the Universal
to act. Matter is the
of
There is Univers:ll Matter and Form; the former
with
the latter with
hence not
but the Triad is at the root
of All. The
in the Universal
or in the Universal
is
when
with the
in the Will. There are three
forms. x. That which exists in the essence of the Will ; this however
m
is not form. 2. Form which is in action or
and is attached to matter, i. e., the Form of the Universal Intellect. 3· The
Ideal
the abstract of all matter and which is
attached to
matter. The other forms are contained in the Universal Form. If the
Will is an efficient cause, it has in its essence, the form of all the
because it is certain that the form of every effect exists in its cause, or

I

the effect
exists in its cause
the form which it has.
therefore exist in the essence of the Will
for so much as
are its effects. The effects of all of these may be included under the
term movement. The
of
not even the most subtile bodies
bears within itself. All motion comes therefore from above and is
all rt\1mnn<::! ,~..
Creation with Gebirol is

the

of Form in

an tm_

P"'""'v" "'"""''"'"'".!'; from the Will.

Creation
within bounds the
Matter and Universal Form. All the rest emanate from these.
Creation does not
in
but
it and is in .......n,tv
The V Book.-In this the theme
the Universal Matter and Universal
Form considered in themselves. These are the
of the
whole
and should serve as the ladder to rise to a 11::n•ow.1ea
Will. Of the Will our author says, he would treat in another
but this is now lost. In this
Gebirol sets forth the Will or Divine
as the
and bond of the Universal Matter and
Form. Yet
also are bound
and exist in the
for
The Will is one, the Matter and Form
have never been
and different
""''"'r'""' in man,
in God passes from
all in the action of the
without the intervention of any
The
of these
he says, is the
as an
letters.

pages upon which are traced the lines of
Those who know how to read that
the
The
Intellect is without
abled to conceive all the other
which are contained in the Universal Form. The Matter
to the Form or the Intellect
receives its form from the Will.
without
is in the lrn.nwll"l1

united with Matter. The Will
is a Divine
which emanates from the
or the Divine
the
the whole universe ; it has been
Word; it is the first source of the movement which has created and vivi-

fied
and

emanates.
the

liul;~..:c:::lililvc'

to all
of the
energy. From
the Universal Form
the Will is not the movement of
m inferior substances. The movement

communicates itself

('{.,,,.,....,...,,I world as a

"""""'"'" the Will is an energy and
which determines
and communicates itself to the
and life. From this Will the Universal Form emanates. We
that this Will or Word was most
call to the attention of the
of the cre;attcm
the
said
ten times in Q<;;Uo;;)A:>,
in the work of
the Divine
and manifests itself
our Creation.
We say God is in
because
and
Its
or
Creation came into
and still exists. God's Will is
in
m
and action. This Will or Word is tbe action
of the Absolute manifested.
man,
as far as it enters the ear nf the hearer; it creates
forms in the
latter. So the Creator ha!l
the
cf
which became manifest in matter.
had
that the "He said"
meant " He Willed" or
"Desired." To
and to
are the two sides ofthe
one
the other active. The Absolute
and
all of these are instantaneous. The Will acts beitself moved; Universal Matter
existence tends towards the
soul
Reward is for the
in after
to the u ..,....,... 15 ,
intellectual
but not to the
or animal soul.
In the Kether Malkhuth the
of the soul is referred to.
The whole universe is one -.v'"~"''""'• the lower emanates from the
and is its
but the Divine
is active in each. Love
for the
and the desire of Divine
of
The extent of attainment is various and
The emanations take
'L.U:4ULCl

I

which is
transcendental to
immaneht in
intennediaries which are neither
different.
in its
its created
finite.
That

The Will is infinite in its essence, but
The
on
it is inits actions also
has been considered
hYilOstasls of the

verse;
the Divine Essence.* Ibn Gebirol's distinction is
ideal. This book may be summed up in three
I. AU
emanated or created
that
all
outside of the
have matter and form. 2. All movement and vital energy in the universe emanates from the Divine Will. 3· This Will is a Divine
which as the Divine Word or "'~'"'"'';u, cu'.. "'"'"ou,
and since has
the whole universe.
Gebirol holds that the
unknown
corresto Who? What? to 2, How? to 3,
? to 4· The Universal Perfect
Soul is the
is the Mikrokosm. The energy of the
called
the envias with Giordani Bruno and
as a first substance. Our author's idea of the Suis similar to that of Ain
in the Hebrew
and
in the idea of the Will as the first
of the unabove all number; the Will

* NoTE.-See John i, 1-15, Prov. viii, Ps. xxxiii, and the
The Targums of Onkelos and Jonathan ben Uniel, etc.,
Also
of Rev. Peter Allix before
as to the Memrah or Word, the
cited, and
on Philo.
1797·

unknowable and above all finite number and idea. He holds
that one can
reach to the unknown
the
ecstatic condition.

Figure 8.-The ancient Mexican androgene or makrokosmos, with the ancient Mexican sigus of the
Zodiac, &om an archaic, aboriginal, Mexican MSS. in the Vatican Library.

•
Figure g.-Hindu Tree of the Sephlroth.

VIII.
THE THEORY AS TO ECSTASY.

THE WRITERS WHO MENTION IBN GEBIROL, OR

MAKE USE OF HIS PHILOSOPHY.

THE SO·CALLED ARABIC PHILOSOPHERS.

T

HE doctrine of ecstasy as understood by the ancients was : The soul
was regarded as an emanation from the Divine Intelligence, but
being in a finite body, as if in a prison, it could only have
a knowledge of finite things; for instance Plotinus held knowledge and
existence are identical, therefore human intelligence to comprehend
and know the Divine Intelligence, must become as if the Divine
Intelligence, arriving at that, the same plane, it is no longer an emanation from it, but is an identification with it. In a word, the human
soul must lose its personality, and this is reached only through ecstasy.
When in this condition, the human soul is assumed to be separated from individual consciousness, freed from its fleshly prison, and absorbed into the
Divine Intelligence from which it emanated. The captive soul goes back
\o its parent, the Supreme Deity. Among the Mohammedans this is the
effort of the Sufi; the Hindus, the Yogin ; the Buddhists, tne Ss;raman. It
was the doctrine of the Neo-platonists, and probably of many of the Hebrew prophets. The early Qabbalists held this view, as also did Philo
Judreus, also the Apostle Paul, who was frequently in trances. The same
idea is apparently in the Didache or Teaching of the Twelve Apostles,
and is fully set forth in the pseudo-Dionysius, the Areopagite. Many of
the Early Fathers of the Christian Church, believed in it, and a thorough
examination by the student, of the real meaning of the "Gift of tongues"
of the New Testament, may reveal to him that it contemplattd a similar
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idea.* Gebirol was
manifestation of the Unknowable ~mnTPmP
the
of the Universal Form on Universal
which emanate from the Will. This
is Eternal. With
the
he also insists upon a
after which
the universe has been
and which is in
This is the "-.l"·""'''·..."'""
the Ma.krc1ko:sm.
doctrine of numbers and letters as
enters into his
and considered
stand on the border land of the

i.

~.,

Book of

§
"It is wherefore it has been said that the construction
of the world was made
the
of numbers and letters in
c. i, § 10; c.
the air." The Ye'tzeerah reads: Edition of
2 and
it is the breath
and
*
in which It has
22 letters It has
transJ:IOS~~d and combined
the soul of all that which is ereated and all that which has been created.
:t:
The 22

*

*

letters and numbers as
inner forms of

*

the ideas.

*

The former uses the
the latter uses the
The Ye'tzeerah is very old. See

Dr. Schaars Hist. of the Christian Church. New York, 1882, pp.

.

224

to

1

ante, page 39· It was doubtless the book mentioned m the Talmud.*
the
wnters, whose
mentions Ibn
is Moses Ibn
lived in the first half Of the twelfth rPT11tm'V
our
In his
;. e.,
he
either from Ibn
or from the same sources. "The
" he says, " is the first among the creatures of the Most
from the
a
pure and scinActive
The human intellect is a
in
and the
* * * Man is called the Little World
because the Mikrokosm
and
the Makrc,ko:;m,
resembles
"The rational soul
interwhich are
between the two; because the
subtile and the other gross, the soul can exist in the
bond. It is the same with the '"""'"''"""'
·-·----- J

but he also refers to the
The celebrated Abraham Ibn

tpo·orllf"!':_

Hershon's Talmudic Miscellany, before cited, pp. 57, 234, 329. Treasures
of the Talmud, p. 42. Genesis with Talmudic Comment., p. 287, before cited. Ad.
Franck, La Kab!Jalt, p. 74 t1 St!l· The Talmud Babli, treat. Berakhoth., folio SS·
Schawb's French Ed., i, p. 453-4, says of Be'tzaleel (Ex. xxxi, 2,
"R. Yudah
said in the name of Rab. That man knew the m}•sterio1us combination of the letters, by
which heaven and earth were created, etc."
t See G~uhiclttc der
Liltralur von Gustav Karpi!les. Berlin, 1886, p. 504
tl St!l· Munk, .Mdanges des Pkilos.juive Ill araot, p. 26J, etc.

t Book II,~ I, f 2, ·f 12, i
18.

2J, ~ 27. III.
Gaon, in his Comment on the

ei! I-2, 4. 7. 8, g, tl U!l··

i 41. IV,~ I,
Yetzirah-MSS. of the Bodleian

mentaries on

of his
He
and the Divine
Word.* It also appears, from some passages of the book Khozari of
Yehudah
that he knew of similar ideas to those in the
He
and most
obtained them from the vacuuamsuc
does not
mention Gebirol a.r his
In u6o A. D. Abraham ben David
called :-The Sublime
which is Aristotelian in its ten-

"'lli'"''·"""Y discredited our author with his
the

nn•01t1iVPnP<:<:

of Maimonides

advance of the Maimonic
caused the
of

It assumes the

of their
which we
ancient
is an
as we
of the secrets of crea-

Cod. Poe, No. 256, refers to the ten

He lived circa 927-942

source, the Secret
abstract
based
shall hereafter mention.

A. D. Philo appears to have had an idea of them. See his treatise, On Monar,clly
pp.

* For Commentaries in
see Transactions of the
of Hebrew Literature. London. See, same series, Essays on Writings of Ibn Ezra.
the Khouri, comp. D. Cassel's Ed. Leipzig. 1853.
x88o, with two commentaries; and H. Hirschfeld's, Breslau,
II

Warsau Ed. of

I

of the

termed
and God's connection with the
i.
which it calls Ma-a'seh

e.,

and of the essence
or
metathe Chariot-Throne.
and Albenzu-

Arab or Saracene.
searches as to the age and
of the Latin Translations of Aristotle
of the thirteenth r,,,tnrv.
tells us, one can
know the
if he will
the Fons Vitm of
and the book De
which does not appear to have been known to Gebirol. The ideas in the
Fons Vitm caused
the middle of the twelfth
Archdeacon Dominic
the aid of a converted
vc••uu,<u, translated into
the
that from
and the book
De
David de
drew docthe Roman Church as heretical. The
of the twelfth

prc1tessed doctrines very similar to those of ''""'""u'.
in both church and synagogue, learned men of this
:SU]JIU:Sl:S

and """'"''-'-

x6oo on account of his

as late as the sixteenth
The
*Pari~,

no more than the

:zd ed., p. 197.

t See B. Haureau's

De Ia Plliilot.~}llie .Scholtm~irp;re, Paris, x88o, Bk. I, part 2, p. 46.
The doctrine attributed to Amaury, may be condensed in the formula: Omnia unum,
quia,
est, est Dnts, Ibid. Vol. I, p. 403 tt stq.
t Vacherot, llisluire
de Ncok d' Alo:andn'e, Bk. III, p. 117 et Utj.

of the thirteenth

appear to have had much
of the
used. Most of the scholastics
him to
be an Arabian
Guillaume de
believed him to be an
but as he had written a book De Verbo
that he oro•fessed
influenced the Mediaeval
The Dominican St. Thomas
as a
our author's
The
................. , who recommended the most
into the bosom of the Roman "'"'"'''""'
embraced his
that which
has been
the Arabian
Ibn Gebirol. These men lived in the
our author was a

ified and influenced
its
tion of AI
the seat of the khalifate in the East.
under Saracenic or Arabian nvna>iUI"''L
Aristotelianism viewed
an orientalized Piaand their off-

was
a Persian.

Guillaume de

Beau,irms. made much use of his '-u'u""'"'"'"'
Abu-Ali al-Hosein ben-' Abd-Allah
work above cited, 2d ed., p. 299, Note 2.
Haureau, work above cited, Bk. II, p. 327 et seq. Duns Scorns, Opera, de
rtrum prim:ipio, qure!>t VIII, No. 1 and art. 4, No. 24, 30, 31, 32, art.'s, 38.

I

.

in r 8 volumes ;
show that Ibn Gebirol had kn<lwledl!e
Khorasan
in

to
was a native of

sur-

A.

Fez r
of Ibn Sina.
circa I IOO, d. I
the scholastics A verroes

d. I
A.
These were as 'K'''u""'"' of the
appear to have been.
the
learned Moses
the acrostics of his name
but Maimonides from his own
called Rambam-IIJS-I
appears to have been in
with much of the tone of Gebirol's
The Mohammedans of this
did not read works written

Figure xo.-The Egyptian androgenic intermediary, Shu or
!he Makrokoom, and Seb the Earth.

'Ma,

with

.figure 11.-Thc Ark of the. Covc.naut, Cherubim, and the

~hc·kcen-ah.

IX.
THE ANTIQUITY OF THE QABBALAH.
QABBALAH IS REFERRED TO.
NAMES.

BOOKS AND WRITERS IN WHICH THE

LETTER OF ST. JEROME 6N THE DIVINE

CONNEXION WITH EARLY CHRISTIANITY. ANCIENT THOUGHT,

LANGUAGE, SYMBOLISM AND TRA.DITION.
FOR THE QABBALAH.
HOOD OF HUMANITY.

THE IDEAL MAN

HIGH

POSITION CLAIMED

AND THE GREAT BROTHER-

FREE-WILL, THE GOOD AND THE EVIL.

THE

OPPOSITIONS AND HARMONY.

T

HE origin and antiquity of the Qabbalah have been enigmas to the
most erudite orientalists, for centuries. The Qabbalists claim, that

their most important doctrines are of most remote antiquity, in which we
think they are right; but we do not go as far as some, who say, they were
first taught by the Deity to a select company of angels, and that after the
Fall, by the direction of the Deity, they were taught by these angels to
Adam and Eve, to give the protoplasts the means of exercising their Free
Will, and by it to return to their first nobility and felicity.
These say, from Adam, the Secret Oral Doctrine passed to Seth, and
from Seth to Noah. Josephus perhaps refers to this learning in his book
on the Antiquities of the Jews.* From Noah it passed to Abraham, the
• C. ii,

I J, Whiston's

Edition.

•

Dtgl 1:zed by

Goog Ie

I

after
a
of it to the learned of the
",,.,...,.,.,, of
were enabled to introduce it into thei~
who was learned in all the wisdom of the
of it in the
and devoted all his leisure
in the Desert, and
instructions as to
from the
science he was enabled to solve the
niallaJ~t:IJ[It:I.n of the Israelites.
In the first
laid down the

land of his
hours to

xo, Acts
he studied
the
further

which arose
four books of the P~>·nto,tP•u·h
of the Secret
therefore the ""-"'u'"'"'"""'

et seq.,· Exod.
transmitted them from mouth to ear,
the Thurah Shebbe' a!
i. e., "the law which is
the mouth." The reader will note,
is the number of the Hebrew
i. e.,
also of
and
the
wine of the
means secrets of the Thorah. It
, is also to be noted that
six for each of the twelve
were not initiated. In the chain of the initiated were David and Solomon, who had an extensive
of the
doctrines may be discovered
eirca
B.
also had considerable
Until the time of R.
Shim-on ben
not any one had dared to
the Secret TeachHe lived about. 95-190 A.
destruction of the Second
the
that the Secrets of the

of the doctrines
may be found in the Hebrew Old
in
in
some say; I9o-170 B.

the New
Oracles
the oldest of the
which are
C. ; The Psalter of Solomon, circa
circa A. D. ; the
Ascension and Vision of Isaiah;
circa xoo B. C.
to 70 A.D.; Testaments of the Twelve
of Barukh and IV

os•·m•:u,.

; and ~::.rJt:<"""
and in the most archaic of
destruction ; also in the
attributed to St.
and

and was at one time

Liter., Ed.
mn•ue&ptua,

Illiti., 11, p.
i!l seq.
ttur ti' Hen1zas. Paris, 188o.

p. 145,

l!t

Vol. I, p. 300 t:l seq. and A poe·

m;.

A poe. New Test. I6iti., p. 197 et StiJ.; also Le Pas·

l The arrangement "'"'ur•u.m:g to Dionysius is1.

Seraphim.

Cherubim.
3· Thrones.
In a writing of the
2.

4· Dominations.

S· Virtues.

1·
8. Archangels.

6. Powers.
9·
Church, called; the Testament of Adam, which is not later

than 300 A. D. and probably much earlier, and which lies outside of Greek and Latin
creeds." Diet. of Christian Biog., by Smith and Wace, i, p. JS. Which has a con·
nec:tion with the bo->k, the Conflict of Adam, which may be much older than the N.
T. I6id. 34 et St'f. ;-we have a celestial hierarchy like that of Dionysius, beginning
with the 9· Angel>, 8. Archangels, 7· Principalities, 6. Sovereignties, S· Virtues, 4· Dom.
inations, 3· Thrones, 2. Cherubim, 1. Seraphim. See Fragnunls du Livre Gnostitpu
inlilult Apocal. d' Ada111 ou Pmitmu ou Testammt d' Adam,

I

had
influence in the Roman
St.
331-420 A. D.Divine
in almost the
in the
and follows many ....,_d.,.. u.... u,,.
Mons. Ernest Reman, 7ourn. Asiatique, Paris, 1853. 5th Sir. tom. ii,
pp. 427-471; also his L'eclise chr;tim,
p. 529 sq. Also Bulletin dt I'Athlnle
Oriental 1/1 Paris, 1881, p. 191, and note. Ibid. 1882, p. 50 d uq.
In the hierarchy of the Roman Catholic Church we have three divisions, the Princes
of the Church, the
Cardinal Bishops.
2. Cardinal Priests.

and Priests,

into nine orders, viz:

7· Rector Priests.
8. Ordinary Priests.
3· Cardinal Deacons.
6.
Bishops. 9· Deacons.
all the divisions mentioned in Dionysius in St. Paul; see Col. i, 16;
We find
Rom. i, 38, 39;
i, 21, iii, 10, IS; I Peter iii, 22, and other
the balance
in the Old Testament. The
bell in the Roman Church rings every
3 times,
and each time 3 times 3
9, for the celestial hierarchies, and then a number of times
for the spirits on earth.
1.

4·

5.

* His
to Mircella, is as to the ten Mystic Names (duem nomina mystica) by
which the Hebrews
God. We here note that this
resembles the ten
Names of the
to the Ten Sephiroth
the
The following
is. a translation :
"St. Jerome to Marcella :-Thou mayestread in thexc
Psalm, •Whoabideth in the
of the
shall dwell under the shelter of the God of Heaven,' I would say
that (in this quotation) with the Hebrews, for the •God of Heaven' is
(substituted)
Aquila interprets as ikant>n (i. e., the
warlike, brave,
and VIe may accept its meaning for our purposes as
robust or all-&ufficient, and thatthis
is one of the ten
which God is known
called) among the Hebrews. Therefore as thou bast asked most earnestly that I should
demonstrate to thee, these many Names with their interpretation, I will do what thou
ask est. The ISt Name of God is
El, which is in the Septuaginta
Th~tm,
as the
Elohai, which he translates
Elohim, and
(translates) •or
the word, God. 4th, l"'llt:l:!r Tza/laotll which the
the Forces (or Powefl', virtu/tun),' but Aquila, would translate it, of Hosts
or Forces were considered by the Hebrews, as the Hosts of heaven, the
Deily's
5th.
El'yon, which we call, the High. 6th. i1'i1K ,!OK EU'I'
(i.e., •I shall be who I shall
of which we read in Exodus (iii) thus :-• Who
is, sent me.' 7th. 'J,K Adonai (or Adanoi)
term, Lord. 8th. n•
( Ya/1) which is
as to God
the
of the tetragrammaton

'
THE WITHOUT END.

Diagram U. The Dirine Names and the Sephiroth.

I

the School of Alexandria and
the
the
m

India.*
The
Manichreans and
have also borrowed from the
the Hebrew
etc.
attributed to Laou Tze', and
also find many of them
texts
in the Zend and other
and
of the
ria; on the monuments and papyrus of
and among the remains of
the archaic Buddhists and Dravidian races, of
among others in the
cave
of
and the Sanchi and Amravati topes.
alldu· YaH is
Name of the Deity usually i1lil' YHVH), and which in
sounded as the final syllable. 91hly. The Tetragrammaton, which they thought
anekpkiJnlu/on, £. t., the Ineffable (Name, not to be
and it is written with

these letters i11i1' Yoa', HttA, Vav, Hth, as to which indeed those not learned
upon this
on account of the similitude of the elements
are accus·
tomed when they find them in Greek books, to read (as if Greek letters and proand is
PIPI. 1oth. That which above is called '"1111 Skaddai

and also •the heavens,' i.

t.,

D'O!lf Slla'mayum.

nlf'rnr"l"'"" vary, for an
of which, we have in our
Atbenas, Thebas, and Salonica." Epistol. Huronymous, cxxxvi, ad Mar-

ullam. Opera omnia, etc., Paris, J546. Tom. iii, p. ,JJ, A. anti B. Benedictine
Edition, xxv, Tonz. i,p. IJJ.
Hist. of the
by Basnage, trans.
London, 1708, p. 198 and
A?.gyptiacus, Tom. ii, p. :U3
of certain Hebrew traditions upon Genesis,
which make Paradise or, w; the
call it, Eden, more ancient than the world.
Compare the little work QutZstionts sive lraditionu he6ralctZ, in Gmesim. Edition
of Paris, Tom. iii,p.6s,A. B. C., tic. That in
is not in the
but
iuserted
me for the more correct understanding of St. Jerome.
*See his, lndiu:lu Altertllumskunde.
1858. Vol. iii, pp. 353-441.
t La Kobbalt, p. 353 sq.

•
.,.,,.,..,.,..,.,Jiv "''vu.,...,.,.... that many reminiscences of them are in
pojseSl!;ion of the Buddhists.
the

BOhmen ; and the

Sir Francis Bacon studied the
and Sir Isaac Newton those of
Leibnitz became much interested in its
Abbe de
the Practical

Villars

the Ro-

erroneous,
as to
Athanasius Kircher in
Of those who say it came from

* The Count de Gabalis, in

was reprinted in

in 1886, at Bath.

I

claimed Plato and

are Richard Simon
those who claim it came from Gentile "'"'·'v~,vv•
and the Rev.
ChristoThe Rev.

H'"'""L'""'" has written much to prove
from

to

R. Simeon ben <:~uc<"''-'"•
appears to know very
about roo years before the Christian era, but
little about it:
Frederick ..,..,cul"-c•
says it is akin to the
came from
Secret Science was derived from the
and much cultivated in
ancient times in
Osiander agrees \Vi th
C. G.
and
think it is to be foOnd in tlie ancient doctrines of the Perand
seems to agree with them. Wilhelm G. Tennethe German historian of
sides with Brucker.
confesses in his works its
but does not
it.
in his
on the
s<J.ys he will write
Tholuck favors
hrtln<rht

sectarian reasons, oppose it.
Dr.
any one.
qu,rJtattons. tends to show its
examination of
his labour upon the
deserves much
whom we have

* Franck in his La
of Philo.

Elia Benamen-

Ka66ale, shows a similarity to the Qa!bbalistic p:rmclSOI>ny

The latter

""'"''"m•v
is in accord with the

Zob~ric

WTitings.

I

also a learned Talmuda very few of those who
both from its content, and in the his""'""•"' ; in the words of a learned writer on the Hebrew
which has more than one
of resemblance
elevates itself
solueltlrnles, as far as the
which has taken
birth upon the same land
of more than a dozen r"'''t"'"""
of an

*

has some claims upon our attention.
In the words of the
helm
ments, if

Wil-

von "'"'"'"·""l'>•

but nevertheless remnants, of that
to all
and those do not
who say : that the Kabbala is the transmission of a
of the
and
which existed
but
which was
and not
must be the announcement
made
work that is to appear, which
of Ben
the author of the
work as
as it is
Would that
or some other
to be able to edite
a
the whole Zohar and open up other sources ! It is almost sad to see
how scholars have turned
in their .essays from the real sources. In
very dark and insoluble
the
to the archaic
of save India's Ianand
in which the roots of the doctrines and even

* Preface
t

Prof. Franck in La Ka66a/e.

&eht:r tlie Gottluilm von SanuJthrace, etc.

Paris,
Stuttgart und Tiibingen,

p.

108.

I

•""'"'"J"'" """"""""· even to
are
much is it to be wished

that these most reverend of monuments, should soon pass from the hands
of the mere ""'"'"'"""."" into those of the
historical
that
will obtain the same unstinted reverence, and also be considered as sources of at least as much 1mnortanc,f'.
as the Homeric poems and the accounts
the
With the appearance of
vided. The Secret Doctrines were
ual faith of a
intellectual order;
one of form and
life of the Hebrew

In
formulations which resulted in the firm establishment of
the words of an erudite scholar of the
Church :
"The germ indeed of the Cabbalistic doctrine n::~<:•u•..1w'K
have existed in the time of
tn,•~""""d wn"ters may 1zax1e bun aided
Ike Cknslian
St.
exponents of both.
The connection and relation of the invisible to the
must in the
have attracted the attention of human
To
that in the treatment of
the Primal
two
the Primal Cause
se, and the relation and connection of the Primal
with the visible
and unseen universe. Both are still to us, as creatures sure to
of
more
than
and both are to our inof the most intricate and
difficult nature.
of the
*The
1886, p.

and the Christian Messiah, etc.,
IJO.

Vincent Henry Stanton.

Edin·

I

did the same, and most
the

.ru'"'""',. the unnecessary
and an Israelite

of

God.
two persons in one
i. e., the
and His She'keen-ah. See also the
also the
" In the Name of
of the
HQ and His
the Hidden and
YHVH forever.'' Hil is said to be masculine and YaH
make the -mtt mn• i. e., One YHVH. One but of a male-female
nature. The She'keen-ah is
nine.
"
In what men now
term the
was the
younger
man stood in a far
and one more consonant to nature, than he does at
in civilized life. Then the natural
Of the Written to the
Of
to nr'U'TH"P
---·--·"·· observed. Then the intent of the written

didactic.
grams, never went

as

; t. g., the ru.Kauutu,
Chinese. Others advanced to the consonantal
but never have reached the vowel or true
These were the Phrehas been written
and Arabic. No Semitic
The
introduced vowels
race. The
are a true
the essence, and fundamental indicia
to the uninitiated.

I

tion necessary to
duction of ideog:ran1s
made
of all -------,.---·
efflux and influx within co1mp•rel1erlde~d
understood c:vtnn,ntc:
fore the most certain means for
oral
sound of the

made

n,...,..,.,,.v,

the ever
than the

in the sensorium of the human
in the matterlike
content, in its inner and
and even
its method of
etc., with
It is at its best but a deduced
as human life
the writer of a
deficient in all absolute concrete pr~~ci:sion and individual

in the mirror of different ..""''"""''tt"'"'
hensions and reflections.
and of human life and ...........110 ......_.... ,

is ab!IOhltelly
to infuse into
energy,
would not be of any use to mankind.
in the
but also in the
takes in
to ourselves. In the archaic pewas more attached to
and abstract theoretical
did not
then it was the
to
and that educated the whole character and
of the

man. Teacher and
stood more in the relation of father and son,
and master and servant, as is the case in India
between the Guru
or Brahminical master and his scholar. The
remained
in his
posltJton of
and was
to tame the
uncultivated animal man, before he could be advanced to and before he could
grasp, the true sublime
pure inner love for
of the ,..,.,,_,,,,.
the whole
which
or assured.

success, intellectual or
The earnest
and

a
or
as well as the exoteric
and traditions of his
and continued them to those who followed him who were deemed
Thus the
traditional in
science and
to the
was
handed down and
among the initiates and intellectual workers ; and to all the
and
that
remained inaccessible and closed. Each reltgu:m,
:scicw.:c, art, had its
an:ana, which in fact
of the
exists
the technical methods and
scientific and art worlds.* This was the real
: the myswas not an unrevealed
was
unto the man, who showed sufficient intellect and discretion to enti*The learned of the ancients, especi:ally the Orientals, concealed their philos•i>pbiy
and
to an extreme
by the learned of our
A similar method of .secrecy has been used
some scientists to a very late pe·
riod, e. g., Leibnitz
in the Acta Erudilorum of
his scheme of Differ·
entia! Calculus, in such a way as to hide both the method and
from the uninitiated, but was
detected by the great mathematicians James and
Ber·
nouilli; Newton hid his invention of Infinite Series,
a transposition of the letters
which make up the two fundamental propositions into an
far as it was understood
known to and hidden
12

some Italians for 300 years as a secret.

I

tie him to and who consecrated himself to with his whole
and undivided love.
of secresy over its more or~:>found u:•~:•••vuy:uU&t
and """~'""'-''"
such consecration and initiation .
......., ..., 1J"'"·" in the remarks of
: " Give not that which is
neither cast ye your
before
lest
them under their
and
and rend you "
to the
which
For this cause, and the interpei-se<:utltons, most of the ancient
reflection threatens to absorb "'"''v"""''
and to lead
back to a
in the theoretieducate man
alone.
the connection between the
has been deto those found

.....'"'"''""' and but little is left to the
tion. In ancient times the written word was
transmitted
word of mouth "" vu,"'u
was the true secret treasure.
oral
which is of the

have an esoteric
is
the bark or rind.
oral
before it was
in symhas left its traces among all the races of the Orient. It has
the Oriental
which we have
to us,
rellllH)US mentors, termed
us the Old and New Testaments. The
the Sacred
of the Hebrews; the ""'"'v"'"'•
ten
but based on a fusion of Israelitish and Hellenic "'~'u"u •.
is therefore of the
for those interested in
the
of St.
which was
the writer of the
attributed to

St.

and some of those
St. Peter;
trine of the
termed at first Sod or
and afterwards the '.l'~an.;o<tum
as in it will be
that an intimate connection exists between the
New Testament ideas and the Israelitish secret
The system
of the
appears to Occidental
fonnulated and built up, on Greek
and methods of
are
based on
guage; and which is also
m
to preserve it from the uninitiates;
absurd. It is therefore
difficult to reach the Aristotelian
..... u,.,.,,,"'"• and those in accord with Western methods of PYrn·l'l~•dcm
forth the Oriental Secret

been most r.....r....•ntl
even their most ardent votaries.
Hebrew
in its connection with the Oriental books
svstenr~.s of other Oriental
; will
value is in it
accorded

this
than
the

the

nature and progress of
we have based some of the most advanced knowlu•u'ul>'.'" and
and indeed of the whole
of
The ele-

I

to be
ments of this Secret Tradition in
are
found in a
in all the
the ancient Eastern
The
asserts, that intellectas the educational institution of the fallen
ual
with a Divine
and
of traditions. These have
of Obscuration and
shattered and
The traditions
cntu<''""· have been the educators of the suc:cec~ding,
ent on the

a new HOV'<Ol>llULIH
upon our earth has been increased and extended. More fre·
individual
influenced from the
the till then
or invent
some useful and beneficent
benefitted and its
condition
the fulfillment of the
the
th>•nn:O'h

tion
Peace
and

and have a scope
them to exercise
,.,.,,,.,.,,., or retard the beneficial
arts and
to .....,.. ,. ....... and so
back progress and

advancement.
is not looked upon
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outside of himself.

transcendental to,
or material. The entire universe is not the
nor Its
or Content. The

•

as a
in this slumbers
Celestial Man or
the Primordial Perfect
mon, the Perfect Model of all Form and of the first
the Mikrokosm. In this Great
who was as to
asserts, are all the
the
ideals of the emanated or created
or, the
it
Yet the
Form which contains all the
ideas in their
could have come
Makrokosm no more than
ence, nor its existence be ..,,.,•.,,.rv,•n
without
the Unknown Ain
numbers and

nr•~nc1rt1

the limits of the matter-world cAJIJ'""'"'u"
whilst in that matter-1111•orlld
Mf~tatlhc•r.

with
in Exodus
of the
in his matter-form cannot elevate himself to a full
face to face. To man in this
Eternal Absolute and see the
world the back of the
enshrouded in Its
and man cannot u"'''"'"'""'";;;
umuu,eo, the
and thick darkness in which God dwells
nor find
9; II Sam.
Io-u; I
12; II Chr.
I; Ps.
the true method of reconciliation with God and re-attain his lost

I

his own unaided efforts and powers. Man has not a
and the
in his
nature are too
the balance or
between
to become
evident to his senses without Divine assistance. A Divine Mediator
; a sometherefore
a
must exist which shall
draw man from his animal nature
and enable him to
within
an
consciousness of
without
he
would not be able to raise his ideas above the mere animal or matter·
world existence in which he
and would be like an
animal
au1;onom1v ;

in it.
in the
another
n:u·mcmv of the first three
of the second three ; and Malkh"l'm'"'" of the remainder and indeed of all the s ..,,hirnt

i.

t.,

the
and the Ze'ir
i. t., the Short
the latter two also
the
The reader will observe on the II

in our
are two persons of the
upon earth in the form of Man
be It ! unites them.

In the
" Let us make Man
" Gen. i,
it says : " There
and one which descended
in the

I

and this is the foundation of the doctrine of
of the
and
" Two persons are in the
and
is associated with
and so
It is
One; this is the ......,.:t....... of
where it says: Hear 0 Israel
our
In this verse YHVH stands twice and Elohenu
and
once. Twice YHVH are the two persons in
~u)nenu. is the third person which
was not any
after the
the
similitude of
had
even affected the Celestial. His copy, the terrestrial
was controlled
the
a certain
or Free
had sufficient power to conduct himself so as
work out
or continue in his
To
divine assistance if he would call for
dominion of the evil powers. Man
a concatenation of the
of all preceis the result of
as well as ex·
his
and his so-called
is
is
from

race ; and its
sion ; he is tinctured
to laws not
he is
endowed with a
for
power to

is sub-

*"And Jesus answered him,
or all the commandments is, Hear 0 Israel;
The Lord
; our God
is One Lord
Mark xii, 29. This
Declaration of Faith, still used every day, called the Shemah.

t Zohar iii, f Slu'laklz Ltllka, fol. r62a. We have numerous extracts in MSS. from
the Zohar to the same effect, but have not space for them in this
The same
idea is in Ibn Gebirol. See supra, and in Philo., Vol. i, pp. 61 Sf., 219 Sf.
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which the
love for Its creatures.
for the

and
an
from Its fullness of mercy, grace and
The real man, the inner
and birth of
certain amount of
contains the susand material
im-

formation and

It asserts
'~'"""''""' from a diversion of the latter. Evil
the sufferance of the Absolute
and
the

that
that a
OIJ!->O.~t.rl' fnUSf anS~ fOPI'fll'I'Y.

nor is evil without
D'Tznioothah and the
doctrine
of the life germ, dissoluYe'tzeer-ah. At the very
endeavor to
and the
tion and death oppose its
to prewhole existence of man in this
IS
serve his
Isaiah says, in his
: "I am
and there is none
there is not any Elohim beside Me. I
may know from
thou hast not known Me; that
of the sun, and from the west, that there is none beside Me. I

I

am

and there is none else. I form
and create darkness ; I
and I create misfortune; I YHVH do all these
The widow's son, Hiram Abiff of
of
the pomegranThese columns repreLu"'""u•~u, 11and between

Here we see

of

first
would have been entire
as was the result as to the Seven
Edom described in Genesis and the
and

discoverable in animal
This law of
of the
which governs under the
is the universal
universe. This
and
which the animated
become
is the foundation of Free Will.
kheen and Bo-az which
with
the Sacred
In the Hebrew
of the
is the
:z, and is that of the
of the Greek '"'"'"'..""'·
3, the "'"l""''"'"
the female; and from these result I Vau
mah or
the Word or

it is the

form

I

of Holies were the
a
Triad. The
she existed in the
so all the human organs are d1s:po~;ea
of in twos, and the au;num y of the female life organs
that
are those of the
The Zodiachas
the Balance
the
has two essential bases for Its exJstelllce
but above all is Its
autonomy, Its
destruction is regenEvil is essential for the ascertainment of and existence
the
Good. Error is necessary for the manifestation of
the
of
death
We prop ourselves on that which resists.
the progress of the spear of Michael and
The
out in the contrasts,
and is as necessary, as a base is essential
The Satan of Genesis and
is not a
The entire universe is balanced upon two
forces which
of All and so maintain it. The
YHV of the Ineffable Name.
and left Cherubim and above them the
Adam but not

who is entire and perthese
In science
and veinous

a
or Good and the Darkness or Evil for their
known as Zervane Akerane
in which both
and
or Endless Time. The
lS rPnrP<:I'n
the
the serits mouth.
an emblem of both Satan and
(.;<1.1UU1L:, the
In the
universe it is the luminiferous
pere1ecu·o-1naJ~m~uc azoth. It is the ambient fluid which
meates, vitalizes all
the ray detached from the

...

fixed by the weight of the atmosphere and crystallized by the central
attraction, to our earth. In the words of the erudite Yehudah ha-Levi
(A. D. I 140 : "There is not any life wit out motion, nor motion without inspiration, no inspiration without struggle, no struggle without opposition, oppositions are everywhere essential, but the Divine power conciliates every opposition" (Sepher Khozari, Part iv, § zs).

Fi&ure to.-Copy of a sacred bronre statuette plated with gold, of 13uddha and the Tree of the Sephi·
roth, from Burmah .

SIMILARITIES IN THE WRITINGS OF IBN GEBIROL, THE ZOHARIC WRITINGS
AND THE QABBALAH.

will now
some
larities exist between
'IJ~.uuvt. which have come to

we
from
assert the Zoharic books
evidence of a knowland we claim these are
as 1050 A.
of much that is in the Zoharic
This would be about 250 years before the
it has been

thus emanated and
World of
that of the Senses.
idea and
as we have

I

Ideal nTl,tnlrvnlr
doctrine

""'""'""''"· Worlds. This is archaic
The
in several
is asserted to
or
the
the former; and the Inferior
the n"''"u''""'Zohar
The same
matter or formed.
idea is in the Book of
or
The different manifestations of existence from the
themselves and
follow each other without
The Zohar
form and matter, for their
says: u When Elohim wished to make the
went out and
formed and
World

to their numerous speas it is written : How numerous are
works 0 YHVH ! '
All that which is found on earth can also be found
on
and there does not exist the smallest
in this world which is not also itself attached to
and
does not find itself under its
1

Gebirol insists upon this
exists between the
world and the Sensible
or, Idea and Matter.
§ 21, el seq., and many other
A docthe
that there is a
ideal or
trine of the Old and New Testaments
n'"''tntvr"' of all
in the visible universe. This is also in Philo
and the Talmud
and from it results the
of the invisible
a contemthat we must arrive at our
of the visible. These doctrines are also in Gebirol
*Zohar, i, I Vaya'h.r.r,
i,
1590, 1626, 2056; ii, 14.¢.
Ma.U. x, 29; Luke xii, 7, 6; Acts xvii, 28; I Cor. xii, 12; Matt. xviii, 10; ant.r, p. 109,
lifo

i, § I t/ uq. ,.
The Zohar
fol.

§

IO,

§ 25, § 30;

§

21 ;

" The words YHVH! YHVH

indicate
two
the one "'~"'""'"'•
it is wherefore there is between the two words the ~"~"'""'"t'v"'
These
i, 159a,
ii,
the bolt which unites them is the ._...,,,.,.._.... ,
the
upon, as in one
the
Great Ideal ot
'Man from the East; in whom 1s
the Ineffable Name.
assert, that " the lower world is
the v~•uu•<u""'
made after the
and that of
in the
as
former there
the
still all are one' 1
ii, fol.
Gebirol also
from which all
human souls emanate,
thus been in their real form
the divine idea. The Zohar
down on
in the divine idea in the same
afterwards had in the world. 1 '*
the universe to a nut, the keris even thus with the entire
terious
as far as the PYirrP•mit·v
all form one whole; of which the
one in the
the one to the other. The first
was an interior and incom·

* Comp. Franck, La Ka/J/Jale, p. 228 Sf.; Zohar, i, 916, ; ii, 96; i, 2456; iii, 616,
104a and 6; ii, 736. The doctrine of the
of souls is in the Book of Wisdom,
viii, 20.
tells us the Essenes believed in it; Wars, Bk. ii, c. viii, g r I, Whis.
ton's ed. Philo holds to the same idea; On the Giants, i, pp. 330-33 I : On Dreams, ii,
pp. 321-322. So does the Talmud, treat.
126; Yt'Vamolh, 62; Avoda4

Zarah, 5; Niddak, I 3; and the B'resheeth Rabbah, § viii.

becomes a
or
which we cannot know because of its
which serves as the PnlrPilw>P
without conas the first concealed

of existence continued thus to
themselves the one in the other.
and that
served as mutual
each and to all the
one in
because that which is one
is at the same
a
kernel for another
All .:~.v.:•uunc''Y occurs the same in these infethis world 1s made after that
which are the
and the
the order of the universe." Ibn Gebirol has
Bk. ii, § x;
§ 41,
" as the germ
from the
as does the Universal Form and Matand the rm·norP~

stance of some
same view. Gebirol
thus defines the Will or Desire : " The Desire is the executor
of
and mover of
and the simile is the creation
creator, blessed be He! of the
~., the formation of
for
is the Desire. And the Desire is the Divine force
the Primal
*The word Palace is used to indicate the different Degrees of Existence or the Exworld A'tzeel-ah, to the lowest,
of the
or orbits continued and contained, one in the
the
iii,~ 41.

Ull>,UUU:>> and
in
Azriel has the same
he says: " The
which comes from Ain
is both the essence and the

v~•uu•itu:~L

or

on earth ; which can come into existence
any creation ; whatever comes within limits has
for whatever can be taken hold of
dimension and
of the
1s
The metaphysicians say, every man has a
see, that
even the
has
space and measure."
The Kether Malkhuth says of the
" Some of them sheets of
some of them
of
fire and water, some
So the Zohar
p.
says: " Some of them .. _.... .,. 0
some of them water, some of them wind." The B'resheeth Rabbah
A.
says: " The flame of the
to which
He makes His messengers, i. e.,
fire
turn sometimes into men, sometimes into women,
sometimes into
sometimes into
The Zohar also says: "Come and see!
is the
""I~"J"""~J of all that which
but it is at first unknown and contained
in itself. When
in which it becomes
where the
this
it takes the name of
is no more, as
contained in itself.
opes
in the bosom of the nnt<:tt>r!l><:
it is
and from it goes out a
which 1s the reunion of all the celestial
which
itself in distinct
because it comes from the
But in
we see
are
that voice and that
of all that which
itself is bound to the Non-

and it is not ever
from It. Such is the '""'""'"~ of these
This is
words: YHVH is One and His Name is One.''
a most
passage of the Zohar.

I

in

the

into the matter world and colmp•reltleriS!I)!C
The Zohar
says: "
of the
Divine
the contrast between Creator and creature, does not
on the
of the
seem to admit of the idea of a
It be blessed l
as the possessor of
cannot stand m any relation to uncleanthe admirable order and
a reasonable intention; which
of the
to advance the
The Zoharic idea
definite laws to nature, and the immediate
asd direct causes, are effective
to these laws; but this Pffir,.r·v
is not ever
of the Divine
which extends to the smallest
and action in the realm of nature ; and each natural
cides with
so much of the Divine
as flows from the
The
calls
the cmtle~;cu1g
tence and Will of the

the whole content of the
or

as it were,
an efflux
Its Will to all natural
....... ._ ...,. .. 1~, in the Will of the

distinct from the Primitive ~mC'IrPmP
this is also in the Modern
Cordovero. A miracle or
when the
undertakes a

course of nature, takes
in these
organs, the

weakIt is understood howas it is
a norm
of the
of nature, is as it were, a natural
which we do not
understand. It also
that the Divine Will does not in any way
abolish human Freedom of Will. The Zohar says that the
is comand is transcendental;
is also immanent in
The
emaand
has not any form;
is manifest and
It has none as It does not in any way
inhere in the Universe.· "The
be It! gave heaven
which
and
definite
as is written: He hath made a
shall not pass away'
but still It has not
them
real freedom; as a master who has
liberated his servant, and left
' to his own free will ; but It gave them
which
upon Its
be It ! rules them ac1;vc,uw1.1(
concealed Will. And the

is
which flowed out, the Son.* 'Phis
or Ra-non
The Father is also
when considered as the
But in so far as
the possessor who is held
a matter, t. g.,
possessor of life : the
is called Baal ItaZohar
was the Will of the
the four
of the compass, as the
When the Messiah measured
which IS referred to
the nebulous
of matter, etc."
Further the Zohar says: "In the

* &plur Sh~phathal, fol. 9·
t Stplur Shtphathal, fol. 51.

was the Will of the

Comp. Mark xiv,
Rom. viii, 15. Gal. iv, 6.
Comp. Exocl. iii, 14.
e

I

to any existence which came into
this Will. It sketched and
to be manifested from concealment into view; in the supreme and
:t\nd there went
as a sealed secret,
the
of matter without
or
a centre of a
neither white nor
neither red nor green,
in fact without any colour; but when It took the measure of the structure to be
It made the colours to
therein
and
Went forth for the nrtVh11f"h
Below-and thus the sealed secrets of the Ain
The Zohar holds ; that no
all
do not in any
immanent to a certain extent,
way, include the
ts transcendental to and above
of the
and
emanated or
Gebirol has the same
He also says: "The emanation which
the creation of
!'iu·~"'""' out from its source and
over
ii, § 27; v,
The Zohar often
uses this
e. g., "Thus life is drawn from Below and from
thus the source renews
and the
its water
''
!drab
The first source with Gebirol is the
Zohar
Wis" the Source of Life."
dom is the Source of Life which
Malkhuth.
Zohar ii,
The Zohar often uses
Zohar
fol.
In the
1s the fountain of life." The Zohar
Kether Malkhuth is : "
is the first in the order
fountain of
from

* Zohar, Cremona ed., i, fo!.

Rt!l(r;. Philos. Sohar, p. 312, etc.
been asserted to be in the Old Testament, and it is
daimed by some writers to be set forth among other places, in the following ver:;e;

56.

t The doctrine of emanation has

" And he said. The Lord is come from Sinai, and ha> appeared from Seir to us, and
has hasted out of the mount of Pharan, with the ten thousands of Kades
the He.
brew, saints); on his right hand were his angels with him." Deut. xxxiii, 2. See the
Septungint. Brenton's
Bible, Vol. 5, p. 153 and note.

Trans., London, 1844.

Comp. Cahen's Great French

I

The Kether also says: " It

ante and Zohar
; ii,
and reminiscence of the
Both have the doctrine of the
which we also find in Plato. The Zohar says
: " The souls
knew
learned on earth
into this
world." Franck's La
Wherefore the soul becomes
so that she has need to be instructed in order to remember? Know
the soul was created with the True
from which it
that
But when
she
in herself the '"'"w'""·"'"'
the soul unites with substance
and confuses herself with
the mixture and
she is removed from the
of these imremain concealed in
because the darkness of the substance covers her in such a way, as to obscure its
and the substance
mirror to which has been
dulls her: she then becomes as if a
v, §

The"

"a~,.v••uu''~

of which all human souls
been there in their Real and True Form in the Divine Idea.
Kether Malkhuth and the
in many
The same idea is set
forth with
distinctness in the Zohar
: " All human
were
in the Divine Idea in
were to have in this world : "
So the human soul was
La
and

the senses;
he did not see in life a
soul is to elevate matter, "to teach

the
The task of the
for the pre-

vention of evil."
He sees in
an nn•r>n1'tnn
for the exercise of the man's Free Will to work out his salvation. "Who
can repay," he says, "
in
the
a soul to
it;
that her
and instruct
and deliver man from evil.
Thou hast tried me in the
; Thou hast uu•,uc;u
me from my abundant wickedness; but hast not consumed me. I am
also conscious that it is for my benefit that Thou hast tried me, and in
faithfulness Thou hast afflicted me; and in order that it may be well
hast Thou
troubles : "
" consider it a
inherent in
its finite nature, to
a role in the universe; to
the
cle which the creation
to
so as to have the consciousness of itself and its
; in order to re-enter, without
itself
with
into that inexhaustible source of
and
the Divine
"
fol.
"The
united tolretl~er
he will receive the assistance
man.
of the
soul which
and sanctifies it ; if he does not
he possesses the breath and the
but not the
it says, on the man's side
'and
other
assistance from on
terms; the three faculties.
life a lowerGn.ostlcs. and as the
down from a
Talmudists do in the
before
trial and education.
"She
of
u"""""·" says
the last
; for then endless
of the
.nllrootue. p.
_which we have not space to
trine of
of
is in

* * *

* * *

Kether Malkhuth reads: "If
obtain
and
then shall she wander for a time in

be pure, then shall she
but if she hath been

and in all the
of her uncleanliness she shall dwell
banished; she shall not touch any hallowed
nor come into
the
to revolution
men do not know the ways of the
of the way
came into this
p. 245 (/
of the sun, says: "And
when in
be between
one line ; the moon
before the sun
its
from every
eye. That those who view her may
that the
doth not
to the host of heaven and their armies
there is a Lord above
says: "And the moon and sun remained
darkened their
"
man, as the Mikrokosm or inasserts the existence of
four divisions or worlds; which are to be found in a
or less
in each;
this assertion on Isaiah
tr~aftd him for
I
i. ~.,made him." On these wordsof
in his
on this passage, tells us, with
of the
that
Gebirol saw the
him; "
and in
" stood for the Kosmic
Ye' tzeer -atic
the verse were intended the three Worlds called:
Trans. of the
and
which follow the A'tzeel-atic world;
Soc. of Hebrew Literature. Comment of Ibn Ezra on Is.
On
ii, pp. 292-343,
iii and

I

to have space further on, to
tions or Worlds.

Zoharic
nation is
Gebirol. It is the
and as we said
ered as the One or the

further information on the Four Condiwho is unknowable to the
of the
and the
Its first emaand is the Will of the Zohar and
and among the
it is the
Kether or the Crown. It is considthe
The first emanation
Binak

from
Universal Intellect or
Universal Matter. It is also
and is considered as ..,.,..,,,h"'"
to receive form.

The Universal Matter is with him the feminine or re-

"
' says the Zohar
''
be the work of the male and female
har and Gebirol both
that
must be of Form

The Zoand

200

i. t., to Lc.ug•"•
and so to the six
...,.,u~o;uv·m, the
Sabbath or
0/am lza.
are called
the
or Intellectual World. Gebirol
the
Universal Matter and Universal Form
as a triad above all other
emanations and this would be their abode. He tells us " the Triad is the
root of
"
Ancient One came benow in our connection we are One

so
adic.''
The second triad of the

SPt~htrot

the
and which

World or Universal

• The word Nt'plusli is to be found in Genesis ii, 7. na-adam
to man the breath of life.
in g.

l'n,r'll~li'Sil

20[

ethical life and
This Triad is Gebirol's Universal
La
ceed.

p.

from which the human souls proet
or

228

ture; with him
is the
of the

It

sometimes
which two, sometimes termed
the Zohar intends the
in the entire universe.

and ~e1ur:1ntJ:ra1 "'"'"',.."''"""

increase in the
The Zohar says : "All the ""'""'"".'"'"
them."
unite in one harmonious
all
the
as the universal power, creator and JJ:eJr~erm<>r
ences. Ibn Gebirol calls it
i. e., nature, the
.lt•'Z·n•zoo•I·/Jan.rr. i. e., the Natural World. It is the natura naturans in
as to Gebcontrast to the natura naturala, the Material W or! d.
irol's views on the
the
v,
32• 33;

over the entire universe. Its name is
the Divine Presence or
which
manifests itself in the universe. " It is the sum total of the
immanent
of the
such it is appaand is Elohim's
presence in Its creation."
which he says : "Is
the same as Gebirol's Divine
virtue of the
dominant in all the
"

202

any vacuum
but
the existences. Here is the
which is in
world and which is to come on earth in the
and m
the Messiah or
is to govern over all the
or
; which idea is to be found
the entire Old and
New Testaments.
This
Adam which rest
the feet of the
The head of this Adam reaches
for the ineffable Name YHVH.
that St.

when he says

this world is
and Ius Cl1rist
ever.* And the four and
fell
sacred and most
the foundation of Bible
on account of its
and ho1iness; omitted from some
editions of the N. T. We here note that the Ineffable Name
IS

i. e., crowns, each crown
72, the number of the Elders of
*Note here, the

three indentations
and of the Name of

verse of the

P11t~r

Noster, " For thine is the Kingdom

(Malklzuth) and the Power ( Gt'ooorah) and the Glory

for ever. Amen."
Matt. vi, 13. Which is left out of the new authorized version of the
Church.
In the
of the XII
(9o-100 A.
it· is: "For thine is the Power
and the Glory for ever." C. viii, 2. See The Oldest Church Manual called the Teach·
ing of the Twelve
etc., by Dr. Philip Schaff. New York, 1885, pp. 84, 189.
The Teaching the Twelve Apostles with illustrations from the Talmud, etc., by Dr. C.
etc.,
Arthur Edward
London, 1886, p. 64 Stf. The Mysteries of
Waite.

London, 1886, pp. 283-4.

t See, Kircher's

TIJIII.

Suundus, p.

et seq.

balistic formula of the Name of p., is the Ineffable Name Mlil'

One of the Qab·
in the form

Malkhuth is also called the
the Matroneethah and the Matron.
It represents the World of Matter. Its
is that of the
It was also
moon, its
the Bride of the
the Church
or Real Presence of the
It is
as the executive energy or power of the
or
Mother.
colour of
with a blue
around Christ.
the

is in the third triad.*

set forth m a
the decade.

II

is arranged thus:

2

3

The Ineffable
Name, thus

4

il,l"''

10

15

l"''
, l"''

21

-

26

72
Pyltha:~or·eallS

Chinese.
discll, etc.

appears to have been known to the ancient
Eznltitung in das Berstiindnik der Wdtgm:hidtlt, von, Aug. Gla·
Die altm Schinesm und die Pyt!zagorus, Posen, 184r, p. 82, 1!1 SI!'J. See

also upon the Tetrad, the valuable
etc., by A. Ed.
Paris,

Ej;tllagore d Ia rn11o.rop""'

*
in this connection, the writings of Candlish, Davidson, Stanton, Drummond,
Schilrer, Edersheim, Hausrath and othe1s, who have written on the Messiah and the
coming Kingdom of Heaven upon our Earth, with the teachings of the Zohar and
Qa•bbalah upon this

/Jo

different manner.

With the

is above but not
the
letters; as
conwhich is almost synonymous with
which are with them a Triad yet a Unit.
ante,

p. 141,
We do not know that Ibn Gebirol wrote any Commentaries upon the

..

Old
at least not any have come to our
; but his "'""!'"''""tions of certain texts, as cited
prove that he was fond
of
A.

soul; "the
are " the abstract
attach themselves at the same
and also to the

above
also quotes the
of the facts set forth in Genesis ii and
it is
the
the word ' Garden '
full of a crowd of creatures
; the River of Parais the first matter, mother of all the
; 'the four heads' or
of the
the four roots, or
' the man '
is Wisdom. Havvah or
is
move""'''nP1nt I in the ua.alJ>ilH< Of
ment, and
'The
from ' the Garden '
of the dust in the '-'""""'"
the
of
woman, which causes the end
'the dust;' and the end of the
e., the final end of the

dust; from which
the life of the
clothes of
' is the
driven away from ' the
vate the
from whence the terrestrial man was taken.
which is : 'A Tree of

'The
' to culti• The Tree of
to them that
'The
From this
it appears,
at the Throne of
considers
; and the
as a

minimum when
the Divine
which announced and finthat it is the foundation of all
and
the
is in the Zohar " a

in the Old and New Testaments.
balists and many of the Talmudists make
i.e., of Gen. i, x,
Elohim
i. e., God created.
as the Word; the
of Philo
has similar ideas
Veda;
Avesta;
of the Proverbs of
or
Solomon and of the later Book of Wisdom ; and the
*"The flesh of man is a garment," etc.
i, :zob.) "\Vhen man is taken away,
be rids himself of those garments in which he was dressed ; the (garments of) skin in

76a.) The learned Qabbalist Yehudah
also compares the body
b. Salomo Charisi, or, al-Charisi (117o-UJO), of Toledo,
of man to a garment, which the soul takes off at death; and to a prison, from which, at
the which the Son of Man was dressed."

that time, the soul is liberated. He says: "On the day it takes off the body, it puts off
its ornaments, and rids itself of the garments of its captivity."
Wisdom is also called, the
Zohar, iii, ldrah Zootah, "The
t
Eden."

the Saltti of
X wanBuddhists.

i. ~.• boundless

of the later

of Wisdom of ancient "'A''"v'"'v"'""'" and
who was the bolt or
He was " the bond of
the
of heaven and earth.''
'' the '' overseer of the
tower of his
The ztP'IYwrrll!l or
was called;
" the house of the seven bonds
of heaven and earth." The
tower of the seven
attached to
seven stages, each of the
devoted. Ne'bo
at

1-q. Ne'bo was
considered the supreme
the creator of the universe.
the Great
died and was
Ne'bo was also adored as the
and
Fo; is the ancient Buddhistic
his
the
vidian races of
of Amravati and ;::n.u•o:.:u•,
among the Buddhists and Brah·
mins was our
which among the ancient Akkadians was, the
of Buddha. His
m
the
of the
from whom our
He is the Thoth of the
the Hermes
name
of the
who named our Wednesof the
and it is on the iourth
that Genesis
etc., were created as
rPr)rP~Pr•t«~ the Creator of the Universe and the Mediator beor
the

Consciousness of existence ; and is the ret:lre!;entatiVe of the Association
and is looked upon as
of the Abstract Ideas which constitute
content of the Universe. Withof the
the Former and
the human mind could not compreout such Association of
many
Philo
hend. It is used almost
the latter of Christ ;
St.
the first
the Creator of all. In
Of VIIMOlV:>,
Ye'rushalmi on Genesis i, x, it is said:
the Lord created." This view also
s.
monides in his Moreh Ne'boo-kheem
The
Munk's French trans.,
pp. 232,
Lord
above
also says: " And the Memrah
11
""'t:uc::.:., etc.
The first word of Genesis
; " has had various
translated "In the
mom(Jes, says; it should be read as:
.-..,."'.""" and that the verse should be translated :
universe."

"
The learned Beausobre says:* "There is
reflection to be made
upon that matter. It resolves itself upon the "A'"'''·""'v" of the word
which is at the commencement of ut:uc:,.,,
believe the ancient
; does
but the active and immediate
of all
""""''"'"'!>;: • At the
God created the heaven and the earth:'
translate : • God made the heaven and earth
the
that is ;
to the
of
TVisdom.' Maimonides
is the literal and true
one.
among the Christians. We find it not
m
Chalcidius ; who remarks that it came from the Hebrews ; but also in
and in Clement of Alexandria; who is more ancient
The latter says, there is
one
who has
than either.
made the rr'l"'"fn,, of all
in that way, his first-born
who has very well
that word
Son. St. Peter

* * *

* Histoirt
dam, 1734·

critique de lllanirlsl!c cl tiu .t1l~rnu·t11nwu
Vol. ii, Bk. vi, ch. i, p. 29o-1.

ill. De Beausobre, A. Amsler-

says: 'God has made the heaven and earth
the Prinall the
"'"'~-''"·"'''uuu for two reasons.

the head of the

inflamed and animated nature.
upon the waters, says Moses: 'That
me so much the more nle'asrlrP.
The aforesaid
established at the head of the
Book of Genesis.'
exp1a:nauuu favored the sentiment of the Christian
llo!;op.ners, who believed in the
of the
shuth is understood the Active
; then it has no more than said; the Heaven
first works of God. And Moses has
that ' God created the
Heaven and Earth
the
' which is His Son. It is not the
it is the immediate Author of
which it teaches. St.
have been made before the Firmahas also said : ' The
ment, and even before that which is rPr>nr:tPrl
Moses ; God made the
Heaven and the Earth
the
this word

even the Hidden
says: "But we
..,,..,.,,,., which God ordained
the worlds unto our
Which
none of the rulers of this world knew: for had
known
would
not have crucified the Lord of
'' This Hidden TVisdom is Christ
(I Cor. i, 21-24; Col. ii,
"who of
and Sanctification
and
" Wherein He hath abounded towards us in all TVisdom
the .Rua'h
and Prudenct."
ha" I TVi'sdom dwell with
of discreet
do I discover."
Prudmce; and
"Christ in whom are hid all the treasures of lVisdom

,..,.,,tu·nl<>,. "

it was the

" Now ye are the
of
and
(I Cor.
27; compare the whole
with
to Christ as the
says : " Who is the
the first born of all creation ;

For
that in all
he
have
tke Fatlur that in him should all the fullness

also he made the worlds."
worlds were formed
the Word of
" We understand that
that
not made of
which do appear."
that made the world of
his Mtmrah was the world
27. "The world was
made
" i. t., the Word.
Ibn \J<;uuu .. says, in his Kether Malkhuth: "Wisdom is the fountain
of life." The Zohar says: "The seventh
lS
the first in the order from
etc."
To account for the construction of the

*

*
with these:
i, 18, :u; iii, 9, 10; Col. ii, 3; Rom. xvi, 25-27;
25; James iii, 17; Prov. viii, ix; Hebrews, St.
and, Philo: iii, 95, iv, 391-2;
Book of Wisdom, xviii, 14-15; i, 4, 5; and Sirakh xxiv, 3-9; Targum of Onkelos to
Deuter. xxxiii, 27; Book of Enoch, Schodde's
trans., p. 2o8, c. 84; p. I 37; c.
New Test., p. 174; Epist. of Barnabas
48, so; c. 49 and other
iv, 7; v, u. The Conciliator of R. Menasseh ben Israel, etc., London, 1842, p.
D"'mage, Hist. of
Bk. iv, c. v, f vii, English trans., p. 288, col. 2. Kircher's
Vol. ii, c. ix, f iv, p. 309·
of
Higgins, Vol. i, pp.
1:22, 235, 250, 264-5,308, 338, 348, 469, 511, 564, 769, 8o3, 8o6-7, etc., as
cited in index Vol. i, p. 862. Hidden Wisdom of Christ,
De Bunsen, i, p. 430. Targums
J. W. Etheridge, London, 1862, i, pp. 157, 16o, 162. Bertholdt's Christology,
p. IJI. As to the Talmud, Hershon's Genesis, etc., p. 79; Hershon's Talmudic Mis.,
p. 104. Heb. Mis. Society, Hebrew Liter., London, i, p. 40, note.
14
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or
and astronomical
doubtless those which entered into the idea of the '-'~·~"•--•·""
an ancient idea. And we think we may assert; that the
stances of Gebirol refer to tl,e
called in his
the
the
and to other ancient astronomical divisions of the heavens.
of the sensible "n''"r'•"

___,..... ,.,-, SUJ:Ipo:sed to surround our earth; was
and is a reminiscence of the archaic astronomical

thousands of years before the Christian era.
in his mind.
his
208.
his treat.
uses instead of the word
the word
and thus indicates the
Gebirol in his Kether Malkhuth says of
the
without a vessel."

In-

2II

he often uses, orbits or MJI.lt:rt:s.
of the

"cate-

" He tells us, the

in some of the
The same idea is in the Zohar and other
; is sometimes

this

i.e., Faces

weaker in some of the
on the distance from the
source. " How is it
" that the divine power should
or materialize
of the First
that
more in certain substances than m
co:mJ;1lel:eness of all power,
: " It does not
distance from the source, the
ter, is less
"'"''u"·'"""""• from the Forms of
into it."
who
of all that which
from the shadow
is." We may sum up Gebirol's nr£U"\r\C:Ir1t>rt<;: to be; that the Infinite
that
the Infinite
which at first filled
rays retired into a centre or
of shadow or vacuum; ,n.,...,.,,,,r~
to the idea of the divine power

municated it£elf with more or less energy, into the
'"''"'"''""'to the
of matter, and to the"'"''"'"''"".,
energy, which the Divine Will wished to
to it. This is also a condensed statement of the Zoharic cosmogony, and the
of
energy;

in
which It was immanent

filled All ; and in order to
made
and
created
an emanation in
transcendental. At first It concentrated Itself
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in Its own .t;sl>ence, and that caused
or a
for the universe to be
constructed
; It afterwards filled this

of
the ~~.:n:;uo::u.
selves
tion to the distance of their
down from that
and
like

; and that
co1mposed of Form
"Know

the ""''"""'"""

* * *
and of almost all the
the Triad holds a most
17-20,

in the Triadic

In
a

a
constitute
but
one
and make a
" The .nu~..;n:::u•, whose
The ldrah Zootah
Name be Blessed ! has Three Heads which are
One Head. And as
all the other
the number
*Franck, La Ka/J!Jale, p. 186.

Sonar.

Zohar, I drab Rabbah.

See
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in the number
three."
The idea that the Triad is the root of .,..,.,~ ...,thin<T
number
of
m the
we have the quol~>ucm:. but not space to now
but he says,
insert them. The Triadic idea of the
it is a
As to the creation out of
out
agree with the '-'"'"..,,.....~ ..... He compares creation to the water
of a form in a mirand to the
of its source
existence out of the No"Thou drawest
" he says,
but not
any human means; and hast nr,ldllce:d
used
man. Thou hast
and
etc."
and called unto the
and declare the universe emanated from
of the Divine
and the Desire or Word.
" If the world came into
the
is meant as the Noi. e., it came from a
in
source, which was not a
any sense which we can
is the ' Cause
of
'the Ain
The
a most 1m1r\f'll"t<ln
The fom1er says: " Come and see. There are four
Three of
etc. In the eye there are three
them are concealed and one is
which are revealed and
and none of them are
exist
that does not
this secret, close thine eyes and tum thine
And
those colors that are in that
etc."
Ibn Gebirol says: "Thou art wise; and
hast from
an immediate Desire
~..-ncpllt:"• 1 to draw the emanation of existence from non-existence; *
* as the ray of
which comes forth from the fountain of vision
illumines
etc.
* Thou drawest forth the

*

* *

which comes forth from the eye, and attracts from the source of
not
human means.
And Thou hast hewn out and
and it unfolded
And

but

Ibn
To the
and it was
"
Gebirol says : "How wonderful are the words of the philm;ophel:s
sense of the
when
say; that the soul
colours which appear in the motions of the
made formations in the
Mit/doth
" The
~u~::~»IiU!, It made colol:'S
etc. ; When he measured out
to shine
It
and did not burst
emanaIt did not make Itself in anyway
tion from this
was
i,
" Thou art the
which is hidden in this
shall
be revealed in the Celestial World; for on the mount of the
it be seen."
Human vision is also mentioned a
v, § 62 and
number of times with like purpose in the
other
Moses Cordovero uses the same simile: "The
·One may he be Praised! Who is the
of energy, who is
and in whom all the faculties form
of the
which contains different
of the eye,
which goes out of the
as the odor emanates
.Rimcirca
A.
from the human power of
never winks.
Zohar in the Idrah
Monier
Rabbah says; the eye of
open:
New
but is
The Zohar uses the
as an illustration of the Mediator between the Ideal and the Real.
Be I all that came
is
i,
also used in the
so
this ""'..,.'''"" etc."
Zohar to
the Divine illumination of man.
ii, 23a and
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In the tQQOOI1en haz-Zohar
is this beautiful
of
the soul as it manifests itself
of the eyes: u • In the
Elohim
created : ' This is the soul when it emerges
and it is
of it ; ' And the earth was
from the bosom of its
;'
void and in confusion and darkness was upon the surface of the
' And Elohim said:
for its eyes were closed.
its
Let
be!' After this man is
in from this
and what is
written about the soul; 'And Elohim said: Let the water be £at:hered
from beneath the heaven to one
and let the
land appear I'
land.'''
When the soul is taken from the man, the
Ibn Ezra in his short
says: " I will now
and the
to you the m''"t''"" of the venerated and awful
m••dPY'V Of the
from the
of
the soul which comes forth from the eye. Know then that the eye conand that the inside one, is the white
And
sists of seven
behold the
not a
and the
from the
anatomists and
that in
; an intellectual force streamed
out of the eye, which came in contact with the
and
of the soul which
returned them to the eye. This was " the
comes forth from the eye." In Gerson ben Saloma's
Slta-arelt.
the

under different names.
The
i. e., the vitreous humor. This includes the lens.
The
i. e., the aqueous humor.
calls
"the
from
ice.
3· The tasteless
i.e., the
calls
"egg white" from
The seven solid
I. The net, i. e., the retina.
2. The
i. e., the tunica vasculosa.
says, "
dermic."
3· The hard one, i. e., the tunica scleroti'ca.
1.

2.

"
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l. e., the iris.
4· The dish-like
bread-like."
i. e., the tunica uvea.
5· The
6. The
e., lunit:a cornea.
i. e., the tlJ!'tJ11.1en'I'UJII'J ci/iare.
7· The
net-like.''

says, "the

says, "the

of the compass, elements and

•

North
Fire
Gold

East
Air
Bronze

in

West
Earth
Iron

South
Water
Silver

After this the internal connection between the twelve is shown. It
water, and
are all united
then says, "Come and see I
one with the
and there is not any
and
void
etc. ; as it is
• And from thence it
and becomes four heads.' " That is the
streams of Eden. Gebirol has a similar idea in the Kether
of the
divided
form the
one half
water. Thou didst
into two

extends.
and holds the universes together.
the same as the akasi of the Hindu

tComp. Dr.
P·

zur

energy, which permeates
The elementary air, is the azoth,
or, the luminiferous rether, of modem

G~schichlt

der Kab/Jala,

2

Vol.,
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In his
on Daniel
was among those who had calculated the

Ibn Gebirol

to a
of the sut>ertor
and Saturn. Ideas upon the time of the '"'"'·"Ul'l<;
in the Zohar.
anle, 77
Our author also makes use of the
the
D'Tznioothah of
world like a bunch of grapes," which is in the
the Zohar
on It like grapes in a bunch." He re~
fers to the
so does the Zohar. In his

Like a bird to her nest."

Bird is a Hebrew term for
the Bird's nest, is heaven. This idea
of bird and
is in the book of Ecclesiastes
and the Talmud.
In the Zohar the Bosom of God is
"When
the Messiah shall be made
of the
ii,
comp. ante, p.
called the Bird's Nest."
is what the
passage says: ' Like a bird that is
nest,' and that is the soul from which the She'kheen-ah does not move
"About the
is
from its nest, etc.' This is also that which is
bird found a
and the sparrow a nest for herself.' "
to Zohar
Amsterdam
Gebirol also says, in the
Kether Malkhuth : "Thine is the
of which our con"IJ'iul!Ju:s are too feeble to
a proper
nical term for
does the '""""v"''"~
" t. e.,
sense. R. Yekhutiel says : «All thrmnhtc
this .l\1 y·su~:tsrn.

.
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Ibn Gebirol's poem on

u

The

shows the extent to

which be
himself with the va.uu;""u~·u~.:
also took the Ye'tzeer-ab as the basis of his Gnosis.
last
Dr.
ii, p. 26 tl seq,
In
at the
of
Yel~hut:iel, Ibn

VoL

R.
and many state-

ments in Maimonides; we can see such an
that it evidences the
of the V."'uuau:'"'- philo!SOJ:Ihy
much more remote source.

Our essay is

'"~'""'~"' of Ibn Gebirol

ness; and as to
as aids to the memory. These are a few of the
of resemblance
between the ideas of Ibn Gebirol and the Zohar and
many
others
to insert in this
which we have not had the time and
; the student can follow up our ideas.
Numerous similarities exist between the content of the Zoharic and
other
; and the translations from the cuneiform
and
terra cotta tablets found in the ruins of
that the ancient
and that much of the Zoharic

Fig. x6.

Fig. x8.

Fii(Ure :oo.

XI.
THE HEBREW QABBALAH AND ITS ORIGIN.
LEMS IT SEEKS TO SOLVE.
BLE.

ITS CONTENT AND THE PROB-

FROM THE VISIBLE ASCERTAIN THE INVISI-

THE SEVERAL DIVISIONS OF THE QADBALAH.

THE FOUR ANIMALS

OF THE ANCIENT CHALDEAN AND HINDU RELIGIONS AND THOSE OF THE
THE SPECULATIVE QABBALAH.

THE

QABDALAH OF THE ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH AND OF THE

MERKABAH, THEIR COLOURS, ETC.

LAW.

CURIOUS PARALLELS REGARDING THE SERPENT, THE WORLD-TREE,
AND THE SEVEN KINGS OF EDOM j IN THE ZOHARIC BOOKS AND THE
CUNEIFORM TABLETS.

The predominating influence shown in the writings of Ibn Gebirol, is
that of the ancient Qabbalistic philosophy; as far as it had been received,
developed and not lost, up to his time, in Judaism. Long before his
time, indeed we believe many centuries before the Christian era, there
was in Central Asia, a " Wisdom Religion; " fragments of which subsequently existed among the learned men of the archaic Egyptians, the ancient Chinese, Hindus, Israelites and other Asiatic nations ; as a secret
metaphysical philosophy, and also as a secret physical philosophy. These
together, were ultimately formulated among the Hebrews and Jews, under
the designation; Secret Learning or Sithrai Thorah, i. ~., Secrets of the
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in which was the
Therefore we have its derived
and

the work of the chariot-

and is older than Chronicles.
circa
It
as secret, in
B.
which was written about
'Hokhmah as
was ~ ..,. ... 10 • .,~··~~
i. e., Grecian
Secret Technical language. Based upon the content of the above-mentioned Secret
we
i. e., an esoteric doctrine received
oral
which is also called mnoJ ii.El.::Jn 'Hokhmah
handed
because it was

* Bohn's English Edition of Philo, iv, p. 286, et Stf/. We shall always cite this edition unles• we
Greek Edition, or some other ; liS it is more accessible
of a heavenly Paradise, of Light; and an
Paradise, of Darkness.

(~c:ho.ett~:en,

Hor. Heb., i, p. 1096.) Both refer to the Intellect.

t The pattern of the chariot-throne to be put in the
YHVH to David (1 Chron. xxviii,
; and earlier to Moses (Exod. xxv,
Philo refers to this as existing in heaven.
also 1 Sam. iv, 4; I

vi, 23

etstf.; Rev. xi, 19.

l

See Sirakh xxxix, 8, and other places; M. Steinschneider's Hist. of

London,
P· 51.
also refers to the

Lit.,

Philo, ii, p. 324 tl ll!f/. ,· iii, P· 177 tl Sl!f/.; ii, 215 Ill lllf/. He
world as the chariot, the driver of which wu the Logos,

Word or Will, of the Deity. 16id., i, 167, 393·
kheem, Arabic and French Ed. by S. Munk,

Maimonide's Moreh Ne'boo·
Ed. by Dr. Friedlander, on these
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Writand is indicated to
to
the
unino:vrnn.-.1<:_' hidden and "'"'"""'IS
letters of the latter
\l<~cuu'"""'·" expresses recepthat the

the initiated to new

that intellectual centre of the ancient learned world;
who still had kncJw!ed,~e
received influences from
as well as
learned
and
of Philo
of
Greeks and Persians. We therefore find the
full of the same
which is in the Zohar and the
which set forth the archaic
v_... uu•ua.u e!!pecially as to ideas:
e. g.,

came Abraham and many
brew Genesis and

came from
sources,
Mf:so·pol:anua, for from U r and Haran
into Palestine. We know that the He-

.., ....<:'J'"'" ; were under
the influence of Persian and Chaldean
erences to the wisdom of •• the Sons of the
Kitto's Bib.
Communication between
than has been
Before the time of
not a distinct and exclusive class of men.
nn<aru-.no: and offered their own

to an initiated chosen
as he also did the
YHVH
and not in dark
forward in the time of ..,..,....,.,,, but up to 8oo B. C.

'-V'"'"'""'"'

mouth

the

* * *

vuJ'""'"•·•J

We find several ref'' in the Hebrew Sacred
Vol. i, p.
was much more

of

to
come
do
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not appear to have
return from the last
to have
ceased in
riah and Malakhi were the last.
of those

About Ioo years after the
PrCiteSSlOlrl, appear
Zekhaobtained
Its

also
as to
arts, the exorcism of evil
the use of the Names of the
on of
or
as existed among the Chaldean
such
necromancy and the Practical
It also contained secret docas to the creation and governance of the world
the
and
~ .. ~·t>·~~, the
; and their relation to it, to man and to
of the Hebrew Sacred

from

who

the future
etc., etc. These doctrines were
and misuse of
the unlearned and
minds;
have been led away
them from the truth; and in

from the formal Hebrew
and from the
influenced
tic
; after the conquests
Alexander the Great and his successors; and the
of the School of
orthodox
had
much to fear.
This
became formulated into : " Do not discuss
the Ma-a'seh Merkabah even in the
a wise and
\Uan, and

*
F. Lenormant's Chaldean Magic, London. Lectures on the Origin and
Growth of Religion, etc., of the Ancient Babylonians, by Dr. A. H.
London,
Hibbert Lectures.

are to be
him."* Such a student also had to be not under
years of age. Also u Do not discuss the Ma-a'seh Be'resheeth in the
presence of two.
The
which the
seeks to solve are those which present themselves to aU thinkers. How are we to grasp and rPr>rP•<Pn
the transition and connection of the Infinite with
the Invisible with the
and
with matter? How prclce<ede~d
from
the
varied and material many?
the \.H;d.t•;;u,

How is the
to, or any ....~o·•uu.uv
consistent
that man has been
with man's weaknesses and faults?
of a perand metciful
can be reconciled the existence of the imand the evil? What was the Divine intention
manifestation of the creation? It asks: Is the universe made of
or out of an
may be
~as~

~

eternal? Has the
as a
an inclination of
Its
created the universe? If so, can
be considered perfor has not
new arisen out of It ? If the Will of the
did not emanate or create the
to the wisdom shown in and
which is
? Does the
works of nature ? Is
know before the birth of men who are to be
does the
sin and evil ? If the
the
of the innocent and the
? Is the universe eternal? These are some of the
which arise
of man and which the
tures do not answer.
*Talmud Babli, treatise

116.

Maimonide's Moreh Ne'boo-

Ed., i, 7, and note pp. 8, 68, u6, 124 et sesr.

See antt, p. 40, note,

Hn''"'"''""" 116, Maimonide's Moreh, i, p. 68, and in other

and endeavors
contained
letter and word. In the Hebrew Practical
she endeavors to find this in the order of the
the manifold
in the
of the
Names and attributes of the
mc:an1u~{:s

etc.
into
to tl1e doctrines delivered therein as to the
to the visible manifestations
and as to the
universe and this earth ;
as a means for his sanctification
and their
of the Hebrew
and
and form of the same, in every
of every
in every view therein of the
of nature, etc. ; the Hebrew
teaches the whole is as a
mL•u•"· and from this arises in the mind an
extended
and
the
man must
Divine assistance; atone for his tr"n~<''""'''"ir.n
better himself. Must
and chastisements ; but she also teaches the
admits Free Will.
fested central
........!'1u"'~' emanates the
first-born
in
transcend en tal.

as to
The whole of the created from

in the maniand from the
the

; into one Great Ideal
a
of which the terrestrial Adam was a copy;
are as a Mikrokosmos or Little World.
ts m continual
from unclean
which
Man she
and who are ever
to seduce him to sin and fasten
surround
themselves to his soul ; but
and
he can,
with the
banish them or render them harmless; opposan incessant remembrance of the behests of the
them
One; and she asserts, that
God's
the
man will
appear before the
at
formed

the

the cardinal doctrines of this "'"''v"'''-'"'Y are, those intended to
solve the
I. The Nature of the
or
its connection with the
of man and the universe.
and
of the Revealed.

6; Ps. xxv, Io;
12. The creation of the
to God's free will.
universe and this
IJ. God's moral anvP1"n11r\f>1lt
and creation of man in God's similitude
Rewards and Punishments; as set forth in all
14. The emanation and nature of the soul. xs.
demons and the
16.
and
of
etc.
orc•cee:d from the lowest to tht>
and it reasons
Its fundamental
to go from the visible to the invisible. Its maxim is:-" If thou wilt
know the
have an open eye for the
" or in the words of

IS

" Know that we have to
between those
that are manifest to us. 11 In the
that are hidden from us, and those
of the work
to the perwords of the same writer :-u The
fection of the master."
of which we have ~.,,..,....,,.,rln.,.
appear to make a
transition from the lower to the
7'crsa. The idea is set forth in the
18
Moses said to the
:-"Let me see, I beseech
" To which the
:-'I will
w.•~'""'u"' to whom I will be
and I will show mercy on whom I will show mercy.' But
said :-" 'Thou canst not see
face; for no man can see me, and live.'
YHVH said: '
there is a
and thou shalt stand
upon a rock. And it shall come to pass, while
that
I will
thee in a cleft of the rock and I will cover thee with
hand
And then I will take away Mine
and thou shalt
while I pass
i. e.,
face shall not be seen.'" That
see
I will show you "
" i. e.,
visible
lower
but as a man still
thou canst not see
invisible nature. So prc)ceceds
ur~"'""'"-

The ""-"'uu•~""'L"
of the Chariot Throne.
the Theoretic
; the
the Practical
first named may also be divided into three branches.
II.
or Positive. III.

nection
in substance
before the formulations of the
their hierarchies and
ments in Paradise and
the
of

etc,> and eX•
It treats of
of the
of its

«:I:>LI H.lt':..
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and Chaldean sources. Exodus
and the visions of
as seated on a throne
creatures and
animals; and those
have a close
with those shown in the art of MC$OIPOI:arrua, Persia and India.
and
Ezekiel's vision; which is also further carried out in the
of which traces may be found in the vii
of Daniel and earlier in
Isaiah ; is more·
called
the
the Merkabah or
vision of the
and is considered
as a retlre!;entation of the Court of the
m
God is surrounded
hosts. The statements in the cited Hebrew Bible
of the Ma-a'seh Merkabah.
are at the foundation of the
may have been the
Rekhab means a
YHVH.
x, IS, 23; I
Chron. ii, 55 ; II Sam.
were of the famof the father of
There
sects at
among the
HPnrPw<:L at the time of if not before
---'-"·· into notice in the times of
and it was
to have power to c;e1rtorm
.... vu,... .. these
of the Sod and the Secret
Kitto's Bib.

*

In archaic Chaldea we find the prclte<:tmtg
in the mind of
and the same lUU•VU'-"'1 animals <:nrmnrfthe Merkabah or Chariot-Throne of YHVH in Ezekiel : we also find a
vii.
the "'""'"·'"'"'""•

after the human
Above these were
i, 16; Exod. xviii, 9 tl Stf.: Numb. x, 29-32;
iv, u, 17; I!Jitl. i,
16; I Sam. xv, 6.
The
Messiah, by Ernest de Bunsen, London, 188o, pp.
u, 12, 86-87, 3oo-3; also Smith's Diet. of the Bible, Title, Rechabites .

•

2

the .A.11Unaki.
Chaldea.

in

The Hebrews

40
Lectures
came under the influence of the
one before the
and the

and as an evil
~~·+-.~Finn of
the nature of each. There is also "'"rt ...-.,..r~ J:1, 4 u, .. u:u~.
the
we have the four worlds of Ezekiel's vision ;
the abode of Adam
the World
the abode of the
the abode of the

Figure'••·

The

is from Niklas MUller's work on the

•

"
Yotma or Yotna
cited ante, p. 45, note; and
father of Pukita
Creation or Nature.
It
cal ideas of the Veda's and the
a lion's head with the horns of a
Ananda. In its mouth is Ananda's tail. The latter is ,..,..,,....,,..nt..tt
From the open mouth """"'"~>''"

5elves from the breast of the cow.
mentioned ante, p. 45, note; the
for air; united as the usual Oriental
To be noted is the emanation of the sweetness from the moutb of
which calls to mind Samson's
also causes
of the ancients ; of their Mebees and
Bees appear to have been considered
the
of

can be

we
The Man.
The
The BulL
The Lion.
The Goat.

4·
S·

i.

e.,

ante, p. 45, note. The Bull is a
Grace or
; the

•

•
of

and prayer.
the
Government and .,..,,,-nmn
Hence
the nrr•nn.-tc: of the
the wine and
of both the Israelites and
Christians.
The four animals are also in the
appear to be referred to therein. " God doeth all
measure and
" says the Book of

and the Patriarchal the stem."* With the first Christians the celebration
of the Faith was acc:onlpanie:d
SVDlllOIS Of the
?) with
both on covers and
pages, the
The animals of the Merkabah of Ezekiel.
The
the
is the one to
which we will now
P"'""''"l'i the connection between the

to harmonize monotheism and the Hebrew account of the creation of all
or material ; with the fundamental
of ancient

It
grossness of matter,
the existence of evil would be
which existed in the archaic
doctrine of
was based upon the idea that all the created were effluxes from
the Divine
and that the further away
were from the source,
the nearer
the
in that the latter
two were the abode of evil.
of the r"'rs""''"
the
the
but of Ibn
the

Absolute Unknown Cause of All
the Eternal All
above
a manifestation thereof comes
Its
which
thus becomes the First
the Cause of Causes. In this the Unknown
manifested Itself thr·nncrh an emanation in
above all
which it was immanent yet as to which it was transcendental. It first
withdrew Itself into
to form an infinite
; which It
then filled with a modified and
or Vitalizafirst
which
This concentration or contraction and its -··~--···-·and
of creation and ex1tsu:nc:e
ists call Tzimlt:um.
then manifests Itself th'"'"'"'h
the Ideal Perfect Model or
first
n1"f)ti'\tVT1P 1n
~.:n:a~•::u, whether
or material.
the Makrokosm as to all the ereThis is the Mikrokosrn to the Ain
and the Adam Illa•ah
ated. It is called the Son of .c.•u''"""'
A similar
the Man of the East or
of "the
IJ,
is also in the first
of the saints of the Most
"
Such a
ter of Genesis and is in
and most
referred to in the
made of
of the Great Man
etc.,
of the
of which more
hereafter. The Adam
or
Adam
or
termed the Ten
decade of
considered as
are a unit and the entire content of the Adam
"l.~""'""u'·'• whose head is in the
created heaven and whose feet rest
on the lowest created matter, and who is the content of the Ineffable
the Intermediaries and
Name YHVH. From these carne
Powers of Philo which are like the
the ..!Eons of the Gnoscovered with matter, lives in the lowest
man, a
The
tics.

*

t

* I6id. 27-

The Jewish and the Christian Messiah, etc.,
Vincent H. Stanton,
.t:dinb:W'gh, 1885, pp. log, etc., 240.
t See Philo iii, 184, etc.
t
on this the works of Matter, King, Mansel, Burton, etc., on the Gnostics,
also Beausobre on the Manicheans and the
of Rev.
Francis Buddeus.

for whatever

Neshamah or
mentor
and an
animus. The last is considered a
immortal.
to the vQ, .............. , man is also co1:nposc:~a
or Free
After death comes
ac1:or,amte: to man's
the
"'"'!>""~""· and retribution on his
Neshamah
immortal.
The Roman Catholic Church claims to be the possessor of a Secret
Tradition or
is asserted as
down
the
from Christ and the
; and from this it formulates
and
of its faith. The science of the Law
as
is divided into two branches; the
Written and the Oral. The first is termed Statute
the
the
Common Law. The Common Law is
in the breasts of the
and
delivered
ions; it also is based on
however
to be found m
: when a new
e. g.,
steam
etc., which are not
for in the written Statutes or precedents in the
: the
the Oral Law to them out of their
skilled
This is a speis
the Talmudic Law in contrast to the written Pentathe Thorah or Law.
teuch
We call the attention of the reader in this
to a coincidence of
with the most ancient terra cotta tabi, § 16
to the creation and
"B' raishulh barah do/lim ath
v' alh
i. e.,
• In the
the
created the heavens and the earth';.

..

over which
on these
u."'li'<'"'u. upon the seven forms of the
And
second "Jiarth ''
'And from
which underwent the curse; came it
' as is written
: ' From the Earth which YHVH cursed.'
was without form and void;
and the
of elohim

B'raiskutk
stand

over the waters.' Thirteen u.~;~.~cuu
in the first
Six thousand
cursed
six words. The seventh
is that which is
And it was rendered
of vaentire
one whole
twelve hours
no us
of time:) as is written ; ' It was without form and
from the
etc.' In the
It
shall be
2)

ness.'
"The
it is wrathful
It watches and hides itself.
of
; it is manifested.

and it is angry
a thousand short

It

* * * * *

has a
Its head

on its scales. A
m
is broken in the waters of the Great

it has.
as it is writ-

*For terseness and want of space we are
to leave out our many cxluau1awons
and long notes to these passages, so that as they appear in
they are somewhat un·

fThe
or

or excavated, which
in contradistinction to the

cavated;-with the form.

leaves a hollow

are the inferior

which fill the emptiness of the ex-

ten : • Thou hast broken into
Waters.'
There were two

the

whence the text of the Psalm says " u''"j,['""'
reduced to one, for the word tkanneenim
the
It is also said
written :
' And a similitude over the heatls
"animal" is in the
and
; the
The first to denote the ract of the
or numerous
Another readof
in all directions; and the tail was in its
its hinder
It is twined n<u·lru.r<~rti<:
and is full of
Once in a thousand years, a revolution in
its
takes
a violent commotion
the exertion of its
and
head is broken in the waters of the ocean. As it is said:
in the waters.' There were
' Thou break est the luatls of the
thannunim D'J'Jn,
in full with two '• JOwere turned into one, in Ibitl. I 4, where there is
of:
'the luatls of
"And elohim said: Yt' hu or
Be
This is the
that which is written :
and
D'Tznioothah

The

Gnat S~ta."
of the

Bava Ballmi.

runs up over hills ' as it is written.
holds its tail in its mouth with its teeth. It
When the Perfect One
the

of
it;
are those who understand the
the
tl1t
the
As to this Leviathan as the

15,
trate the
over
Time. PP·rh~'"" Gen.
has some reference to this. This reference to the "
of the Great
Sea " is also ""I~"''""'·'-'
was the ancient Akkadian
Sea of
of
the

His symand the ga-

zelle.
Gen.

133-139; 262; 2oo; 374 sq.;
believed the world to be
heaven sea, with seven
the seven
It was the " bond" or "rope of the universe"
tncr,n,,,. the heavens and the
cord '' of
It was also called the bar or bolt uv.,...... ,,_
Note in this conthe Great Azure
Another
to statements in the same Zoharic book is the sacred
tree of the Akkadians and
which
the
as an
in the death-world and
the heaven of the
With the
whose branches rise into
" the world-tree; the
the sacred-tree was the " tree of
which stood midroots were in the
heavens above.
way between the
it was the
Zikum rested upon its nv'"''"""''"''"'~"~
the Sunhouse of
i. e., the Great
tra,rYmf'nt of a very old
1. "
of Eden ?) a stalk grew ovc:r·5inalamvm

2.

was its course m
with '"--''"'''··
4· its seat was the
of the earth;
5· its
was the couch of Zikum
6. Into the heart of its
house which
mother who passes across the
8. In the midst of it was
i. t., the .;,uiu•~o:uu.
is the shrine?) of the two."
Dr. A. H.
p.
D'Tznioothah
v, § 31
also says: "The Tree which has been reode red
interior.
make their nests. Under animals
This is the tree which has two narrow
And it has uven columns around
and
sides.''
""'li'l"u"'·tv•t::o of the curious passage,
31-39 :)
as to the seven
of Edom; to which is
as
the statement of
over the children of Israel ; are in
both the Zoharic
The Hibbert
Lect .• I
Dr. A. H.
pp. 53 sq., 181 sq., 373 sq., 54 sq.,
203 sq. : with the

Figure 23.

* Ketll~r lt'kunnalk ma/khutk, i.e., Crown

t Miromam, i.e., Exalted.

Figure 24.

of Priesthood and

Firure •s.

XII.
FURTHER

PARALLELS

BETWEEN THE CUNEIFORM

ACCOUNT OF THE AKKADIAN

AND

AND

AND TEMPLES AND THOSE OF THE ISRAELITES.
AND BABYLONIAN COSMOGONY.
OF MAN.

OF LILLITH.

THE QABBALAH.

SEMITIC BABYLONIAN

RELIGION

OF THE AKKADIAN

OF THE DEMIURGE.

THE DUST BODY

THE ANCIENT ZODIAC.

W

E gather from the various writings upon the religions of the
ancient peoples of Mesopotamia, especially from the Hibbert
Lectures for 1887, by Dr. A. H. Sayee the well-known reader
of tbe cuneiform, the following facts. The priests of ancient Babylonia
delivered the philosophy of their religion esoterically. (Hibbert Lect.,
pp. 4, 16, 141, 142.) The true pronunciation of the Divine Names was
kept carefully c~mcealed from the uninitiated.* Names and their true
pronunciation were considered of great value. (Hibbert Lect., pp. IIJ
note, 305-6, 385. See further as to the value of the Ineffable Names
among these nations, also the Egyptians, Journ. of the Royal Society of
Literature, x865, p. 274sq.) As in the Practical Qabbalah, numbers possessed great value with the ancient people of Babylonia.t The angels

* /!Jitl., pp. 4, 141-2, 113, 302 sq., 353-4,

405.

Comp. Chaldean Magic, by F. Le:·

norman!, Eng. Ed., pp. 19, 29, 41-44, 104-5, 108.

t Chaldean Magic, F. Lenormant, Eng. Ed., pp. 41-42, 25-6, 113, 117. The ancient
civilization of Mesopotamia was likely I, Kushite; II, Turanian; Ill, Semitic. Essai
n~r un monumtnl maiMmatiqu~ chaldtm, etc., by F. Lenormant. Paris, 1868, p. r6o sq.
See also as to the wonderful discoveries at TeJ.Joh, the beautiful work:

Dkquv~rlu

Dtgl 1:zed by

m

Goog Ie

of heaven.''
the determinative of

This name was eXJpresse:d
followed
"twice five"
I, 1, has endeavored to
or gnomes, were denoted
the
He would connect them with the
It is said in an old
that
gave the names
aDJ[)roon.ate to each
L Assur
was Ilu
'' is without number. In
the wisdom
III. Bel
V. Sin
VL Sama.s

IX.

'"''"u'"'\'• races; termed
Monuconand statements, some said to be from before 4000
Ckaldit, par Ernest de Sarzu, etc. Ouvrage accompagne de planclus1 ete., 2 Vol. Paris,
1884 sq. Glyptique Orientale, par J. Menan!, Paris, 1883, Vol. i, 211 sq. La Sltk des
Vautours, l:tudt d'ardzl:ologie dta/dl:mnt:, by Uon Heuzey, Paris, 1884. us rois de
Tello et
arckalque dt l'al"/ dzaldim, Paris, 1882. Un nouveau roi de Tello,
Paris, 1884. Les jouillts de Ckaldl'e, etc., Paris, 1882. All by M.
to be found
in RtmU Archtologit;ue, Paris, for 1882, p. 271 sq., 18!4, p. 109 sq., 1881, p. 257 SIJ.
The Kushile population inhabited the lowlands and alluvial
in the Southern part.
They came from Bac!riana, the country of Kush. Ancient Hist. of the East, by F.
Lenormant, etc., 1871, Vol. i, p. 57 sq. They have been termed Sumerians. The Akkadians oc<:up1ea the Northern and mountainous part. We can only rank them among
the Turanian races. The Semites subsequently overrun the whole country, which they
to have obtained by conquest. These different
effected different
of tl>e entire
in the

found were excavated at
B.
have reached our
and are in the Louvre
to
Tel-lob in
at . Paris. At Tel-lob has been found the cubit of
two
builders of the IV and
that
of the
Turanian inhabitants of Tel-lob
the ancient
M.
bad
from the
into the cuneiform and has a vertical direction
like· the Chinese method. There is not
to show that the
have been found at
Semite had come into the land.

the
etc.; milOne of the most wonof the IV

derful ancient statues now in
who built the second
now in the Museum of
This statue is carved out of green diorite
as those
and
the monarch seated in almost the same
of
found at Tel-lob. This shows that the
worked the
diorite at
and
m
as
It is to be
noted that the bronzes found at Tel-lob do not contain
which is to
Chaldeans carried on
be found in those of the Chaldeans. The
commerce with many
with India. Dr.
shows
that the name of Mosheh
has a connection with the name
of the
as the "hero" or "leader."
said
*The Assyro-Babylonian cubit was 21.6.

Hibbert Lect., p. 33 SIJ., p. 137.

....... ......,....... ,"'• as we have stated as to other ancient
as the
of the land upon which
considered the heaven or
lived. Their first astronomical observations were about the time
that the vernal
first came into the Zodiacal
of
the
Bull. This would be circa 4312 B. C. The
dian sun. The orders of
were divided into
tached or bound to certain deities like the Hebrew Levites ; anointe'ts or
cleaners; the kali " illustrious '' or " elders; " the
and the
makkkhu or "
one," in which Prof. Delitzsch sees the
of
the Old Testament. The
were
with "

"
Or

.:!UlUl.UVJU,

court and an inner court, which was walled as a square ; in the latter was
built the
sacred tower.* The
constructed with the
of the
the
pass, but the Great
the
the extreme end

vme
of heaven and
etc." ; here Herodotus says, was the
with a
table in
like the Hebrew table for the shew
this food appears to have been
There also appears to have been
in some of the
a little cofft:r or ark with two
stone tablets in it. The Akkadians and Chaldeans
a Sabbath
seven
also had '""""'·"K'"
prayer.
there were even vicarious sacrifices of human
Akkadians
The number seven was ':"'I'"'-""''J sacred
There were sacred trees with seven branches and some of ten, like
the decadic tree of the
had clean and unclean animals
*As to these, see Proc. Soc. Bib. Archreol., Feb'y 2, 1886, Vol. viii, p. 83.
and the Old Testament, by Dr. Eberhard Schrader, Lon-

t The Cuneiform
don,

p. 18 SfJ.

See

at the end of this chapter.

and
and ...1,... ,,.., were unclean.
nians had two
Solomon also
the other for smaller
The
of
had a
" the house of the
seven
of heaven and
" and also; "the house of the foundation stone of heaven and earth.'' The
of Solomon also appears
before A. D. 1593,
to have had such a tower. Arias .....J"'·""''""•

or
" the one who watches over mankind.
" The merciful one
the

had an intercessor between
the
the

Generator who """"~"'""
of heaven and earth." t
as
and in
as
merciful.'' He was the
and inter·
the Akkadian
of wisdom.
the merciful lord who loves to raise the dead to
on one of the tablets : the same idea is
in the Semitic
Nabiu
" he made known the

*
etc., by Bm~:tlicto Aria Montano, llispalmsi, .._,.~a••mr
Balavorum, 1593, p. 93 and
of Bib!. Liter., Ed. 1876, iii,
p. 97S· For
restorations of the ancient
and Palaces of MesOJlO!lunia,
see the
folios of M. Victor Place and Sir Austen Hemy Layard. The five
great folios of Paolo Emilio Botta should also be consulted.
t For a description of it and its tower, by
Smith, see Hibbert Lect., 1887, p.
437 Sf. Prof. Rawlinson has written a
of the Tower of noJr:sl}:>pa.
t Chaldean
F. Lenormant, p. 190 Sf., and other
I Hibbert Lect., pp.
soul among the archaic Turanian and Semitic
Paris, 1882, p. 45

J6

Sf.

desire of Merodach.

Neho was the

of literature and
of the
the

entire
a
The ancient divine powers of
and malevolent. Good and
were not in absolute
the latter was the -.v'""~-'"""""''" and minister of the
Satan was the accuser or ...uvc•=-•
was creator of both the
an account of the
scc:ornlton men, etc., and thinks
were totem survivals from an
The Akkadians considered the heavens and earth
as
with chaos.
All
was a creator ; hut
with the
the heavens and earth were carved out of a preexistent
The Semitic Baal was a father.
of the earth and the Zi
of the heavens
With the
were the first creators, the first
The
of the moon for instance
was a
from the visible moon, it was identified with the
creative energy of the moon which manifested itself in the motion of the
still
The creative
moon and even the motion was
deities
the order and law of the universe embodied
to which all submit. This may have been rerlre!;en"ted
in sabba
Ilu or El the supreme
II
The Chaldean historian He1ro55;os, whom we

t

*See anlt, p. 206, Hibbert Lect.,
pp. 113-ns.
t JOid., pp.
347· As to Satan and Ahriman
see Proc. Soc. Biblical ArchteOl., Vol. ix, p.
l Hibbert Lect., pp. 279,
i JOiti., pp.
290-1, 393· 401.
11 The Cuneiform Inscrip. and the Old Testament, By Dr. Eberhard Schrader, I, p.
Chaldean
F. Lenormant,
Ed., pp. 113-114. Redunlus
mY Ia
Mmant, Paris, r886, seconde partie,J. r1
represt~ntlttio:ns of this
See also M. Felix

sources, says : that he obtained his
from a document said to
Ea or Wisdom ; that there was a time when
have been written
the
of waters, in this lived hideous
beall was darkness and an
prc>dtlct of an
and which were
There were
other that of a woman.
Thalassa
etc.*
This account of the ancient universe
can be
back to terra-cotta tablets of at
and such creatures are
the works of
In
termed
source of all
The latter is also named
~f
and the t' kom or tohoo "
" of Genesis. In
its
contracted form is tamtu, i. e., the
sea. The word is Semitic but of
Akkadian descent. The old Akkadian
of
Ea or
was a sea or
Sea of which
he was the
and who was called : "
bond of heaven and
earth." The Great
or
with the Sumerians was the mother of
Ea or
and of all the
the
but above the firmament of
of Ea was not
the
as : " the
in one
mother that has
heaven and earth." But it was not the ,v,,~.,n"'
heaven that is referred to ; Zikum was the
out of which both the heaven and earth were prc>Olltcecl.
old
may have related that she was tom asunder when the
the upper half of her
the
the
world was
half the earth. This at least is what we
of
It is said that among the
*See
For an account and emmnrm1rn

p. 4· Hibbert Lect.
pp.
andlrog:me of the Akkadians, Chaldeans
GIJ.Pti.'IIU Orimtsk before cited, Vol. i, p. Ill Sf.
Hibbert Lect., p. 375 sq.

which
the earliest cuneiform tablets we now have come to us, she
was honored as Bahu. The Hebrew Genesis says that before " Elohim
carved out the heavens and the earth *
darkness was upon
the
'' also '' the earth had been Tolwo
and Bolwo
This was Bau or Bahu of the
and the
Baau of the Phrenician historian Sankhuniathon
ments, etc.,
p.
The Phrenician <..v:,uv•~'"
in an
of waters in which the germs of all
were
and the ancient Hindu does the same. With the ancient inhabitants of
the
upon the
as the wife of
the Wisdom or the Word.* In the Hebrew Genesis we have a reference to
the
above the visible
to the "Waters above the firma·
ment." The
was
of as a created
which floated on the
surface of the Great Ocean stream, as did the earth. The visible
was
but another form of
" the
of
whence the oracular
is created
she was u the queen of the oracular
'' who was in
the
perand from this may have been
ante, p. 229
mordial
u the
of the lower
visible heaven and after this the earth. Zi-kum
Great
the Void of the Old Testament.
nP·rnoon<: be admissible to assert, Zi
energy, Khosee
Bohu
two when combined.
inertia or rest, the result of the last

* * *

In the later or Semitic
a new idea appears, Merodach the sunof
has a
with Tiamat considered as the evil
of
which ends in the defeat of the latter ; but with the
pl:lltlrn;op•helrs of
there was not
in the
the home and mother of Ea or
source of
~:.vvum::>::. to mankind; for them from the
But in the
order
Semitic account, the
to the
*See Chaldean Magic, by F. Lenormant, pp. 114, 44, 104.

Hibbert Lect.

of nature and is evil.
between Bel and the
Of the .....,.,,u .....

One of the tablets
the

"
mansions of the
he fixed the stars, even the twin-stars to
to them ;
he ordained
tke
tke Zodiac over
t
for each of the twelve months he fixed three
from the
when the year issues forth to the close.
He founded the mansion of the
of the
that
know their
that
not err, that
not go
in any way.
He established the mansion of Mul-lil and Ea
with himself.

He
and in thtir midst he made a
*For a translation of it, see Hibbert Lect., 1887, p. 379 If. The figures on a cylinportrays this fight, may be found in Saba!an Researches,
der seal, which most
This book has engravings of a number
Landseer, London, 1823, p.
1mpo•u·'" signet seals, some showing the sacred tree and balance, pp.
26o, 288,
For other
: see, Les
gravies de Ia Aault-AsiJ. RecA·
n't:Ats sur/a Glyptiijue Ornnlalt:, par M. :Joaclzim Mmant. Paris, 2 vols.,
1886.
Also Colkction M. de Clcrcg. Catalolf'Ut: mttlt:odifw tl raisonne. Antiquitls Assyrimnts.
Cvlindrtt Orientaux, de., Paris. Erwsl Lerouz, lditmr, 1885 Sf. The Chaldea.n
Smith, new edition,
Dr. A. H. Sayee, New
Account of Genesis, etc.:
York, 1881. Introduction a r tludt du culft pu61ic et tits mysteres tit Mitllra m orient t:l m
ocritltnl, par M. Felix Lajard, etc:. Paris, 1847. Text and Plates: espeeially Plates
2, xxxiii, fig. 4, xxv, S· R~clt:~rdus mrl~ cult~, l~s sym6ol~s, les altri!Juts et les
xxxii,
dl! Venus m orient 1!1 m occiatnl, 1ar M. Felix Lajard, etc. Paris,
1849. Text and Plates. Also the folio works of Botta, Victor Place and Layard, and
Thompson,
the r m><rnrraJ[)llli of Assyrian a~tnq:ultles in the British Museum,
London, 1872.
t Schrader and Oppert translate: "He ordained the year, esta6ll"slled decadi!S
tlu
safflt." Cuneiform Inscrip. and the Old Test.
Dr. Eberhard Schrader, before cited,
p.

i

Gen. i, 14-19.
Gen. xxviii, 12.

watch over the
that the
etc."*
In the "l."u"""'"'""
were first

""'""'"'"'' :• and were nP•otr'"''"'n
an
of Nineveh a tablet was
account of the chaotic universe which in the main agrees with the statements of
as we now have
as to the then
chaotic
creatures, it also says : " In the midst of the mountains
became heroes and increased in number. Srotn
and
children.
Ner or
rt .. n,·t.•rl to ,.,.,,,.,."'"'
alsop.
about 2250 B. C.
pp. 374, 23 and note,
The ,.;v,mv•vg
tablets also state that the present creation was pre·
The Zohar also says the
triadic deities of the Akkadians are
Bel and Hea or
n"'l'lnn.ar.n ; and
the
or deities
These were followed
of the
With the Akkadians each
and
power of nature had its Zi or
The Akkadians formed their deities
into
of
the Semites also had triadic deities but introduced sex. At the head of the Semi tic
the Father
of all. With
outside of this were the hosts of "'"'"'""''1All the rest of the universe
to
u:;Jtt.!UU:>, to evil.
The
Semitic Chaldeans
appear also to have believed in a resurrection and an existence after
on the Izdubar
death. See ante, p. 241 note.
Dr.
has shown that the
of the Semitic ....... '"""_,.

* Hibbert Lect., p.
t Zohar:
D'Tznioothah,
La Ka66ak, p. 205 sq.
t Franck's La Ka66alt, p. 205 sr.

Idrah Rabbah, uSa, IJS6. Idrah Zootah, 2926.

nian mind was towards
a weaker or feminine retllecl:lOil, v,,. ....,.,.._
to a masculine
the two however
as one in content. The Israelites do not appear to have been an exception to this
Semitic
and the
trace this feminthe visible
of the
ine reflection in Elohim or the
upon the earth. The Akkadians appear to have made
of both males and
but the Semites appear
their triads of
,,, 112, 194.
pp. 104 sq.,

a translation of a cuneiform terra-cotta tablet which shows that the ancient
of
and a lower
a
Akkadians believed in an upper
which was a reflection of the upper Ea or
to the accounts in the
of Ze'ir a .. ..,.., ...
"l"uu•vu or Adam Illa·ah.
In the
work of M.
the upper wisdom
"'-"·"'-'"''"·" also refers to " the
'""·""''"!~•" as to which it says, even
the
reached to the rnrrV.1f11n
Indeed the
of a"''"'"''""'
the very
Akkadian
In a
of the time of
" The divine man on behalf of his son attends thee :"
I
" The
man, the son of his
has committed
etc." St. Luke
the Zend Avesta as to the
says, Adam was "the son of God."
first divine man,
The Akkadian Mul-lil means " the lord of the ll'hllst•.worlrt " and has a
connection with a " dust-storm " or a " cloud
" which was
..v1.~u.::u to
whose appearance was
of as similar to a dustto be dust. The
hold
and whose food was
*See that said by us, ante, pp. uS, 175. Note what is said
Sod, the Son of Man. London, r861, ii, p. xix.

S. F.

in;

t Illffro.riut.tilm a I' Uude du culte pu6lit: et des mysteres de MitAra en flriml elm occident
par M. Felix Lajard, etc.

Paris, 1!47· Atlas of Plates.

Pl. xxxi.

Pl. xxxii.

which is described in
that Adam was first created with a
" and that our present
was the coats of skin
We read in ii Genesis: "YHVH ..,,,......,.,:a:u,
elk ha-adam APHAR meen, etc.,
"'"Ju ...... "
Which may be
the
We also have in the archaic cuneiform
female
demon of the Practical
ii, 255-9· i,
; Lil was in Akkadian "a cloud of
"the handmaid of the
" and the form of the incubus or
was like " a dustduud." It was
of as male-female. The Semites made from
lillum male and lilatu female. As lilatu
"the handmaid of the
became confounded with lildtu " the
'' and became the female
the
who sucked the
blood of her
victims. It is in the Old Testament.
Chaldean
normant,
of the Israelites was called
bath
Lillith in
.tflc'J,cntaT.n, i. e., female leader of demons.
makes her the wife of
whom she had
and Hurmin
ered the mother of many demons and the Practical v~•uu'"'"'"'
to say about her. She is described in the Talmud as a beautiful and seductive woman,
wavy hair. Bath Mack!tllh is said to mean,
''a
ascribed to' demons.
See Proc. Soc. Bib. Archreol.
p. 226.
We think that the Zodiacal constellations were at first ten and represented an Immense
this was
after this
circa

*
etc.:

B. C. have svlnh.ols
also have the

1120

Seyft'a.rth, TraWl. Acad. Science of St. Louis, Vol. i, No. 3, p. ix. Sod,
i, p. I 53 If.; ii, xvii I']. The Rosicruciii.WI, their Rites and Mysteries,

'""'"n""'· Ed. 1879. pp. 47, so, 6z, 171, 297-309, 350 SIJ.

249
dog for the Lion, a dipper for Aquarius, etc. ; also the houses of the
planets, with their symbols.
The early inhabitants of Babylonia appear to have had three degrees of
religious initiation,* the Qabbalists apparently had the same number as
did also the early Christian church in its esoterism. The foregoing parallels are but a few of those which exist and are open, to the student who
especially devotes himself to the investigation.
We also call attention to the fact, that the Jewish names of the months
and many of the names of the angels and evil spirits, in the Qabbalah,
the Apocrypha and the Talmud, are based on the ancient Chaldean language. In the Practical Qabbalah this also appears in many of the names
of the demons, e. g., the hfa.skim. Comp. Chaldean Magic, pp. 8; I7
sq.; 191. t

Figure 26.

* 1\lon. J.

Menant, Rulurdm sur Ia Glyplift«

OrinUal~,

Paris, r8!!3, i, pp.

12!r-143·

t The engraving (Figure 25} at the head of this chapter is important, it is taken
from an impression of an old comelian or sard signet, having a Phc:enician inscription.
The original signet is conoidic in shape with an elliptical seml.convex base. It is
pierced near the apex for the purpose of inserting a string or wire. The engraving is
on the base, and upon the two sides, which are slightly convex. On one side is a wor·
shipper, probably a priest, standing before three differing upright asluras or columns,
likely representing the androgenic moon deity Sin and the separate male and female
principles. On the other side is a man dressed in the military costume usual with the
Assyrians, also a crescent moon, to which he points. Behind him is a human lion or
demon-headed figure such as we often see depicted on the Assyrian monuments, his
arm uplifted, the hand holding a weapon, as if about to strike. It may be Nergal. See

Dtgl 1:zed by

Goog Ie

Laynrd's Monuments of Nineveh, ut Series, Pl. 82, for a similar
On the base
of the
is a representation of the divine Triad, perhaps the supreme deity Ilu of
the
or Assur of the
and the
Triad contained in it.
Beneath this is a
with both hands raised similar to the egyptian
we have given ante, p. 164. There are also two ash.cras, the male and female
The

It is from the collection of Rev. Dr. W.

of
ii, p. 156. In
Culle tit Mitr.ra, Pl. xxxii,
representation of the Triadic deity from a
red
veined with green,
with old Phoenician letters, and
from a collection of J. Robert Steuart.
signet, Figure 26, is
in,
Discoveries in the Ruins of Nineveh and
Sir Austen H.
New
York, 1853, p. 153· It was found at the foot of one of the colossal human-headed bulls
at the entrance to the Assyrian
of
It is of that translucent green
termed, amazon stone. Mr.
which would fix it as of circa 705 B. C., but this is far from certain. It also contains,
a representation of the triune
The
on this hard stone is very
minute and beautiful. Compare upon this triadic

of the deity: The
Theo. G. Pinches,

of the British Archaeological Association. Read June 3,
Pl. Nos.
No.4 is another signet
the triadic deity and also has an archaic
Phoenician
Comp. C. W. King on,
Gems. London, 1872, pp. 44,

52. Emprcintes de Qllintlru Asryro·CIIaldems, etc.: by J. Menant. Paris, 188o, pp.
Sym6oks
employes en Assyrie, tl cons<'rvh dam les livres supposes a

49-50.

trois ptrsonnes dt Ia trinile Cllrelimnt, by M. le Cher de Paravey. In Annales til!!
plzilosoph.ie Clzrltimnl', Tomes vii el viii, r85!J·
Lts Acnemmities tl Its Inuri)·
tiom de Ia Perse,
Menant. Paris, 1872, p. 84 sg. and Hibbert Lect., 1887,
pp. 192-J.

THE WITHOUT END,

Diagram III,-The Sephirothic Tree ol Life, the lnelho.ble Name, and the Orbits of the Planets.

t'j~D

f'N

Aln Soph.

THB WITHOUT p·

Figur<: 27.

XIII.
OF AIN SOPH AND THE TEN SEPHIROTH.

T

HE Ten Sephiroth or Intermediaries, between the unknowable and
invisible Deity and the, to man's mind, knowable, visible and
material ; were portrayed, to assist the comprehension and memory of the disciple, in different diagrams.
We shall not have in this writing, space to devote to a full exposition
of the ancient origin, meanings, colours and symbols, of the Ten Sephiroth. Compare with this the Diagrams showing their arrangement. The
following is cited as of interest. R. Isaac of Akko, says: " Illustrations
delivered orally, served to explain the mystery of the Unity of the Ten
Sephiroth in themselves, which is always concentrated in Ain Soph, from
Ain Soph to the Ain Soph. *
Remember that some
of the Qabbalists compare it (the Unity) to a chain forming an uninterrupted unity by its joined links; others, to van"qus wat~rs issuing from
on~ squrce, and separating into many rivers, which become (again) united
in the ocean; from whence they return again, from beneath the earth, to
their former divisions; and so on in an uninterrupted unity; others com-

* "' * *

Dtgl 1:zed by

Goog Ie

pare the matter o{ the union of
the various IJ<:::•c:ul.l<un
?) and still remains a
of the different colors in the
the
a
both ftame and
constitute a
; and then
there is the simile of a /Junek
in which
both bunch and grapes are one. I have furthermore heard from the
mouth of the most
of our learned men, the me:tat>hc>r of tlze
in the earth and its numerous
and their rinds and
which
tree, and thus all <-u•m:~, .. v
and unbroken
to,
the roots to the very
of the tree, because
all are
and
one and the same·essential source.
to the Ain
These illustrations of the relations of the Ten
many of which are very
may be found in the Zohar. The
of the bunch of grapes is in the
D'Tznioothah at the end and is
of Ibn Gebirol. Another illustration 1s
the
steel from the
into
were shown as a series of circular lines or conI,
as
ante, p. xoo.
us in
sented as if one was
the face.

rainbow, especlllHY
white, but in each, like in the

the colours of the
in both of which,
One is transparent white, the other the
colours

t A golden vine and grapes were over the

of the

Herod.
lFrom The
onomy vi.
~

p. 81.

Jlf'eratlz Aina;•eem, i.e.,

Enliglllel~m.ent

zur Ges&lliclzte dtr Ka6!Jala, von

of the Eyes, on Denter-

Positive and the column of Grace or
; that on the
t:~<inl'vt:. and the column of
tice or Punishment; the Centre line is
the column of
or the column of the Centre. Xhe
called Yathat called Bo-az; the
that of the
with the
as in the
to the difits roots in
and in several other
forms.
and Illrd
was called Etz
were called Anrru:zu-ortee:m or ar1o-pn4eern, i. e., the Faces. These are all referThe Modern
have added to
the circles
in the
I, II and
channels or
to inas a unit or todicate all the affinities and effluxes between and in
We have shown these
channels in II and III.
iroth are
as
number does not exist ; and that
the Adam

considered in this one
Adam or Adam
refers to

Boundemanaand material; this
or
was
At-tee'kah
i. e., the Ancient
ru''"'~""' also At-tee'kah a·ctoc•sh:l, i. e., the Sacred .n.JU'"'"· .. ••
and is considered as sexless and as the •• .,.. .-~,.v or Not I. A
the
manifested Itself
Ain
is the human eye closed. Ain

efflux of Its
energy or
call
a
is not
Gen. i, 2. This
is boundless on the side which vn,uu~;c::~
but it is bounded on that side
the
is so named
and also it cannot be
of all
to our

nor the abstraction of
definable.
The
with
is distinct from All and is
than All. Even Its Name is ineffable : and
this Name
expresses
the human idea of the
That which God is in Itself is
not
to the
God is the Absolute of faith
but the Absolute of reason is the
The
itself
and because it is that which is. The reason of the
ue<catlse, it is the Existence. We can ask : Wherefore does
that is to say:
does such or such a
exist?
But we cannot, without
demand : Wherefore is Existence
That would be to assert Existence before Existence." In another
we believe it or
he says: "We do not discuss an article of
do not ; but it is faith because it escapes the examination of our knowlI will believe when the truth of the
has been sciThat is to say; I will believe when I shall have
.,..,,,.,v,..,_ and when the
shall be
as a

* * *

* Zohar iii, 288/l,
Graetz, Gt!scl!iclde tlt!r
134; iii, 184-186,467; iv, 26o. See ante, p. uS.
t Histoire tit! Ia
Paris, 186o, p. 105 II].
: I/lid., P·

Sl].

Vol. vii, p. 240. Philo. i,

a scientific theorem. That is to say in other words:
I will believe in the Infinite
when it shall be "'... '""""''""•
defined ; in a
when it is finite. I will believe then
in the Infinite when I shall be sure the Infinite does not exist. I shall
into
as to that which we have
and
believe
but know it. *
exact demonstrations ; the
of
................. 7 of the faith and the ............ , of its
uc•cv•un•K

* *

uses almost the same
.c.A.ll><·cu•~c, inasmuch as it
as well
immediate Existence; for the
But that Pure

*

if we would conceive of it in an immediate man-

is considered as a
1 -o.
u The number ten
of it none other
for what is

... ,.,'""''"'• o- I ends with

as an Absolute Indivisible
Thou art One but not in the numof Thee. In Thee
exists which can be
neither
nor form." l
says the Zohar; "there is neither white nor black nor
a~;oh1tellv not any
i.
"'···--"-· is not denied. " Before the universe was
va.uu.•uau
u

e.,

Moses Cordovero, fol.

n, col. 3; comp. Philo. i, pp. 44o-444, u sg.; ll, 175 sg., pp. 231-2; iii, pp. 92, 140,
270.
Philo. iii,

the Most Blessed One and Its Name were One." " Before the
Most Blessed One made its
Its Name was hidden in
Midrash
fol. 40 ; Zohar
'"'"''"'"'"'"• fol. I 1 ; comp. Zech. x,
As It measured the
It made colours

~

..

of the Candlestick.

Shadow.''
1
' In like manner, the creation is also
of the A'tzeel-oothic
col.
world.''
"When the Unknown of all the
It
a
as
as that
wished to manifest
did not appear
its energy, the Infinite was still com-

individual Consciousness
the manifested
of Ain

or I.
in the germ as a first m"''""'""'''"''·'...,"
tained in full content and
all that
considered as sexless
entire content of the nn·Q•t
called
1
"""

;. e.,

the sexes, as the
It i;
God the

Truth." (I Tim.
it contains in its full content
which is the content of the
of Punishment and
and the
last connection.
Name of the

Its letter is Yod • =
Ineffable Name

« Kether is the
represents the Desire and Will
the Most Exalted
of all the
the Secret
with which all crowns and diadems are adorned."
is even held as the Absolute Existence itself
some of
but we think as the
it is in contrast with the Non-

cations of Kether are not VV'"""·"';
to his
in that it
consciousness of l>elmz-nclocl.
united as the one in
in an indivisible
the circumference of which is "'"''""·""""'''"' and the centre of which is no-where. It
va.uui"-li&l:~. not
I.
but also II. Ne'sn,ln·•'ltt. i. e., the Primordial Point; III.
Pe'desired to man-

the
then made an absolute concentration into
the Aveer
or Primitive
void or vacuum, a
but this is not considered in the v~Luu>;u"'"
as the Waters or
is
of
in which was a certain
which all the created were made.
This idea of Kether as the rf'rlrf'!<f'ntative of ~x1stt:nc1:,
Absolute ma:mt~:ste<d,
constitutes a Perfect Form and
'IV.
i. e., the Ancient of the
i. e., Ancient of
and V. the At-teek
This name must not however be confounded with At'teek-ah D' At'teek-

een, the Ancient of All the
who is Concealed. Kether is called
the
because it is the oldest and first emanation from .Atin
,......,,n,.r~·rl with whose
Kether as
as the
Darkness and but a Shadow and a Reflection.
is also
termed VI. Resha
because it is the
i. e., the
and definite
in which are all
of all the existences in germ or absolute
As the Head
of the column of
of the
Tree; it
is called VII. A'reekh
the Great
the
or
and VIII. the Makroin
prosopon, which has the same ouo;; •.uuul(, because it contains all the
hc~ma•ns, intellectual and moral
and because the
in germ, are contained in hal:m<mv
ret1res:en1:s, IX. the Adam
and X. the Adam
JL'""""""u, Adam.
and not of Punishment.
are known as Ze'ir
the Short in
Son of A' reekh n.u·vc:o;;u.
says the
whose definiThe A'reekh is then the
of Ibn Gebirol's
is the 0 or circle
and above all
in all numerical .....,.,,.._ .. ,... ,,uu::.,
which is also of as much
as the nine
Kether is also called XL Rum .tl(ltJ-a;ren.
because it is the
of all the
from the Unknowable Ain
the·rel;ore cornmentmg upon : " Go
0 ye uatign:Lers
of Peace with
"But who can behold the

it from the

In the
the celestial beasts of the
vision of¥ Ezekiel the
creatures,
the
of the Merkabah or Chariot-Throne. The Kerubim of Ezekiel and St.
These are in the Zodiac as Taurus the
and the
the Man.
or evil
hll;osophtcally, Kether repreabstract idea of individual consciousness
and therefore contains the entire emanated
or
cA•:.•u•~ outside of the Unknowable Ain
is both immanent and
in germ.
is
Ain
the human eye, open. Ibn Gebirol calls it : " The Form of all forms in
the
" Kether is
the One Head in which are
Three Heads. "The ""'""'"T says, the Zohar; Its Name be
! Has
Three Heads which are
One Head. And as the Ancient is described
SP:nhi,rn:th_ with their

/

and is to be referred to
In the three-fold division of the ..m,rn""'
of man, Kether
the NesruLm<lh,
tal
The
list R. Azriel ; " is like the concealed
that is wrap.
in Darkness.
From
the one, the germ and har·mcm
individual
consciousness and
of
therefore
in Ttme ; emanates the two
the
We think that the first emanation from
""'"''"'v'"' and
or Abstract
the
which the Abstract
became
or
the
or the Association of Ideas in the
without
Wisdom or the
would not be manifest to mankind. The
letter of the Ineffable Name nm• in
is the second n, the
Name
the
the feminine

Name Elohim is
many writers on the '.!:"'uu"'"·"
as the Third emanation of Ain
but we are inclined to the view that
Philo i, p. 3, § iii.
down the Secret
etc., of the same
to the initiate.
is evident in
many
in the written books of
outside of the ""··-·•--•
Rolls.
192, which

the account
as the medium.

Incarnation of the

i1l'.:l.
As THE SECOND SEPHIRAH WE PLACE BINAH
Binah is the abstract idea of the
nous the Mind or Understandem1anat1ng from Kether or Consciousness of existence. It is considered
and
the
It is
i. e., the
the Mother ; .Rua' k
i. e., the
It is written " Thou shalt call Binah
the name of
Mother." Prov.
4·
the tenth
is sometimes

letters;
and their details; the
form of
etc. ; and so also of the
etc. And the ways of these
are contained in the three letters of the
Name." The latter
doubtlt'SS refers to 1n• the three letters of the
which
Binah and 'Hokhmah. In the ModMoses
etc., to escape

*

*Comment. to the Sepher Ye'tzeer.ab ii and iii chapters,
of Beaucaire
1198) fol. 8, 9·

R. Abraham b. David

the
make
ass1um:ing Kether to be the Ain
;. c.,
call

the consequence of the Christian
from 'Hokhmah as the
the Mother;

the Father;
the Word or Son; which three are msiUI11l'{UilSI:Ieo
c;:,.r,hi•·nth and are called the
and govern the head.
are the Three Heads which are One
and are reunited in Ain
compare the Three Heads to the brain
means of the
thrtm<•h the whole
Blessed be Its Name! has
" The
means in the
Binah is the Greek ntJUs, i. e.,
on the Left side

to which it returns, nrr>r'"'""ti"
the
called the "
nated from and as
'HoKHMAH MO.:IM,

i.

e.,

WISDOM:

correthe active or
accoramg to R.
out which it is emanated and
the Word or
is also looked upon as ema·
""''1"'"'"'"'"'" "-"L""''- the Father or
we

as the Third

* The colour of the Great
Sea, the
is blue; the color of the robe of
the
Mary in the Roman Church is blue, and she stands, as
in its &ym·
of the Active Intellect which was that or the moon, crowned
holism, above the
with the stars of heaven. As to this Sphere compare the notes of Solomon Munk to his
great Arabic and French edition of Maimonides, the Moreh ; before cited.

The Modern
but it is
termed
or Lurian School calls
the
dent
prc~eejeds from Kether the Father and Binah the "" -·•""··each is in the other. It is the rer1re!.entat
of Abstract Ideas in the
the '<!:,a.UU<lLl<lll

were made.

i, e., '""'''"''""'~'.
the universe was emanated.*
'Hokhmah is the
that is 1
Wisdom is
the
measure.''

means of the 32
PVI•TV.•TnllnD" fonn and
the

the Universal
From it emanate the
the first six of which are called those of Construction
R. Azriel says: the
colour of 'Hokhmah is
red would be more correct. This is the
color in the Roman Church of the robe of Christ.
The first
as we have
is the unit in number and
of all and the content of
the created. It emanates the
immediate efflux from Ain
and energy it has received
to the separatea
Binah the
and from the union· is

seven other

* Comp. Prov: viii ; St. John i, 1-13; Ps. xxxiii, 6, 9, and other places; Sentiments
of Philo
the
or Word, etc.: by
Bryant, Cambridge,
The
by
R. Young, London,
J!;th,en<lge, London,
Vol. i. The Moreh Ne'book-eem of Maimonides, and what
we have said ante, p. 206 Sf.

which is on the active or male side; or it may be
that both were
emanated at the same instant and that each exists in the other. The

is 1
ln' YHV of nm•
ton, and
of its efficaciousness. The last n
of this Ineffable Name
"'IJI!J"<'u to the Six Lower and
its
.x:IJUI""" ; the Harare called; the
Triad which is a Unit and which is considered in the """'uu...A<m
content, as the most sacred of all the
as
balance-and is
the
the Intellectual World or Condition.
The Zohar says: " The At-teek-ah """''uuo,ua,
Its Name be Blessed ! exists with Three
form
One
and that Head is
which is the most elevated among
the At-teek-ah
Its Name be
J.U<;;uuvu•cu,

Three.''
are Three Heads
one within the
and one above the other.
In this
first count the
that concealed Wisdom
is the suwhich is not ever seen without a veil. The
preme
of all other Wisdom. Above that first Head is the
whose Name be Sanctified! that which is the most m)rstc~n<)US among the
comes the Head which dominates all others ; a Head
which is not a Head. What it contains none know nor can know; because it escapes our
and our
It is for that reason
i.
the Nothat the
whose Name be Blessed I is called
au·ec:uo:ns, viz:
Breadth
whose root, i. e., pernecessary, that these three
are therefore called in

e.,

-

their
and Binah."
Ineffable Name is considered as triadic and
future. Before the revelation of this
the
the Powerful
Punishment and not of
but feared. In this

~·,.,······-u

'Hokhmah
The Four-lettered
and

is

the letter of fire and puJ:tisl1m1ent
comes first.
even Maimonides hints at it.
it is not
appears to have been
name, and then as if not
It however appears in Matt.
19 and the
.The

era
but as a matter of course it was not the
as it has been formulated in
Athanasius and the Greek fathers. Some of the
of the Middle
appear to have desired to prove that the

then,
he can see that the very same
to a oneness of the
:suLJ"""~u~.:c, so that it shows
of persons." t And the
writer goes on to say, that the first and second letters n• form YH
the second and third 1M
and the third and fourth n1
form the one Name YHVH.
*Philo i, pp. 219 sq., 61.
t Puzio Fidei,
p. 707,

Petrus Alphonsus, b.

1o62

A. D.

the allusion of
and that all three are One. This is also alluded to in
and
the same;
the
which is
whence thou seest that the three souls or lives are one-threefold.''
ham
Elohim created Man in His
and likeas it is stated ' And Elohim
Much has been
and defined
of the Thorah
of man is called
i.e.,
and
bones are
the
of the man ; and for this reason it is written,
x, n): 'Thou hast clothed me with skin and flesh and inter.
woven me with bones and sinews. • If skin and flesh are the
look for man within the
his
is the result
of three
united; with reference to which I am
torenrr•fru•nrl and sublime secret,
to that which is
said in the Si'thrai Tlt.orah. In Ezekiel i,
we read ; 'And upon the
likeness of the
as the appearance of a man upon
above.' What means the likeness of a man ? Three
united
Thus man here
which
conand the breath of life
man in the likeness of
united as one, for
are the likeSuch is man
his life on earth; and when
dPHU,Prl Of his
U
vdPr ..•c:

*

colrreiSDcmd to the three
etc. :
the passage, Hear 0
which is also menfor this the book of Rab Ham-m'noonah
tioned in some of the oldest books bound up with Zohar. R. Moses de

*

Sllelul ''""''V"''"'sn. i. t'., the

have been written in
A?ia'laltt'em,

1292.

Balance, by R. Moses de Leon, said to
Third gate of the Basis of the Parts, sna-ar ;ye'sod lla-

Leon also says: "These three

at the well
: " The
of
nnr..t••rv of
each within and above the
to the order of the tree on its roots and in its
which are also the ""'"'''rv of three."*
Abraham Ibn Ezra in his book
the three fundaand Palha' h
as a
and in a circle.
"'1-11"11\;,&tllVU of this
to ..,..,... t,.,,.
that the benedictions in which mention
formulated : " Blessed art
world.
YV'W<Olt'all£'101<VA

This shows that the v"'uu'~""'" have not based
the
of
have assumed an
of the ideal and the real. The world was to them
the Ideas or Absolute Forms of the Intellect.
Moses of .... u,lwuv••·
stood the Ancient Qabb<!Llah
Wisdom and
The first
order to
it is necessary to know that the knowlecl~re
Knowlof the creator is not that of the creatures ; for with the
is distinct from the
in their
that which we describe
that which
and that which is •m;u~un
the creator is Itself
at the same
and that which is
Known. In
does not consist in the
Leon's Seplur ha-Rimmon, i. e., Book of the
nut~•·v<•uoJ"'

and his

12Ja. Cracow ed, Bt:itrllge sur Geschichte tier KaMala, von
Leipzig, 1852, :ad part, pp.
and 69, etc.

t See
f Rid., p. xvii.

work, last

It is in
It Knows
and
exists which is not united
in It and that It does not find m Its own substance. It is the
of all
and all
exist in It under their
most
form; m such a manner, that even the ,.,,.,.,,r•nn.n
creatures is U\ that exJstene<e,
find themselves united
that
to the source of their
are removed from
fall from that condition which is so perfect and sublime. It is thus that all the existences of this world have
their form in the
the
in the source from which
t'orne~:rarntes, fol.
•uv""'""• had
Cordovero in this
Praised be It ! knows
and
but it does not know a way of "'"·"""'"'"
for we are not identical
we conce1ve a
other hand the creator, whose Name be
one and the
same.
the divine
substance from its
to wit:
God's
; and
into
Thou mayest say therefore: God is the
the
etc."*
God is all in

nevertheless the unit.

* See

1!.,
are also united and
the At-teek or .................. which is the first unit
that
the
are
The
that of exist-

Hand, also called Misbna
Maimonides, Yad ha-chaaa.tah, i. e., The
Tborab. The first name is in allusion to Deut. xxxiv, 12, and because the work consists of 14 books. 'T' YaD=I4.
'fisod ha-:1i&Mail, C. ii. Halak. 10.
Rdiz. Pflilos. Soha~, p. 8, and notes.

ence and
ideas in it; are the resume of All that which
to the head of the
to the three lobes of the human

M~tkr~Jk<ISmtos,

i. e., the Intellectual World.
and refined of all the <,;;,r,hir·nth
also the Moreh
Universal Matter and Universal Form.
Ne'boo-kheem of
"'~""'-'"''• i, :u8 sq. Munk's edit. and
From the third
Wisdom or the
These are considter 1
ered as
therefore calls the six sides of the
of the
are the
of the Universal.

are

We will now
answer to the triad of Ibn
to him emanated from the
from the breast of

IV. OF THE SEPHIRAH
refer to the second three
Gebirol's soul of the

i. e.,
bolize the dimensions of matter, be it
and
and the

*" This
universe consists of six dimensions: Above, Below, and the four sides,
in the mystery of Ze'ir An-peen, which contains six sides, etc." See Stjlur En Jia.
na:v·v~m. i.t., the Tree of Li[e
Hay-ylm Vital of the Lurian School, fol. 26. "Therefore there are six
for the six sides of Ze'ir clothe themselves in them.
P'res Eta lia-Hay'·
But the Sabbath is Malkbutb, the wife" (pa.ssivity or
ylm, fol. J, col. 3·) "As the Upper Mother has brought forth six
allusion to the 1
6 of 'Hokhmab, Wisdom, the Son), so the Lower Mother,
forth six vessels
of both, Genesis, says : • For in six days YHVH made heaven and earth.' "
ba-Zohar, fol. 22. At the Feast of Tabernacles, the Israelites waved branches of trees
the three
before, to each side, behind, above the bead and towards the feet; to
dimen~ions, Length, Breadth and
and their
and
six.
I

•

these.

The dimensions are
nn<~lhv..., and
and
upper three are as follows : on the
Grace. It is also called
This
nificence.

the
The

their

i.e.,

is sometimes termed Ge' dool-ah or

also

It is considered as the
Arm of the Malcrokosmos and
it would be proper to have the color white as
life. As
R. Azriel holds to this. It is
as to its <:vrnncuw
its color should be green, its metal cop-

ideas.
V. OF THE SEPHIRAH -m.o PA'HAD.

It

On the Left or female

This is the side of the Passive
that of Death and
the Left Arm of the Makrokosmos which
Its
to the archaic Chaldaic and
says: its color is red. The
that it
appears among the
The Chaldean
or
astrol·o~n.cal color was, sometimes
ISh··Jlrc~en and a dark blue.

"

and centrifunder the Will
From the first are considered to go out the virile and male

* Comp. Unheard of Curiosities
the Talismanical Sculpture or the Per·
pp.
292.
sians, etc.,
James Gaffarel, trans. into English. London,

VI. OF THE SEPHIRAH mMDn TIPH'E-RETH.

The two "''"h•rnt·h
unite or merge in a
or common centre,
It
the heart and is therefore looked upon as a
the head. Its
in nature is the
as the heart
of the universe ;
as the heart of the
and asserts that it rules over the heart of the
is the seat of sentiment and affection and is
Adam or man.
considered as the
and result
all the ethical
and
affections and the sum of all Goodness.
of all ethical life and
cide with the Universal
so the three we have
mentioned
the Conscience or
called the
Soul. R. Azriel says, the color of
is white-red or
The white and
may refer to its different
its color
triad is called ; 0/am ,.,.....r;.vvr
World.
The

OF NE-TzA'H ntJ TRIUMPH.

called:

i.

c.,

Firmness or
sometimes
and
of the Makrokosmos.
Its color would
be red . . Its

or mercury.

; if so,
its color should
R. Azriel says its color is

reddish-white.

"

we

,..u,,...,,vu and force ; because all the forces which were born into the

,......,,._, 1

universe went out of their
and it is for this reason, that these two
are called; the armies
of YHVH."
The two
merge, centre in and go out
a
called Ye'sod.

SP1r.hirnt·h

OF

,o,• BASIS

This
the Hidden or
It is the root
'-V'""''""'"'o existence~. the link in the chain of the existences. ''
vu,....,,... ,"'• from which it has
All
YE'SOD

OR THE FOUNDATION.

the

says: white-red-whitish-red-reddish-white. Its metal
Chaldean
would be lead. This
and the .... _..... _,,__
and it was considered
" the slow
called
The three last mentioned
called;

Its
as a star of ill-omen.

answer to Ibn Gebirol's
are understood
the Zoharic
and
energy, and that
at
into the universe
these; "
roth are called: the armies of YHVH.''
balists call
when united with
mutban.(, i. e., the Natural World;
i. e., the
" It can be ae~s1g:nat:ea in a medem formula natura
Material
to natura naturata, the material world."
naturans

* Comp. in
JJO.

this connection; Unheard of Curiosities, before cited, pp. 292, 315, 319,

KINGDOM OR DOMINION.

OF MALKHUTH

the
at the
commencement, of the entire
""''v""''"' the feet upon which the Adam Illa-ah
rests and
in connection with and upon our
the soles
upon our
the head
into heaven.
Ezek.
The Divine Name attached to this
i. ~.,
of the Ineffable Name YHVH. Its letter is n
which
the name YHV. It is also termed the
ant~ p. 201
It is also called
it is the She'keen-ah.
i. ~., Eve. "It is the mother of all the
and of all
and all
which exist
went from her bosom and

""'v'"''"''"• near the
This Serepresents the
and is the energy and executive power
the
the Abstract Intellect.
of the
Mother
Malkhuth is the
Kc~~u-iil.n, the Real Presence of the
the
Church of
the female or reflection of Ze'ir n.JJt·IJ<;o;u
is also
the Bride of the
or
Covenant. The sum total of all the
eneras to whom the
said
The
him. The letters of the name Metatron
" beware of
314, and those of
the
ber
the Talmudic and
are considered as
to
m
and YHVH in Love. The latter was the Mercibe
ful One. Metatron is also the one to be feared. Ex.
2o-23;
10;

2.

Malkhuth does not
Of all the <.:Pr>hir•nth

,.,,w,.•,n

any distinct attribute but is the sum total
Divine Government over the
the
therefore
of all the
It is similar to Ibn

absolute
the entire universe.
he says;
in all the exlsteJnce·s, '".""'"'"-'·"
of
the
Will and not
of the "'""'"'u"''

273
ing perfect harmony among them. It is also consi?ered as the sphere or
orbit of the Moon, that is of the Active Intellect.* Its col~r is like the
light reflecting all colors. The transparent light of the universe around
us in which are all the prismatic colors.
Many of the Qabbalists claim, that the first chapter of Genesis applies
only to the Prototypic or Upper Adam, who was androgenic and made
in the image and likeness of Elohim. That the repetition of the expression "said " or desired, three times therein· applied to the Man, refers to
the three spiritual natures of the Upper Adam which his copy, the
earthly Adam had from his creation. The last male-female creation, they
say, referred to the world-nature necessary for the mundane existence of
man and its continuance. The Upper Adam is not made of "the
dust," and indeed the second account expressly says, the plants, i. e.,
man, were not yet on the earth and the terrestrial man did not yet exist.
The entire earth was enveloped in a thick mist. Afterwards the earthly
man was made of " the dust of the ground " and " the breath of life,"
the Nephesh, was "breathed into his nostrils," or face, by YHVH Elohim, only then the dust-man " became a living soul." A Garden of
Eden, according to the first account, did not exist for the Upper
Man. The Qabbalists say, the Garden or Paradise was pure :abstract
human thought in which was planted, the tree of the Good and Evil and
also therein was the tree of vitality, of life.

* & to the different spheres, con~ult the valuable Notes of Solomon Munk, to hia
magnificent edition of Maimonide's Moreh in Arabic and French.
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XIV.
THE AIN SOPH AND THE SEPHIROTH CONTINUED.
OF THE ANCIENTS AS TO IDEAS.
SOUND, RHYTHM, COLOR.
SEPHIROTH.
THEMSELVES.
TINGS.

OF THE AYIN.

VIEW

OF THE TRUE AND OF ILLUSION.

QUOTATIONS FROM THE ZOHAR AS TO THE

THE PROTOTYPIC MAN .

THE SEPHIROTH AS BETWEEN

THE SEPHIROTHIC PILLARS.

OF AZRIEL AND HIS WRI·

ANALYSIS OF HIS COMMENTARY ON THE SEPHIROTH.

T

HE Zohar (Idrah Zootah iii, 288a) says: "The Ancient of the
Ancients, the Unknown of the Unknown, has a form yet also
has not any form. It has a form through which the Universe is
maintained, It also has not any form as It cannot be comprehended.
When It first took this form* It permitted to proceed from it (Kether)
nine brilliant Lights, which illuminating through it (Kether) spread upon
all sides a brilliant light. Let us think of a light which is elevated and
which spreads its rays in all directions: if we desire to grasp these rays,
it will be impossible, as we will perceive they all proceed from the one
light. Just so the Holy Ancient is an elevated (Absolute) Light, but
completely hidden and incomprehensible in Itself, and we can conceive It
only through Its manifestation in these diffusing Lights (the Sephiroth)
which are however on the one side, only partly visible, and yet on the
other side, are partly concealed. These (in their totality) constitute, the
Holy Name YHVH." "It is the Ancient of the Ancients, t the Mystery
of the Mysteries,"the Unknown of the Unknown. It has a form which

* Kether, the Crown.
t Not" the Ancient of

The Will in Ibn Gebirol.
ALL the Ancients," who is the Ain Soph.

Dtgl 1:zed by

Goog Ie

to
since It appears
to us, as the Ancient Man
as the Ancient of the
and as that which there is the
Most Unknown among the Unknown. But under that form
which It
makes Itself
It however still remains the Unknown. Its vestment
appe_ars white and Its
is that of a veiled face. It is seated upon a
* *
From
which submit to Its Will.
which awakens the dead and makes them re-born
into a new life. It is because of this that it is written : '
dew is a
It is that
which is the nourishment of the
dew of the
Ones of the
Order. It is the manna,
for the
in the life to come. This dew descends unto the field of the sacred fruits
of this dew is white as
whiteness
a crysThe
the color of which contains all colors
The
of the
from the
of the head is that of three hundred and
in
Makroten thousand worlds. It is called the
prosopos, or, A'reekh rU11·~~eriJ for such is the Name of the Ancient of
the Ancients."
The name
u) "And

*

* * * .

*

sage was
used
ory, of the doctrine as to
bins in the Talmudic

veys the idea of a no~~-K:no1ilfl
may admit of an
answer;
to an idea which on account of its .. ~.~,~.~..,"'u

* Zohar iii, fol.

uSa.

t See, Caben's Great French Bible, note to this verse.

The idea .... ..,6 , ...... , excludes
and refers to the absolute
in abstract and absolute endlessness and inwhich exists and rules as the
; therefore
that " the
" of the Godhead is to man
as
a definition than name, and comes within the
mtu:rultelty connected with the
the Mosaic
even above
comes within the

is
the created
which
Chaldaic uth. The
is the
creation ex nikilo.
in the ancient world was realistic.

Ideas must have a real ex.

were not mere form and
which
be ~···· .. e--•
""'u,., ... is
evident in archaic Greek IJUUV;>V~IU)' and it Was
Parmenides and Plato
in the
'"""'~'""• came the new ""'"'~"'"'
See ante, p. II3· Ideas are
in
our minds. Realism is not the true, nor is nominalism the true, the nearest
to what is pure
But even concepand
for
unformed ideas ftoat in our minds which are too subtile even for concepwhich are
and which cannot find any mental sym•uxmluiluuu:., nor any means of visible Pv•~,.,...,.,,,,.,
and is therefore neither the
True nor the Real; it presents to us
but
and mere
appearance, is the Hindu
or Illusion.
ideals are
the True and the Real and are like the motionless shadows cast upon runwater,
resist the force of
and
and afford a true

basis for the
also that of Pyt:haj~pr.ilS
Aristotle's
i,
This
the Heaven of Heavens.
ideal world was called
this chasm between the Real divine and the
This is the
endeavored to solve it

th,.,nncrh

su<:cei!!Sfi:lll}' is for the reader to
"A hair,
divides the False and True,
Yes : a
Alif were the clueCould you but find it-to the Treasure-house
And
to the Master too."

The Hebrew va•uu;uan u:acm::s, that sound is the inner soul of
and that the
of all
and for this reason,
motion of the upper
is drawn towards it and is
in its
; be·
cause similar affect
in a
unknown or
manner.
among the Israelites but in the culte of all the
For this reason not
ru~:nnn" the
of colors and the sounds of music act in accord ;
set forth in the ancient books of the Chinese. So we have
7 in the musical
also 7
all
in
The Zohar also says : " • To whom then will ye compare
or to
whom shall I be
?
the
all the
I

rock
our enemies may
But should some one say: It is said: • Ye have seen no manner of similiI 5 ; ) to him can be answered : In this one
we have
of which it is said of
' the likeness of YHVH shall
but not under any other similitude; with
he behold'
the DrO,Dhf:t,
'To whom will ye compare Me?' To whom
? What form shall
the
?

Because form is not an attribute of the
in Its Place
One bas condescended to
govern the universe and to
It therefore appears
One, i:UC~;uH•.UHK
tion.
"'"T.n.MW

i.e., Abode or

above text, as if
own

a
no manner of similitude on

It used the same, as a chariot
; It desired to be named after
Sacred Name YHVH. It desired that it be
to each attribute
and
;' ' Elohim of
to be called: 'Elohim of
One '; • Elohim of Tze'ba..oth ' ; and
One.'*
intended
that Its attributes
its creatures and that it be

Its creatures how could we know the
? How could be accom: 'The world is full of Its
?'
Woe to the man who even compares the
One with Its own attriwho came from the earth and
much less with those of man
as exalted above
who falls into
We must consider the

l'"""''"• that which is written

*

with this the 13 Middoth. Exod. xxxiv, 5-8.

all creatures and all
presses we cannot conceive of the """''"""'"'"'
if we leave
these

that which the attribute exof all
nor a
ocean ; for the waters of the
form],!'AA_ and it is

ocean in and for un::uJ:;cnc:..,
when
themselves upon the
or a form
the
source of the water of the ocean and the flume or stream of water pr<>ceeditself
are two. A
reservoir is then
hollow or excavation had been
ocean, and is the third. This unfathomable
ocean, then divides into seven streams,
seven
i. e., Vessels
The source, the flume or stream, the
make len. And if the
ocean, and the seven streams
Master breaks these vessels which he has
the waters return to the
the
of these
dried up and
source, and then remain
without any water. It is in this way, the Cause of All
emanated
the Ten
the
is the source from which streams
: hence the name Ain
Endforth an
its
c;:,n,.,.m., AtJISOilUt!!ness) bas neither form nor formation and there is not
coltnpre!~tend it or in any way know it.
Hence it
any means
that are too hard for
is written ' Seek
The
search the
letter •

the
allowed

Itself to be called: ' Wise God.'
hence comes the name '
derstood in this COIIlnleCtiOil,
Itself

of itself deserve its name
who bas filled it with the
is not coltnprehenlded

but th.,.,n""'h
who is
and fills it with
to
withdraw
Itself
and IntelliIts own substance.
gence would be dried up
words 'As the waters run out from the sea,
of a river becomes
and
up.'
The ocean is
Vessels "........",.

the last attribute all the others are
. the
is also
,.,,.~...vthina is in Its power; It can diminish the number
and increase in them the
which streams from
One. For these
the
It made
which has four feet and
Subordinate to this Throne for its use, the
It created Samiel and his
upon which
descend to
or, as if
.
ride. So it is said in the
ture : ' Behold YHVH rides upon swift
and
the
of
tremble before Him.' "*
The Zohar calls the First World
form or
It is that of Adam
Adam or
Second World
i. e., the Throne. The Third
and the
World also that of the
as an
is looked upon
of God." The Zohar tells us ; " When the Hidvestment or "
den of all the
willed to manifest
It first made a
*ls.xix,

1.

Zohar ii, 426-43a

I

Bo.

I
~A1CUIC£ 1 thefi~t--,~-···-··

e., the

or
and covered it with a rich and
that is
Ibn Gebirol starts out with this idea in the
an-

i, pp.
It appea~ also among the
Plates ante, pp. uo, 142, 157,
It must also be noted that each :Sel>hl:rah
considered as ._v,,ua.uuu~

of triads is also

I. It has its own absolute characteristics
·""'""''"'"" is the
and
that from above
Th:er~~fo1re is the Concrete.
III. It is active and
to that which is below
·he:reh>re is the
Universal.
The Zohar

II. Is

nature.''
there is also a
Three of the

UCI<OUlY<O;

and

""''"hirnt·h

th.o• ..Atm

and Material worlds in unison as a triad ; and these three
Tree or
the Middle Pillar of the
occupy, each of these ;:,ci>Jm<uLn
Lu,.,m...c•·cu, as
the World or condition of which 1t 1s the
The division is peJrpendicutlar in three Columns or Pillars.
or PilI. That on the
known as the
; is ... v•up•u;o.:;u of the
lar of

on that side which are
Firmness.
II. That on the
is the

~·~· 6 ...... ,

repreof the

I.
II.

the Soul.

Ill.

which unites and merges in itself all the

""'"'""'"''"'"'t the Material
the

has its repor energy of the

or
world is the Moon.
Triad.

the
in the midst of Its creation ; the She'kheen-ah
of
the
and is the immanent
Its
in the
These three constitute the column of the

The Crown is

the Great Face or

in

or energy of
from the Sun; the ruler
The
of the lowest
existence on this earth the
a reflection or
of the
Ideal
or Goodness in the Above.
As to the active
of the
These form an
JlwQ Faces.
'" '"uuu: whose constant endeavor is to shed upon the world
new life and kindnesses and preserve and
under the Will of
the
the work of the
af-

of nature; sometimes on the rn1ntr·ar,,_
Below to the
that is from
and
to the real and true and ru•::.u1u•<=· Above; and takes back to
the existences entitled to such a return.
One of the earliest
after the
forth the

of the "'~"""'""""'"

;ornrr1enta1•y on the Ten
ben Solomon ; also called
the XIII century, Ezra.

is the
R. Azariel Or Azriel ben Mena-

,.. ..,. ••• " ... ~ ••~ .... as
>J•'u''""""· and Commentator on the Hebrew
and he tells us, that he travelled much in search after the
of the celebrated
Secret Wisdom. He is said to have been a
balist R.
the
and master of the erudite '.l."·"'-'"'u'"

'""'"'mu"'''" ...."'"J called
the
some of which have reached
RaMBaN. Azriel wrote a number of
at an
date. The one
our
in
which were
we are most interested in is his: Sha-a/Qth u-th' slzoQ/JQfh a!

i. e.,

C.X.IJiiiiiiiiUOU

the edition of Warsaw of
come wise

I

the South.

" He who desires to become rich must turn towards the
gh1:eo,usncess ; which is the
of the
and a memorial
for thee is : The Table is in the
in the South. ' And to my maker I will ascribe
: • The She'kheen-ah is in the
which means that the West is
the ::ether
of Adonai
of the
and Or
She'kheen-ah. As to
this wisdom) there is a
and a
the
Cherubim may answer, for
appear like man and wife and such is the love for you which comes
from the
Blessed be His Name! We read
'And
his soul desireth her and he acts ' and in Isaiah
J, ' And one calleth
to the other' which the
translates: ' And
receive one from
at
another.' At times each doeth for
do
'times one doeth the work of the
and at times
reverse their
With reference to which the Rabbins say : Great
turn the
of
but the wicked do the
and such an one
"""'"'-'·'"'"!'; such an one it is said:

His cloud
'The honor of Elohim
over it' ; and it is also written :
with in
is to conceal a
And these
of their
and in the fourth
the fourth wake of the
festival. So far the words of R. Azriel which he received from Moses ben
Na'hman." Azriel tells us when he first
the Secret
Wisdom which had been
the
the influence of
that to be true which could be
their

dress. Azriel
to that ""~''"'"''''·""'
the School of Gerona.

*

which was ex-

'"'''"'""''"' is a translation or the condensed l>1'1:l>l1l'<:1!;;
as made
Dr. JCtJmtc:K a·ccc>rctmg
who is the ortgttlat<)r and governor of all
i. e., an infinite
unlimited
au::svttn•:ty '"''''"''-""•

united in
without
word or action. Answers

2

and u.
Definition II.
the Absolute Ain
which like the
that are the

its nature, wills the different
of the multifarious
3

cause and governor of the world is Ain
who is as well immanent as transcendental.
Proof

Each effect is the result of a cause, and every
has a governor.

Proof
whatever is finite is not

is limited is

e.,

Qu•estions and Answers" which first was made known in the Derekh Emoonah, i.
Path of Holiners, by Meier Ibn Gubbai, Padua,
the Avodoth
i. e.,
the Service or Holiness, called also, The Vision of the Lord, Mantua, 1545; subse.
it is to be found in " A Collection of Qa1bbalistic
Berlin, 18so.
schawer, Warsaw, 1798. It was
Graetz, Gm:lticllte tier 7udm, vii, p. 448 Sf. and Dr. A.
sellicllteder Ka6/Jala.
Vol. i, pp. 62-66, ii, 32 Sf.

t See
cited, Vol. i, p. 61 Sf. The statement in, The Kabbalah Unveiled, etc.; by S. L.
as far as it
the
of the
matter as by Dr.
is not correct, Mr. Mather is also incorrect
in his statement as to the hooks contained in the Zohar; IJ and .:, 26 and 27, are
not in it. Neschamab and
used by Mr. Mather are German, in
the
extra c is not necessary.

world is

can exist outside
so also is it the
1s invisible and
Scholion. As the Ain
root of both faith
and of unbelief.
and the
t'rCIPOSltl.on II. The mediaries between the absolute Ain
Proof. As the material world is limited and not
cannot
from the Ain
exert Its influence over
for in the OPIPmate
cease.
the medium must be
their intimate connection with the Ain
are
erance,
Scholion.
there is an upper, a central
world.

.;;><:IJUIIlUUl;

S0

of the material

breadth and
; and if we add thereto
.,.-···-··-·· the result will be the number ten. As

Scholion

The number ten does not stand as a contradiction of the
of the Ain
as one is the basis of all
the germ includes the de1rei<)Pnlen.t,
have one
or
and even the mind as a
becomes concrete and has a measure ;
prc1ce4~ds from Ain
; so the attributes
measure and concretion.
are emanated and not created.
IS
so also must the ~e1Jn1rotn

are not created.

therefrom be

cannot be created.
Scholion. The first
was in the Ain
before it became a
then the second
emanated as a
nniPn,•u for the Intellectual World; later the other
emanated
for the Moral World and the World evident to our senses, i.e., the Material and Natural World. But this does not
or
a
hut
as an unuu.ou"
embraces all in a

so
its successor, i.

e.,

is at the same time

i.e.,
......,.....""'~"• i.

i. e., Fear;
i. e., Firmness; the
Tzad-dek Ye'sod
;. e., the .<'\.li""'·"'v''"'

e.,

Wisdom; the third
i. e., Love; the fifth
; the seventh
""l''''"''"'v' ; the ninth

Foundation of the

World; the tenth
Scholion
The first three
form the World of
the World of Soul; the last
the World of
Ethical and
Scholion
as the latter is termed
is named

; the
in so far as it
; the third in so far as it is named
in so far as it is named
i. e.,

Vital
; the fifth in so far as it is named
i. e., Soul ;
the sixth acts upon the blood ; the seventh upon the bones; the
upon arteries and veins; the ninth upon the flesh; and the tenth upon
the skin.
Scholion
the second like the blue of the '" '""''uc•n
fourth like the white; the fifth like the red ; the sixth like the white-red ;
the seventh like the whitish-red ; the
like the reddish-white ; the
ninth like the white-red-whitish-red-reddish-white ; the tenth like the
ref!lecting all the colors which
The
of the c;:....,hirnth is as follows :
Rnm Ma'a-leh
Inscrutable r:u::•'"''cc.

Left.

Wisdom.

IFear.
I

Ye'sod
Foundation
of the World

Firmness.

This
was contained in the Old Testament.
The noticeable features of this
I. The different names and
II. That "'"""""u'

number. III. The
the idea of
with its three
IV. The '-''"'""1''"'"''.....,. idea of
of

numbers.
*This may refer to the colors of Ze'ir An-peen of the Idroth.

THE SEPHIROTH AS BETWEEN THE DEITY AND AMONG THEMSELVES.

THE

PRAYER OF

arose among the """'""'.""'"as to the
among these were : What is their
as between themselves ? What is their
with the
? The Zohar
that
are the Names of the

man's mind for the
of the Divine Names are
the
in the matter-world.
assumed that the
has intellect; if
or
The second qu,estlton
organs or instruments; of the Divine poltenuaJLlt}'
action ; creatures of a
nature but
One.
were not created but emtanate~
R.
and
'""'""u'"''cl. were not of value and were contained in Ain
Introduction
he says :
" And He made them
them
and became organs." His idea was, that the
emanation and
it and imma,.,,.,.,,.,,, ..." of the Ain
in each and all; when that
was withdrawn
all became as
shells or vases. In other words
of Ain
were not essential attributes and did not
the
The learned Mena'hem Reccanati of
19

is also a reJ>re:>en.tative of

this School.
considered them as mcr.v essences ; and
not
is the
The Ain
with
total
The author of the
; The
Between the two is a
Shield of David is a rep>resent.atnre
those who without COllSl<lerltn
as
instruments
or
do not wish to
The
Absolute
and reveals
Itself
can never
include the Infinite.
has a w"'"""clluw
One ha.'l not any definite Name which
endeavor to escape any reflection upon any
their
of the
of God. We
any existence
the limits within which as
the unknowable to man's mind
Itself
m
its
supreme and infinite
; so as to manifest Itself
to Its creatures and
man to meditate upon and coJ[Ut:'mJHalce

The " broken vases " which have let the Divine
escape, are thereof. This is a view taken
both the Ancient and Modern
throws much
of
it says: "Lord of the
Stplurr D'rushim, Introduction. This

maybe found

in the Ka66a/a Dmudate of Baron Christian Knorr von Rosen:roth; see also Moses Cor·
dovero's Pardes Rimonim, i. e., Garden of
fol. 21-23. Cordovero is the
most
and
of the Modem
School.

t In the Tictqo,one:h

haz.Zohar, Pref. ii, ad init.

ac<:or~cnn£ to number.* • Thou art the most Exalted
the most Hidden of all the Concealed: not any conI'Ptnu·m grasps Thee ; Thou hast
forth ten forms
; in order to
means of
as well
as
the visible worlds; Thou dost Veil
whilst Thou dost
m
remains undisturbed ; and whoever shall
to him it shall be

which serve the human souls as
Thou hast also enshrouded them
in bodies so-called in
Bk. The

the idea is also in Gebirol's
Hay-ylm.
hu not any number,
of substance or inherence.

t The Sephiroth are considered
as
elements of the worlds,
which, the
came in connection with the entire universe. The
form one potential connected whole, the Makrokosm, Adam Illa-ab or Adam
the
the
of the
the same wisdom, which we admire in the construction of a worm, gaze at in
lution of the
and find in the
of an organusm, :reciiom.calllv

iv

mesns of
later
Qadmon,
it. It is
the revo·

The Qat•bahlh
in each separate ""rmuan.
Plsilos. Sonar, p. 287.
this, as the pnnc1p1c:
in Aspect; that of Fear (Pa' !sad) or
opJ:>OSioo•n to the Divine Long Suffering, is the
is the Short in
between these is the Harmony, the Te1np1!rate, Jttdglmellt temwith Mercy.
immanent in is yet

indle~=nd,ent

and distinct from, all the

II The Lower worlds considered as shells, covers or crusts, of
1 The soul before it descends into the matter body, passes

the

Rtlig. Philos. SoAar, p.

301.

but in the whole toit is said:
contaliliS, the

e.,

"'l"'"..'"• i.
which obtains its true soluwhich describes the manner of
A'tzeelIt is the source which fructifies the
and
*All in the human organism, the Neshamah the
mind, which hu its seat in
the brain; is surrounded by the Rua'h, a
which dwelill in the heart; and thill by
the
the life spirit
; and
all of these are cov·
ered with flesh, skin, bones, and then
so in the construction of the universe,
the Makrokosmos, in the hiahest
world, the A'tzeel.oothic, ill surrounded
Will of the
the B'ree·atic world, that of Creation or Emanation, the Soul and
Deity; thill by that of Ye'tzeer..ah or world of Formation, i. e., the Life Force, and this
by the world of Action, A'seey-ah, the world of t..;orp<>ru:ry, which is the shell or
cover.

work cited, p. 273, note 3·

Zohar i, 2oa.

t In the text follows the connection of the Seven
the Seplbirolth
really, the representatives of the dimelllllions of all matter, the content of the
Breadth and
or extensions of the dimelllllions,
and the seventh as Malkbuth, i.e., the
the rest
of the decade of the SeJphirotlll.
makes the last and the
to the
of the bead or brain, 'Holdlmal&, to the brain, in
; the heart
as its
has Binah,
the back and breast,
the arms
'Hesed and Pa' had, etc. Upon these references the greatest part of the Practical
balah ill founded, and userts
effectz, from the use of the Names of the
as
to the different
Rid., p. 303, note. Franck La Ka!Joak,
p. 203. Zohar, iii,
Idrah Zootah. This idea runs
esoteric Hinduism.
The works of Lenormant,
Allsyriol<ogists, show that great similarities
Me!SOJpotamia with the ideas in the
',lam><uaJJ, and with the magic, anj~e&•l>logy,
especi:tlly of the Jews. The great
to perpetuate this.
has been or will be in the created, whether it be
pp. 217 and notes. The knots, etc., of the nh·~rl"-•"t"'''""q
Lenormant's Cbaldean Magic.

1

ioi'd., PP· 225, 216; Zobar, ii, 426.

see

For Thou art the
forces the sap
all of its branches and
Lord of the Worlds. Thou art the Foundation of all J:!"mmdatHms, the
Cause of all
Thou waterest the Tree from that Source
like
spr"t:a(lslife
Thou
hast neither
nor Form in all that is within or without. Thou didst emanate
the
and the
the Celestial and the TerThou didst do all
that the Worlds
etc. But no one can conceive Thee in
neither Above
that without Thee there is not any
that Thou art Lord of All. But
this we
and we
do not know
Each
has a destined name,
after which also the
but Thou hast not any certain
for Thou art the One
all Names and
to them all
value as Realities. If Thou shouldst draw
like bodies without souls. Thou art
Thou art Intellectual but not with a fixed Intellect;
is not
but all these

and

"Woe to

the insane one, who describes a
behold a
known;

t., the entire

so, that

them he may be
the Concealed of all the
Itself in a l>J,IICIU..LIU
that It may be rec~op;rnza

so as to
to the inhabitants of the
Its sacred nature."
We may therefore formulate as to the SP1nhl:rn1th
I.
were not created
but
emanated from Ain
; for
a
there would be a diminution of the creator, but
emanation there is not any such diminution.
II.
form
with the Ain
ren,res,ent different appearances of one and the same
as the
different rays which
from the sun appear different to the human
eye,
are
different manifestations of one and the same
of the
of the Ain
III. All of the ..:>c~muvu•
and the latter is immanent in all of them; and whilst
emanates all the
and m~ltPI"Htl

roth are on the one side infinite and
the other
are finite and
tors and preservers of all the
has
appear to
to them or as broken vases, when it is withdrawn.
have
like the double nature which the
ascribe to
of as
an Infinite and Perfect Divine Nature
who is
on the other
is considered
as
nature.
ma.mtest.atu:m. constitute and
merge
an
and form in their
the Celestial
the
Mediator; who is the content of the Name YHVH or ..._"'v"'"'"'
Lord.

Diagram IV. The Universe according to lhc Ptolemaic system.

XVI.
OF THE IIIEANING OF THE WORDS SEPHIRAH AND SEPHIROTH.
THE IDEAS AS TO THE SEPHIROTH.

ORIGIN OF

DECADAL DIVISION OF THE COM·

MANDMENTS AND THE LORD'S PRAYER.

T

HE derivation and meaning of the word Sephiroth; (pronounced,
S'ph-e'rah, sing., S'ph-e'roth, plur.) are disputed. R. Azriel derives it from 'UlO Saphtir, to enumerate, to number;* whilst the
later Qabbalists say it comes from .,•.DO Saphir brightness; (Ps. xix, 1)
"The heavens declare the glory (bn'ghlnus) of Elohim." Others derive
it from the Greek sphairai, i. t., spheres, and are not sure whether to
consider the Sephiroth as principles, archai, i. t., beginnings; or as sub• The &plur Yisod lla-'1/oklllnollr, p. 25, also says;
to enumerate."

"S~phnros arrives

from SnJhnr

Dtgl 1:zed by

Goog Ie

pot:encte:s, aumrm4rts, i. e., powers; or as intelas attributes; as A' hamotA
or
R. Meier ben
are derived all the
Whose memory be blessed ! writes; From Ain
Ten
abundant influence upon the Lower World
and that
The sinis called m'llO
which
means, it i's /le;rmitlt~·d
as we have
rah as
pure'
under His feet like a work of the whiteness of
may say
means the end of a
whose memory be blessed ! say: 'The
peace be on him !
when he says: '
and

•" t
The
Ye'tzeer-ah considers a
is a
i. e., one of
the ten numbers or
instrumental in the creation of the
world. These must not however be considered as identical with the

number ten, from one
does not mean
to the Hebrew Wise-men, blue ; but
which is white and yet in which
all the colors. It is iri·
descent.
before cited, ii, pp.
It is like a fine
or a
in the
in which all
blend.
t Comp. Buxtorfl"s Works on the term
and the • Rabbinical Abbreviations'
0'"
,0 Sod, i.e., Secret = 70. See also
under O'" i.e., Ten
Reuchlin's and Baron von Rosenroth's Qabbalistic Writings.

or the
other numbers are derived ad
nitum. This acc:or,dilltg to the Ye'tzeer-ah is a whole and as a whole is a
mathematical
as it were, in the hands of the
in Its
The Ye'tzeer-ah does not
of the Ten ''"'"'"'m••·
of any
as to its proper
"'"l""'·""'vu and intention.
In the Old Testament the
where it occurs is Psalm
·"'"tonm•nrn: the biblical Hebrew for the
,"')e,~no'raJ'Z. i. e., num/Jer as the unit or one of number. The
author of the Ye'tzeer.ah uses the
Hebrew
derived
numeration ; which does not occur in this
restau1ent, but is used in tl\is u•cauJ<UK in the
UH.,QUIIUJ'.

--···,..··-··~·· of a
which is
more than one, in the Hebrew 1s
In the Talmud treatise
and in sev,.EIO also written ,'.EIO, as the
ot

not find.

This "AJfl'"""'

most correct, for the
is delineated in the most
literature like the delineation of the Ptolemaic
that is in ten circles or orbits each one
of which the first or outer, as the next to the Ain
less to man's mind Nothe
i. e., Idea or

I, the

and the

is le2·all:~ed
usage among the ancient .......... uu'"''• and cannot be considered as obJiecl;lOil·
able from that
The "Elwer
ll lee-mak " of the
without
means: " the ten numbers ( 1 to
ble or
in their nature ; " number " as an
formless and therefore
as far as man
mortal eye, is endless and as the real u without
" He
Thus
says :
upon the absou"''''"'';•u \ su.spc~nctetJrl J the earth upon lllumak '': that

In the "'£"""'"'"'

of the orbits or courses of the
space, and to those effluxes
from the
Chalwere understood to exist
,.., ...,.,w,._ etc., and most of the Medieval astronomers beGaon's
as to whom

* See many such instances
tion of the Talmud Ye'rushalmi now
t

M. Schawb in a list attached to his French edithrough the Paris press.

xxvi, in Cahen's French translation from the
Ap:pen:mx as to the Chaldean Universe, and emrra•rin<,.,.

Ibn Gebirol wrote an
has left some traces of his
knowlec!lle which
us some of the ideas of the .,. ............. "-·of Ibn Gebirol. He says: " The seven
called
the
'Then went up Moses and
.x:••cu,,v elders of Israel; and
saw the Elohim of Israel. And there
was under His
as it were, a
It
of the heaven in its clearness.'
were the
is also found in the version of Rabbin
the book

that the word

""'!'""""•

search not, for
vv·<:m:u,~~; of
mouth not be led
cannot reach them.
any
for each --·--····-·· is a new world in itself and
connected with the other one like the flame of a
coal. Seven
with the seven
of
m the mirrors of the beSDiencJor from the
mirror
e., the ......,......,"'"·...
are all turned towards each
exOnes. One "'"''>~"·'"'"
the three
Palace of YHVH. And the three
with the six make nine and
of
and with the one in the middle
constitute the
constitute the entire Ten."
Gaon
but is H ""'"O.lV,!>VIAl>
them." t

*

or,

10; the Doctrine of
Precious Gem ; or from Exod.
The derivation of the name from "
" is the
to Dr.
More in his letter on
Dr. More says, "He almost seems to
ancient Kabbala the Aristotelic worlds

sur

t /6id., p.

12 ~~ uq.

G~sdtic!Jte dff

Ka66ala.

Part ii, p. 24·

Thomas Maurice* refers to the name ""''"hi,.nt·h and the offices of the
""'"'"mn11 n and says; that
are called
the v<~cuu<&u:n:>,
because
issue from Ain
as the
of
from the sun. In this connection we will say, that the
is the idealized blood of the
in which there is the
Infinite
universe.
4;
is considered as
creation and
has
; and which was
of as an immeasurable immovable Ocean without limits.
i. e., the
and is a
the
It was in use in Philo's
It was
of as the result
of a contraction or
movement. At that instant the Universal
1-'rr>tol·vnrr Life Adam did not
To
the
of
a germ is
a
vitalized mathematical
centre of which the human mind cannot
of all human
grasp, a resemblance to the germ life which is the
upon our earth. The womb of all
existence and of all
life and existence in the Universal or the ~ ... ~-·-··
movement, the
to the ......,nt ..in.,·t.:.l
the Divine
was
into and filled the
I
under new conditions and under the form of an immense stream, analo" the waters of life which
forth from the Throne of the
Eternal.
This
source or fountain of the waters of
the
of a number of vases, the
i. e.,
it was
all the
obtain manifestation ; in their
the Adam
the Celestial
*Indian

t See Sayings of the

etc. London, I Soo. Vol. iv, p.
Fathers, by Charles

18o SfJ.

London, 1877, pp. 53 and

59 and notes.
ii, 13; xvii, 13; Ezek. xlvii, 1, s, 9; Ps. xxxvi, 8, 9· See Cahen's French
Edit. note to this Psalm, verse 10, Rev. vii, 17; xxii, I.
f These among the Israelites, were later thought of as attached by Twenty·lwo canals,
the letters of the Hebrew
making together the 32 Paths.

We must note in this connection the three worlds
in
I. The terrestrial world in which the material man has his power of action. II. The known or unknown astronomical
our field
of action
within our power of
and observation. III. The un·
defined world in which we have power to IJ'<'"'"" ... '"'
in
and which is
our direct action and our power of
observation. The last may be ranked as the
the second as the
of the Great Ideal
of all ...,v,..UJ,,.
and the first as the
within the intellectual ~:I'H:v"""'-"~ of the human
The three were
is
held
The Ladder of
an emblem of this
.a::.:s:J.~Cl:uu•v was this idea in the Primordial
visible and visible
the '~'"''''~'"''""'n.t.:ttivP
Wisdom or Word which
which created all
made that was made.

or

•:r.,:znr:n

this

of the vine.
and that the Infinite Peris as
and that on the on·oo!;ite
apparen:1oveu. is the visible universe which is im]lerJ!ect
Yet that the first named fills and
the
sets forth the intervention of intermediate causes or enerwhich are assumed to
the hiatus.
before his
endeavored to do the same and there existed in his
the Platonic
of Ideas ; the
ofDaimons. Philo in his formulations used elements from all of these. He Lea•cne:s,
that before
the creation of the world of the senses the

in the Divine
of the Infinite God and

Yet we cannot
or qu~dp.s:tt;: dunamris;
he conceived
hYJ)OSta5les and also at the same
as immanent determinations of the Divine Existence.
therefore
him on the one side as identical with the <;::...,....,..,......,.
so as to make the efflux from the Infinite to the
and
on the
notwithstandother side as different from the
this
remain transcendental to the world. Philo
does not
limit the number of these powers "'"'"v"'"'" he
the idea of the decade in a very
In his
Concernthe Ten
he
number of the
u<:\Ai.U<:, which contains every
both those which are
even and those which are
and those which are evcm~:xlcl, etc." He
also appears to have an idea of the .::~c 1;•u••u""·
Philo appears to
Goodness and
; ~hich is the
root
Ed.
The

*

the instrument
it is the Creative Word. The
to the
but it is also

is not
mediator from the
from the world to the
sion for the world to
with Philo
the
is also
and neither one nor the other ..v.•lnoiv,,.lv
The
of the doctrines of Philo is extensive and
both to
the
and Greek and Latin
but we have not space
refer the student to the admirable
Dr.

sq., and the authorities therein cited; also to Prof.
.n.«oumue. p. 293 sq., for further
Solomon says: u Wisdom hath builded her
She hath hewn out her seven
*Comp. Bobn's Ed. iii, p. 140 Sf., pp. 92, 97, i, p.

ii, p.
ii, p. 213 SIJ•

"

x.)

12.

IIJ., p. 159, p. 320 SIJ., iii, 95 SIJ., 77-8,

SIJ., i, p. 18o IIJ., P· 426,

St.
sees, "s~n
and in the midst one like unto
a son of man *
his head and his hairs white like
and as
white as snow. * * * In his
hand seven stars,'' which are the
of the seven churches and the candlesticks are seven churches.
There are also " seven
of fire
before
i, x2
the Throne " of the
" which are the seven
ml'nlc:lt.Pr•'' of God.'' Ibid.
5,
Most
which control the movement in all
and divine
of the unithe seven cords of the
verse and the seven enlerg:les
Before the Throne is the Great
and in the
but under the
the first like a
Calf
to the account in Lzc&Jto:a,
the Lamb to receive
the seven virtues.
The one on the Throne
suc:ces;sively broken
the
has a book sealed with seven
it was followed
and when the seventh seal was
and the seventh
............. "'"" J of " our Lord and his Christ "
upon the earth.
15, which may be termed the most wonderful
and sacred text in the New Testament.
The idea of the
of the "lauuoiua.n, may also be found in the
of Gen. i, which instead of "
, " can be
the
the Word or Will.

* *

man, the
The same idea as to the
St.
Psalms
vu•«u•w ben Uzziel on the Pen·T-··-··- Ye'rushalmi.*
It is to be noted that Abraham did not go below xo when mterc:ed:m.~~:
for the
in Sod om.
We have

He~av,enlv Prnt,ntvnir

or first Adam.

to edition of the

and
divisions in the Teswhich is not later --··'-··'-'-than 300
divisions in the WTHIT"'"
.LJlUUY::UW>o the
earlier than 532 A. D. To the xo mys-

referred

tical Names in
The Talmud says :t "With the utterance of ten words was the world
created
also translated: "
the world was created.
This refers to the statement in Genesis that the acts of creation are introduced
; u and Elohim
" ten times.
Ps.
In the
which
nine occurrences, are
Be-reshe:etlt, because
says;
the heavens made." Ibid.
"He said are reckoned as follows: Gen. i, 3, 6, 9, n, 14,20,
24, 29;
18. In the Be'resheeth
the first "
" is
in the word Be-resheeth of Genesis i, I ; the
in Gen. i, 2; then follow the
with the creation of

or
Ge'boor-ah
'Hesed
Wisdom
Wisdom
do
as it says:
Kt;rt~nons-J>kilosoJM!u d~ts

of the time.

t

*

Avoth, c. S· Misb.
of

1.

Sohar, p. 70.

M. H. Landauer.
less of the
The ten mystical Names

Hershon's Talmudic Miscel. London, 188o, p. 144.

Fathers, etc.,

Charles

p. 92 SIJ.

as it says:
and are astonished at
says:

"The

and mention is made
him
Foundation;
the

treatise
: "Rabbi Yo-'ha-nan said in the name of Rabbi Yo-seh: How can it
be demonstrated that the
Blessed be He !
!Ja-ruleA
prays?
in Isaiah
7: 'Even these will I
make
but used

* R. Samuel Edeb in his Kheddusba
the Ten
D. H.
p.

Hai~ga,dotlli,

note 4·

t See Moses ben Schem-Tob de Leon, etc.,
note S· S. Munk's Mllanges

P· IJ,
~~ ara!Je,

p. 276, note 1.

l See anti!, p. 205 Sf. The Wise-men
so as to read Barah Yesh, i. e.,
hast
the existence. It is from this Yl!>h, Elohim created from
Existence comes from No-Thing. The Sepher Ye'tzeer-ah, says: "It made
-.:A.ftA.,.,..,"~" and then; "It made from the Void that which is evident
as the primitive substance, the
to our senses," i. e., It formed from To-hoo,
Mammash, i.e., the derived substance. Yalkut :z. Comp.
of the
Fathers,
before cited, p. 92, note. Wisdom is sometimes identified with the Thorah and
Sllllltenance in a
sense ; thus in Proverbs (ix, S) " Come eat of my bread, and
drink of the wine (i.e.,
70 and Sod,
70) ; which I
have
ofthe
P· 7S n., 43; p.
and notes.
20

and not less ...,_......,..tl
of their
which proves that God

not • in the house
1
says God;

What are the words of His prayer? Rabbi
said in the name of Ra.b :
mercy overcome
anger, and that
mercy manifest
in order that I deal with
children
attribute of mercy, and let them enter within the .....''""""""
1
them
above their
"*
series of books written
rmnniPh,nn of the Mishnah but
IsnJma··el, son of
said: "Once I went into the innermost of the
his-··-~···:~
Lev.
to burn mcense, and I saw A-Ka THa-

!'

• The Talmud represents the Beth Dinn or Tribunal of Heaven, u a circle, in the centhose nearest to Him, are reserved to Divine
tre of which, God is seated ; the fiDt
Mercy, the second to Divine

t The
says Meharcbab
Ein
; YHVH, YaH, AKaTHRi-El, as; the
of A-KaTHRi
Ain Soph; KaTHaR as Kether, i. ~.,the Crown, the fu:st
and the words YHVH-El-YaH; as the
of the Celestial
three Ineffable Names, the three Divine Persons, the three
Beth Dinn.' See the
The Beth Dinn which R. Yishma-1!1 sees in the
of Holies, was a
of the Heavenly
was looked upon as Himself
upon the
as
in Heaven.

A.

Samuel Edels

,·

the

the first of

in the midst of the other
mentioned ? A little reflection
are these Divine Names
In these
the prayer of the
A in

offended
reveal itself

im tJa-tu-.eM
demonstrate
love in its fullness in the
So
as we adore the
in our
without the partlctpatton of the whole heart and the verification of the adoration in our
our adoration is
half
and the Name of God
is also
for such worshippers.
and Ps.
But this Name
of Israel and God's "'"'.......,''-"
one
the
Therefore A-KaTHaRi-AiL YaH YHYH

son, bless me,"
It
feels Itself
as it were, at Its effective exercise of
man
his
prepares himself to receive the Love of
actuatty b/esus Got/. Therefore God prays, i. e., Wills and .uc:)uo::::>.
man fit himself to receive
His
God feels Himself blessed.*
The Talmud also
and these are :
Truth and Peace."
St.
in the
also says ; " From him whicb
was, and which is to come." That is the YHV in the three
" and from the Seven
which are before his Throne "
These are most
the seven Lower OX:JJtuJr<.nJtl.
The idea of the
Tree or
appears to be in
the
of which reached
Dream of the Ladder which is set up on
: u And the Lord
to heaven ; YHVH stood above
of Elohim ascended
the latlder.
and descended on its rounds.
I I sq.
connects this with the idea of
Mithraic rites referred to
We find many v ..,.... ..,.....,,u...
have reached our
He was Prrefect of the
nr1nr1n~l u~~lVIO::: was
Of
School of Alexandria.
J.'lecJ..c!esarea, called Th;aun1ah1rgtiS
teacher of
was Yehudah II ben Simon III known as " Rabbi."
Yehudah was the first
of
Palestinian A'morii.-im.
were Clement of Alexandria and the asserted
Nec:>-Diat<>m!>m, Ammonius Sakkas.
held to the docthat many other worlds existed
to ours, that these
and that after it many others would
as to R. Yishma-el ben Elisha, the
Priest, Yehudah Ha-Levi's
p. 286 elteiJ. and notes.
Kho:z:a.ri. Cassell's Edition.
t Indian Anltiqutitie:s,

come into existence and be
That all souls emanated from the
Divine Nature
before the foundations of the world. God was the
existence free from any
of matter. Souls had freedom of
will as to
and evil and this was exercised
them before the creain this
tion of the universe ; some abused this freedom and were
of the sun, others of the moon, etc.,
some were
m::•tVC.lHY bodies had
into human bodies or into daimons. This was an
nature. The residence of the souls
this
the souls were of an
world was for trial and in order that the
individual free
raise themselves to their nr11U1111:1l!l
and remain there. Those that did not
themselves were transferred into new bodies or were
When all the souls had '"l!i'"'''"u
their
the end of this world would take
and a new
world be created.
into districts each of

belzotten before all creatures and 'mini<:t"''""'tt
Col. i, I6-I8.
De
There
was an evil daimon surrounded
whose constant aim
was to lead men to sin.
have an open and
···--...... ,., and also a hidden secret and recondite sense difficult
to
which he terms, the Soul of the same. He holds that the
Sacred Names of the
among the
which refers to the Framer of all
421 sq.,· ii, 315
These doctrines are in the
and the Zoharic books. There are numerous other doctrines of
which are
He holds Philo as his model as
in accord with the Zoharic
did also Clement of Alexandria.
and St. Paul are in many
8-n.
in unison
as to the statements of the latter in 1 Cor.
also says, that the dress of Adam and Eve after the Fall are our
name for the whole
and that the word Adam is a
of the human race as if One Man.*

St.

* Ativ. Celsus.

Ed. Works,

Bk. iv, c. xl.

12-28. See also Mosheim's Comment. on the affairs of the Christians, etc.,

1

Cor. xii,
26 Sf.

iii,~
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in answer to Celsus asserts: " The
which are current
or of any defiin the churches of God do not
nite
but
do appear to teach the existence of ' ""'''""""·
whether that means the '
of those bodies which the Greeks call
sornethm1g more
to the
ion of Plato
asserts that souls can make their way to and
the
our most ancient
from
the view of our
of God ascendupon
its
same truths which Plato had in view or to """""'th•n
On this
Philo has
a treatise which deserves the thc•ughtful and
of all lovers of truth."*
certain
hinted at in the accounts of
Tnv<tt.,.,,;.,... of Mithras which are cele·
For in the latter there is a
of the
of the fixed stars, and
and of the passage of the
these. The
is : There is a ladder with
of it an
The first
consists of
the second of
the third of copper, the fourth of
the fifth of a
the sixth of silver and the seventh of
mixture of
'<ln"Wn""'" of this
her to the
and softness of
star ; the second to
the fourth to
tin ;t the third to
:-.umouu•cof a Future Life, p. 396. Kitto Bib.
Smith and Wace's Bic>gnLphical
not space in this writing to go further into the subject.

works in Ante-Nicene Library.

* Atlv. Celsus.
f I!Jid,,

t We

Works, Ante-Nicene Christ.

1872, Vol. ii, p. 359

Sf.

Sf,

think a mistake exists here, the metal of Venus
tin.

copper, that of
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and laborious; and the fifth to
of
it is varied and
to the Sun-thus '""'"""'·'"!§
the Moon ; the seventh of
rr11vt,,,..,

reason of the stars
the names of the rest of matter.

Musical reasons, moreover, are added
and to
he strives to add
exJputnat:luJ:I, connected also with musical considerations." The
is not their natural
which
follow as the lords
that Venus and not Mer.tlu week as we now have
cury should be
next to the Sun. We think this is from the ancient
Chaldaic
If one wishes to obtain means, says
ternpllatJton of the entrance of souls into
peruse at the end of Ezekiel's
pr<)Plllet, in which
of different kinds are enumerated
which
refer to the different modes in which divine souls enter
of St.
into a better world: also let him peruse, in the
what is related of the
of God."
uu::otl•gy ;

•

~~~'"*"''"'"'"'"' to certain
.n ..c:r,.it....•rl ten
distinct from each
which was said to be the soul of all
« Leviathan.'
the
the
was created
Psalms : « In wisdom hast Thou made all
and wide sea. There go the
; small animals
which thou hast formed to
therein ! '
the word 'Levi'alkan '
said of this
}'::kli.UUI:>•t that

* We

think an error is here, the usual metal of Mercury
the discoveries in the p•a"""·IUY
Rawlinson.
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gram under the lowest circle is the word " Behemoth." The word Levia-

at its circumference and at its centre, thus
than is inscribed on the
the name in two
The
was " divided
and this line he
was called " li-elnenna,
thick black
of purtishme1:1t
considered
as a
"intended
puJrifi;cation of such souls as are to be
torments."
ii, p. 307·
Celsus
of seven
daimons
"• the
like a lion ' whereas we discovered that he who is honored
Sc1ipture as the
of the Creator is called
this accursed "''~'!>'""''•
................"''' the Lion-like.
Celsus says that the • second in order is
the word
a Bull.'" That is in the order of the seven
daimon among the Greeks
synonymous to our
We must not
SUJJIPOl>ed to have been created in the Zodiacal
the winter solstice
This ""'-v"'.. •
called on the
the Bull-like.'' The third
"""''-u••u•uK to Celsus was .. an
'"E>'"""''I " On the
the " fourth had the form of an

" has the face of a

" and the
calls him " Erataoth."
the countenance of an
and was named
" but on "the
it is called Onoel or
somewhat asinine in appearance."*

* Origen's Works, Vol. ii, pp. 362-369.
in Histoir~t mtifue de Manidztc t'l du Manicluisme, par M. de Beausobre. Vol. ii,
·pp. 63-66; also M.
Matter's Histoire
du Gnosticisml!, tic. Vol. ii,
pp. 221-237,
242; iii, p. 9 and Plates I and D. The
book is
Adami appellatus, .ryriau tranm:riptus, loco vocalium, uoi vium litt'rarum gutturalium prtestilerint, his suostitulus,laliiWJUi!, nddilus, d Matth.
etc.
;
tom. i, 1815, 330 pp. ; tom. ii, 1816, 320 pp.; tom. iii, 1816, 320 pp., 410. L~.xidion
Codiro Nasaro:i, cui Liotr Adami, etc. Matth.
Hafnire. r8ui, 274 PP·

JIJ
and the lesser
upon the diameter of which was inscribed Father and Son;'
and between the
which the lesser was l:Ultnii.lu~:uJ
another co1nposc::d
and the inner one,
inscribed barrier
of a hatchet. And above
close to the
two
the
or Grace?) and lower
one
the same circle with the word ' Life.' And on the
second
which was
of interlaced lines and which included two other
; ' The
1

of common section
on which was inscribed ' JI..I]toV~ne~:Iue
lower down
an•otbter. on which was the
nderstarldt:ng.' " Celsus says
" there are between the upper circles-that are above the heilve:ns---<certa
etc., 'a Gre11ter and a Less' which
refer to the 1 Father
attributes the formation of the
to the
vvuu•t=t~ or
we have not been
to
establish a connection between their doctrines and these delineations on
We are therefore inclined to agree with Beausobre
the
that it has the appearance of an ancient
some of the Ten
etc.
roth such as Love or
which

as

22

which added to the

4!0. Onomasticon Codids Nasartri, cui Li!Jer Adami nomm, tditiit. Matth. Noretc. , Lmdini Golhorum, 1817, 164 pp., 4to; and M. Silvestre De Sacy, in
ties Savans, a Paris, 1819, tom. iii, pp.
for a Criti·
cism on same; also Sod, the
of Adonai,
and notes to The Book of Adam and Eve, etc. Translated from
from the Book of Adam.
Rev. Dr. S. C. Malan. London, 1882, for
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32. The v~•uu~'""' also mentions

so Gates of Underthe

These

"""''"'"'""""'u'"' Gates are said to have been

The so Gates of
each of which
of the first

were asserted to have 5 Chief
The first
included the kn•owlledlle
At the Fourth Gate was the '"'............
were then known.
There we find the name of each of the seven
and of the
whom it was asserted directed its course. These are allotted to each of
In Genesis it is upon the fourth
the seven Inferior or Lower
are created for
and seasons,
so we must note that this
is among most of the civilized Eastern
~"""'!""'"• the
of their week ruled
Wisdom. The whole Set>hi:rothlc
Tree is most
an astronomical chart or
the oldest now in the
and has some connection with the Seven Gates erected in the
used as Celsus
for initiation into the
of
and
also with the Sacred Tree referred to in the cuneiform texts and shown on
of the
the

the ::>t::t..vuo.a,
These are the three
Heavens and .--·-··-·
roth of the Fourth World. The next seven of the uc\.A:tu•c, be states, are the
ft.nr1W:rlf'Um ,·

""''u"''.."•
~fu~in~

as in also that
~

""'''u"''- that Venus is
next to the Sun instead of
Ibn
is also
does the same in his Kether Malkhuth. This
necessary to make the names of the
of the week follow each
"''"'u••u"''~ to the artificial
in use among us, and among most of
the civilized Asiatic
This artificial
Akkadian and Chaldean. Each of the
ac<:or~jmg to the Practical
Tom. ii, p. 319

Sf.
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.....d""'''u""• two other prayers exist in the

One is in the
the
etc."* The
of
Both of these tend to
the""-····-·-'·· ;:,pne1~es.
them; to the number of ten. The
says: " The luminaries which
our God created are
: for He formed them with
untkrsra:na.rng and wisdom : he hath endued them
to bear
wilh
:
rule in the world.
and are
at their return :
Will of their Creator.
ascribe
and song to the commemoration of His Kt'ng1ttmr, etc." These two prayers
or songs of
are very ancient and have
to the
creation and nature of the sun among all the other works of the universe.
pr<>bablv have come down from the Essenes or the
who
at the
read the She'mah and sung songs of
what is said
and Philo upon these
appears to have
At/on.
which
we think was in use in the
before the time of R. Moses
de Leon.!
rer~ere:nces,

beside those we have mentioned in GenapJpli<:able to the Ten
is to be found in
We do not say that this is absolute evidence of the idea of the
been in existence under their
assert that the
*See David Levi's Form of
pp. JO Sf.
pp.

140

London (5549)

Vol i.

sq.

l The Talmud in Be'ra.fAoth says : the song Ail A tim bas been made by the
Michael and that the
before the Lord.
sing it every Sabbath

•

J16

in Isaiah
we have the
result :
u But there shall come forth a rod IJUI
Branch shall grow IJUI
or
asserted to remain with the
Holies.

to our idea upon the sub.

tlu stem of

which was
of Israel in the
of

Wis.

the

Se-

The
The

Firmness also called VicTke root as we have said is Mltlkhu:th,

"l'>'-'v""• Government; the zoth
the

The stem of

of the Birth of

almost the same is

*The Branch will answer to the Sixth
Beauty, that of the heart,
ethics and conscience. This is the Sephirah of both the heart and of the Sun as the centre of the Makrokosm. It is put in
The Messiah (compare Is. xi,
eousness."
t See Cahen's French Bible, Vol. be, p. x, 3 note.

there shall come forth a rod out of the slnn of
"
called: The Tree. "And a flower shall
is

;:x:JiJJux-u~nlc ,.,,,..,.,.",.,.

ness, which is with the
The

.-..~..,-..,,.,,,._

Foundation or
of the Matter-World.
if we are correct, are all the Ten SP1nhi,.n1·h and also the Ain
behold the lion of
And one of the elders saith unto me:
the tribe of
the root of
hath ore~atleel
and loose the sroen seals thereof. And I
in the midst of
the throne and of the four
and in the midst of the
stood a
Lamb as it had been
seven horns and srom eyes, which are
Ike sroen
of God sent forth into all the earth."
v,
u

The
mandments and the Paternoster.

'• See The
New Testament, etc. Gebbie & Co., Phiiladlelpbia, pp.
Cornnare also verse 17. Hone's Ed. London, 182o, p. 21.
Ed. 1876, Vol. ii, 161; i, 169.

21.

t The root of David, is taken from Isaiah xi, 1. " There shall come forth a rod out
of the stem of
and a branch shall grow out of his roots."

TI!.N COMMANDMENTS OF THE THOilAH.

TEN DIVISIONS OF THE LORD'S
PRAYER.

J.

Thou shalt have no other Elohim but Me.
Thou shalt not make any graven
(of
Thou shalt not take the Name YHVH in

:2.

3·

Our Father,
Which art in Heaven,

vain.
Thou shalt
the Sabbath
Honor
father and
mother.
Thou shalt not kill.

4·

S·
6.

our trespasses and we
those who trespass

8.

Thou shalt not steal,

9•

Thou shalt not bear false witness.
Thou shalt not covet.

10,

bread;
Give 1111 this day our
Lead 1111 not into teulptlltion,
But deliver us from evil,*

It will be observed that the first three

more
to mankind alone.
and seventh Commandments relate to the affectionsfraternal and
The infraction of which was
the Hebrews with death. The love of man and the sacredness of
between filial
and
if we consider the
as well as in action.
man's actions in this
we therefore have a "v''""'""''"" u~~~~•:r.w in this form :
I

4

3

s

6

8

7

9
IO

of the sacred Tetrad of
0

0

goras
0

0

0
0

0

which added any way makes the

decadic number.

0

0

0

* As to the Lord's Prayer and the Rabbinic
ers, etc.,
Charles
P• 138 Sf.

see

of the

Fath·

(Comp. anlt, 202, note.) 1, 4 and 10 are the outposts.* The 6th, the
order not to kill but to love man ; is in the centre ; it is for the protection of human life and without life th~ earth would be a sterile desert.

*The numbers r, 4 and 10 = IS the value of the letters of "' YaH= rs. With
that word it is said; "Elohim formed the worlds." See Ya'lkut ha-Zobar on; "Formini the Worlds."

•

Diarram V.-The Idea or the uniTene in the Middle Ages.
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Fijrure 30.-Hindu symbol of the Four Worlds.

XVII.
THE FOUR WORLDS.

OF PRANA.

OF PAN AS THE MAKROKOSMOS.

IDEAS OF THE MAKROKOSMOS.

OTHER

ASSERTED ORIGIN OF THE IDEA OF

THE FOUR WORLDS.

N the Speculative Qabbalah, four Conditions or Worlds are enumerated. The first of these is termed, Olam A' lzul-ootk* or the A' tzeelatic World, the World of Emanation par txcdlmu. This is the
most exalted of all the Conditions and is considered as containing only
the Holy Upper Ten Sephiroth; the highest round of the ladder of Intermediaries, which are nevertheless only an Unit, and are between Ain
Soph, the Primal Cause of All, and the inferior emanations which develope
the existences. As a totality in this Upper Condition, the Ten Sephiroth
represent the operative qualities of the Divine Will, considered as the
most abstract and spiritual of all the emanations of the Ain Soph. This

I

*It is to be noted that the names of the Four Worlds, have Sanskrit roots.
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I

o:H:IJluJruur•, it is considered from
and
its nearness to and as the direct emanation of Ain
immu.tat1le, an emanation in which Ain
is more um:nt:l..lla'Lcly
transcendental. It is not ever looked upon as in any way perto the Eternal
which is concealed and hidden io
Its essence from the colmp,retlen:SHJ•n
u A'tzed..oolk is the Great
W odds are
which have imnrf$.<:frl
on the
Seal ; and as this Great Seal coJnplrehencls

of

N"'"h·••h

Seal."
No. 31, which reJ)re!;ents
In this connection we
the Hindu .-.u•n•mu
who is the Life
and Breath of all the exl:stelllces, and "'"''n"'"'" the Makrokosmos of the
ren,rf'!!<!'nt the
created. It is
a sun,
subtile azothic life
two storks ...............6
breath. The stork is in India a dweller on roofs and tree
and the
of
is also a water bird. It flies
and is considered to
fortnne. Storks are considered attributes of
the windThe remainder of the head-dress appears as if a crown with
at the sides but not
the ears, whicb have ornaments like
like the cap of the
those of the F.uvnti::m ;:,p1um~t::~>, and is
Frana a
Paris. The content of this crown, as an
m&LJe5itlC appearance. It has also a curious necklace and neck l""'"'"&"•
an air tube tied at intervals. Frana
arms, the veil of
or Illusion ; the mlrstf!nclus
dered with stars.
the centre of its breast is the crescent moon in
the midst of the sun.
hand is a
with 6
which
appear
to rep21

322

resent the six poles of dimension. The fingers of its left hand are held
in the position frequently assumed by religionists in blessing. The arms
and legs are winged, and the former raised as if about to fly. Around
its loins is a rich tegument composed of rhomboids, egg-like ellipses and
united· circles. Its dress has four curious projections on each side over

•

Filure 3'·

the hips. There is a kilt having three symbolical birds and lines of stars,
above and below them, portrayed upon it. The lingam is also shown
with the life-spirit as a flame united with the crescent moon. the symbol
of purity and chastity. Over its head comes down the streaming effiux
of the Upper Life. It has not visible eye-pupils, its eyes appear as cor-

Dtgl 1:zed by

Goog Ie

ruscations of
; and streams of
from the eyes,
Around its
the seat of
ears, nostrils and
in all 8.
onic
is a circular cloud united with the necklace above and the lingam
" As the bee follows its queen so all the senses follow
" says a Hindu sacred book. So here we have the
of the Breath of
stands upon the
which is surand the Hindu Zodiac ; from it
burst five uyc;u""K" like the five senses of man, and from the Mllllr'l"t~lr"'"m
out as the Mikrokosm or terrestrial earth
man.
Prana or the Lue-so1r1t stands above all the creation inferior to it. It
is the soul of the Universe. The Atharva-veda says: " Reverence to
to whom this universe is
who has become lord of
on
whom all is
Prana is also Purusha or AU
and therefore
the
of
and future. The
of the Makrokosm when
to the Ze'ir
of the Zoharic
is

*

Prana was to the Hindu the
Great
of all Kosmic

*

or Plastic
the
power, the content of

Indian Wisdom, by MonieT Williams, notes to pp. 94, 126 and rgo, u to
of Brahma.

among some of the ancient Asiatic
t Bees were a sacred
and also
with the Greeks; with the latter, new hom souls were called, bees. Bees were con.
nected with the
of
and from this the name or the great nature
Pri-Apu, Father Bee, may come. With the E11vD1:iu1S. the sacred Bull wu called
i. t:., Bee. Isaiah says : " Behold, the young woman shall conceive, and bear a IIOD, and
shall call his name Immanuel (God with us). Butter and
shall he eat, tlsal 4e
th eui/ and t:lstJOse tne good, etc." (Is. vii, 15; comp. wid.
To those who wish to know more of the curious
symbolism of, the bee ; we
refer to the learned statements in, The Book or God, hereafter cited, Vol. ii and iii;
also to The Platonist, Vol. iv, (March,
p. 16o If· See also ante, p. 2281f.

1 See Indian Wisdom, by
f Illid., 103, Barth's
II For

a

Prof. Monier Williams.

or the

London,

p. 40 and note.

of India.
Man, the

see Frontis-

the concealed
and the
existence of the created. The cause of destruction and
of
of
texture,
etc., which
has been
and will ever go on to the end.*

i, p. 45 I note, 495 sq.

510

sq.

pp. 39·

are full of
and in
Does he not
this
water,
intend to describe the entire
with a
crown? Does he not describe heaven
with the rays of the stars?
Do not the
the sun and moon and the broad
the wide extent of the
1
..,... '"""'" of winds and the ranu111:v
God in
thus set forth
is almost the same
as that
which in ancient times the Greeks described Pan and the Zeus
who was
because he represc::nts
the Ut.IJfVi!J,-Si!.
The
as Boccaccio
says, were
the rays of the sun, moon and stars;
the
beard the masculine ele·
the
face means the retherial
of the fixed stars, the staff
the
ments, the skin covered with
with its crutch turned towards the rear, the power over
All

and the years that ever return to him.

The '-'"'"""''"'"'"'
Qab•bala.h, espe·

in the Upani11haoils of

the Hindu Veda's, we refer him as to this, to the Sacred Books of the East, edited by
Prof. Max Muller, Vol. i, 236sg. among the many
student will find a number of references, etc., upon this subject in the work,
London. We refer to Vol. i, pp.
entitled The Book of God, etc., by Dr.
88,

294; ii, PP• 2J, 104 Sf., 348 Sf., 540; iii, pp. 188, 210, 324· 734-

seven pipes, in his left hand, expresses the celestial harmony of the planets
which is shown by their motion more than by anything else. The lower
limbs, rough and hairy and with ram's feet, mean only the hard, rough,
rugged earth ; covered with all kinds of trees, herbs and plants. The
ram's feet, etc., signify the fecundity by which life in the universe is continued and preserved, in a mystical way. Both the Egyptians and Greeks
sometimes represented Pan or the Lykrean Zeus, under the form of a
male goat as the representative of continued creation and its preserver.
We give, Figure 32, from
the learned Jesuit, Kircher,
a representation of Pan or
Zeus Lykreus, as the Makrokosmos. A. A ruddy face.
The power of retherial fire
or heat, in the universe. B.
The power of the celestial
~,_,_ _ _ _ _ __. rays on those things which
are under the moon. C. Masculine elements.
D. Power of the year and its return and of all
revolutions. E. All things are maintained by
its virility. F. Power of the Firmament, the
sphere of the fixed stars. G. The earth (the
feminine element) teeming with plants, seeds
and trees. H. Fountain of water and liquids
(of the feminine element) by irrigation fertilizing
the earth. I. The fields, crops and other vegeFipre 32 • A hieroglyphic rep- table matters. K. Harmony of the seven planets.
taentatioD of Zeus and Pan.
L. Unequal and rough mountains of different
heights. M. Power of fecundity. N. The cubical, or six-sided solid
foundation. 0. Power, energy and velocity of the winds and their rapidity of action.
The ancients asserted that Pan dwelt in deserted places, so as to indicate his loneness or unity, for the universe is one and created by One.
He is also clothed in the skin of a male spotted leopard or a fallow deer,
to signify the beautiful variety of things and colors, seen in the world.
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These doubtless have an Asiatic
The Roman Church has .........~•"""
the
one of the festivals to Pan on
to the Pro~·E•""·'"' Candles.

the Makrokosmos was
.., ..,.,.,..,., Atlas; which was
these

of as the Greek and
to
the uni-

Figure 33· The l\lakrokosmos as portrayed in the Middle

All:""·

p. 319. It was also
as in the fore33• an exact copy of one made in A. D. 1503. The
set forth in this
are of

~'f)'ptiae·i,

Tomur Suundur, c. fv, darsir 'Vi, i v, p. P7

Sf.

Etl.

We also
34, an exact copy of another
same date.* It is most n""'''"'-''L to all occultists as ...,v,,..Q"'"...5
ant occult
We may

of the

say
that it has much in common with the secret
sys.
tems of the oldest
of the entire
both the New and Old.

* Diagram V and Figures 33 and J4, are taken from the earliest Encvclon!ledia
lisbed in the Middle Ages, viz : Mt.rnr,,ril•a p.lzil,•sopnic.!J,
el ewalu
du()(/uim /Wris
comphctms.
ISOJ, in .,to.
The author was Prior of a Carthusian nunnery near

and an
were
IS04.
rsu, ISIS in 4lO; Basle, IS3S.
Italian Ed., Venice, IS99· Panzer and Hain refer to an imJpre:ssi<ln
We abo have a copy of an
almanac, said to be
A. D., which has a
•ery similar

to No. 33·

From the A'tzeel-oothic
jun•c:tlc•n of the
B'ree-atic or
and
the World of Ln:auun.
Olam B' ree-ah also
creation as we understand the
It is considered as the abode
of
It also contains a continuation of the cnl<U.lluu•IS
Se1Jhirot.h of
as a matter of course still further
but a continuation and not in
and distinct from
but nevertheless of a
any way
The
substances
more limited and circumscribed
which it contains have not any admixture of matter, as we understand
are inferior to the First World and
to the followmatter ; but
of the
and celes; that of the
As
the First World so the
tial
Presence
the Second
.n.ua.::o::•ll!. Metatron is " the uarmP1rn
name = 314, is
Metatron governs the visible
olutions of the
under the Will of the
of the next or Ye'tzeer-atic World. These are divided into ten
pr<)ceedilng from 0/am B'ree-ah
is
m~.~r•.an. i. t., the World of Formation. It is the abode of the
Int:ell:igencE~ofthe Celestial
and stars, and is also called
It has also Ten
which proextensions of the first manifestations of Ain
The Zohar
Blessed be He!

"""'''"''IS Ten

but further
that

SPt\hnrntl"' l

and six
togeth•er ten. The whole is like a cup of utcl>:>•u,g.
is in it is ten
like the Thorah which is
in ten words ; and as
the
which is the Ma'a-seh
reshef:th, which has been created

as it were, the clouds to be used to come down upon the earth. And
are their horses : and above the clouds is the
i. e., the Chariot
1) 'Behold YHVH rideth upon a
therefore it is said:
swift cloud and shall come into Misraim
or
are still
as without taint of
matter, or
matter as man understands the word. In this World reside those intelliand
each
in a luminous vestment, which
the Divine
of
a form
sensible to mankind when
appear to him.
which do the Will of the
Blessed be He I animated every
and forthwith all the He<avenlv
,....uu.ml!. and remained so before Him.
This is meant
the breath of His mouth were made all their
KlJ:IQ&-ji[OOO and bad j and
have
the Ye'fzeer-atic
one
has control over one
another of another
one has
of the sun, another of the moon, another of the
another of
the ocean, another of
another of the
another of the
another of the
of the seasons, etc. These
sentatives of forces or
are named after the "'"'''v'"''"v
etc., which
one Na-adamenn
one is
i, 42.:11,
The fourth and last Condition is termed ; the Wodd of Action or Olam
A'
the
also called 0/am
i. e.,

World of the Shells or
ter of the

and what man terms matter.
In
the Prince of Darkness and his
it is our
which is
to matter re-birth and the dissolution of the matter forms but not the destruction of the essential atoms.
It has the
of all the
Ten
but much
is
diminished because further removed from the
an extension of their rays or
to their last
of cessation. The Zohar
says: For the service of the ...""'"'"·
World "the
Blessed be He ! made Sama-el and his
who are as it were, the clouds to be used
the World of
the
to ride upon in their descent to the
and serve, as it
were, for their horses. Hence it is written : ' Behold YHVH rideth upon
a swift
and shall come into

cornot
in it is considered as ever
de!!trtlvi!'d in essence or atom. It is the abode of the Evil
and his demoniacal forces.

va~bball!;ttc

that in Genesis
VUI..I\.. LIUU Of
the first and second
\Lii.Uu<:au"•" refer to
This mention of
four
referred to
idea of the four Worlds.
'-'v·""'""'v• of R. Manasseh

ben
alit: World.

B'ree.atic
to the Ye'tzeer-atic
and darkness. " Elohim called
refers to the

darkness he
IS

ae1mons, or bad
are considered as, the
and most
are called the
or mere Shells or Ri'Nis of
existence.

"'-·---··~ aJr~sv~erinf! to the
emanative rays, and in these
;,....,,.,.ritu increase the further
are
source. Thus the first two demoniacal degrees are
as
the absence of visible form and
" which prece<lea
which in Genesis is termed ; "Tolwo
is looked upon
creation of the order of the Universe. The third
which Genesis says at first covered the face of
as the abode of
the earth. After this come the seven infernal halls
or
the abode of the demons and their " ..,......,.....
on earth. These seven
for the different
sin.
>Jii.IJ.UI,··~:a. i. ~.,the
Poison, or Death.* He is tno·u~Jlt of as the Satan of the Old Testarner1t, who
therein
of deceiver and accuser than that of a punhowever considers Samii.-el as the Satan who seduced
isher. The
it says ;
Eve. The Talmud holds to the same
of
Bavan L>auzr•"'·
L.~iFI(I(J>neo~, i. e., the Harlot .
....,.,....,,........~~ as united under the name of
the
Beast.
Which therefore is an assertion that the Great Power of Evil is
A dark shadow of the
manifestation of the Great
of Good.
of A'tzeel-ooth have scintillated and
SP•nhi,.·nt•h of
and from the energy of these Ten of
forth the scintillations of the World
and
of the World
were
the Ten
Se1phiro1:h of all the
divide themselves into fives."
i. e., Tree of
fol. 253, col.
of the Lower Worlds are considered as of an
Not any of the

* S'.IIJR, i.e., Poison or Venom, and Ail or El, i.e.,
Poison.

therefore the

of

because even their Neshamak are Kailem and are not
ooth." These four Worlds form toorPti1Pr
the Makrokosm or Adam Illa.ah.
luzs-Zohar.
70, also
fol.
In the
viz:-That of the Perfect Form or Will ; that of the
which our creation
; that of the
and their
; and that of the Celestial Matter Spl1er~::s
Planets and the Elements of our Matter-world or Universe. Ibn Gebirol says ; it is necessary to consider matter as
two
one
UP'Walrds to the
limit of ~;n::'<~.u•~.~u. and as far as the limit of
colljuJtlction of matter with form ; the other
downwards to the
of cessation ; that is the extreme inferior limit in which all form
ends. The
ascends to the
the Will ; which is above
and which descends as the
and Simbelow
until it reaches the limit of cessation.
The doctrine of the Makrokosm
is both in Ibn
Gebirol and the Zohar. Our author says :
§ 6 and §
Mikr<>kCISifl) bears a resemblance to the
.....v ..,.., .. its order and construction.
The
""'"'"';"''• which is the most
of all the substances of the Little

and sublime
here to the

are
He then shows a similar order in
the construction
and afterwards says; if one
should wish to 1m<~gu:1e the construction of the universe and the universal
and the
substances which
surround
the construction of man, " in whom
thou wilt find an
of man
to the universal
; the
it in movement, to the universal substances which
in movement the universal
; among these

those which are inferior
the supenc>r and
submit to
until that which is movement goes back to
the substance of the intellect. The intellect governs and rules
follow and submit to
and all the substances in man's
All is dis.po:ied
his intellect; and he says : this is their master and
in the
that of the man, as in the World of the
and has
and man is a Mikrokosm. Maimonides holds to the same
deal upon the
I. c. baii and notes.
The
the

DIUlOSC)DI:lters

In Isaiah the
as to the Four Worlds. "Fear not for I AM with thee.
seed from the
and
thee from the west; I will say to the
up ' and to the south '
not back.'
sons
from
and
from the ends of the earth; even every one
that is called
For I created
him for

of Emanation. B'ree-ah
more
from the Sanskrit

is the World
to create or
contains the World of
of and

to be from
the Souls or .nu~~:c•"'·
World of

*Is. xliii, S-7·
Is. xlv, 6-7, 12. Philo
in Dt Somnis, Bk. i (Bohn's
Ed., Vol. ii, pp. 292-343)
If iii, vii, xi, appears to refer to the Four worlds
of the Qal>ballah.
says
tSee what
it is from a Sanskrit root.
More

334
One, the NIIUs and its ideas, the Soul, and the Matter-kingdom. Ncoplatonism according to Lassen (anlt, p. qo) came from India.
The subtile distinctions between the Neshamah, Upper Soul or Spirit,
Rua'h, the Moral and Reawning power, and Nephesh, the Vital or
merely Animal Life, of man's Spiritual existence, as contained in the
Qabbalah, has been quite ably set forth by C. De Leiningen in an Essay
delivered,March 5, x887; before the Psychological Society of Munich,
Germany. t

*

• For a description of Figure 35, see The Path, New York, for March, 1887.
f:See Du Sp.i.rnz, Leipzig, 1887;

u

Lotus, Paris, January, 1888, p. 232 If[.

f'l;urc 35.-Hindu Qabbalistic symbol of the Four Worlds.

Dtgl 1:zed by

Goog Ie

EXCERPTS FROM THE ZOHAR: AS TO THE MAN WITH THE HEAVY BURDEN.
VICARIOUS ATONEMENT BY THE MESSIAH.
FORMULA OF THE GREAT NAMES.
FREE WILL.

ORIGINAL SIN.

A

POWER OF SATAN.

THE HEAVENLY MEDIATRIX BETWEEN GOD AND MAN.

NECESSITY OF REPENTANCE FOR SALVATION.
PUNISHMENT IN THE FUTURE LIFE.
THE BODY.

7

THE SHE KHEEN-AH.

ETERNAL REWARD AND

RESURRECTION OF THE DEAD IN

JUDGMENT OF THE SOULS OF THE WICKED, ETC.

the introduction written
and which forms
of the
is an account of a
taken
son of R. Shim-on
b.
and R. Abbah; to visit the father-in-law of the former. Whilst
meet with a man
a
burden.
conto~~etlner upon the Ma-a'seh Be'resheeth and the
of the
so
asked him for his name; he
with the .."''"'"'"'" of the
ask me who I am ; but we will all
u Who caused thee thus to walk and carry such
Thorab."
He answered: u The letter '
which = Io, and
and the essence and germ of the
" Ride on one of our
: u Have I not told you,
we will carry
that it is an order of the
etc." " Tell us
of habitation ? "
said to him ; he
: " The
and sublime to me, and it is a tower, which hovers in the
and
and the inhabitants of that tower are the
Blessed be He l and a ' poor.'
called '
and rideth on an ass.'
is my
and we moved from
and I carry that which is
said to him : ' If thou wilt tell us the name of

* * *

And
? I am not
used to be4:or:nilllll n;1ugnty ""'"'"*''" the Thor:ah ; but as to my
lee
lead /Us
in tlu Great
and was a
which dethe Great Sea from one end to the
and
' until be swallowed all the other fishes
and 'Ancient of
Sea ; and after
he
for us, the
and
from all the best in the world ; and in his
Sea in one moment. And
he
me
forth like an arrow in the hand of a
man, and hid me in that
of which I told you ; and then returned to Ais
and lui/ himtAt Sea.' R. El' azar listened to his words and said to him : ' Thou
art the son of the
thou art the son of Rab Ham-' nun-ah
of the Thorah and thou
may be found other references to the Great Sea and its
The feminine """'l"'u""•
is sometimes termed
the Qa•bbah:sts, the Great Sea.
her divine Names are YaH and Elohim.
n
the
the
She'kheen-ah. Her
brooded over the face of the waters at the creation. The Great Fish is
in the
of the Akkadians and
the Le:

1

also the invocation
the Roman
....,,,,..,....,,..,, Wisdom or the
i. e., Word; and
Universal .tu~cuc;~,;~, the Great Sea or
the Latin
Sea.
.11LUiUUU<.il... UVUJ She is;
"Star ofthe
ur:a.cl~Jus Mother of God
Gate of Heaven."

*

t

in Aramaic or Chaldee is
nu111, pron. ,_,
to the Great Sea among the Akkadiii.DIIi and Chaldeans, also
Monumental
pp. 130 SfJ.,
lfJ.
the
Dr. J. P.
t Ramhach's Collection, i, 219.

t See anlt, p. 243 SfJ. u

illness or
THE ATONEMENT.
"When the
are aftlicted
swterm1r.; in order to atone for the sins of the
that all the
sinners of their
may receive reclen1pt1on How is this
proven?
all the members of the animal
when all the members
the ..... ,,1......,
an
evil
then one member must be beaten
the
may recover. Which member?
and the blood is drawn from
is beaten
results the convalescence of all the other members of the
So it is
with the children of the
its members stand towards each other
like members
the human
each to the other.* At the
time that the
blessed be He ! desires to
health 1.sanc1:1nc:auon J
to the
He afflicts a
and H.••~ .......
with sickness and
How is this proven ? It is written :
tra:nsgressio111, he was bruised for our ........ --···--

a:rm, are
brCIUilllt to us, a:s members of the whole
lescence."

t

his
' like the
healed;
conva-

'

• All mankind as the descendants of Adam, are looked upon in the
as one
great
and brotherhood, one great united stream of life. As the great universal
Man, the Makrokosm, borne or carried in the terrestrial universal Adam, the Mikrokosm, in germ, and
and still
in the
fiesh;
and from the
efBux of the Makrokosm, the Adam Illa-ah,
and Ze'ir
etc., as we before set forth. The Qa'bbaJistic doctrine as to A'reekh
An-peen, is also here to be noted.

t Zohar iii, fol. :uSa, f Pin-'luu.
88, col. 2, Sulzbach Edition. Zohar, Cremona Edition iii, fol. rora, col. 402. Among
the ancient Hindus, an atonement was asserted to be
the sacrifice of Purusha,
the Great Hindu Universal Ideal Man. (Indian Wisdom by Monier Williams. LonP· 24- Hinduism, by the same author, pp.
Buddha is also
as
: " Let all the evils
from the co!'1mp1tion
ewe age
fall upon me, but let the world be redeemed."
above cited, p. 55 note 1.) As to the idea among the ancient
see

antt~,

22

p. 240·

ATONEMENT BY THE MESSIAH. "Those souls
e., Gan
hover about and look around
in the lowest Paradise
behold :>WJ.<;U.Ulli>
thrnncrh the world
and when
martJ•rs, and those who suffer for the
return and inform the Messiah. At the time when
Me:ssi1a.h) of the afflictions of Israel in
and that the sinners among
he lifts up his voice and
them do not reflect in order to know their
weeps because of those
as it is written : 'And he is wounded for
our
the souls return and remain
in their
In the Garden of Eden is a
which is called : the
Palace of the Wicked Children. The Messiah goes up into this Palace and
calls all the
and tribulations of Israel to come upon him:Self. And
If he had not thus taken upon himself the
of the
man would be able to endure the :.uu,cH.u~"
as it is written : " In truth he took upon himself our "'"'·"""'"""•
* * Whilst the children of Israel lived in the
from the
all
and :.u"'"'"'u~'>
and removes them
from this world and
from the world until the child of man
receives his
"t
" The man pure of sin is himself a real .,.,,..,.,",,., which may serve as
an atonement ; therefore the igtttecJus are the sacrifice and the atonement
of the world."
i,

* * *

*

THE MESSIAH

THE SHEPHERD. The
fol.
§Pin·' has. Amsterdam edition; Crealso says: "This is also cA<:u. 1Jul•cu
Blessed be He !
was a sinful one, and Satan
to accuse
i, : 'Hast thou considered
be He ! said to him
For there are none like him upon the whole
This can be illustrated
AS

• Is. lili, 4·
Rom. xii, J, 4·
t Zohar ii, fol. 212a and 6, Amsterdam Ed. ii, fol.
col.
Cremona Ed. ll, fol. 956.
:il Cor. v, lU ; I
ii, 2; iv,

2,

10.

Sulzbach Ed.

who saw a wolf
so he gave to him
What did the she:pberd
which the
and fattest bell-wether from
the
flock was in the habit of
What then did the
do?
Whilst the wolf was
the she:ph<erd run with
his
reand then
In the same way
turned and saved him
does the
Blessed be He !
get1er;:mc1n ; He delivers a
the <accuser,'
man into the power
for the salvation of the gc•<cli•u<-•u n,,.,..,u,.h him. But when he is as
it is said
him ; ' the man wrestled with him.'
'But he will not be able to
on the
Iglltte<>US man to let him go '
for the ru:r'htP,nn!Ot
Blessed be He ! is too
them.

feed them in this

and to rule over them in the world to come."
"The ancient
of the world
differ as to the ........... ,..... y

THE ATONEMENT BY THE MESSIAH.

that he was a
who was smitten in atonement for all the world. Once R. Hamm'nunnah met the
and said unto him: ' How is it to be exthat the
suffer while the wicked
life ?' He

actions are but
receives rehe whose sins are many, and whose
< the wicked
ward for the latter in this
this c.J<Je>'"u'"
life.' Said he to him the "~,0 .. ·~··- of the Lord of the universe are
the sins of the
the Lord desires to
Blessed be He I strikes one of their arms, and so rewho strikes the arm of
stores
health to all. As a
a sick man, and thus relieves all the members of the
it is written;
• Zohar

i Pin'nas,

iii, 231a, Amsterdam Ed.; Cremona Ed. ii, fol. 1o6b. This

?)
1
He is t
' would be more correct.
of the creation of the world. And who is
But ' He washed ' since the
He? That is the
Below. 1 In wine ' that is the Left
side; 'In the blood of the grape,' that is the Left
Below. But the
nr••ru~.-..rl to govern,
Above; over all the
nation:s, and break their power from Above and Below.
in
' is that wine
Messo also is the
juclgl1neilt on the idolatrous nations.
'or Elohim hovered over the waters,'
It is written : 'The
of the
Messiah. And from the
of
i, 2 ;) that is the
wine.
in the
the creation of the
verse;) 'The eyes become red
follows
Vuland the teeth white from
this is the
THE RELATION OF

THE

The She'kheen-ah
tion like the soul to the
He! like the
not the case with man,
u

SHE'KHEEN·AH TO

THE

she stands to the other

HOLY BLESSED.

of the CreaBlessed be

soul are one : for the
and the soul is called
is life; the
Blessed be He ! is Life and the She'kheen-ah is Life. Therefore it is

section or
of the Zoharic writings;
Volume iii from fol. 213a to
of the same
fol. 25¢, i. e., 46 folios= 92 pages, and contains many more
tenor as those before cited. Therein may be the great Secret of Vicarious Atonement
nor Aristotelianism are not referred to in the Zohar. This
for the wicked.
is a
of its
and that it is an ancient A~iatic hook.

* Zohar i, fol. 2396 and 2400 ; Amsterdam Ed. i, fol. u86, Sulzbach Ed. eremona Ed. i, fol. 1276. The Hebrew word
4
6
6o = 70 (i.e., Sod, i.e., Mystery). So also does I"
10
10 ya-yin, Wine
70. The
"Wine
of the Tborah" would mean the Secret Mysteries of the Tborah (or

so + +

Wisdom 'lloA!zmalz Nistaralz.

,,0 + +

written : ' She is a Tree of Life to those who

hold upon

etc."*

OF THE SHE'KHEEN-AH.-u Because
attributes
the
Blessed be He !
concealed in the
of the Thorah
what is He known ?
the Commandments which are His
As He is humble
so is the
; as He is benevolent so is she benevo·
so she is the
of all the nations of the
world ; as He is the
so is she the truth ; as He is the nrc.nnt~t
she the
as He is
so is she
so she is
so is she wisdom ;
un't:Ulll(t:.ut, so is she His int:elligt~nc:e; as He is the crown, so she
is His
the diadem of
Therefore the Rabbins have a~:taea,
that all whose inner is not like the
shall not have admittance to
i. t., House of
As the
of the
the B4tll
Blessed be He ! whose interior He and whose external is the She'kheenHis
so that there
the
the
is an outflow from
ence of the external and internal is
nature of YHVH is hidden; therefore He
named with
the Name of the She'kheen-ah 'l"'UC Atkmai i. e., Lord: 1 therefore the
Rabbins say
the name
; Not as I AM written
e.,
AM I read. In this world
Name is written YHVH and read ruJ<uucu•.
but in the world to come, the same will be read as it is wx•cu:u. so that
shall be from all sides. §
• This shows that the body and soul are not one, but that Hu,
kheen-ah
are One.

i.~.,

He, and His She'·

t Zohar ii, fol.
Ed.

1180,
Me'hemnah. Amsterdam Ed. ii, fol. 49, col. 1. Sulzbach
Cremona Ed. ii, fol. 53a.

l The two names are united, merge in and form, the Unit, in the Perfect Name Adonoi or Adonai.
f Zohar iii, fol. :iiJOtZ, Amsterdam Ed.
Ed. ii, fol. 1o6a,
Me'hemnah.

iii, fol. 93, col. 1. Sulzbach Ed. Cremona

THE SHE'KHEEN-AH IS THE HIGHEST ANGEL. THE IMAGE OF ELOHIM
AND ONE WITH ELOHIM. "
See l When
at that celebration
of the House of W~ttet:-aJraw•tnll:
he said ' When 'lM
i. e.,
if 'lM a' n~~
who is here ? '
ALL are here.
which is called 'JM a'nu 'I am' rests
is called
ALL* for those who will unite themselves to
But if 'ltt a'nu 'I am' is not here who is here?
ni:LILJmxu::;::; is not
so
as the She'kheen-ah does not
Land. But when the number of steers shall be
then will come to pass, that which is written : ' Ye shall draw water with
from the
of salvation.'
What are
? These
are the six
which flow in this salvation. And so the whole world
shall
because the She'kheen-ah shall be liberated from the midst
of the nations
in
and therefore it is written ; ' The
shall be a festival to you.'
" t
A QABBALISTIC FOILMULA OF TH& GILEAT NAMES, UNITY, ETC,

~"'"'''"' ... shows the idea of the uu>•ll'''"'

the

and HI:'OI,a!.!Vt'O
The Ineffable name mn•
first makes ln' YHV of the
of the seven Lower

so, that is the so gates of Binab,
t Zohar i, Hasllmutas, fol. u6, Amsterdam Ed. i, fol. 16, col. :z, Sulzbach Ed. Cremona Ed. i, fol. J8a.

..:..•.,.hi·~•·" and more especl:il.uy

is the letter of
the

first n

the letter of
all take rise in the

"'-""uu•u•"•" assert, was that

which emanates
the Great Unutterable Name we
the ;::,n~em··H<tmtneJmo,rasn,
nrcmount~ed

of Holies on the Great
the
has been lost. Those of the
initiates who can read the above formula
will understand it.
The
Rashi its first commentator, and the orthodox
The Oa.bb:lltsts
hold that
hold that the Ineffable
"'"""'.,'""""'• a He and a
two persons in one
His Name ! and His She'kheen-ah. The
in

La' slum

qoe•asl=an baru' k lwo uslu' khunt-ah bed' lueloo ur' heemoo
YH to 111 VH
i.e., "To the One
with Fear
blessed be He !
shall be in a

The two, HU and
form mac nm•, i. e., One
to the
One but of a Bisexual nature. The A.<~.ti:tlu;"
stead of mn• write in their
:~. The former cannot be nrcmount~ed and is not communicable and is
the 'Tzee'nah Uree'nab. A Rabbinical Comment. on Genesis,
note 2.
P. I. Hershon. London,
P·

*

t loid., p. 302 note.

Ed.,

M = 1, n = 8, ,
4· The
n means the seven heavens and the one

~·e·" ..... ~

K

means

the four corners of the world. The
the
and pronounce the word
tncmgms upon the above

THE CREATION OF

AND

blew into his nostrils

His

PURITY AND SINNING. u '

And He

a breath of
is

Life.

l:rl•att.tre_

n-n

' And thus man
became an animated n•n
That is man became endowed with a
Life
creature n•n
Which the

1!1Dl

A soul·life which is in the Divine
See I All the time
that that
soul connects itself with the son of man, he is the beloved
for
rests upon him; and at the time man deviates from this way, the She'kheen-ah
from
and the
soul has not any
and from the side of the
evil
is stirred up, which
roams about in the world t and can
from which divine holiness has
and thus the
rest in the
child of man becomes
and declines in flesh as well as in the whole
countenance. II

*
Ezek. i, 5-27; x, 27.
t The left side the ncg•uvc:, d.estl'Ovinu_ female and evil side;

that of Sam!l..el.

ad,rersarv the devil, as a roaring lion, walketh about
whom be may devour; whom withstand."

I Pet. v, 8. See Kitto's

Biblical Lit, iii, p. 773· SIJ. iJJid., ii, p.

tIs. xxiv, 14, xiii, 21,

Kitto's work just cited. iii, p.

Sa4.

JlJid., ii, p.

Lillitb,

see anlt pp. 248, JJL

II Zohar

iii, fol. 466, Amsterdam Ed. iii, Col. 19, col.

Ed. ii, fol. 21a.

1,

Sulzbach Ed. Cremona

THROUGH SIN MAN LosT THE IMAGE OF ELOHIM. " ' And your fear
and terror shall be over all the animals upon the earth.'
That
the sublime
man until now
See ! At first it is written : ' In
has He made
He made him. Bewritten; in the similitude .1"110"1::1
cause the
of man, in consequence of the sins
had
ch.:m~~ed from the
one so that its condition became
that man
all the creatures of the world tremfeared before the beasts. In the
bled and
of man's su!Jlime
but
after he had committed
atWikef'
and a
of man
feared and trembled before other creatures.
The features
of all those children of men, who do not sin before their Master and do
Divine
and tremble before them ;
but in time the child of man bas amigr<$5Cd the words of the Thorab
is
and all
and their
tures, because this Divine
has chlm~red
And so the wild beasts govern over
Divine
as it had been

*

BROUGHT DEATH INTo THE WoRLD. u 'And
It is the evil
And because the
of what
it caused death to the whole world.
is written ' The end of all flesh has come before Me.' This is the end
of all
the
takes away the souls
of all
.:3AMA·.IW.·J

the

•

Divine Image •

t Zohar i, fol. 71a, Amsterdam Ed. Zohar i, fol.

22,

col. 2, Sulzh:u:h Ed.

Cremona

Ed. i, fol. 53a.

t Zohar i, fol. 35a, Amsterdam Ed. Cremona Ed. i, fol. 28a. This mean1, that the
of man, causes man to sin, and
serpent, as the *ntr·Aa.raA, evil
or evil
heavenly souls.
causes death to their

DEATH CAME THROUGH THE SERPENT. "R. Shim-on
tr<~n"'"'"""'""'il the covenant like
therein
Me.'
can
the dust out of thine
Blessed be He! gave thee one commandment
still thou couldst not follow
the slanderous words of that wicked
self to be seduced
of which it is written : • And the
was
; ' therefore thou
hast caused death to
and to all descendants who come out from
thee.
See! who suffers himself to be seduced
it
and follows it even for an instant will
it."*
" R.
and said : • And He drove Adam out and
him east of
The
of the word Adam !
sin was at the same time also his
t And
death to himself and the entire world. And caused the Tree
which he sinned to be banished from Paradise. But Adam
himself was the cause of the eternal banishment of his descendants.'
MAN IS BORN IN ORIGINAL SIN WHICH REMAINS WITH HIM UNTIL
DEATH. " R. Yehudah
and said : ' His
He commanded that
ways.'
II.
Matt.
This
thus : At the time when man comes into
verse, the CO'ID~tanlOilS::i
at that instant appears in him the evil
which
the

* Zohar
Ed. ii, fol.

ii, fol. 1o6, col. 2, Sulzbach Ed.

ii, fol. 262a, AIDIIterdam Ed.

Cremona

usa.
be'Mah D'hata
i.t.,
The initials backwards D"Ut, Adam, and

mitlduA, i. e.,
measurt, accor<IID!l to the
: mo "'Jl'J n"'o, midduA
mtmure for mtasure.
i, fol. 23711, Amsterdam Ed. ii, fol. 120, col. 2, Sulzbach Ed. Cremona
Ed. i, fol. 1266.
were those who had been initiated into the Sod or Secret Doc·
Known to the b:raelites as Yltur Aa-rak, the Evil inclination or
It is this
Evil Inclination which is referred to in the Lord's Prayer, not Satan. It is looked upon
as an
which
man during his
this life. Comp.
ings of the
Fathers (Pirql
etc.,
before cited, pp.
11

51,

¢, 111, 112, 142-144 and notes.

•

accuses
as it is written : t Sin lieth at the
etc.'
What is ' sin lieth ' ? It means· ' the evil
' ( l'e' hn- kais written 'And
David also calls
my sin is
sin
his Lord.
he
is born into the world.
comes to
the man from the
he becomes clean. And when does man become
clean ? As soon as he is thirteen years
Then man connects
himself with
and the other on the left. The
to the left. And these are the two
man. If man strives after
sanctification the evil
sutJPr~ess(:d and the
governs the
all his ways and
as it is
and then both unite
written : • His
etc. J "

*

'-VIIUUlUUAU'

FREE

WILL. " • And
i,

i. e., Elohim created the Man in His
that is in the
Who is the

""'"'"'""• that created him ? He is the
of the
of Elohim he created
that
from
World. In the
of which it is written : ' Thou shalt
whom are descended other
xx,
If a man is
N~.uo.:n·•m. the servant under his master, that is the
' And Elohim created the Man in His image : '
; in the similitude of Metatron ; but if man is ,,.. ...,......tnv
he is created in the
of
the
of
who executes
• Zohar i, fol.

Amsterdam. i, fol.

col.

2,

Sulzbach Ed. Cremona Ed. i,

fol. 956.

t
6e·lt~dnn, which in the later Hebraic, the Chaldaic and Talmud, is
a simulacrum or shadow and
an idol, (Comp.
The Rabbins sought to find in Gen. i, 27, a
<>t~Prtiina that the first part showed the inclination of man for

(of
or his

u;l:'""'"u''• that for evil, the evil spirit.

t Thus is the second word to be read. Samll-el has a female reflection called Lillith,
as we have said before. Comp. snte, pp. 248, 331. United together they are called
the Beast a.nd 'Hayolt. Bislzalz, the Evil or Wicked Beast.
Zohar ii,
255-59. Sam:a.·i!l is considered the same as the Satan of the Old Testament, also the

-

under the command of his

upon man in ¥a<t-r~:nnum
And therefore the word ,lr"l vay-

See

the obedience to the
will make him a

.comnlanam1en1ts,') in the
concernis written; 'I
then

as to man
i. e.,
condemn him into J{ahllirnn'mn
accompany the son of man
Nachmanides and R. Be'hai

reand often so termed in the Divine words;
h,.,,v.,.nc_ the celestial world of the stars and
and that this is the order
lno::nt.tutltcu in Genesis. Maimonides translates the second as "
h~Lvens." and where
says: " the heavens are not pure in
15 ;) he says;
etc." This is
from
the word
The real
that the
heavens are made of D'Dl w, i.e., esn
mayeem water r also soo maSee Rashi
also Tall<"l.l u··w:::cn1 1

Angel of Death, or Poison of Death.
Talmud, treat. Bava Bailtra, 16a. As to
Lillith: See, Traditions of the
etc., by Rev.
Peter Stehelin, London, 1742,
ii, p. 110 sq. Of Samll.-el, see i/Jid. i, p. 187 sq.; Allen's Modem
p. 167 sq.

* Zohar i, fol. a6a, i B'resheetk. Cremona Ed. Rayah Me'hemnah. Livorno Ed. i,
396. i, Col. 25, col. 1, Sulzbach Ed. That is as the evil inclination, called the Yt'tur
!a-raA, and the
inclination, termed the Yt'tur ha·to/J. Both are considered as
who is
of
between right and
always present with each human
wrong.
of the
Fathers, ante, p. 346, note.

mud
treatise
formed from rnt esk

METATRON IS THE FIRST OF THE CREATURES AND THE REFLECTION OF
" When it is said :
2) ' His l"t:l.V
i. e., servant.' That is the servant of
• The oldest of His
' to
as it has been
serve Him. And who is he? That is
is destined to
the
in the graves. This is as
• And Abraham said to his servant,'
to .Ln<:U~tuu'u
of
' The oldest of His
' because he (Metatro1n)
Ike creatures of
who governs
over all that uc&,uu){:s
Him l For the
Blessed be He ! has
him dominion over all
His hosts. t And we have
said Rabbi Shim-on; that R. Yo-seh
said; that Rab said ; that all the Hosts of the Servant take
and
from the pureness of the
of the soul in the "'v'""''"'
ELOHIH.

THE MATRONEETHAH IS THE MEDIATRIX BETWEEN THE DEITY AND

***

And the Lord drove Adam out and
the Cherubee'm * * * to
the way to the Tree of Life.'
Where is the way to the Tree of Life ? This is the
she is the way to that Great
the
Tree of Life. It is written:
MAN.

"''

t Zohar i, fol. u66, (Midrash
Amsterdam Ed. i, fol. 77, coL 1.
Sulzbach Ed. Cremona Ed. i, Col. 766. m the recent find at
called
the Didach6 or
"the st'nlant of YeHoVaH." David is also called the same. St. Luke, alone of the
.n.p<JO>uo::s, uses the word 1ralC' = son or servant, of both Jesus and David. Acts iii, IJ26, iv, 25, 27, JO. Is. xlii, 1. Matt. xii, 18. See Dr.
Schaff's edition of the
p. 191. The
called, The Pastor of Hermas,
Didach6, New York,
of a st'nlant, whom God hu chosen and
the
represents Christ under the
because of his
to inhabit the flesh; the moment of that union, he
appears to have cousidered, to have been at the
of
by
Le Pasteur
d' Herma:s, Paris, .t88o, p. 102.

•
valiant men from
the bed of Solomon is surrounded
The Celestial Israel :
smlng;est of Israel.'
of
all hold swords.' If the Matroneethah
all take them up with her. This is that which is written; • The
Elohim which went before the host of Israel and
behind them.'
of Elohim ?'
Dost thou call her the •
Rabbi Abbah; "
! so says: Rabbi Shim-on; 'The
be He I has erected before Him a
a Celestial
is called
the

It is written ; ' This is the Gate to
therein.'
All the services that the
desires are
attended to
and all services from here below go
first to the
And
sent forth. This is what is written: • And the
him which went before the hosts of
He is the
of Elohim to where it is written :
• And YHVH went before them I
But is it then bec:ornilltp;
thah shall carry on war and be used as a Mediatrix ?
to
Matroneethah. The
: 'All
above all. What distinction shall
shall be in her hands.' And the
' Henceforth all
the affairs of the
are entrusted to the hands of the Matronethah.'
What did he
do? He entrusted into her hands all his weapons,
stones of the
all treasures of
all the lords of war, all the
the
: ' Whoever henceforth needs to
to me, cannot
it is first made known to the Matroneethah.' Thus
and
which He cherishes for the
;onj~reg;atH>n of
He delivered
to the Matroneethah. Behold the idol
who is mine
from

un:uu.:;u1p

Israel.

•

I

one, my
one, my dove; what shall I do for her?
deliver my whole house into her hands."*

But this: I will

REPENTANCE NECESSARY SO THAT MAN MAY BE FORGIVEN HIS SINS.
When does man cleanse himself from his sins? When he does
said : • It is when he
ance as it should be done. R.
of
before his
Above; and prays
to Him from the
the heart ; as it is
'Out of the
I called to
YHVH. •
R. Abbah said : ' Out of the
hidden
which has the
is
brooks and streaiUS for every passer
called
and whoever desires to
and cleanse hiiUSelf
from his sins must call upon the
Blessed be He ! Therefore it is
written 'Out of the
have I called unto
YHVH. We have
'"'"""';;u, that if at the time man sins before his
he offers a sacrifice upon the altar and the
and he prays for f"nv·ai'"'""""'
tln·n.><rh these the
Blessed be He I is stirred up; and
and
full of
flows
and bestows
and
thus man is cleansed from his sins.'' t
«

ON REPENTANCE AND CoNvERSION. "R. Yehudah
and said:
• YHVH trieth the
but His soul hateth the wicked and he who
loveth violence
How well ordered are the works
of the
Blessed be He ! And all that He has
is
founded on Truth and
As it is written: 'He is the

* Zohar ii, fol. 51a, Amsterdam Ed. ii, fol. 21, Sulzbach Ed. Cremona Ed.
ii, Col. 226. The Matroneethah is the She'kheen-ah, the Real Presence or Glory
of the
which visibly rested,
to the 0. T., over the Hebrew Ark of the
of Holies. It is in Malkhuth,
to the
which
Covenant in the
"'u:uruom or Government of the
is
c:alled, Metatron, its Divine Name is the full Name Adonai.
and content of all the
Its
in6uence is over the Church or
of Israel.
t Zohar iii, fol. 29a, Subbach Ed. iii, fol. 69, col.
Cremona Ed. ii, fol. 320. As to
~ee,
note.

2,

fol. 70, col.
of the

1.

Amsterdam Ed.
Fathers, p. 84

work is
for all His ways are with
is He I'
Truth and without
and
See I The
Blessed be He ! did not
the first man* until after
He had first exhorted
that his heart and will
other ways and he become unclean. But he,--·*-·'
tra.ns2:ressed the commands of his Lord. But afterwards He made known
to him His
did not
him as he
but restrained His anger for a
and suffered him to live one
that is Iooo years less
which he gave to
which
did not
to him
the child of man

anger for a
time· with the
and waits as to
the wicked a
time than with the
may do full reperltallce and be able to exist both in this world and in the future world ;
as it is written : '
to them : as true as 'lM
i. ~., I,
says
in the death of the
but
etc., I have not any
rather that the wicked tum from his evil ways and live.'
1
That be may live in this world and in the world to come. Therefore
He restrains His anger to them for a
time or also that there may shoot
from them a
scion in the
like Abraham who descended from
to the world. But
Tarah. He was a
~
inill
may deviate neither to the
not for
but their own
because He
Therefore He tries
knows their
and power of faith and will raise up their
Abraham to the test, etc.
it is written : ' And Elohim
What does the word
test,
the banner ( Ol
?US
as it is written: ' Raise the banner'
the standard.'
And this is meant, that the
He ! raised up Abraham's banner in the eyes of the whole
is hinted at in the word
test,
raised the """"'"u".• u.

* That is the terrestrial

t

or

Adam.

Adam is said to have lived 930 years.

Thus also the
Blessed be He ! tests the
ones so as to raise
their
that is their
in the whole world."

*

THE BRINGING FORTH OF MAN AND OF REPENTANCE. "It has been
us. At the time the
Blessed be He ! created the
He
also desired to create a man. He took counsel with the Thorah. She said
before him : • Thou desirest to create a man, he will
sin before
he will
Thee if Thou dealest with him accordto his
; the world cannot stand before Thee still less the man !
Said He to her: Am I then in vain called; '
and
Before the
created """"'"""'"""'""•
but in such a way that thou art prewhen he turns from his sins to thee.'
is all the time
for men and when men
turn from their
she
returns to the
He I and reconciles them all. And the lm'lurn,,.nltlO:
out and
man is cleansed from his sins."

t

THE CHANGE NECESSARY FOR SINNERS. "Those burdened with sin need
a
of
a
of name, and a
of their
; like
it was said to Abraham; 'Go forth from
of
birth.'
of
but Abraham shall be
This is a
of name. A
his former evil acts to
actions.
THE DEITY CASTS INTO ETERNAL CoNDEMNATioN THOSE WHO Do NoT
REPENT IN TIME. " R. Yo-seh said : Woe to the
who will not
do penance before the
Blessed be He! for their
while
are
still
and
for the sins he has
1Jcuuux1:s him ; and all those who

* Zohar i, fol.

Cremona Ed.

i, fol. 1396, Amsterdam Ed.

t This may be a reference to the She'kheen-ah.
Amsterdam Ed. Cremona
l Zohar iii, fol. 59, col. I. Sulzbach Ed. iii, fol.
Ed. ii, fol. JI.'S.
f Zohar iii, fol. 2176, Amsterdam Ed. iii, Col. 88, col. 1, Sulzbach Ed.
Me'hemnah. Cremona Ed. ii, fol.

23

in their
and will not
their
He will hereafter be cast into
never come forth from there
'1

*

ON REwARD AND PuNISHMENT IN THE

.ttllr-ll.!rnn~~m

FU'I'URE

LIFE.

and

can

" R. Yehudah

said : The time when man nPIF\"V""
of the Great
then the soul
sep>ara,tes from the
And
man does not
until he has seen the She'kbeen-ah ;
therefore it is written ; ' No man can see Me and live. 1
With the She'kheen-ah comes three
of the .Kt,!!:hte:ous
etc.:' as the
was hot.
which bums like an oven, to :K:IMI•tuc
' And he lifted up his eyes and saw three men,' who imres1tig;lte
he has done and thrious:h

the soul
over her deeds and """"'"'""'
that she was so ,..,,,....u, 1 nrt'!U"Jove.rL We have
said R. v"··-•·~,
for the
The soul of the
vain
so as to
THE RISING OF THE SOUL OF THE DEAD. u Said R.
time the soul
deserves
and rises to her
pellCefullly and rests in its
as it is written ; ' He shall enter
into peace, where
shall rest on their beds; who walks in
'What does this mean; 'Walks in
: The soul
goes
to the
her in Paradise." t §
*1.obar i, fol. 66a, Amsteidam Ed. i, fol. 49, col. 4· Subbacb Ed. Cremona Ed. i,
fol. sra.
t 1.ohar i, fol.
Amsterdam Ed. i, fol
col. 1, Sulzbach Ed. The Midrash
the Hidden Midrash. Cremona Ed. i, fol. 656.
ba:Ne.e'lam, i.
t 1.obar i, fol. 1226, Amsterdam Ed. i, fol. 76, col. 1, Sulzbach Ed. Midrash ba.
Ne-e'lam. Cremona Ed. i, fol. 75a.
I When the
is
of all life, the vital soul
i. e., body or corpse. The MsAal"aA is
called

e.,

THE RESURRECTION OF THE DEAD.

u R.

"""''"'"'""'" or
an exhalation of
Sol.
; Our Rabbis have learned : In the future to come, the
Blessed be He ! will
the dead and awaken them from the
that

In the same time
shaken out of the dust from that uu:..u:mp;
that it shall be to them
self from the tiusl arise
and rise from under the earth and receive their souls
tve.slulimtlth) in the land of Israel. For at that time the
Blessed
be He I will
over them all kinds of odors from the Garden of
Eden; as it is written: 'The Dudaim
exhalation of odor.' Said
R.
: 'Do not call it 'Dudaim' but
e., fri€mdship.
This means
and soul
which are friends and cornplmli:>ns
one to the other. R. Na'hman says: • This word means real Dudaim as
forth love in the world.'*
the Dudaim
the world ! And what does this mean ?
So
becomes
' And at ' our tltN»"s ' are
' Our doors ' that is the doors
of heaven ;
are open, where
the souls
shall descend into the corpses. ' All the pn:ct<>US fruits.' Those are the souls
'New and
had
from them many years, as also
left
them but a few
to enter the world to come. All
SutlulitaneatlSly to enter the bodies destined for them." t
*The Hebrew D'tt,.,, Duda-im
ux, 14) is held
or
Kitto's Bib.
Ed.

many, to be. the love-

i, 707 SIJ.

t Zohar i, fol. IJ4<J, Amsterdam Ed. i, fol. 81, eol. 1, Sulzbach Ed.
Hanne-e'lam. Cremona Ed. i, fol. So, eol. 320.

Midra.~h

THE RESURRECTION IN THE BonY. The Zohar holds to the Resurrection in the
to return to its former c.;u•L<u•.uvu
; " If the naked soul is
will
arise in the
from Him it is written; ' These
and these are the
Forces of the
to Eternal Life'

* * *

** *

and "V'·""'"" is lost."
has its sustenance from the "'ll•cu•.. u•
Blessed be He I says to that
' Go and announce to that
that I am .....~....,.,rPn
at the time when I shall make alive the
future time to come. But
the
after my
?'
I
the dust and
in the earth where worms and moles have eaten my
shall it be able for me to be renewed? The
Blessed be He !
: It is therefore written: • And YHVH said
difficult to YHVH? • At a time
unto
etc.,' • Is
which is known to Me to revive the
I shall
Pnt·ir"'" renewed and as it was
that it may
; and that
is destined for Me to
with
of YHVH is eternal ! YHVH shall
in His works.
THE

FUTURE HAPPINESS OF TilE RIGHTEOUS.

the

shall attain full
; said R.
Blessed be He ! shall
Him in their
and their
had seen Him with the eyes; as it is
say on that
soul when
constant and know and coJm]l•relteDid
spJen1:1or of the She'kheen-ah. And this is what is meant
in the future to come. Thus it is written :
p. 148 note.
Silence, the angel which has
of the disembodied
Genesis
with a Talmudical Co1nment:ary,
Paul I. Hershon. London, 1883, p. 94, sg.
t Zohar i, fol. 102a, Amsterdam Ed. i, fol. 66, col. 2, Sulzbach Ed. Midl'lllllh Hanne·
e'lam. Cremona Ed. i, fol. 66, col. 264, and 67, col. 265,
Kl!llf!UJni·;Mtl'oso;Mie du Sonar,

t

'Ailen llw' 1-dolk

ruJ~·Jllltn

!Jen A!Jraham these are the
That

~:~ctlcr;iiu,;ms

J::l !Jen A/Jraham son of Abraham.' That is the soul
elevation.
Isaac ! That is the soul
clu·erl'lllflress in the world.' Said R. Yehu' This we have learned : a feast which the
in time to come. What is
Blessed be He ! will prepare for the
it?' Said he to him : ' When I came before those
the lords
of
I had
this which you have
R. El'azar. This said R. El'azar: 'The
rillhte,ous in the future to come, will be like
ten; •
saw the Elohim and ate and drunk.'
I
And
these are the
we have been
And R. El' azar said : ' In one
we have learned: 'We have rej,oiced,' in another
•we have
been fed.' How do these two extlre:ssi<ms
But thus said my father

This therefore is to be underthe
the feast
And from where have we this? From
and
bread he ate not
ten : ' He was with YHVH
and water he drunk not.'
What was the cause, that
bread he ate not and water he drunk not? It was ' he was fed
another
:>ulcm.~.u. from above.
And such shall be the
in the future to come.' Said R. Yehudah :
in the future to come shall consist of re' The humble shall hear and
from this : ' All shall
' This and
' Said R.
said
that shall come true in the future to come.' And we have
*This
attributes.

of the

and its

in the grapes from the
first six
means, the ancient
words that have not been revealed to man
since the creation of the
and
will be
rurJilte,ous in the future to come. And thus it is
THE SouLS OF THE WICKED. u Said R. Shemuel for R. Ya·kob; • The
souls of the wicked are
in the hand of this
to
be led to
and there
have been
are taken into
kinnum.'" §
Thus it has
us and thus we have heard it; that man
from
But before he obtains entrance into the
ah1'"'""~' he has to
himself before the triCouncil. And there stands
to accuse him.
If not, then the official who has
rar-~J<rn111Dm seizes
Above; to
as a stone is cast from a
as it is written ; • And the souls
of their
them He shall cast, as out of a
And he throws him
and ac<:or•llDll
UD,Gli!tEl!irT OF THE WICKED AND THEIR PuNISHMENT.

u

=7o=Sodor
See ante, p. 340 note.
the Deity who is likened to a vine.
t Zohar i, fol. IJSa and 6
Amsterdam Ed. Cremona Ed. i,
fol. So, col. J20.
Talmud treatise
:t The
of Silence, who has
of the disembodied
Sanludrin, fol. 94. col. 1, Ps. cxv, 17.
I Zohar i, fol. 1241-J, Amsterdam Ed. i, fol. 76, col. 2, Sulzbach Ed. Midrash
Harm.e'larn. Cremona Ed. i, fol. 75, col. JOO.
II Zobar iii, fol.
and fol. 186a, Amsterdam Ed. iii, fol. 75, col. 2, Suhbach Ed.
Cremona Ed. Vol. iii, fol.
col. 353·

EXCERPTS FROM THE ZOHAR CONTINUED.

THE HOLY, WITH THE SHE·

'KHEEN-AH CREATED THE UNIVERSE.

OF THE EXISTENCE OF

GOOD AND EVIL.

OF METATRON •• MESSIAH BEN JOSEPH AND MES•

SIAH BEN DAVID.

DESCRIPTION OF, AND THE TRIADIC IDEA AS TO,

THE DEITY.

THE NAMES..

t.."'REATION.

SOUI.S1 SPIRITS, ETC.

1

HE HOLY BLESSED WITH THE SHE KHEEN-AH HAS CREATED THE
THE REASON OF THE Goon AND EVIL. .. 'And
Elohim said : Let us make a man.'
the manifestalists say, that the creation of the universe was w-...... -,.-~
tion of the o;:..,,..,.,.,.,.,,.
• The secret of YHVH is with those who fear Him.'
xxv,
that Sabak
i. e., old of the
and said : ' Shim-on I
Shim-on I who is he that said : • And Elohim said : Let us make a man? '
Who is this Elohim ?' Then the old of the
nni'VVIiV saw him.
When Rabbi Shim-on
he said to the coxnp;liillDns
• Shim-on I ' and not Rabbi
was the
Blessed be He I of whom it
It is now the time to
with this mysa
and its revelation until now has
not been
but now it appears,
has been
veil the same.' He
and said : • Like a
who has many uw•u•1u.K::o
to
he had a builder and this builder did not undertake ....,..uu•"
ner·ml,!;lllrm of the
as it is written : ' I was to him an
architect.'
The •
the Celestial Wisand the Pillar of the Centre is
' Elohim ' is
lwu•uu-,r. Above.
'Elohim ' is the
~b~~·knec:n-;fl.b, Below. It is not nerm~:sUNIVERSE.

without
consent of her husband. And
be in the way of efflux. The Father
to the Mother : • Let this or that
as it says : ' And Elohim said : Let
be !
'He said' to Elohim: 'Let
be!'
He said
and the builder did it at once.
the way of the efflux. He said:
And so all the
And all has been done at
'Let be a firmament.' 'Let be
the architect
once.
in the Intellectual
said to the
' Let us make a man in our
to our si'miliiutlt.'
' It is
well
to make
but he 1s
sin before Thee because he is
a fool ; as it is written: • A wise son
tkt
and a
S(}fl is hi's molktr' s sorr(}fll.'
x,
She
'If he desires
to
let him fall on his Mother and not on his
and I will create
him in my
Therefore it is written : ' And Elohim created the
In the
' The Father did not desire to
your
sins it is written of him ; ' For your
mother has been sent away.'
l,
Then the
to the
Mother ; ' Did I not tell you that he would sin ?' At that time He drove
him out and drove his Mother with
therefore it is written ; ' A wise
son
the
and a foolish son is the sorrow of his mother.'
' A wise son' that is the Man
and ' A
i. e., the man. of creation.
foolish son,' that is the B'ree-atic
Then the
arose and said : • Rabbi ! Rabbi ! Is there a dif' that man should
ference between the ' Father ' and '
the
of the • Father ' to the
the
CornpamoJilS I '-'V"'f'"'"'v'"" ! This is
not so; for this A'tzeel-atic
the side of
the • Father ' and from the side of the •
of the words; • And Elohim said ; Let
' on the
of the •
' and • it was
' on the
of
the 'Mother.' And this is the double-face formed Adam.* But this

sible for a wife to do
all the

or protopllast.

Gen. i,

2 ;

ii,

I

and

2.

but the Celestial Mother
had neither an
whose numerical value
had a Name
is
to that of Elohim
I + JO + 5 + IO + 40
and Darkness are contained in this Name at the same
on
said the
of the
it would seduce into
who is the '
' of the
the
Blessed be He ! created on
created '
' He hid for the
and the ' tra1•kn.~ss.' which
he created on the first
He has destined for the
written : •And the wicked shall !Je silent in darkness.' (I
And on account of this • darkness ' which will in the future sin to the
m
Therefore Elohim
' the Father would not
her any
said : • Let us make man in uur
' that is in the '
' ' After uur
which is the
of the •
' as
similitude'* that is the
as it is written : 'Thou hast clothed
the
fhc~retlpo'n all
and
said : '
that it was ~"''"";u to us, to hear
until now, had not been heard.'
Shim-on further and said:
'Behold now, that 'Jat a' nee I,
no elohim with
Said he :
has been
to me to
I shall reveal to you, who is it who says :
' Behold now I, I am He ! etc.' What is He? The Above of All the
who is called 'the Above the
' Above to those
who not one of them can do
till u•c ..........."' ...,.?'"'""'' from this
the words ' Let us make a
He said to him above
man.' ' Let US
and
has not done
the
• Simulacrum or shadow?
oAr, i.

or, i. e., skin. The )7 ud M are sometimes
therefore read ,,M
instead of
tw, skin. Both at and )7 are vocal sounds.

t.,

,,)7

resembles
as it says : « To whom then will ye liken
that I shall
be
to him? says the
He said : • Behold now
that I, I am He and no elohim is with
advice I shall
like of whom it says: • And Elohim
Let us make man.' Arose all
the
and said : • Rabbi I Give us
to say :>Vluc:tuw•K
at this
' Said
: ' Hast thou not before
that the
Most
said to Kether
• Let us make man?' He
said to them; ' Have your ears heard what is now
mouths? Have I not
told you tkal
is that which is
the
Cause of
but not
which is
the Cause of ALL Causes?
For the Cause of ALL Causes has not any second Below from whom He
shall take
because He is
is
ALL
and has not
any
And therefore He said ; • Behold now that I, I am He and
for He has not a
no elohim with Me ' whose counsel He shall
second and no
and not
which He can be ~.;u•uno::u,
and of which it is said : ' But tme I called
Him. 1
without numerical
without a
and therefore it is
• And no elohim is with Me.' All
arose and salimed before him and said: •
is the child of man, to
whom the
has
which were not revealed even to the
I It is
the continuation
said to them : '
of the verse
are hidden secrets in that verse ; • I
kill and I make
the
• I make alive.' From the
side is
and from the Left side
is Death. If these two do not agree with the Middle
cannot be executed; for also upon these the usual
"'J.IIJ!l'-"""'uu, which reads: • We three in this session have nn:llnimnon~~:lv
etc. 1 Often all three agree to do the J"'-'~;uu;;u•.
open to receive the
which
Juk Mn vav IMI Jun Mn
,.. And this is the She..
'kheen-ah which is called the
from the side of Benevolence
The Left
from the side of

*

*

1

Heted

'10n

8

+ oo + 4 =

which iuue out of YHVH.

72. This word contains the 72 Qatlba.l:istic Names

the hand of
Pillar
from the side of the
of
If man
this hand releases him from the
ment. But when the Cause of ALL Causes has
it is said: • And none delivers from
hand.' The three-fold mena' net I,' there aption in that verse ; •
which
to the
three IICIICM

I Va'a'nee
which are comprehended in this Name. And with
other elohim
' have the
as it is says;
• Behold now that I, I am,
Blessed be He ! and His
Kn·eer1-a1n. m•h"'''"'"'" it is said: 1'711 "'lM a' nu v'!tu
and
' And no elohim with
• I kill and make
and I • make alive '
he who is pure.' •And none can
' that is from the hand of,,,,.. Ye-dud which is YHVH
whose Name is co1mplete, and this is 1"1"1.::1 i''D.::l1D:I
1"n.::J. And all is E' metk Truth.
But what is said above of the Causes of
as the Cause of ALL
that has not been transmitted to all the pr(>Pll<ets
See ! How many secret causes
"'"'u"'"• lllS~llsc~a

and interwoven in the
and the i:!CJJnurul.u
which in them are hidden to
of the children of man! Of them it is said ; • For a
There are
of which some shine
the
from the others are darker
receive. But
the Cause
........ ul!Cl:l, not any
darken before Him.
Another
of the words: • Let us make man in qur

our similihule.'

This the

have "'"'J""'u
Said He to them; as
has been and will
and
know that man will Kin ;
desire to create
and besides Aza and Aziel have slandered him at
the time when the She'kheen-ah
to the
Blessed be He I • Let

-···-n said this verse.

.

us make man ; ' said
man that thou takest ~~.uuwu::u"""'
desirest thou to create man as thou knowest he will sin before
is the
and
the woman which is darkness? For the
is the darkness of creathe
from this
tion.
ante, p. 242
of your accusaAt that time the She'kheen-ah said to them: The
tion is the same which will cause you, in the
• And the children of Elohim
and the She'kheen-ah cast them from their holiness ! Said
Rabbi ! If so, Aza and Azael have not lied in
destined to sin
woman.' Said
their
for man was
he to them: 'Thus said the She'kheen-ah; you, who are more "n;~""'''""
to
before me than the entire celestial
it would be
more
if you were better than man in your own deeds; but if it
is destined that he
shall sin
one woman, you will sin
th'""""-..h many women more than the children of man, as it is written :
'The sons of Elohim saw that the
of man, etc.' It does not
......... ""'"'"•• etc., but the
of man. Besides if man is
"'""""'"''"·'" is ordained which is to lead him back to his
to
to him; • If this is so,
make amends for his fault.' Said the
all this?' said Rabbi Shim-on; '
if it had not been so,
if the
Blessed be He I had not
( Ye' t.zer Ita-lob and the Ye' t.zer
which are
would have been for the B' ree-alic man, but created
and
therefore; '
I have set before
and death and evil.'
Said
is all this? Would it not have been
'-1<'"'"""'· so as not to sin and cause all this which he has
ward? ' Said he to them ; ' He could have so created
Thorah is created for his
as it is
in her
ishment to the evil and reward for the
there would have been neither

reward to the
sake of the B' r-ee-alit: man,
Said

nor
to the
but for the
He did not create the world in vain.'
have heard that we have never heard
for
Blessed be He ! has not created
which He has no need.' ' Besides the Thorah
of the Creation is
the Garment to the She'kheen-ah. If man, had not been created to
the She'kheen-ah would be without a Garment like a poor, therefore
every one who sins is like one who would disrobe the She'kheen-ah of
her
and this is the
of man ; but whoever fulfills
the commands of the
is like he who would clothe the She'kheen-ah
in her Garment."*
1

METATRON THE ANGEL OF THE PRESENCE.

who
peace,
to the way of
His name is like the Name of his
he was created in His
for he embraces all the
from Above to
and after His
Below and from Below to Above. He is the
one end to the other."
and four
to each na,v.t~•an
from

* Zobar i, Col. 22a,s17., Amsterdam.

i, Col. 26, col. I, Sulzbach Ed. Cremona Ed.,

i, Col. :alia SIJ. As to the Master-builder and the architect of the world; compare, Sayof the
Fathers, etc.,
Charles
p. 26, note. As to the
and
Lower Adam, JlJid. pp. 64, 70, 72 and notes, also Sol. Munk's, Moreh, before cited, ii,

Ed., ii, p. IS4· Woman
as the medium of temptation;
p. 45, note. As to the She'kheen-ah and Elohim, see the
Semitic idea of the feminine reflection, ante, pp. 246-7, and
etc., p. 57 note;
also as to consultation
ante, p. 246; Maimonide's, Moreh,
etc., pp. 43, 64 and notes. As to Samll-el, Maimonide's,
Ed., ii, p. 39 s17.; and
Moreh,
Ed., ii, p. 155 Sf. and notes.
t
Middle Pillar or Column of the Centre, in the Se]phirotlf1ic Tree represents the
of all Opp<lllltlo>ns.
must also have peace, it is written: " He makes
peace in His
If peace is needed in a
where there is neither
exist.
hatred nor
§ Comp. Ex. xxiii, 20-JI, 22-23, xiii, 21-22, xi, 19.
Zohar iii, fol. 227a, Amsterdam Ed. iii, fol. 91, col. 1, Sulzbach Ed. Cremona
Ed., iii, fol. 104jJ, col. 416.
p. 253; also

METATRON. ·Of the Great Presence
who alone occuthe Zohar says: "The letter
e., the
has three
hint at the three Names
mn•, i.e., YHVH Elohainu
which are 14 letters in number. These
the three branches of our
toretatne~rs, and in it is 14letters which
to the numerical value
4 + 10 = 14, from the word Shad-dai.
suffi.
And all the letters of "'111'1
+ 4 + 10 =
to the content of
Metatron*
+ 9 + 9 + 200 + 6 + so =
which last is the Garment of Shad-dai." t
THE MESSIAH BEN
time to

AND

THE

MESSIAH BEN

DAVID.

pe:ne1;ra1ct: into their

so as to ""''"...15"'''"..
Life. From it the Messiah of David
will come out on that
and this is the secret meamtng of the words :
' I will declare the decree : YHVH hath said unto me ; Thou art
son,
this
I have
I am
to say to that
that
• He hath said to me ;
Ur!HIVS.

* As to the Great

Metatron, see Genesis with a Talmudical Comment.,

Paul

I. Hershon, etc., London,
pp. 23 Sf., 35 Sf. The
Messiah, etc.,
de Bunsen, London, 188o, pp. 91 sg., 101 sg., 174-5, JOJ. The Life of
Renan.
p. 223.
CArltimn~,
Ernest Renan, Vol. iv,
c. ix, p. 212 Sf.,
126 A.D. Beausobre, His·
toir~
d~ Mani&Att, etc., ii, p. 269 sg.,
45 A.D. Yalkut to Zechariah,
by Edward G.
p. 94 If. Also, Traditions of the
etc.,
Peter
Stehelin, before cited, i, p. 213 Sf!., p. 272; ii, p. 92 Sf!. Modem
etc.,
John
Allen. London,

p. 16o 'fl·•
Me'bemnab, Amsterdam Ed. Cremona Ed.

iii, fol. 1006, col. 423.

f To

brews, etc.,

the

and the dead, the seat of the Divine Court of
is coneminence, as it reads, in few lines before n.v:u
which would read with 1, n1,V.':ll; it mesns,
of the finnaments.

See,
are an ancient emblem of the
Goldziber.
Ed. London, 1877, p.

MlthC>)OQrf

ns sf.

among the He·

in
On the same
He will
many
But
in many crowns, in many ..,.,;;""""!>"
that
shall not remain alone. Another
the Son of
shall
himself to it and there will he grow
and not in another
and while it is the lower eminence which has no life in
so this
Messiah shall be killed and remain
until this eminence shall
life from the
"tt

It may as it were be
said : He is to be found and not to be found. He is not to be
in
but is
and He is not known because He is the AMu'k
D' At-lee'keen. He is known
His an'all,ge1ne1nts
a certain
Saban D' Sabin Oldest of the
At-tee' k
Ancient
of the
Hidden of the Hidden.
He became known and
is not known.
The Lord whose dress is white and so also the appearance of the
of
His Face. He sits upon a throne of scintillations of
that He may
to us. The whiteness of the Cranium of His Head is
over 4oo,ooo
and from the
of this
the
shall inherit in the world to come 400 worlds. Thus it is written : 4 Four
• See II Col. ii, 3, 9·
Amsterdam Ed.
t Zoba.r iii, foL

Ed. ii, fol.

940,

iii, fol. 82, col. 2, Sulzbach Ed.

Cremona

~

see, The Yalkut on Zechariah,
with a Talmudical Com·
Genesis
Edward G.
The
N.
T.
in the Pauline
Paul I. Hershon, etc. London,
wnun""· refers to two Messiahs, one who bad come and been executed, the other who
and full life.
also
of
was yet to come, in
one, to suffer, the other, to be
Church,
etc., by Dr. Peter Allix, p. 256 sg. Also The
Loudon, February,
1814, pp. 72, 107. Trans.
of Ibn Ezra,
c. ii and notes, p.

t

In the words At-tee' k, At-tee'laA, At.tee' kem, becaue of the di.Hiicuttv
the D Q. in these words, the
langllll•ge, we have

hundred shekels of
current money with the merchant.'
16:) In the cranium dwell every
13,ooo
of
which rest
upon
and lean upon It. And from that Cranium
him who is outside
and fills his head
ten: '
head is filled with dew.'
of
which He shakes from this Head upon that of him who is v"'"''..."•
will the dead awake to the future world. As it is written : '
head is
filled with dew.' It is not written: mi/ldhi 'I have
• The dew of
filled.' It is written:
dew.' The '
' flow from the whiteness of the
and from
Above. And this is the Manna nT••n::~·rPrl
this 'dew' are sustained the
for the
in the world to come. And that • dew '
down to the Field
of the
Sacred
This is that which is written :
'And when the dew that
ness
a small round
dew is white like the color
in which can be
seen all
as it is written : • And the color thereof as the color of
ll tfola' h
' The whiteness of this Cranium shines upon thirteen
to four sides f!':n:rtiu•~>!::) on one side and to four
r..n·rf::~r·"'"'' on the side of the
and to four sides on the side of the
a' hoor hinder side
and in one above the Cranium
And from this the
and this is called I:I'.DM
A' reek "'"'·IZ·'~~'''"'lL
Faces. And this At-tee' kah D' At-tee' keen Ancient of the
A'reek-ah
Small
in contradistinction to the At-tee' kah Saban ua:a-tros;'J,
the Ancient Old
the Holiest of the ..~.... v ...,,~, ••
looks to
all
becomes
out
but not all the time like that of At-tee•kah. And from that Cranium comes forth a certain white side
for the
of his
towards the Cranium of the Ze'ir
and from there to other
Below; which are innumerable.
And all the craniums refiect the whiteness to At-tee' k Yo-men the Ancient
*The
Figure No. 36, based on one in the Cremona Edition; iii, fol.1166,
may
the reader some idea of the above aes•~no·non

of
an oDemmr towards the
Below; when
to the count.
of the Cranium there is an retherial membrane of the HidThat membrane covers over the Brain which is the Hidden Wisdom and because it
is covered
that
this Wisdom is not
and therefore it
is
the Hidden Wisdom. And this
which is the Hidden \Visis silent and rernaineth
like
wine upon its
His
is Hidden
lees. And this is what is said: An Old
And that membrane hath an outand His Brain is Hidden and
and goes out to
32
This is that which is written: ' And a river went forth from
Eden.'''
ii,
t l
"The Cranium of Resha
i.e., White
nor end ; it extends and shines as a cohesive reservoir which
out and illuminates. And from it the
inherit 400 worlds of deltghts
From this cohesive reservoir which is the White
"'-"-"~··· Small

which is
dead shall be summoned to life.
of the dew of

in time to come, the
It is written : ' Elohim shall
thee
And the head shall be
and the
This At-tee-

"'I.J''-''-'""'''""• and the
is hidden in
is revealed exin that At-tee' llah
because He is the Head of all Heads. The Wisdom
the Brain which is

and none know

*That is, the means of
and
to man, looked upon as the 22
letters of the Hebrew alphabet and the decade united, as the 32
by which, man
has any wisdom or any power of uniting with his fellows.
t Eden or Paradise was considered by the learned of the ancient Illl'll!lites as the
of
and Wisdom, the Intellect.
l Zohar iii, Idrah Rabbah.
Amsterdsm, and Mantua Ed., uSa and 6. Cremona Ed. iii, fol. 61, col. 243·

24

it but Himself. Three Heads are carved out, each within the
and
each
from the other. One Head is the Hidden Wisdom which is
covered up and not
And this Hidden Wisdom is the Head of
All the Heads of the other Wisdoms. The
Head is the Al-lee' kaA
.n.u''-'~""• the Concealed of all
the Head
a Head which is not a
nor does any one know nor
what is in that Head which Wisdom or Reason cannot
e.,
co1runrer1end ; and on this we read : • Flee Thou to
• And the
i.
And therefore At.fee' kah uaa-a'tlsll~
e.,
or, Non
because in
Him
And all these locks and all these hairs
come out from the Hidden Brain. t And all are even and smooth and in
and
over the back of the neck which is not seen in
any way. Because the Al-lee' kah
the
is in one,
entire in
and does not
from
forever. In Thirteen channels of Mercies is He found t because that Hidden Wisdom in
Him is divided three times into four-fourths
and
the At-tee' kah
rules over ALL.
Hair
out from the
this is the way
whose
are led into the world to come. It is written: 'And the way of the
And of this it is written :
And from that way
.all the other ways which
are illuminated. That
n.u:\.:u::u~, Oldest of the
is Ketner
the
est
which are crowned all Diadems and Coronets.
are Illuminated and
and
send

e.,

*

Zohar i, fol. 147, Amsterdam Ed. The Tosephthah.
hailS are those which cover the back of the head and nap of the
neck, and in this ill doubtless the hidden mystery of Ex. xxxiii, 20 .rv. The Sphinx has
the back of the head, neck and shoulders ; the priests of the Greek and
Russian Church are
to have the back of the head, neck and shoulden, covered
hair, and a similar ammgement is
in the ancient
with their
tures of Christ and of the Father. Note the same on the Hindu Pmna, ante, p. 322.
t
Ex. xxxiv,
known to the Israelites as the Thirteen Middoth.

t The locks and

forth flames and scintillate. And this is
and all other
which is not
Him. This At-tee' llah. the n."''-•'""•
are contained in One Head.
Above Above. And because At-ttlllah. va,a-aosn~ the
is
Illuminated from Him are included in Three.
coJnptex of the At-Itt' kak which is in
Heads of all the
is not
Head of all the Heads. And that which is above from
in Two. Further the At-tee' kak
........~"~>'"""'·'"" and hidden in One and is One

become sanctified and are

He is still
on Him."t
the ,110111 She-mah
One § should proits sound and not
Said
his life shall be
has said : • There are Two
are
and if
Elohainu connects

* Zoha:r ili, Col. 288a and 6, Mantua Ed. I drab Zootah.
t Zohar i, 21a,

Ed.

Cremona Ed. iii, fol. 14oa, col.

Livorno Ed. i, 366 and 3711.

all tlu commandmmis is, Hear, 0 brae!; the
t "Jesus answered him,
Lord our God, the Lord is One." Mark xii, 29, New Version. This is the great
and used by him, and now used
ish Declaration of Faith used in the time of
the
every day, and is most
that referred to in Daniel vi, 10, IJ,
and Peter, Acts iii, 1, x, J, JO.
~The

numerical value of

,ntt

1

+8 +4 =

IJ.

with

and this is the seal of the
these are connected

It is Truth.*
are One in

" We have learned : In thirteen ways the knot of Truth is
for the
of
to
and all the
of the
Blessed be He ! is hidden in Three ; therefore the Thorah is crowned in
thirteen ways." t
We must not assume, from the
that the ancient Israelites believed
as understood m the
Christian Church ; the doctrines of the
upon this
reand the controversies between
who
and those duwill evidence this to the student. The Hebrews
in common with many other of the ancient Oriental
believed in
a Triadic manifestation of the
who nevertheless was a
Unit. The existence of the Triadic idea in the Zoharic
tends
to prove their
of the ancient
Schools.
was his Unitarian
would have
and
any
calculated to prove the ~ ........... I
uv'~"""' of the Greek Church or the Roman Catholic Trinitarian
and the Christian
in the jJUJl!!l>liUUC!H
" R. Yehudah said : • There are two
one in heaven and one on
pn.;IUu•c:ulm

* This means, that the
of the She-mah should conclude as if with a seal to
always before the
bind it, with the nollt E'mell& Truth. When the She.mah is
: "El Me'lekh ne'emon." The
first letters of the three words
the same meaning as nollt E'meth
without a pause: I Am YHVH your EloTruth. The sentence should be
lzainu in Truth.
t Zohar iii, fol.

162a, Amsterdam Ed. iii, fol. 67, Sulzbach Ed. Cremona Ed. iii,

fol. 776.
iii, fol. 28, col. no, i A'ha-rai Afoth. Cremona Ed. iii, 6:za, Amsterdam
Ed. In the 13 Middotb, attributes of Mercy, Ex. xxxiv, 5-7, the first three are:
• YHVH, YHVH, Ail
and the ten
are attributes
to the first
' of MIM'
The just pray every day the thirteen stems.

are in
which unite as One; and
are the
open the door
basis of the Thorah and this opens the door to All.
and therefore is it
to Truth and this is the house to
11':1 ba-is
because this is their house.' ''
'"Behold a
without
mixture. All the
• YHVH Elohainu YHVH.'
was before the ..,..,.,, ......... "
at the stem, and on the way
where it
is the
in the in-itself concentrated
our
is the stem which is
the ' Stem of Yishal
and •YHVH' is the way, from Below. Whoever in this manner
the
of the
conceives it as it is proper.
in this verse : ' Hear 0 Israel YHVH
are all One : therefore it is called 'mit E' had
One.
One? At'id
the vision of .Rutz'A
and
with closed
i. e., the
mvdPt'v of the
can we know how Three are One.
one
it consists of
voice which has been heard. The voice is
three
air and water, and all are one in the m•r<::t.•rv of the
And so
YHVH
voice
be considered as
three forms and
are
Elohainu YHVH are
and this is in-

*

* Zohar iii, fol.

i Snim-im~. Cremona Ed., ii, fol. r6a, col. 61.
words of the.text, the author takes with the
of chief or head
erly, rosii tzoorim, i.e., top or head of rocks, representing the
of creations, before
the
of all creationll, so that to Him was created mor or ye'mor a created
xlix, (14) 15.)
corresponding to mor. The creature is form.
Ali!'UY··an d'salkd the absolute rether, appears here the same 1111 aveer-all. d't.imhum concentrated rether, or,
better, ye'sod ha-him-tsum. concentrated foundation.
f Zohar iii, fol. 2036, Amsterdam Ed. iii, fol. 82, col. 2, Sulzbach Ed. Cn:mona
Ed., iii, fol. 946, eBalog.
11 It is customary among the Israelites to put the hands over the eyes when n:JJ'"""''"K
the mt verse of the She-mah, see the Ora'!
c. 61, f 41 /llid. i 3· The reason for
the name aloud is to awaken devotion.

the voice which man must use in the ex1ore!ssion
and
his will in
which is all from Ain
are all in this voice which he
One. And this is the
which is
And in many ways the
cAI>~><~.•u~::u and all are true, who has done it in this way has done
But this
and who has done it in another way is also
which we
of the
which is one, ex1e;•...,w,
the Word* in
« ' Hear 0 Israel YHVH Elolzainu YHVH is One.'
This is the One
and His Name is One. • Praised be the Name of
the
of His
for ever and ever.'
ante, p. 342
This is the other
And this is the secret of YHVH Hu
i.e., YHVH
is God.
of the
is contained in the verse : ' YHVH is
And this
.c.••um;rn.' as it is above
are conceived of in their
: Does it not contradict the verse:
Absolute
But if it is
' YHVH shall be .one and His Name shall be One?'
This is not so, but ' YHVH is Elohim.' For if there was written ;
YHVH is One and His
we could agree with
but
it is not so
to
and his
Hu
and His Name is One. But all is One
when these two Names are
the
in
the
express the
in this way
.eton;1m,' because each is connected with the other so to
are each One considered
m:a•,•u•u of the connection as an AbMillaA Word, because accordin£:
sidraA, Va;y.tt'tu) the "Word"
ticulated word.

t Zohar ii, fol.
ii, fol. 1¢, col.

7S·

Amsterdam Ed. ii, fol. 18, col.

2,

Sulzbach Ed.

Cremona Ed.,

solute
is not
This
of the
is
the essence of the whole Thorah. For the Thorah embraces both the
the
written and oral : the written Thorah is this which is written
oral Thorah is that which is written Elohim: and because the Thorah is
the
of the
are called the written
Thorah and the oral Thorah.
the
thus one unites itself with the

may be One. And therefore the entire content of the Thorah is the
because this Name
whole content of the Above and
the Below. This one,
the
and the other Name
is the mv.., ..,,v of the
World; the
of the Lower
the
and as to this is written : ' To thee it has been shown that thou
that YHVH is Elohim !' This is the essence of the
and this must the son of man know in this world."*
mv<:t,.•·v

of the word. There are Three 0e1:Cre1es and
and are knotted in
nor are

Tlu .Ail
God YHVH
of Wisdom
u'

" And these are the Three
and all are knotted in One without ...... ~.....,...., ... "
"'And the tg111te<ms are the foundation of the
is written. Three come out from
One exists
force between
Two nourish

* Zohar ii, fol. 1616, 1620, Amsterdam Ed. ii, fol. u I, Sulzbach Ed. Cremona Ed.
ii, fol. 72a, col.
t
i

Zobar iii, fol. 2!}6, col. I 16, letter .J, Cremona Ed. iii, fol.

A'Aa-rai Moth.

Amsterdam Ed.

All is
the

therefore it is written 1 It was
and
of
and
were one."

*

one

THE MvsTERV OF THE THREE PARTS oF FIRE WHICH

R. Shim-on and said : Two verses are written ; '
Elohim is a
a zealous Ail

it is written; ' But you that cleave unto YHVH your ""'''"u'""'
every one of you, this
On this verse 1 That YHVH
Elohim is a
fire.'
; That
and it is a fire which devours itself and consumes
because it is a fire which is more
than a
and it
has been so confirmed.
See ! Whoever desires to know the
wisdom of the
should look in that flame
from a bumThis flame comes out
when united with
See ! In the flame which goes up are two
one
is united with a dark or
is that which is above and ascends in a ., ......, ....
and
that below is that dark or blue
and this
the white
and that
unite one
to the other so that
are one.
is the
throne to the white. And this is the mysAnd this blue dark throne unites itself with another
and this awakes it to unite with the upper
white
sometimes
its color but that
white above never ._,,.,....~3 ._.,
it is
white; but that blue
sometimes
to
blue
or black and some""'""~>"" to these different
times to a red
and this unites itself to two sides.' It unites to
the
to that upper white
and unites itself below to the
which is under
which is the
matter, and this burns and consumes
from the matter below. And this devours that matter
which connects with it and upon which the blue
rests, therefore this eats up all which connects with it
because it is the
nature of
which
on it

* Zobar i, fol.

226, col. 87, Cremona Ed.

i, fol. 326, Amsterdam Ed.

t See Herder's Gmt d~r Heor/iisclun Po~si~, Vol. ii.
:j: The blue color of Heaven and the tllldletlz, i, e., blue, of the Tallith.

which connects
it eats up
with it
which rests upon it never consumes
itself and never
and therefore said Moses : • That
YHVH
fire.'*
He consumes. It devours and consumes
which rests under it; and on this he said :
•YHVH is
Elohim ' not • our
' because Moses has been in
that white
which neither devours nor consumes.
See ! it is not His Will to
that should unite with that
for Israel ; because
cleave or connect under Him.
that
the nature of that dark or blue
still Israel cleaves
on
* * * and <~>nJilu••K" you cleave in Him nevertheless
this
' And on this
because it is written: 'You are
Here is the
rests above a Hidden
which is
and in it is the
of that flame which
above
Wisdom ofthe Above." t
p. 44·
THOUGHT AND THE

the first u-'• ...... I'·'"'
known. When this
rests, and when it
and is no more hidden like

* Deut. iv, 24·

Zohar ii, 2266. Hebrews xii, 29.
Amsterdam and
Editions. Cremona Ed., i,
col. 141. See
in : The Kabbalah, etc.
Exnd. iii, 2, 3; Acts vii, 30. Dr. Christian D.
London,
pp. 25, 26,
the above to the Triadic idea of the
His
translation of it and most of the other
from the Zohar, have been
from
Prof.
Franck, and cannot be
upon. Franck has been
criticised for his translations, by Dr. D. H.
des Sollar, etc.

t Zobar i,

t

is Ketlur Crown.

I 'Holn'llla!s Wisdom, or the Word.
11

1f

The Cremona edition does not have this word.
Is. vi, 3· The
is
and expresses energy or force; see

also II Sam. :niii, 33·

sent from the
of the
words.
; this is the m:tersitatldlng; 'this is Voice; this is
of All and not
all are One. And this is the first
all are One and in One bond.
bound in the
and this is ' YHVH is One and
His Name One.' "
THE NAMES OF THE DEITY. "The secret of this word n•rnt
I
when the ways are hidden· and not ""IX"""'"
then it is called
I am, all hidden md
not revealed ; but after it goes out from it~ defined line and that
river bears in its bosom all
then He is called n·rnt "'ll'fM Aslur
i. t., That I
that means; I
forth
and after He revealed and
forth all He is called the above Name.
of the
And after this when Moses desired to know what is the
YHVH and not Ashtr
That I Am.
He said to
out and
<:Pnol>Tl>TPn

***

that
Hidden Name and there was revealed to him and he
which could not be
any other of the children of the
world." t
The Names of the
are
abstract
and ideas necessary
that a
to man's mind in our matter-world so as to grasp in his
do not describe God's essence or content. The
found it necessary, in their subtile and abstract ····---·--·J
to invent a Name which would describe the
did
the term Ain
created the
this
called also
which is nevertheless not an absolute
""'""'"" or void but an unknown to man,
Not that in these
Names any
is contained but
to a
in-"~-····"'

these is the subtile and abstract
or end.
antt, p.
The Zohar holds that while Ain

lu•ainn,ina

129 sq. and Zohar ii, fol. 105a ,· i,

* Zohar i, 2466,
t Zohar iii, 656,

Ed. Cremona Ed., i, fol. IJia, col. 519.
Ed. Cremona Ed., iii, fol. 296, col. u6.

ab•
and in this matterworld constitutes the Name
and therefore in the statement
in Genesis of the First Emanation or
the Name Elohim is excluas in the Second; and that this union
used and not YHVH
i,
; but
still·continues and Mu and Ele' k are still
should
IJTP•:<TPST

for man, nm•
The Existence which is Creator and p,.,..,,,..,..,,.
for Its own wise purposes, the
of the matter-f(>rnls
their atoms or essence. YHVH is contained in the manifestation called
H()'l)eh
the
Tree of Life. YHVH is
H()'l)eh
the eresay; "He and His
Before the emanation of the universe the
the time to come
Name were One." Which may be
shall there be one YHVH and
A""'!';u.uu• upon Earth : " In that
shall be One."
KxiStln~ Name
p.
l'Tlil Cl!l' Shem .l:i'~va·-varh.
Elohim
is
the
all the other Divine Names.
YHVH is that
but is that of
~rin~i~IA Of
InE/ Shadand is par'Hesed; '!!!! ;::,naa·-aa·z.
in a
with Ge'boor-ah; but YHVH unites both
the numerical
identified with
are the same.
value of
and ilJ.!:IO Tebah
YHVH is Elohim and the content of both
is A'reekh
or
Kelker

An-Pet•n

as if
says:
'Hokhmah. ''
the resve<:tiv·e

Short Faces. In Ketller is
the other
In its narrowest sense
Note however that
of the
of All.

..-;,.,..,h;.-.....th

is like that of a builder who desires to build
a
Palace. I. He grasps in his mind the
of the whole ..,...,,.......6 •
This is
Binah. 2. Then he considers the way accordto which the work shall be
that it shall
to the
and Ge'boor-ah. 3· He considers the means
This is
of
Ye'sod and Hod. The entire uua,•uu•K
u...,,,.,.,,m,F>nt of the whole world
Malkhuth.

"R. El'azar sat before R. Shim-on his father
and said to him : ' This we have learned : that Elohim
IS
that this word is :
Heh
and it is a
which is
Elohim ; like it is written
• Adonoi YHVH ':
not read YHVH but J.JH..muu.
called
in every
' And thou shalt know
and consider it in thine
ten:
is Elohim.' Said he to him : .,
' These words we
of
may be so11net:imE~,
and that sometimes Juc1gi1nexlt
to him: '
but at the time when thrnn<rh
then· it is written YHVH but read Elohim.
the secret of the woter

I

•

exists in

all are

connected m One and

not ""''"'"'"""""' One from the other."*
"'In the
' In Wisdom the
forms in the clearness Above. .Botzeen-ah D' Qll~rd'inz~lhah,
the brilliant inner
came out from the Hidden
from
the Head of the Ain
A nebulous
of matter flashed out which
was not white nor black nor red nor green and not of any color whatever; but when He took the measure of the structure He made colors to
in the inner. From that .Botzeen-alt. came forth a :-.m!'lremP
from which reflected different colors Below. He sto]ppe:d up its hidden
from the
of Ain
He
and not
it so
its aveer-ak air
until it came out from the
the Hidden of
power of that o~~mn~<.
the
and
EMANATION OF THE UNIVERSE.

and
this

was an inner
N!troo.tz-an qaa.mo-at.l, i. e., first
its pureness, thinness
that could be
and the eX])all:SIO:n
Its
... v,,u'"''""''''"'u'•u because of its immense pureness and
it is not
which is hidden and conto that hidden
its
it is not so pure and clear as that first
which is hidden and concealed. That

and that "'"'''"''"'v"'
ace, of which its inner is subtile and clear ;
and "'"'""'l,nrw><:
one is a
another; but this
e., the
the coYer of the

* Zobar iii, fol.

farther
until it
one in
and the other still to
the
"

Amsterdam Ed. iii, fol. 27, col. 2, Sulzbach Ed. Cremona
Ed. iii, fol. 296, col. n6.
t Zohar, Cremona Ed. i, fol. 3, col. I.
Ed. i, 15a. Livomo, i, 256.
l Zohar i, 206,
Ed. Livomo Ed. i, 344· Cremona Ed. i, fol. :246, col.

Before the world was created
did not look atand the
worlds were made without per·
worlds were
And
torma.uons, and therefore the
those which were not in
formation are called
the worker in copper or iron when he strikes on it with his iron mu:uu~c•
makes
dash out on every direction.
these
which
flame and
but are at once
called : 'The First Worlds.' And therefore
the
not
until At-lee' kak
and the Work-master went to His work. And on this we have learned in
our Mathnithah; that that
sent out
in 320 direc'The First Worlds;' and
at
tions. And those
once
Then the Artist went to His work and He formed in
and these
which were extinct and died at once,
all remained now. From a Botzemak
of most intense bril·
and
and these were mixed with the most subwere
each other when
And this father is from
the
which is hidden in At-leek Yo-men the Ancient of
in him
is hidden that
and he coalesced to that
which came
which has been hidden in the inner of the
u

and this dew is seen
is fed the Field of the
that dew of the Cranium is nrf•na·rpn

a dew from Reslt.a 'Hiv'rak the
and from it
And from
in the world

*The retheric medium or Fourth State of Matter?
t The hidden vital energy or force,
l These are the
positive or male, and the
the action of the harmony.
and

exist.
to-

•

a

* *

to come, and
it the dead will be aroused to life. *
And that
subtile air contains itself in All because it is
from
and All
<'rurnnri<:>•rl in it.
Its Face
to two sides in two
which are
from All. And when the Faces look towards each
all the At-lee' kah
is called A'reekh
i. e.,
Faces."*
Ancient. The Hidden of All the Hidden is
from All and not
because
All is
in Him and He is
in All. He is the At-tee' kah
.D'Kol At-tee'lum the Ancient of All the
the Hidden of All
the Hidden. He is formed and
is not formed. He is formed to sustain All and not formed because He is not found. When He is formed
from His Form; and from these
themselves out to all
like a
to all sides. And these
draweth near to know them are
alone. So is
the At-Ice' kak vaa-o.:ost.ra
the Hidden of All the Hidden
.and is not
those rays which are ex):>antJea which
are
are
the
and therefore
revealed and hidden. And
all are
THE EMANATION OF THE ANGELS. " At the time when the
Blessed be He ! breathed the
into each of the
all
the hosts were formed and stood before
therefore it is written ;
• With the breath of His mouth He made all the host.'"
THE SoULS OF THE RIGHTEOUS HIGHER THAN THE ANGELS.
have found in the First Book of
that all the
are pel10irtnlma:
from one

* Zohar iii, 292a and 6,
t Franck La Ka66a:k, p.
pllie, etc., p.

iii, ::z88a,

i

Zohar iii, 68a:.

Ed., Idra.h Zootah. Cremona Ed. iii, fol. 14oa, col.
Ed. Cremona Ed. iii, fol. 31a:, col. 122.

"We

are

in one, and therefore
go
and their
are
and so it is. And those who are hidden there come down and go
of whom Death is not mentioned."*
in their life like
The
hold that the Neshamah
shadow or reflection of a
and
or
which never leaves its exalted abode in the A'tzeel-atic World or
as connected with the NeshWorld of the
Amlsaith-ah middle
and
amah of man,
is affected from
6, 7 ; Matt.
say, the will of man directs his
and the Neshamah endeavors to leave the
then the
prosoul becomes stirred up
are
chained to each other. This idea falls within the
the
is centred the idea of the
union of the
and
the efflux descends from
the Above to the Below.
FoRMING OF SouLS. "At the time that the
Blessed be He !
desired to create the
it came in His Will before Him : and He
formed all the souls which are
to be
to the children of
man afterwards ; and all were formed before Him in the same real form
and He
which has been
to be in the children of man
saw everyone of them : and that some of them would
their ways
come into this
in the world. When the time has arrived for it
He says to her:
the
Blessed be He I calls to that Nuhamak
and into that
' She answers before the
' Go thou to that
Lord of the world; • This world in which I dwell is sufficient for me,
and I do not care to be in another world in which I shall be a servant
Blessed be He ! to her:
and
to its uncleanness.' Said the
thou wast
thou wert
created for that purpose,
destination in that world.' When the soul sees that it is
to have
necessary to
comes
and goes in there
The
when she
advice to the whole

* Zohar iii, 686,

Ed. Cremona Ed. iii, fol.

Jla,

col.

122.

and said : 4 See how much
Blessed be He I has on you, a
which He had
it to you for
that you shall work her in this world.'*
See I At the time it came up
in the Will of
Bles.c:ed be He! to create the
He brouR:Ilt
Qa:rdlrntt.tltalt, i. e., the very inner
a knot
( ernarmtc~d) the darkness from it
and let it down Below. The darkness
in a hundred different
and made the House rT:dll'l"TTntdf'
ways and
19; xv, s. 6, 8;
This House is the centre of all; around it are many
it are the
upper
Ye' lsur..atie
There are the nests of the
birds
each in its
kind. In it goes forth a Great Tree with
branches which bear
of food for all. This Tree goes up to the
clouds and it
is hidden between three mountains. From under the three
the
Tree goes out and ascends to the Above and comes down to the Below.
and there is hidden in it
which are not known. This Tree is revealed in the
and covered
in the
And this House
rules in the
time and is hidden
the
At the time when
darkness goes up and all doors are concealed from all
are
in the air which desire to know and go into
go up between these birds and
take witness and see what
see,
until that darkness awakes and
out a certain flame and hammers it
·with many
hammers and opens the doors.
stones go forth
from that flame and come
out of and make noises in the world and
awake the voices Above and Below. And then a
1
herald comes
forth from it and connects himself in the air and calls out. That zther
comes out from the
of the inner
and when it comes out
itself on the four sides of the world ; thousands of thousands
exist from the side which is the
and
of
exist from
the side which is the
and the herald remains in his
-etc." t
EMANATION OF THE UNIVERSE.

• Zohar ii,

t

and 97a,

Zob.ar i, 172a and 6,

:zs

"

Ed. Cremona Ed. ii, £ol.
Ed.

Cremona Ed. i, fol.

coL 172-3.
coL 393·

CONNEcriON OF THE ABOVE AND THE BELOW.

u

Blessed be He I desired to create worlds He h ..,,,,..J,t
came out and illuminated all the
which
and from that
came out and
itself and were
; and this is the
World. That
a
which does not ................. ,
made the Lower World. And because that
which does not illuminate desires to connect itself Above and desires to connect itself
with that Lower knot it connects itself to illuminate in the
and that
which does not illuminate in the
knot
out all the hosts and servants of many sorts, this is what is written : ' How
are
works
etc.'
And
which
is Below so it is
and there is not the smallest
which does not
on another
and which is not taken
account of
and all are united one in the other."*
the

THE PRE-ADAMITE KINGS. "We have learned in the
D'Tznioothah : That the At-tu' kah D' At-tee' lum Ancient of .ru:u:::u:nt5,
before He
built
and
and
sketched out
could not exist : till He overthrew them and
hid them until after a
therefore it is written ; < And these are the
.~ .......... in the land of Edom.' That is in a
in which
'""~'' ........... exist. And
could not exist until Resha 'Hiv'rah the
the At-tee' kah D' At-tee' keen Ancient of the
ar·
Himself. When He
Himself He formed all forms Above
who has not
and Below. From here we learn that the head of a
been
and formed at the
its
is not from
this Form.
* * * Before He
Himself in His
had not been formed all those whom He desired to
and all worlds
......."'"'·"' in Ed om.'
"He
and said : It is written: 'And these are the
in the land of Edom.'
Ed. Cremona Ed. i, fol. 91a, col.
and II,
*Zohar i,
29, 31 ; Luke xii, 6, 7; Rev. xi, 19.
iii, 135a,
Ed. Cremona Ed. iii, Col. 646, col. 255.

the
were assemlble•d,
• assembled • in that
where all •nt1am•Pnlr~

.31

saw,
did not remain in
not been formed as it

had not been

pre~

"*
" Al-t~e' kan D' A /-lee' keen the Ancient of the .n.u"'"'·u•"•
and formed Its Forms to
but
did not exist until the sn·nrP•mP
Grace came down and then
remained. And this is what is written :
• And these are the
who '"''lo:.m::u in the land of Edom."' t
THE EMANATION OF THE MALE AND FEMALE PRINCIPLES.
u We
have learned: At the time
the Af.lu' kalz
the
the Hidden of All the
desired to arrange
like male and female in the
could not exist save in
which
male and female. For
another existence of male and female. This Wisdom
when
it
the
shine
and from it came out Blnak
erstaJIOI:ng, and it is found male and female. Wisdom is the Father and
"'.."""''·•· Wisdom
and
exists in male and female.
the same, and uwvul':n
If it were not for this
UIO~)U&UUJ'I!Ii is the
Father to all the .........."''"· connects one in another and
is the
and Blnan
• If thou callest Binah mother;'
and when
connect one with the other
forth
and emanate, Truth. In the
of R.
ili.I'L1Ulit:J:,

nrnrint~P

a Son.

the '
in the l'1
And therefore it is called

* Zohar iii, 292a.
t Zobar

ill, 142a,

Ed. Cremona Ed. iii, Col 142<3, col.
Idrah Zootah.
Ed., Cremona Ed. iii, 67#, col. 268.

means BeN YaH i. e., Son of YaH. This is the co1rnpletcmess of the
Whole."*
u • And Elohim said ; Let the waters
etc.'
i,
In a
••u••K•:n line that shall be in a
way, that from the secret ofthat
came out all in its concealment until it reached and
to
and from there it came out in a ""'""'"' line to other
ae:rre:es, till it reached that
where all
in the
of male and female. t
THE EMANATED SoULS AND THEIR KNoWLEDGE.
..
R. 'Heand said : • That which hath been is now, and that which is to be hath
This we have learned ; Before the
He had created worlds and
Blessed be He ! desired in n•n1;, R' tNJth-ek
to create this world and He took counsel in the Tborah.
Himself in His conformations and crowned Himself
with His Crown and created this world. And
which is fonnd
in this world has been
and
before
before Him. And we have learned ; all the creatures of the world which
have existed in each
before
have
existed before Him in their true
i.e., simulacrum
of
a shadow
And so we have learned; Even all the souls of the chilcome down to the world have all been "'-"'''"''''"
dren of man before
before Him in
in that real
that
have in this
world. And all that
learn in this world
knew before
came into the world. And we have learned ;
who are pure,
are true,
e., have the true
And
who are not found
pure in this
are thrust away from before the
Blessed be He ! And
ascend into that
and
will
in this world before
come down to
to them is thrown into that
which has been
And if
deserve it and
from there." t

l

Ed. Idrah Zootah. Cremona Ed. iii, fol. 141a, col.
Cmnona Ed. i, fol. :14D, col. 93Zohar iii, 6Ia and 6, Brody Ed. Crcmona Ed. iii, fol. 2Sa, col. 109.

THE SoULS IN PARADISE. "At the time when the
Blessed be
He ! descends to the Garden of
all its Neshamolk
of the
which are crowned
all
odor of thine ointment is from all
These
are the souls of the
which have been in
the souls of the
are in the Garden
all remain in the
shadow of the
in which
existed in this world. And this secret
has been delivered to the wise. The .Rua'It
which descends to the
children of man, which is from the female
in
the
like a seal. The
of the man in this
Zohar i,
on the outside and the .Rua'It is
emrra'ved in the inner. When the .Rua'h is separated from the
that
form
in the Garden on the
in the same
of the
which it had in
like the
of

OUl~lUIC 1 SO

here to, the
in this
is
..,...,,.,.,.,.;"·"'on the
but when it ""'"''"'""'""" from the
the air of Gan Eden Garden of
then that
which is from the
formed in the Bundle of
PntlnilrP in His
'"
THE CROWNING or THE SouL or THE Pious. u It is written : 'Thus
said Ail YHVH; He that
the heavens and stretched them
He that
and that which cometh out of it; He that
upon
and rua' It
neshamah
that walk therein.'
That is what is said : ' The
' He
; ' Everv·thinu is Above:
the neshamah' to her. Said R.

• Zohar ii,

ua,

Ed. IJyomo Ed. ii, 17a. Cremona Ed. ii, £ol.

sa, col. 18.

* * *

from there goes forth the Soul of Life to this earth
See I When the
Blessed be He I created the man, he nl:heJred
dust from all the four sides of the world and made a mark in the
where the
Below; and
upon her a Soul of
Life from the holiness Above. And this Neslusmalz
three .rt..,,_,_
that

Neslusmak.

""'"'ntArl to rule over tvl!:fJJu•.rA.
to remain upon her and stand upon
she is the
of all and rules
over all. And these three ae,~::s
are
in man, to those who deserve to the work of the Master.
Then before had
been
in man, which is the
form in
uu''""''"• but when man comes to cleanse himself
in that
which
in the Rua' A
is the
which rests upon
that the man who
deserves shall crown himself in it
When the
and
to,
Rua' A exist in
and be does the
then rests upon
; which
rules over all. And then he is
in all sides to deserve
in the world to come, and that is the Love of the
Bl~d be He !
as it is written ; • That I may cause those who love me to inherit substance.'
Who are ' those who love me ?'
are
those who have the nishmatkah qa,rt-a'tsll~
The Neshamak or upper nr~~cl<>us
the
in the New
B'ru-atie World that of '-'"'""uu,
She is the last of the "u"'"u"'' C(lm1oor1ents to enter the man, in her fullness
and
When death is
she leaves her
Merkabah before the appearance of death in man's
for the
of man can
a resemblance of the real
exist with
the resemblance of the true NeshamaA. It is here to be
that the Tzelem Shadow of the
acts in a uut~o:lcil.• way, from
• Zobar i, 20511, 2o6o,

col. 46o.

Ed. Livomo Ed. i,

347a. Cremona Ed. i, Col.

the first moment of "'"'""'•nti,nn
a R' slwo-mah i. e., delllll!latlon or vcr-:iiur1au
B'hem-alz i.e., essential
measure that this B' lzem-alz becomes ji\U'"'"'"''

to it

c~>uilmc:In,

N"''~"'"'''h

and
The Rua'lz
of the man, which is called
is the last of all the

the entire
in the New
st!'i'l~-acu World. She is
Testanlent. In the v_il>uuatcl:u
tile nearest to, and united in its lowest
and
of the
life of man. Her B' lzeen-ak tends to the material and sinks itself into the animal
the
of the concrete
and
existence. Even in the
existence stands the
in
relation of the External
for there does
and has in its way, a life and soul in
lower soul in man, is also called
and is the Merkabah of the
Pl.,·m~·nt:~rv

the nature-souls are dl!>titlgtliiStled
into the
but
is the

distinct from each
so
themselves and none are transformed
distinct.

it holds that a communication

exists between all the several
The innermost fundamental
it asserts, remains as a sotne··thltn2 indestructible and as a tuhm shadow
of an
or d' 1111J0tn likeness or
of the
upon earth
of the
called
the VabbaJah
Ha!Jal D' Gannin the
to a certain
man which is in the external tuhm shadow
retlre:;entative of the inner
The PIPmP•nh•rv

of the man as he was when
man contains four different
in the lowest is the uuu"'·"''• then comes, the
of the
which are considered as the
and as the frame-work or SU]:Iport
of the man, and
to the whole and enables him to walk
this is followed
the
atomic H~;h-fonnirur
etc., etc., is the basis
etc. The
ele·me~nt1ary

but we have no space to go into the
It is to be
that th~ divisions are not considered as .............,.
a151unct, but
are considered as
and connected with each other in their proper
which however
It is also to be
that the Neshamala has three
the
the
manifest themselves in the Ma' IJsWala
to say.
Tzelem Phantom of the
and Zuratlz
and the
The D' mooth Likeness or
V00•'1·111M Shadow of the
is a lower manifestation.
THE DIVISIONS OF THE INCORPOREAL IN MAN.
" The Neshamala of
Neslu;,..
the
are
one in
and in
Jv"'~n''""' is found in the grave until the
is decom·
and then it revolves around in this world to find

life and to know her trouble. The .Rua' h ascends into the Garden which
is on earth and there forms himself in the
of the
in this
in such a
as
clothe there. The
she
ascends at once to that same
she came out from and for her sake has
been
that
Above; these
do not descend
ascends to connect
to the Lower World. But before the Neshamah
herself in the Throne
her
the .Rua'h cannot be crowned in the
Garden
e., into another
which is on
and the .JV~'/III.rs/1
cannot remain in its
but when she
go out
but when the children of the world are in
that .J.V~~pn,esn
over the world. When
the Ntshamah tarries in
the .Rua'ii goes and
at the door of the Garden of
and the door is not
to him;
flies to and fro and no one notices him. Then the
1v,•nn.11sn flies to and fro in the world. She sees that
in
and she mourns over it
upon him shall have
and his
shall mourn:'
and all are in puxusru:nEmt.
shaman connects herself in her
and then all connect them·
selves in their
Because all these three are one knot like the
in the
of NI!-IJifJ~_rh..
are all one and bound in one.
col.
.~.v~con.~sn has no
from her own substance; it is for this reason that she is associated with the
of
emov1ne11t and food and
which she
needs ; as it is written : '
and a portion to her maidens.'
Her
that is the
which she no,un1;;nes. and the' maidens' are the members
that
.Ru' ah
is that which rides on that Nlf'•iJh.~_rh
and rules over her and
her with ~--··•1..:..
and the
is the throne to that .Rua' h. Neshamah
goes over to that
and she rules over that .Rua'ii and
6

Ed. Cremona Ed. ii, fol.

..

from her which illuminates him. That
tv"''~"''''"' c:tf"n;~n.rl"' on that Rua' k and receives
from him and is
and all are one bond. When the upper Neskaffi!ZA
ascends she goes to her repose to where is the At-tee' kak D' At-tee'keen the Ancient of the
the Hidden of All the
so as
to receive from
This Rua' k does not go to Gan Eden.
Garden of
because he is
and each has its own
goes up direct to the very
and the .Rua'h
as the
animal
Lower
remains in the grave Below."*
" This is what is written : c Ail Elo-Mi of the
of all flesh. •
It is a
where all the Neskamotk
of the
tol!:ettter. and all the souls ascend and descend from there." t
THE MERKABAH AND THE CLEANSING OF THE SoUL. " And that
which is from the
called Eden.
is what has been taken from the
is the Gan Eden on
the
1"1~1v-11an. are the four faces.
One of them is that of a
as it is
1
written ; ' And the face of the lion to the
side.
i,
And one is
as it is written : ' And the face of the ox to
the left side. 1
an
as it is written ;
to the four sides.'
Man co1np~~
' And the face of the
as it is written : • And the d' mootk
of their faces was the
And these are the four heads of the river which
and from its""'""'" ..

"'U',

that river
came forth from before
thousand thousands
And the Nes/taiii(Jt/t
themselves in that river D' e-noor and do not
themselves.
See ! From a Salamander
• Zohu ii, 1424, Cremona Ed. ii, fol.
col. 252.
t Zolw iii, 1766, Brody Ed. Cremona Ed. iii, 3¥, col.
of aslitstos.
doubtless refers to a

w1JLu:st,c~:~::u

because it is from
that
can
be washed and
in
fire. Fire eats up the filth in it and cleanses that
so here also·
the Neslulmak
which it takes from the
of which it is written ; ' His
the
At the time when
want to cleanse
from
that defilement in
it
is
fire and becomes
cleansed; and the fire eats up all the defilement which is in the Neslulmak and the Neskamak is cleansed and becomes white."
" It is written : • Let the earth
forth the M"M WDl ""''"'"''"'
i,
and because

*

And
all times when the child of man goes in the true way and his mouth and
cleaves to him and he is
this Ntslulmak
and he has many watchers
for
him from all sides. He is
the
She'kheen-ah rests upon him.
THE TREASURY OF SouLS. u Before the world was created all theof the
had been luatim before Him in the
.•~ ........ , each one in his
But after He formed
before
the world all have been revealed and remained in their
them
in a
the
Above. Afterwards He

not any lust
to
the Glii-lu'nnam which

cries
do I
are come to pass, and
What does this mean? It means ' I say
and that
has not any desire and
accumulate the Ntslulmotk
there: like
to take the Neslulmotk
calls: ' Give I
it means, Burn I Burn I And

• Zohar ii, 2116,
Ed. Cremona Ed. ii, fol. 95a and 6, col.
379·
t Zohar iii, 301a and 6,
Brody Ed.
: Prov. xxx, 1S· This is Lillith.
Cahen's French Bible, VoL xiv, p.

note.

'that
takes all the souls till the time
.down to this
B' r~~.ahc
which
on tbe evil side to the world ; the N~sllamiJIII
has to be clothed in these kinds of
which are the other garments.''*
THE ENTRANCE OF THE SbUL INTO THE BODY. "R.
the
stood up on his feet and said : ' Rest in peace shall be to thee R.
Shim-on hen
that thou didst
we have learned in the Matknutkak
,· Because the NeshapeJrtec:tness in the
she has not any desire
to create from it other Nesllamotk
which
and she remains in her Place. Until R. Shim-on hen
and the
the Nesllamak goes into
the time to come
when all are
and the
will be in its fullness and pe1·tec:tncess,
the Nesllamak
Above.' Said R. A'ha; 'This very soul and this very
Blessed he He I is
in the time to come, to
coxmn,uaxlce, but both will he
in the perfectness
could not reach in this world.'
to reach that which
OF THAT DIVISION or THE INCORPOREAL IN MAN CALLED, YE'HEE-DAB.
" It is written: ' The silver is
and the
is
saith the
YHVH
i.
of the hosts.' What means 'the silver is
is mine ' ? It is like to a
who has two tre:IISU·res.
-one of silver and one of
that of silver be
to his
of
to his
and said; This is
so that it is easy to
and he has done ~>v••rvthin
hand YHVH is become
in power.'
in his
contented with his lot in this
not, it is said; '
hand YHVH hath dashed in
-enemy.'
What does this mean? Said he to him; 'That is the
it is written; The silver ia
the
is mine.'
do
call it
~"l"'r Zallav
? 'It is called Zallav
becanse included in it are

e.,

• Zohar iii,
Ed., T01epb1thah.
t Zohar i, 126a, Midrash Ha-Ne'elam.

Ed. Cremona Ed. i, Col.

col. 301.

three tributes (ml'ddoth mteasures)
seven

,·.e.,

= 2) means 'Hokhmah and

Wisdom and
are called Neshamalz souls because of the last five
five names has the Nuhamalz.
That is

.::.e1mu•u•m

*

Ye 'ku-dak the
one, is
of man ;
in man ; Neshamak the soul or intellect ; Rua' k the
animal soul or vital
the anima.
" In the Book of
the

Solomon is to be found : That at the time of
of the
Blessed be He !
8h;adc>w-·tmta2:•e, like the face of a man.
SCt:llot:ure:d in the Divine Tselem i. e., Shadow
and exists over this
and if
was
to the eye to see, the
child of man, could see above his head a
the child of man, and in that tse/em shadow
created. And so
is not
man is not created ; therefore it is written :
It
'Elohim created man in His tselem lSDtaaow
i,
is this
which is pre:pa.Jred
on
first
entrance into this world;
when man enters this world it is in this
in this he/em he 11"''""'''"'"""' as he grows, and it is with this
he
in a tsdem
time when the Ru' kin
appears before the
invested in a sublime
with the features in which it will exist in this world. It is from that
11ooo-nan. i. e., sublime Shadow of a
that the
comes
out, and this is the third after the Rua' k
and prc:ce1aes
world and is
at the time of cotlcepu1on, and there is not any conin this world in which the
" t

* Which are

ud these are called; the
of Life.
Zobar i, 16a ud It,
ba-Babir, i HtUitm'M/111, Amsterdam Ed.
Ed. It
to Zobar i, Col 21711. Cn:mona Ed. i, fol. u6h, 11711, col. 40">--4"'3·
~ Zobar ill, IQ4.Q and It,
Ed. Cn:mona Ed. iii, fol
col. 199.
Zobar ii, 1SOil sf.

t

the child of man is born there is
i. e., animated
from the side of the anJimiu:.,
from the side of those which are called I'IU.f'/l(Jnt•n
Wheels. If he deserves more, there is
from the side of the
from the side of
the manIf he still de-serves more
no·""'"" in the way of A' mel-oth
one, and she is
If he still deserves more
is
from the side of the
to him the Rua'h of A'mel-olh the
Blessed be He ! ThereMiddle
and he is called Son to the
fore that is what is written ; 'Ye are the children of YHVH your Elohim.'
If he still deserves more
is
to him a NesAfrom the side of Abba
and Immak Mother; that is
what is written: " And He blew into his nostrils Neshmotk
Souls of Life.'
ii,
What is
Life ? That is M'" YH.
On this we have said: 'All the Neshamolk
shall
M"' YaH.'
And in it is npr·tf>rh•rl
means
If he still deserves more, is
in its very compJeteness, the letters of which are
Heh: Heh W'M Vav
1''M1 Heh lt''n Yod ,,,, which is
in the way of A'tuelotk
and is called in the
voo•u-lllah of his
and on
it is said ; • And have dominion over the fish of the sea, etc.'
i,
And that
he shall rule over all the Heavens and in all
and the
and over all the Hosts
from Above and Below. And therefore when the child of
Neon4esn from the side of the M,'n' ro Balk
that • She shall not go out as the
*This is the Lower Throne.

f

Zohar ii,

Sabah

Throne is Uul~·satY·t~<A.
Ed. Livomo Ed. ii, fol. 16oa and 6.

THE MALE AND FEJLALE SoULS IN THE PRE-EXISTENT CoNDITION
OF THEIR REUNITING IN THIS WORLD. "
See I All the
themselves
before
souls of the world
them.
but after
the
Blessed be He I
Said R.
Blessed be He I says, that
to
• What does that mean ; it is written:
that one.' Said R.
' There is
new under the sun.'
i,
Said R. Yehudah :
' It is written ; • Under the sun,' which I am above.' Said R. Yo-seh ;
then said ; • At the very time that
• What decree is here?' R.
the son of man goes out into the
1s
for
that their souls crown
him.' Said R. Abbah ; '
themselves before the
come down into this
so we have learned ; that at the time when the
Blessed be
He I sends out the souls to the world all the
and souls collect
and associate themselves like one, and
in the hand of one who is the official who is set over the con.re,,rum of the children of man, and his name is
and at the time
come
the
Blessed be He ! who knows the
when
and
connects them toJ~;etller as
have been before and decrees
on
and when
connect themselves
become one
and
and
to
and therefore means that
new
under
the sun.' This union
which is written; ' There is uv•·""''~'~
ut:IIJ't:I.Iu:~ on his
deeds and ways in this world. If he deserves
for him like
and his deeds are
were before
came out from the world
to this world.' ''
THE LIGHT WITH WHICH THE SouL IS CLOTHED. "
See ! When
i.
that
I Sam. xxv,
that M,Ml,
dinhar-ak luminous
from that
which
but if the soul was not clothed
a,.,.,.,.. •• nt she could not come near to see
of the word is this; such a ,.....,.......... as
to the soul to clothe itself in it so as to exist in this
so

*

e.,

Cremona Ed. i, 6::11, col.

Ed. Vol. i, pp. 134, 337•

•

so that
here too
He
it may exist in that world and
tlinllar-aA which
Moses could not come near to
in that
as it is said:
looked at
when be clothed himself in another
. ' And Moses came into the midst of the cloud and went up to the mountain.'
Which is translated • in the midst of the cloud ' ;
himself in her
like one would wrap himself in a
and
: ' And Moses drew
And therefore it is written
near into the thick cloud where Elohlm was.'
written : • And Moses came in the midst of the
• Moses was on the mountain
and
And could
in that which he looked in. Likewise;
the souls of the
in that world clothe themselves in such a gaJ11Dt~nt
Moses
"""'y'"'"'"t" are
and therefore
which shines in the Land of Life."*
; but then face to face : now I
" For now we see in a
know in
; but then shall I know even as also I have been known.''
Cor.

be~~inni111g

When emanated and

contained as a
in the
are first in the

::.c~•w•u~J:,

the Ma'luluzbah
the
the Phantom
D' mqolh Like-

These are considered as the pure

nrnii"Pf'rl~-

,.,..,.,u.ri'"''"'

to

incite-

of B' d' moolh in the Simili• Zohar i, fol.

66a,

Ed. Cremona Ed. 1,

col.

200.

: and Tab' noolk Form. The Tzurak is the
of the
which remains Above; the
eternal
of all the indivisible is
continued life of the individual. The
the
the Adam Illa-ah or Adam '-'~"'u''"'""•
in
Ne:shamaJil, Rua'h and ·
This Adam is considered as the
tude or

""~'""'"uK

in the finite and therefore is the sole oc<:up;mt
that of the
excellence.
THE SoUL IN THE PARABLE
THE KING AND His SoN. uThe souls
of the
are above all His hosts and His
Above. And if thou
aske:st wherefore from so elevated a
come down to this
and
did
leave that
? This is like the example
who has a son born to
he sends him into a
up until he is
up and learns the usages of the
that the education of his son
When it is announced to the
......,..,,.u, what does he do in his love for him? He sends the Matronafter him and
him into his
and reJ(>tcc:!S
So the
Blessed be He ! bas a son born to Him
the Matroneethah. Who is he? The
soul
He sends him
to the
that is this world to grow up and learn the usages and
When the
knows that his son is grown
is this
and that it is time to
him to
this
: What does He do for the love of His son ? He sends the
Matroneethah after him and she
him up to His
The soul does
not leave this world until the Matroneethah comes after her
and she
her up to the
And nevertheless it is the custom of the
to weep because the son of the
who was
said to them : '
son of the
and it would not be
live with
you and not be in his Father's
? So it was with
he was
he has seen that the
of the
On this said he: 'Ye are
the children of YHVH your
vou:rsellves for the
dead.'
See!
would

26

when it is their time to leave this world. And is it not
that the Matroneethah descends in the midst of us,
of the
that the
may
Blessed be He I Does

that she may
not
THE WoRLD
When the

UDI:>.MI.NT AND MERCY.
H
See I
Blessed be He I created the world He made it on
and all the actions in the world exist
Blessed be He I That the world
Blessed be He I
out upon it
uuJ~~:wcxn so that.the world should not

EXISTS THROUGH

He weakens the
i. e.,
may rule over
and the NesluzmaA
rules and the
and when the
weakens the
and this is the Love of the
have said : The
Blessed be
He ! gave to the
in this
so that he shall be rewarded in the world to come. But when the Neslzamak
the
is
the
Blessed be He I hates
does not trouble him in this
so that he shall
all his reward in
this world and shall not have any
in the future world.
* * * R. El' azar said : ' All that the
uu~~mc:xu, He
does it to
that IV"~"'"'"
her into the world to come, and therefore He breaks that
in this
''"''"""''n and therefore the
in this
so that it may be clean
and deserve the world of life in the world to come.' '' t
u And
See I Thus we have said : Even in this world when man slumbers
in his bed and the Neskamotk
find it necessary to hover around the

THE NESHAMAH LEAVES THE BODY OF MAN DURING SLEEP.

Ed. Cremona Ed. i, fol. 1300 and 6, col.

1 Zobar i, 111o6, 181a1

means Nes!Jama!J.
Ed. Cremona Ed. i, Col. 102a, col. 407,

and to go out of the
not every Neskamak
to see the face of .At-leek Yo..men the Ancient of
man's deeds the Neskamak """'"·"''-''"'"•
and the Neshamah
lower
which are
connect themselves with
but when the man is
when he
and the Neskamak
goes out of
she goes out and flies up and makes herself a way between
these unclean
and all the latter cry out : ' Make way ! Make way I
for
she is not from our side :' and she goes up between the holies and
make known to
a word of truth ; and when she comes down
these
want to go near her to know that
and
make
When the Neshaknown to her other words.
mqfn
go forth from the
desire to ascend
and many kinds of evil
and if the Neskamakotk
are from their side all
around them and transfer them to the hand
of Dumak t,o
them to Glli-hinnom. Then
go up in there
cry out : ' These are
of the law of the Lord.' And so
are
back to
tr~<ll·l111nl'Wl'l'J, and so it is twelve months. After twelve months
are
found in that
which is shown to
but those souls which are
up and remain in their
"
When man
on his
his Neskamak
goes
goes up acc:or,anltg to its way and
forth from
as we have
and the Neshamah goes forth from
it is written ; ' In smmlJel'ltn
upon the
then He opem~tl:l the ears of men.'
15,
Then the
Blessed be He I makes known to that Neshamak in that
which He is
to
to what he thinks in his
on the world
do not make known to man when he is
as we have said ; but the
make known to the

* **

* Zohar i, IJoa and 6,
<1:01. JIO.

Ed. Livomo Ed. i,

2206, 221a.

Cremona Ed. i, Col.

when the Neshamah goes forth from the
ascends ac<:Or4:lln to its way."*

and each

THE RETURN OF THE SoUL TO PARADISE. "Said R. Yehudah; '
are the
! When the
Blessed be He ! desired to return the
that Rua' lt. into them ; We
Rua' 1t.
to them and to attract
Blessed be He ! desires to
learned : At the time when the

*Zohari,

Ed. Cremona Ed. i, Col. 103a and !J, col. 412.

1888, p.
Then follows Zohar i, on pages
and !J, remarks on the dreams of
and or those
the Hebrew
ud or the
or dreams. Also see
Jltid. pp. 199<1 ud !J, 2000.
212 Sf.

which has been seen on him on the
back from him.''*
The Zohar further says ; that the
on the last seven
of man's
goes up every
from the man, and the hool-mah
"'"""n•w- is no more shown on the man, and when the hool-mah
goes away the Rua' h goes with it.
Ed. Cremona i, fol.
117t1, col.
" We have learned : When the man comes near his time to go away
the four sides of the world exist in
and
udJ;pn,ent from the four sides of the
are
between
and
desire to """J.,.._,,,.,,. each to its
the world to
side. And a herald goes out and cries in that world
and he is heard in 270 worlds. If the man is
all the worlds
before him and if
Woe! to that man and his lot. We have learned
at once, a flame comes
in that time when the herald calls out
the river
forth from the North side and goes in
itself out to four sides
the river of
comp. Dan.
and
of the world and bums the souls of the
and comes down on the
In the above pages is an
approac:h of

74. 75·
We have learned; At the time when the Neskamah
goes forth
go with the Neshamah
from man, all his relations and friends of that
and show him the Place of
and also the Place of Punishment. If he has been pure he sees his
and ascends and
in
the upper
of that
and if he has not been pure the Neshtsremains in this world until the
is hidden in the
when
mak
to him till
I')W&AUJ4U,"> -·--·c,-···; Of
him into the
u

Ed. Cremona Ed. i, fol. 117a, col.
i.e., body, comes out of the four sides or elements, lire, water, air
they
between themselves.
and earth, and when
are to be
t Zobar i, :uSD, Brody Ed. Cremona Ed. i, fol. 1176, col.
Ed. Cremona Ed. i, fol. 1176, col.
f Zobu i, :n86, :uga,

The above cited pages, also
candles around the
of the

a reason for the
of
in houses and churches.

and

goes
THE AsCENT OF THE SoUL. "
See I The Neskamak
forth and ascends between
mountains and there the .Rua' k
associates with the Neshamak
then he
comes
and
the
life
associates with the
And all come down
and one connects with the other. Said R. Yehudah: The
and
the .Rua'h are
one in the
is not known.
of the man, and she is in a hidden
and her
When man comes to cleanse himself he is influenced
the Ni.skmatlullr
and this cleanses him and sanctifies him and he is
From the Zohar: u When the Neshamak
goes forth from this.
she does not know which way she shall go up, then there is a way
to ascend
to a
where the
Neskamoth
illuminate
which is not
to all Neshamolk.
From the Midrash Ha-Ne'elam. "Said R. Yehudah at the time when
is
to go out she
and the
is sure in
the soul of the
his death so that he shall receive his reward." t
THE TAKING OF THE SOUL OF THE
BY THE HoLY Kiss. " R.
El'azar said; • Whoever studies in the Thorah in earnest does not die
the hands of the Ye' fur ha-rak evil
because he
"""•'TV'••• and he is the
of
but his
a.
as it is. written : • Let him kiss me with the kisses of his mouth.'
of
i,
This means
the
of YHVH; and this is
to the trunk. And
the Kiss which is the connection of the "'"'''" .. ''"
he who studies in the Thorah is
does not leave him." §
THE
OF THE SoUL BY THE HoLY Kiss. "Said that
Sabah :
In the most
and elevated
of Hf:av•en.

* * *

Ed. Livomo Ed. i, 11oa. Cremona Ed. i, fol. 49<11, col. 193.
• Zohar i, 6:za,
Ed. Livomo Ed. i, 176a. Cremona Ed. i, Col. w.
t Zohar i, 9912 and II,
col. 363.
t To be found, Zohar i, 9911,
Ed. Cremona Ed. i, 66a, col. 261.
i Zohar i, r68a, Brody Ed. Cremona Ed., i, fol. 966, col.

there is a certain
and therein are
are there ; and there go all
i. e., Kisses of the
When the
ascends into that
the souls of the friends of the
I
Palace : it is written : ' And
And the
Blessed be He ! meets there the
and caresses her* and that is
and at once kisses her and embraces
what it means when it is written: • He shall deal with her after the manLike the custom of a father to his
dau~Zltlte:r. he kisses
embraces her and
So
as it is written :
the
Blessed be He ! does to the pure soul
etc.
' He shall
THE PosiTIONS OF THE SPIRIT AND SoUL. " The Rua' k is that which
stands upon the
and the
has not any existence
in
the
and this very .Rua' k rests between fire and water, and from
" t
here is fed that
are connected as
one,
of them is Neslulmak.
every man is a .tv.eon:esJJ,
"'""'"·••" upon a "'""'"·"": and if man is
Rua' h : that is what is written ;
pour upon him a crown which is
'Until the Rua'k
he
upon us from on
At once man awakes in the , .............., to look in the Law of the
crown him with the
; if man deserves in that
upper crown which
all
which is called Neslulmah
soul ; and it is called ; the Neslulmak .B&o-,,~,.
must associate with the
The
passage shows that the
Rua' k. '' And
the Rua' k does not rest upon her
she has no association with
from Above and she does not know
whatsoever from that world; and she is like the
of an
•
Luke xv, 7, 10; Matt. xv, 21; Luke vi, 23; Rom. xiv, 17; Gal. v,
Heb. xii, 2;
Ed. Cremona Ed., ii, fol. 440, col. 173-174·
t Zohar ii, 97a,
col. 46o.
t Zohar i, 2o6a. Livomo Ed. i, 347"'· Cremona, Ed. i, fol.
Ed. Cremona Ed. iii, fol. 32a, col. u6.
I Zohar iii, 7o6,

22;

animal. She is a
which
no rest, so she goes and flies
has
of the
around and awakes that official D".V'Ol,.. Y' dumiam
entrance to
and his servants, and
take her
of
her up to all the doors of Gan Edm
of the
and
connects herself in him
and then she knows the
goes up to crown himself in
Nukamak
rv"'"'"""' connects herself in that Rua' h
and illuminates from
like the moon illuminates from the sun,
and the Rua' lz binds himself in that
and that Neskamalz connects herself into the utmost termination of Ma' lzslzabalz
i. e., the inner utmost of the
which is the mv<:t.. ,.,
Above. And that
connects itself in that
Rua' lz and that Rua' lz connects itself in that
and that
NtsluJmalz connects herself in Ain
: And then this is rest of everyand the
of
Above and
all is in one mysand one
and that is the rest of the
Below. And on
that is written; ' The
of my lord shall be bound in the
bundle of life with YHVH
ABsENCE OF THE
CREATES U N<.."LEANNESS. "We have
learned when the Ntslzamalz
goes out of the children of man, it leaves
makes
therefore is written : ' He who
her,Eto•re when He takes
away the Neskamalz
at once
to all the unclean sides
He
See ! All the children of the
and
out her
feel the taste of death. From that taste of death
hovers over the world and makes it
and rests on the hands of the children of man, and makes them unclean." t

* Zohar ii, 1420,
t

Zohar i, 536,

Ed, Cremona Ed. ii, 64a, col. 253·
Ed. Livorno Ed. i, 946. Cremona Ed. i, fol. 376, col. 147.

SLEEP THE TASTE OF DEATH. "
See! At the time the child of
man goes in the
the
must
because the whole world
commit to Him the
tastes the taste of death. Then the Tree of Death rests on the
world. And all the .Ru'!Un
of the children of man go out and
are
under it
the rule of the Tree of
but because
have committed the soul to
all return to their
"*

e.,

MAN CAN ONLY APPROACH THE DEITY THROUGH THE INTENTION OF HIS
HEART. "Because of
from
as well from holiness as the
the child of man cannot attract the .Rua' k from
with fear and
the intention of his heart and
a contrite heart. And then he attracts Below
the .Rua' k
from the
and the will which is needed for it.
And if he does not
to that
then he cannot connect his will to it.
"There are lords of the hidden
herit the Neskamuth from the side of the
which is
from the Ten Se!>hilrotlll. Who possess it and deserve
he deserves the Ten
and because there
is no
in
Ye'tzeer-ah: 'It is
ten and not nine.'
The ten
are looked upon as one and are
the content of the Ineffable Name YHVH.
THE REWARD OF THE Pious. "When man sanctifies his substance
from
he becomes sanctified from
and when man sanctifies himself in the Holiness of his
he is clothed in the
Neshamak which is the inheritance from the
Blessed be He ! and the
'-'ll>DJCn:~'''n''ll" of Israel: then he inherits
And
are called
Blessed be He I As it is written ' Ye are the
children of the
I
children of YHVH your Ail !

* Zohar iii, 26oa,

Ed. Cremona Ed. iii, fol. 1246, col.
Ed. Cremona Ed. ii, fol. Jia, col. 121.
Me'hemnah,
Ed. Cremona Ed. iii, 1346, col. 536.
1 Zohar iii, 246, Brody Ed. Cremona Ed. iii, 11a, col. 42.

t Zohar ii, 6g.J,
t Zobar iii, 2776,

0

THE EATING OF THE FoRBIDDEN FRUIT. u It is written: 'She
took from the fruit.'
This we have learned: She .,..,,,........-~
grapes and gave it to him
and caused death to the whole world.
Then this
and that Tree rules in the
and
when it
all the children of the world taste the taste of death."*
THE PowER oF THE FLESH.
of man is
the Rua' k
comes from the Rua' k
the Neskaman
that Tree of
and the other
and not
the
the flesh comes from its
another
"t
See ! The end of the
means; his
evil
whole
on the flesh * * * and when he rules he rules on the
and not on the Nukaman soul. The soul goes to her
and the flesh is
ntea.s'lllres of this
do not
the
side cannot govern.
ever associate with them
bad
in this
least power over them.'' §

This is not in the Cremona ; ) and the Rua' k has not any
in that
and
that he has divested himself from
which is in that
sits in it and goes and views so as to
which he could not know and see in this wn:rltlliv
know the Secrets
; and when the Nukamalt clothes herself in that dress from the
* * * But
other
how much
and
the
in the world who did not
to their
come naked
to this world and naked
go back
and the Neskamak goes in

* Zohar i,
t
l
i

and 6,
Ed. Cremona Ed. i, fol. :zSe, col. u:z.
Zohar iii, 170<1, Brody Ed. Cremona Ed. iii, Col. Sur, col. 322.
Zohar i,
Brody Ed. Cremona Ed. i, fol. 506, col. 199.
Ed. Cremona Ed. ii, Col. 6Ja and /;, col. 25o-1.
Zohar ii, 141a,

I

shame to those others who do not have any
and are
that
which is on the
from that fire Above."*

in

said : 'And when the sun was
XV, I

which take man away from this world. Thus we have learned:
is the
of the
JUdgnlent, which obscures the sun from the moon, as it is written : ' Before the sun * * * be darkened.'
This is the
Nesnamak
which is withheld from man 30
before he goes out
which is withheld
from this
and that is the he/em
is it
from him and is not seen.
Because the
ascends and
from man and is not seen.
Thou shouldst not say, that when man dies and that Neskamah
becomes
No ! but when he is in his life
dr••no•th~ she
goes away from him
and she
does not illuminate any more to that
and the Rua' k does not illuminate any more to that
,- then the tulem
away from
and does not illuminate
cry out upon
even
birds of heaven ,---.,-..-;
amah ascends from him ; and the Rua' h does not
any more to the
£Veon~·sn. so that the
and all the desires of the

;, e.,

!Jrli;UUU!U

in it man goes, and in it man grows up, and it is from
llk,en€$5, and
or shadow of
him is made another
and
as one. At the time that the two '"'u,wm...,
are found in him
the Rua'h
near
it is written;
of
I

* Zohar ii, ISO<J, Brody Ed.
t Zoba.r i, 227a,
Ed.
t Zohar i, 22oa, Brody Ed.
199, 200.

a

Cremona Ed. ii, 676, col. 267.
Cremona Ed., i, 1206, col. 477·
It
to iii, 1044. Cremona Ed., iii, fol. 5o6, col.
Livorno Ed. i, 3706, 371a.

2

THE GARMENTS OF THE INCORroREAL IN MAN. "We have learned: a
thousand and five hundred odors go up every
from Gan
which
It'"'"""'" the
of that world which are crowned from the
Said R. Yehudah: 'How many garments are these which are crowned
the
?' Said
R. El'azar: 'The mountains of the world
men of the generaare in discussion upon 1t, but there are three : one to clothe in that
uaJrrn<t'!nr the .Rua' k
which is in the Garden
on earth: one
which is more
in which the Nesh.amah is clothed in that
Bundle of
of the
in the
i. e.,
:* and one outside
which exists and does
not
is seen and not seen. In that
the
is clothed
and she goes and flies in
to and fro in the world.'' t
THE INCORPOREAL CoMPARED TO A LIGHTED LAMP. " The tv""'h·••h
the
from Below and she 1s the
to the
unites to her and she is united to the
afterwards it
forms and is made a throne for the .Rua' h to
mah. and the .Rua' h. is made a throne for the Neskamah to rest upon
and this Neshamah is the
Hidden of
the Concealed of All the
Concealed.
See! The
to conwhich is
cleaves to the wick and does not
and does not exist
the wick ; and when she is connected
which
with the
she makes a throne to the upper
rests on the black
; when both are formed Lvj;l,cu:tc.r,
is made a throne to the hidden
which is not seen, and it is not
known what rests on that white
that
is
So is
the man when he is
and then he is called

"t
who is clothed in this color because it is the color of a

t Zohar i,
l Zohar i,

ugb, col. 475, Cremona Ed. Livorno Ed. i, 37!16, 379a, i, 2246,

Ed.

Ed. Cremona Ed. i, fol. 59a, col. 234· Livorno Ed. i, 149a.

_

3
THE SOULS OF THE PIOUS DESCEND INTO SHEOL TO BRING UP SOME OF
THE SouLS THEREIN. Even those that do not go into Glli-ltinnom go
go down
but
down to
then all men : " Even the
down to Skeol and
come up at once, as it
' (I Sam.
I
ii,
go down and do not come
up.
go down there ? Because
shall take
many
from there and
them up
and those are
so the
who desired to do •c~~eu..auto;c, but who died before
them out from there."*
OR REVOLUTION OF SouLS. " All the souls go up
into the
i.e., revolutions or
and the children of man
do not know the ways of the
Blessed be He I and bow He
the children of man every
and in all
and how the Neshamoth
go up to be
before
come down into this
and
go up to
after
go out from this world? How many
Blessed be He! does
and how many hidden
the
with them? How many naked souls and how many naked
the
world
which do not enter
curtain? And how many worlds turn around with
turns around in so many hidden wonders ? And the children of man do
like a stone
as it is written: • And the souls of thine enewhich is thrown from a
(1 Sam. xxv,
But
them shall He
to
now is the time to reveal
that all the
while it is
go <>ut from that
Tree and from that
River
Neskamotlt
and all the Ru' hi'n
come out from that
which flows out from
comes from
the Rua' h
other small tree. The Neskamak
from
and unite in one like that of male and female
and
is ever lost." t
uu,_. .........,.,

* *

*

Ed. Cremona Ed. iii, fol. 102a, col. 405.
goes up to Paradise, the
here, exists ud
remains here, ud the Nes.iamaA soul, goes up to the
ii, 1}96, Sab-ab
Ed. Cremona Ed. ii, Col. 45a, col.

4
BoDY OF THE RESURRECTION.

<The

Blessed be He I is
to
in the time
to come, like the
of Adam
i. e., the first
at the
as it is written: ' And YHVH will
time be went into Gan
and will fill
soul with
Said R. Levi : ' The Neshamak when she is in her
from Above and is clothed in
in time to come, in the
and when she goes into the
and then the
will shine like the
very same
she will go
spumu1or of the nrrna11nelltt,
that be wise shall
shine as the
of the firmament.' "
who deserve to go up to that sp1en1Jor
" The
nan is carved out in that Pll~CI()US
that his
to assure that
and the

*

on
and she is pn~pared
is left on the earth.

VOOt1-l'l1all

is fed from the ..n·inurn••n
to clothe herself in that substance which

* Zohar, Livomo Ed., i, 197a and 6.

Midn.sh Ha-Ne'elam. Cmmona Ed. i,
col.
Ed. i, UJ6.
t Zohar i, fol. 7oa, col, 277, Cmmona Ed. Midn.sh Ha·Ne'elam. Livomo Ed., i,
1991J.
Ed. i, u<j.6.
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Figure 36.-An oe<:ult rep.....entation of the Ten Sephiroth, Four Worldo, Tetr.lgl'lU!laton, etc.

STRUCTURE OF THE UNIVERSE. STABILITY OF THE OPPOSITIONS. THE
LOWER. WORLD LIKE THE UPPER.. THE MAKROKOSM AND MIKROKOSM.
THE UPPER. ADAM. THE MAKROKOSM AS THE GREAT TREE, AND AS MAN.
CREATION OF ADAM AND 'HAVAH. THEIR CONDITION BEFORE AND
AFTER. THEIR FALL. FOUR WAYS OF SEEING THE DEITY. THE PERMA·
NENCE OF SPOKEN WORDS. LOVE AND FEAR. ENTIRE DEPENDENCE
SHOULD BE ON THE DEITY WHEN MAN IS IN TROUBLE. PARADISE AND
HELL. SAMA·EL AND LILITH, ETC. THE ANGEL OF DEATH, ETC.
COMING OF THE MESSIAH AND THE KINGDOM OF THE SUPREME DEITY
UPON EARTH, ETC.
TRUCTURE OF THE UNIVERSE. u R. Yehudah
it is written : 'Elohim said : Let there be a firmament in the midst of
the waters.'
i,
See I At the time that the
Blessed be He ! created the world He created 7 heavens Above. He
created 7 earths
7 seas, 7
7
and 7000 years that the world has been. The
and in
the seventh of all
He created 7 heavens
suns, to serve in each ...._,,v..,,,,_ and in all
each one created stars,
of these heavens are chariots
one from another and
limrunrPT_ tO take upon them the
of Malkhutka ..,.""~'>''v""•
Lord. Some of them have six
some
of them with four faces and some with
some
of them are a
and some of them are water, and some of them
ru' lui air. This is what is written : 'He maketh his
; his
And all the heavens are one
above the
of an
and some Below and some
and each heaven trembles for the fear of their Lord :

6
thr·OUI!:h Him
are taken away. And above
has all in His power ; so
are 7 earths
are all inhabited except those which are above and those
which are below.
Cremona Ed. says, all are
the above
and
* *
And our
who live in the
have seen in the First Book and the Book of
Ed. claims
that all these earths which are Bethe First Book is the Book of
are like the firmaments
and between each
out between each
out
to their
And each of these earths are
and
names, and
them is the Gan Edm and the
there is in them creatures who look different one from the other like the
some of them with four
and
Above ; some of them with two
and their appearance is different one from
some of them with one
the other ; but if you
and say that all the children of the world
so, the First Adam did not come down
pro>uuc:e children and
but
to all the
which
Adam has not been found at all in this
Tlt.l'i'IJ;Iu•L i. ~., the
of all of
as it is written : ' He commandeth them upon
I
And that Tkdvhel is
the Th~ivlul of the earth.'
·~~·o~·- in the heaven
IS united in the
the Tkdvhel in
Therefore the
Earth which is called
child of man who is found in that
is
over
like the Above. Because as in the heavens
above
and Above is found the Throne of
there is one heaven
the
Blessed be He ! as it is written : ' As the appearance of the
etc.'
i,
• The d' mooth of a
and
stone
upon the a' mooth of the Throne is the d' mooth of the appearance of a man
So here too, in this
is foU!!d the
upon it from above.'
of All. And who is he? Adam
who is not foU!!d in all
are from
Below. And the Lower earths where do
come from?
the chain of the earth and from the Heaven Above. And there come

*

• Like the fine skin of the

or the onion.

7
out from it different creatures
one from the other.
them in
some of them in shells
worms which are found in the
some in
and some from all the colors. So are all
like these.*

Some of
like the
some in
creatures

THE LowER WoRLD LIKE THE UPPER. THE CREATION OF THE MAN.
" And He made this world
to the world
and all that
which is Above is in the resemblance of the
and all that which
is
the resemblance thereof is in the sea and all is one. He
created in the Above the
i. e.,
He created in this
world the children of man. He created in the sea the
as it is written: 'To
that it
be one.' And it is
written of man : • For in the
of Elohim He made the Man.'
And it is written : ' Thou madest him to be
but
a little of Elohim.'
If the
of man are correct
in their
then the
calls
children ; as is written ;
• You are children to YHVH your Ail
He calls
them ' children' and
call
' as it is written: ' Thou art
our
etc.'
He chose me and I chose
THE STABILITY OF THE OPPOSITIONS. "
i.e., shadow
of a
in which we do not find the male and female is not
and we have so considered
of our
See ! In every
in which
is not found the male and female as one, the
Blessed be He ! has
not
His
in that
and
is not
but
in
the
in which is found male and female. It is written : • He blessed
tlum and called lluir name Adam on the
He created them.'
v,
And is not written: 'He blessed him and called his name Adam.'
Adam even is not named Adam
when male and female united in
one, etc.
or

* Zohar iii, 96, 1oa,
t

Zohar ii, 2oa,

t

Zohar i,

col. 331.
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Ed. Cremona Ed. iii, fol. 44, col. 14Ed. Cremona Ed. ii, fol. 9a, col. 34Cremona Ed. i, fol. 45a, col. 178.

also iii, fol.

8
The 'l,l.Q"'"'"""''.u shows the existence of four
or rather three conAdam. I. The Perfect
Heatinuations of the
the World of Emanation. It is anAdam of the Atzul-atic
U'-'·"1''""'• of that world. It is
of as a
or an undefined
manifestation of the
has
yu•ou.nuu• shade of the

n.ce·-au•·•· u•<a~~"'u in combination
Ten
Here is also the content of the
the
Inner Emanated Heaven. It also answers to the
Soul.
The Second Adam is the sole
of the B' ree-atic
the
World of Creation. In this World is the Kiuh Hakabod or Throne or
This Adam is also
is in the likeness of man, but
It is the
Adam or Makrokosm
more
and is the Adam mentioned in Gen. i. It is
of the First
and bas the First Adam's
but in lower and much further removed
Metatron. This Adam has the
Ntshanee-aa.n. of the First Adam but in a very much
It is a Tzure to the Third Adam. It is its
Malkhuth; the Church or ....,uu~• c~•~~.u,;n
It answers to the
i. t., Satan or Samii-el.
and the
also to the Rua' h
The Third Adam is the Terrestrial Adam made of 'dust' and

It was made in the
..........,. but was much further removed from both of them. It had when
'-'•t:·<U<::I.A, a
simulacrum or
like that of the
and answers to the Yetzur-atic World or World of the
It also answers to the Breath and the
Animated Soul.
The Fourth
was the Third Adam as he was after the Fall. When
nerves, etc. This answers to the Lower

9
united. He bas the animal power of
spc:cn:1>, and also answers to the
of all the
but in him is some of the
form the Great Universal Man.
'<"·"'""''"" also asserts the existence of Three
emanated
or created
: two Heavens and one Earth. The
Heaven is
called the Inner. We also note here the
doctrines as to the
the
and the
a
to be
apJpro•aclled with reverence, fear and
A'lwr is the
for God has not any
and the assertion of
To describe the

v"'"iK"''" to use the terms
etc.
""l"'ul:!;<l-'"·" names man as the purpose of creation and the first
Adam or Celestial Man.
The idea is in
the vision of Ezekiel in the assertion of the existence of the human
upon and
the Chariot Throne or Mer/laban.
this vision the
\l."'uu<:U<~.n bases the idea of the Four Worlds. A'tzeel-ah is the abode of
the Adam Dla-ah or Adam
of
that of Mttalron and the
and the
World. The form of the Man is that which At-lee' lush D' AI·lee' lleen has
chosen for Its own form.
World answer to the three
in man, Nesh·
the Intellectual World;
the Ethical World;
the
Natural World. Each of these are divided into three"'"'"""'"· tnn,.. u, ....
which with the whole content of man, constitutes the Ten.*
4
the
Blessed be He I which He bas
' Three worlds are to
hidden in Him. The first World
A' tzee/-atii:
hidden from
it cannot be looked at or cmnp1rehenc:led
him who is hidden in it. The second World

*
des SoAar, p. 303, note 2. Franck La Kai!!Jale, p.
203. German Ed., pp. 147-148. Zohar iii, zg6a. Idrah Zootah. Also the n ....,,...,..,,.
ha-Zohar. See the lrolltiSJi>lec:e,

which is connected with that Above; this is that
which the
Blessed be He I makes Himself known
'This is

from
and to know
and ask;

~ -·~---, Cremona Ed.

• In the Tselem shadow
i,
Adam
has also three worlds: The First
is that World which is called : lrn'U.'I,
the world
ser:ar:ati1ln. and man is found in it and is not
and when
d~
sire to look on him he vanishes from them and is not seen. The Second
World is the World which is connected in that World
and this is
the Garden of Eden on the
which is connected in another
World ; and from here is known and
that other World.
The Third World is an
Hidden World concealed and not revealed
and no one can know that World; as it is written; 'No eye hath seen
0 I
beside
what He hath
for him that waiteth
for Him.'
THE MAKROKOSM. And this is what is written : c And YHVH said; I
out the Man whom I have
from the face of the earth.'
to be a distinction between the Adam D' Illa-ak
and Adam D' Ltnatk-ah the Man Below; and if it were
the world could not
because one could not exist
without the other. If it were not for the
Ed. has not,
' form ') of the Man
written : ' YHVH
Wisdom hath founded the earth.'
found Grace
*Zohariii,

and 6, col. 302, 303, Cremona Ed. Brody Ed. iii, 1 S94 and !J.

the eyes of YHVH.' And we have learned ; that all
on that Brain
and the Wisdom co1nnrisE!S
this Hidden Wisdom in her has
and has
established the form of the Man to
All on its
Each one
in its
: this is what is written : • Wisdom strenJ~h,en•eth
than ten rulers.
Which are the
And in that form of Man rests the nP1'fPf•ttt1on
all rests upon the
as it is written: • And its d'moolh
was like the appearance of the Man upon him from above.'
And it is written : • And I saw that he carne with the clouds of
heaven like a son of man and he reached unto the Al-lu' A:
i. e.,
Ancient of
and
drew near before Him.'
Until
here the words are hidden.'' t
voou-nan. i.e., Phantom of the
i. e., shadow
" Because the
is the Above and
which are contained in
contains the
He
Above and
established the At-tee' kah
duslul
in that
OF THE B'REE·ATJC ADAM. " It is written : •
is His name, and
what is the name of His Son?' When thou desirest to know: 'YHVH
TZ!!:'BA-OTH is His Name. § • The name of His Son?' Israel is his
first-born
name, as it is written : '
that
all the
of Truth
on
Son.'
himself and says: •YHVH said to me thou art
And
so it is. For Abba and Immah crown him and bless him with
and
and commended to all : ' Kiss the son.'
ii,
Kiss the hand to that Son. It is like as if the
Blessed
'Lest
be He! would
Because
crowned him
he be angry.'
Who deserves
to him is
with
Ten

Se~>hil'otb.

t Zobar iii, 1444, Brody Ed.
t
i

Cremona Ed. iii, fol. 686, col. 272.
Ed. Cremona Ed. iii, fol.

Zobar iii, fol, 141a, Idrah Rabbah,

x, 16,

col.

ment, and who deserves
he shows him
from Above and Below go up to that Son
nr••v,.,ntc: the
from that

crown n ...m.,.,.J.,,.....
out sin before the

*
THE MAKROKOSM AS THE GREAT TREE. «The Male is extended to
the
and
the inheritance which he received. But whensoever
are
it is called
and the whole
is formed and made the Great
and beautiful. 'The
and the fowls of the
had shadow
beasts of the field

etc." t
" Also now was
in the earth the Eloo-nah vu:a-tus~~.-.
the
Above ; in twelve limitations
branches
which were not before; and therefore the latter is
'"""'"""''·'"' and the first is not
; whence the accent falleth between
contained in
corresJ)(m<1m.g to his three sons, vi~ :
and .Ra' 11-mim Seth. These three were divided
roots of the
into I 2 and the twelve into 70 "~-'~·'-'"·"• called ; the
human race.
MAN AS THE MAKROKOSM AND THE MIKROKOSM. u With skin and
flesh thou hast clothed me, etc.'
x, I
If this is so, what is the
man? Is he
nerves ? It is not so I The real
and that which is said ;
man is not
bones and nerves,
the
of the man but not the
man. When the man
he takes off the ga1rim~n(
which has clothed him. Yet all these bones and sinews
are in the
mv<:tP1'" of the
Above. Like the Above. The 'skin' represents

* Zohar iii, 1916, Brody Ed.
t Dan. iv, 12.
rothic Tree of Life.
t Zohar iii, fol.
I Zohar iii, fol.

i6iJ., 10 StJ., which seems also to be a

of the

Idrah Zootab.
Ed. Cremona Ed. iii, fol. l4¥J, col. S74·
Mantua Ed. Cremona Ed. iii, fol.
col. 26o.

the

.............. ,like we have learned: 'Who stretchest out the heavens like
'Ram skins
above of
These are the
When ' the heavens are stretched out,' these
are the outer garments. The ' curtain • is the inner
and this

"'"'"''lUI'; which covers up the flesh. The 'bones and nerves,'
which exist in the
i. e., the
servants. And all these garments
of the Adam Illa·ak
which is
'man,' he is the inner to
its inner.
Below.
the inner. His '
the Above. His 'bones and nerves,' as
we have
the Celestial Chariot and its hosts; the ' flesh ' is that
and that remains outside. All
which covers the hosts and the
the
is like the
therefore ; ' Elohim created the
Man
and one, for the female ; and the
of the man,
the
Above. In that firmament
covers
formed
which contain secret
the stars and
which are in the
which is covered on the
outside ; so
the 'skin ' which is the cover outside of the man,
which is the firmament which covers
and
and
are like the stars and
All these
have a concealed
tion for the wise who know how to read in the face of man."
Is.

*

See! When the
He took dust from the
PIP1MPJlh:) Of the

Blessed he He created Adam
from the four sides
him power. After

that He
nav.v.~nn

• Zohu ii, 751, 76a,
col. 129.

Soul of Life.

Ed. Cremona Ed. ii, fol. 32<11, col. u6.

Afterthen
ii, J)a,

be knew the
all the men in the world are
Wisdom. Like
.-n,mnri"">il from Above and Below."*
CREATION OF THE MAN. "And YHVH Elohim formed
i.e••
therefore is written ; ' YHVH J.Jli.J>uuJu,
like we have
that he is
We
have learned ; On the sixth
Man was created at the time when the
was
and is called Kiselt.
it is written : • The Throne had six
and therefore Man was
created on the sixth
because he is
And we have learned : When Man was created
was estilblish~ed.
which is Above and
and all is
in Man." t
" After He made
at once He called him Adam
it
is written ; ' These are the
of Adam
' After He
revealed the words to that
Above ; He created man.
that Elohim created
Below ; it is written ; ' In the
i. e., in the
of
He made him.' "
CREATION OF ADAM AND 'HAvAH. "Said R. Shim-on; It is written;
' And every
of the field before it was in the
and every herb
of the field before it
: YHVH Elohim had not allowed it to
rain upon the
' And every
of the
these are the
trees which had been small and were
afterSee ! Adam and Eve have been created one side in
side
were
not created face to
face? Because it is written: That YHVH 'had not allowed it to rain upon
as
the
have not been found in its
to
had been formed Below and became face to
were so found Above. Fr6m whence do we know this? From
.~.~a•-~-nHun, i. e., Tabernacle; It is written : 'And Moses erected the
Mislt.kan Tabernacle;'
18 ;) because another Tabernacle has been
erected with
and before the Below had been erected the Above could
to the man,
before the Below
Lower
not
so is here

* Zobar i, IJo&,
Ed. i, r:u.il.
t Zobar iii, 48a,
t Zobar ii, 7o&,

Ed. Cremona Ed. i, fol. 78a and 1!, col.

31o-11.

Livomo

Ed. Cremona Ed. iii, fol. 21o and 22a, col.
ii, 55a, Cremona Ed. ii, foJ.
col. 123.
Ed.

could not
had not been
created face to
and this verse shows
for it is written : c That
YHVH Elobim had not allowed it to rain upon the earth.' And therefore what is said : • There was not a man,' means that he
been
in his form; but when 'Havah
had been 1Y't-fec:tf'rl
then Adam was
but before he was not
Ant~ p.
* *
no work has been done upon the
did ·not let it rain upon the
But what is written afterwards :
' But there went up a mist from the earth.' That means the desire of the
female towards the mille.
from Below to the
Another
of
He did not cause it to rain? Because the perfect form was not found to go up from the earth
the man had been
..-•.£,.,....A on the earth
so from this earth Below awakened the work
Above. * * *
See ! we have learned; went up from the earth
first and a cloud awakened and all connected itself the one in other."*
"R.
says; Adam was created with two faces. 'He took
one of his
the
Blessed be He !
him
and made two from the East and the West.
Ed. says: From
' Thou hast formed me before and behind.'
.oeJrun•a, that is the West; and
that is the East. R.
said : What has the
be He ! done ? He formed
that female and
and
her into Adam
• that is
* * * and it is written :
his side." t
CONDITION OF ADAM AND EvE BEFORE AND AFTER SINNING •
See ! Before Adam sinned he went up into and remained in the illuminated
and was not
from the Tree of Life.
But when he acceded to the desire to know and to descend
then
he followed after them
himself from the Tree
of
and knew
and on this is
written ; • Thou art not an Ail
neither shall evil dwell with Thee. •
s.

*

.

* Zobar i, w. ssa,
t Zohar ii, ssa,

Ed. Cremona Ed. i, fol. 26a, col.
Ed. Cremona Ed. ii, fol. 2
col. 97.

sa,

102.

Who follows the bad has no

uw<=uJuu<

with the Tree of Life. And before
and knew the wisdom
This is not in the Crecoald not stand

even before the voice from Below."*
See! When Adam Kt.r/UJ•un,
was
like that
in Gan
and it is the
But when he was
driven out of the Garden of
and he needed the
necessary
to such as are in this world: What is written? 'And YHVH Elohim
made for Adam and his wife l'llllU
of
"11,11
At the first had

i.e.,
which served them in Gan Eden Garden of
because in this Garden
of
the
which illuminates there is served
it. Therefore when the Adam
the
Blessed be He !
him in that
of
and if he had not been at first clothed in that
in there. But when he was driven away from there he needed
therefore : ' YHVH Elohim made to Adam and his wife
an
' So it has been manifested that the
deeds
these deeds attract from that
which the son of man does in this
of
for a ua1"m1•nt to prepare himself to enter into that
world to appear before the
Blessed be He I And in that dress in
which he is clothed he
and sees the
of the luminous
as it is written: ' To behold the
of YHVH and to
in His
Thus the
Nishmathah, i. e., souls is clothed in both
in all
in this world
and the

* Zobar i, 52a and 6,

Ed.

Co1npare Zohar ii, 1916. Cremona Ed. i, Col.

col. 144.

t The idea of the Luminous and Non. Luminous Mirror is Philo, Vol. i, pp. 134, 337.
See Ante 399''l·• also in the Talmud. f Ye6amotJl, 496; YerusJlalmi f B'rakhoth, 44;
Babli I SotaJl, 22a.
Ed.

Cremona Ed. ii, fol. IOJ6, col. 411-u.

THE FouR WAYS OF SEEING THE DEITY. "The Will
Hquram-nulka
of the
is seen in three colors; the first
color is seen Above from afar
and no eye can
it in its pureness, because it is from afar
when he
makes his eyes
see little
the lids
written ; ' From far off YHVH has
the
The second color is seen with one eye
the other eye
when that eye is shut to see little
could not be seen
and
and be could not stand otherwise its
he shut the eye and
and this color could
and of that is written ;
that is that sohar
be looked into at

tlin' har-d
of the luminous
and that color could not be co1:npreh,en1ded
of that
who sees the
therefore is written : 'The hand of YHVH was upon me.'
I :) also ' The hand of YHVH was upon me
* And all these
could not be seen
because Moses could see that which could not be seen

* *

corTes>pond, to
and illuminawhich four we find with all the
The ancients also believed
called it. The
in four kinds of ' ./turor' as
the
who talked to God " mouth to
as above all other ...,.,,,...""t"
THE THREE ANGELS WHO APPEARED TO ABRAHAM. " It is written·: 'ADd
three men, etc.'
These are the three
which have been clothed in rether and came down to this

* As if

at the sun on a clear

t That is in the Ma'As..tuaA, i. ~.,
ten:tplation becomes more intense.
t Zohu i, 97a, Sitbrai Tborah.

because when the eyes arc shut the conEd. Crcmona Ed. i, fol. 66a, col.

262.

have been seen in appearance as
a child of man.
Zohar i,
And
have been three like the
because the rainbow is
it is so 1
seen in three colors :
red and green. And
And these are the three men ; three
that a white
red
and green color. The white
that
because he is the
and green color
: red
that
because he is the Left
; and these three colors are those of the
because it is
never seen
with them: therefore it is written: 'And YHVH

is in it
and revealed ; seen and not seen. This
came out from the
came out in the
and was hidden at
* and this is the
seen, and all colors are concealed in
it and it is called
the Name YHVH. From the three colors
have been seen three colors Below."*

* *

THE CONTINUANCE AND AsCENT

OF ALL WORDS SPOKEN BY MAN.

"
See ! At the time when the
deeds are done
in this
and man
in the service of the
that word which he makes
which has not a voice which does not
ascend and crown
and there is made from it an intercessor
before the
Blessed be He ! And all the deeds which a man does
which are not to the service of the
Blessed be He ! that word which
he makes; a breath is created from it and goes away and flies around
the
and when the Nesnamalt
goes forth from that
man, that breath revolves m the world like a stone which is thrown out
from a
As it is
etc." See I Sam. xxv, 29.1
*Zohar i,

t
t

!}90, 1000,

Sithrai Thorah,

Ed.

Cremona i, fol.

col. 355·

ante, p. 124 and note.
Zohar ii, S!I<J,

Ed. Cremona Ed. ii, fol. 266, col. 104. Livomo Ed. ii, Ioo6.

and said:
LoVE oR FEAR. "He
It is written : 'YHVH
Ail thou shalt
it is written ; ' Thou shalt fear for
Ail.'
these verses to be said : Thou shalt fear
Ail; because it is written; 'YHVH
Ail thou shalt fear.' But what
means; 'Fear
Ail.' ? The
is from the word
i.
Ail. * * * Fear conducts to
who serves thr,mu••h
Love connects himself in the
and in the holiness of
the world to come, but it must not be
that to serve Him from
the side of Fear is not to serve Him. Such a service from Fear is very
pre~clctus, but he
a
cannot ascend to connect himself to the
Above; but when he serves from
be goes up and crowns -------··-,
and connects himself in the world to come. In Love is the mysof the
Grace or
and the
of the
which is needful to them in the world to come, so as to unite the
Name of the
Blessed be He I and unite all different
from
and to
them all in the
of
and this
is the
Israel YHVH Elohainu YHVH
is One.'''*
DEPENDENCE ON THE DEITY WHEN IN TROUBLE. u It is written: ' If
.rfr•"ftPlfh becomes small.'
thou faint
in the
of
ronJ
that means if he
his hand from the
Blessed be He !) • In the
' this means, when he
"'"'""'~"'"·' so his '
becomes small.' What is
becomes small?' It means; M"::l MJ
then the evil is thrust outside
so that it cannot come near man and cannot accuse him. But when
man deviates from the Thorah and weakens from
then the "t'""'"'"'th
11:) M::l "ll tzar ko-a' n
is the
of the left
that evil which is the Left side rules over man, and thrusts that other
away.
the throne of
WoRSHIP FROM

* Zohar ii, 216a,

Cremona Ed. ii, 976, col. 387.

t The initials of

Kistk ka-Kaood, i. e., Throne of

is always to His

of

l

Zoha.r i,

col. 395·

Ed. Cremona Ed. i, fol.

col. 354·

The Throne

•
THE DEITY BRINGS SALVATION TO THE WICKED. "'He goes
Because the Ye' tur ka-raA is
after the way of his heart.'
in him and therefore be goes wild and does not desire to
the evil way,
Blessed be He I sees the way that he goes
He says ; ' I must
him under his arms.' That is what is
written ; ' I have seen his ways,'
that
go in the
I need to
him a
Therefore it is written : ' I will heal
him.'
That is the
Blessed be He !
in his
and with it He
the NeskamaA
heart the way of
it is written ; 'Go and lead the
The
way like when one takes hold
Blessed be He I conducts him in a
of another man's hand and conducts him out of the darkness. *
*
And it is further written : ' I will lead
and I will restore comforts
That means that the
unto him and to his mourners.'
to the
From :13 years of age
one to the
way
when man goes in the
and cry out and say : • Give
• but if man goes in the wrong way
mourn over him when
go away from
when
c:t,.,;mcrth·~•"• him and leads him back to the
Ke·per1ta1:tce; and these
who
have mourned over
alive; he is alive on all sides and united
in him and then he is
in the Tree of
and when he is united in the Tree of
he is
Man."*
called ; .Ba-al
SAMX-EL AND THE FIRST SIN. From the Zohar i,
Ed. ;
Cremona Ed. i, fol.
col. .uo,
ha-Bahir. "It is written:
' And the
was more subtile than any beast of the field.'
' That is the Ye' tur h6.
'And the
' R.
' When
came before
raA.' R. Yehudah said : ' It is a real
it is all one, and it has
R. Shim-on

*

rgo.
Matt.
* Zohar il, 1o66,
Ed. Cremona Ed. ii, fol. 48a, col.
Fathers, pp. 77, note 2.
vii, 13, 14. Luke xiii, 24· See
of the

I

e.,

been Sama-el and he has been seen on a
and his
i.
shadow
and the
are
and all are one.' We have
Samli·el descended from heaven
on
At that time
SPr·fV'tlt and his nelem was seen, all creatures saw his ndem and
and he reached to that woman with sweet words and be
caused death to the whole
with wisdom
he u•v•u"''""
curses upon the world and ruined the First Tree
which the
Blessed be He ! created in the world."
From the
Ed.
In the Cremona Edition in continuation of the above-cited page. " The
Neskamah
of the male comes from
and the Neshamah of the
went after 'Havak
and that is
' Because her soul is from the
Left
,.....,,..,,•.n .. her
' And the
has been
asked ; How did he that ? Said
because he came on her. ·The
with all the hosts
he to them; 'Sama·el the Wicked. He
Above
his
because the
Blessed be He I said
You shall; ' Have dominion over the fish of the sea, and over
etc.'t Said he
how can I make him
the birds of
sin before Him; so that be shall be driven away from before Him ; so he descended with all his
and he
upon
and it
like himself and he found the
had a
i. e., appearance, like a camel ; so he rode upon it
'Did not Elohim say: You
and came to that woman : Said he to
i. e., Garden.' Said she;
should not eat from all the trees of the
'We have not been forbidden
from the Elz na··L'•a·u'lrl.
which is in the u"''u"''"• and of that
shall not eat from it and not touch it or thou
die.' * * * What
then
he touched the Tree and the Tree
did Sama-el the
cried out : * * * Sama-el said to her; ' Behold ! I touched
I did not
if you touch it you will not die.' The woman

* The ancient Hebrews
faced the East in
to the North. It will be noticed that, in the ancient Asiatic
the woman's side is the left side. See abo Ante, p.
t The " fish "

are the evil

the " birds" are the

the left side
of the an·
120 and 142, and
repr~mts•tiolllll

of
i.e.,
came near to
I will die now, and the
and she said ; •
Blessed he He ! will make another woll\an and
her to
but I will do thus : • I will cause him to eat with me, so if we die we
shall both die
and if we shall live we shall both live to,litetller
So she took from its fruit and gave it to her husband. * * * So the
to thee that thou
Blessed he He ! said to her ; ' It is not
hast sinned but thou hast
sin to Adanl too,' said she before Him;
• Lord of the
the
induced me that I should sin before
Blessed be He !
all Three before Him and
Thee.' So the
sentenced them with nine curses and
and threw Sama-el and his
followers down from the Place of their Holiness in
and cut the
and cursed
more than all the beasts and .................,
feet off the
and commanded that be should lose his skin after
THE SIN OF ADAM CAUSETH THE TASTE OF DEATH.

Adan1 had not sinned none would have lasted the taste
ascended to the
but because he sinned so he tasted the taste
of death
be ascended to the other
separated from the
i.e.,
and remained in this
has to cleanse itself in the river Dinu,.
world ; and the Rua' A
to receive purnsttm~:nt, and afterwards he
goes
i.
Garden of
up to the Gan

e.,

"''"'"'"'""' of
ance, of the
his habitation." t
in it and there is
OF PARADISE AND HELL. "Said R.
Blessed he
He ! as well as He created a Gan Eden ----·-·-, on earth so He also
created a Glii-Ainnom upon
as well as He created a Gan
Garden of
so He created a Glii-kinnom Above. He created
on the earth: as it is written ; •And YHVH Elohim
He created a Glii-kinnom in
u .... ,...,,~:::>::>, as darkness itself.'

* Zohar i, 356, and i
Col.

t

HasAmut.u, 126.
ha-Bahir,
Ed. Cremona Ed. i,
and IJ, col. 110, 111.
ha-Babir.
Zobar iii, 1596, Rayab Me'hemnah,
Ed. Cremona Ed. iii, foL 766, col. 303.

28a

x,
He created Gan Etlm Above: as it is written ; • But the
hesh animal
of my lord shall be bound in the bundle of life with
YHVH
And it is written ; • The Rua' h
shall return to Elohim.'
He also created the Gaihinnom Above: as it is written : • And the
animal
of thine
enemies
them shall he
out as out of the middle of a
Kitto's
Paradise. On the Tree of Life in

OF SA.MA-EL OR SATAN Al'JD LIL-ITH.
of Samii-el
was a maid-servant to the Matroneethah. And
the other ail
was a servant to the
Blessed be He ! afterwards the causes
made them to be an
and the
Blessed be
to
them away from the world and
LIL-ITH AND SAMA·EL. "When man connects himself in the
same
where his
that is in the Thorah ; he needs to be tested on
so he shall go up
and come back
father has been
Adam ascended but did not watch
her and
that Esh~lh
which is the
It is written ; ' And Ya-kob

' From the~----~.......
from the lees of old wine went
itself out to
as it is on the
side so is it in the Evil
male
in each other. The female of Samii-el which is

* Zohar i, 676, col. 268,
t Zobu iii, fol.
col. 536.

Midrasb ha-Ne'elam. Cremona Ed.

Ed.
as to Lil-ith, Kitto's

Ed. i, lo6D.

Me'hemnah. Cremona Ed. iii, fol. 1346,
Bib. Liter. ii, p.
Also anle, p. 248.

is called Eskelh Z' no()?leem. "*
on
as to the female
of the Beast.
" Sama-el was clothed in the
and Lil-ith in the
both are united as one.'' t
H The evil arurrv-m''"
is the devastation of the world
and she is the lash in the
Blessed be He I to strike
the
"Lit-ilk is the mother of the Shedim and the
the ensoarers.
Na-amoh
sidered as a very beautiful woman who drew· down from
the two
Uzza and
the
of the B'nai E/okim. She has
i,
is also a
datigl:lter of Ma' klatk the female demon who causes sickness.
The Four Lower
to the Four
are I. The inclination of the heart towards
the
to A'tseel-ah. II. The
actual
of Evil in the
to B'ree-an. III. Use
of Evil
the
to Ye' tseer-ah. IV. External Evil Action
to the vp1,..,.,...,,...
nnl'·alvnv-

If man turns his heart from the
Sublime Face away, the She-kheen-ah
from his Neskamalz. If man's sin continues and he becomes na.~-ue.ne<.1,
cornplete control over the Divine Tselem in
and darkness and
death rule over him and he has Gai-kinnom in this life.
THE GREAT AND SMALLER DEMONS.
" What is said: 'Let not Elohim
with us, lest we die.'
xx,
Those have been the tgD;or.mt
mixed
who have been with them
and because
have been from the side of that Evil s,.,. . . ,.,,t

* Zobar i, 1476, 148a,
Ed. i, fol. 86a, col. 342.
t Zohar ii, 1926,
t Zohar ii, 1906,
f Zobar ii, 268a,
II See Dan. xi, 37, and

Sitbrai Thorah,
Ed. i, 248a, Livomo Ed. Cremona
Ante, p. 331·
Ed. Cremona Ed. ii, fol. 846, col. 336-337.
Ed. See also i, 190a and 6.
Kitto's

Bib. Liter. iii, Title, Nanea.

Him; ' That you shall be cursed of aU the animals.' And there are
many
but there are mixtures from the side of the ,..,..,.._.,,t * * *
hurtful
and also mixtures from the side of the
Mn·•inim
of
the
world.
oe1rnons, the souls of the
And there is also a mixture of the
i. ~., external
and the
i. ~.,
de1rnons, and of
and none of them
children of
"""'"""""'t the .,mt
1 + 30
are so evil as """~"'''"'u'
He has been the
+ I + 8 + 200 240 ail
and
revealer of all shame and evil
his other half is Sam Mn~tlt.
The
and
but
is the curse and worst of all.
the
him dominion to mle in the world in many
and we have no
to mock
we
must rather beware of
that he shall not accuse us in our holiness.
" Never shall man open his mouth to the
because he is
with man, so he will take those words and accuse us with them
Above and Below." II
..
See!

because
are •monn•'~"'T't
upon
them which are from the Above and the
which make known to man
which are sometimes true and sometimes not true, and those
which are tme
in the future." .,-r

*

+

ail a'kor also the same as .,,0 200
40
240 Mar, i. t., bitter. The initials are
those of Mala/: Rail, i. t., Evil
t This is the real Lil-ith, the mother of all the evil spirits.
Ed. Livomo Ed. i, 51a.
l Zohar i, 281, 294,
Ed.
Cremona Ed. ii, fol. u6a, col. 461.
i Zohar ii, 2376,
Ed,
Cremona
Ed. i, fol. 991, col.
II Zohari, 175a,
'If Zohar iii, :zsa,
Ed. Cremona Ed. iii, fol. I 16, col. 43· The Cremona Edition
has not the words in italics.

of
is at the same time the
Satan and .n.ccu:J>cr, what he does
not to deis the Will of the
Blessed be He !
ceive but he does this because the
Blessed be He ! orders it
who has an
son, and he
love to His children. This is like to a
loves him very
and because of his love tells him not to go near
to enter
evil women, because one who associates with such is not
the
and his son
him he would do his u•uuu.'f>"·
There was a beautiful but evil woman outside
the
The
desired to test the will of his son, so he sent for this woman and said to
her: 'Go and seduce my son!' She
the son of the
and
caressed him and
to him
If that son
had been
his father's words he would have ,., •.~e"'"u
and his
would have been very
and have taken him
into the
and rewarded him and
him
honor. But who
would now have caUHd all this honor? This evil woman would have
for it also because of
caused all this
because thr,nn<rh
namovet,oz, inherit all the
THE ANGEL OF

been able to exercise their will for the
" Above in the Tree of Life exist no
'With Thee dwelleth no Evil'
v,
the
"

exist
"Above are not any
in a
Gate of the
are Below." t
BLESSINGS AND THE EVIL EYE.
is hidden from which all
Ul1JiUO::JI1 1 the
the
come, and therefore
bleSSlltlgs rest upon it ; and all the
which are revealed that
is where
rests, ant! he wlw rests
that
is called Rah
*Zobar ii,
and 6,
tZobar,
note 1.
l Zobar i, 64Jl, Brody Ed.
in the Cremona Edition.

Cremona Ed. ii, fol. 726, col.
des
Ed.
Cremona Ed. i, fol.

sea, col.

St~har,

p. 291,

That in italics is not

" That we have
: In every
where the side of holiness rests,
when the
the
rests
upon it and never leaves it. From where do we know that? From
"''WJ'O Maaur
because this is the count to holiness so the blessm:sc
is found upon it ; but all other
in the world which do not come
from the
side no
can rest upon it when it is
be·
cause the SiiA-raA a' A-ran other
which is the .Rah Ei-een Evil
And when the enumeration is revealed
can rule over it.
i. t.,
has to be
also from

* * *

"The
the unclean .Rua'h
from the world."
u The
will be IJTt'IJil.lrcu
an immense mountain and will wonder and say ; 'How could we cross such
a
mountain? ' and the Evil
will look upon. him as if thin like
a hair and
will wonder and say : ' How can we not cross over?'
And both will weep. And the
Blessed be He ! will burn that Evil
from the world so that he rule no more.
It is written : • I kill and I make alive.'
That means : Till now death has been from Sith-rah a' A-ran
the other
but from now on ' I kill and I make
' that
in that
all those who have not tasted the taste of
time
the Messiah
death will die ..........,., ..
of
and there will be a new world made
OF

THE NEw

KINGDOM.

u

Blessed be He!" l
/. t., Shells and Evil
will not
till the
of
when the dead revive from the grave,
be broken and from the Brain
the
shall shine into the world.
the

u

The

* Zobar ii, 225a,
t Zobar i, lgoO,

Ed. Cremona Ed. ii, fol. 11¢, col. 403.
Ed.
Ed. Cremona Ed. ii, fol. 49a, col. 193· Livomo Ed. ii,
Rev. x:d, 1; 1 Cor. xv, 51 Sf.
Ed. Cremona Ed. ii, fol. Jia, col. 122.

We will now close, we have given but a very few of the many interesting passages of the Zohar for want of space. If a desire on the part of
the public, justifies us in the attempt, we will, in the future, give many
more which are of still greater value to the history of religion, theosophy
.and philosophy.

Fipre 37 .-A Hindu representation of the idea of the Makrokosm and Mikrokosm.
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(Finl jtu.~/is.lzed in "'I'IIe Ke,yrlone," Frumtum NewnidA!or•

.I''Ail<~e~'!lit.IJ, Dun~hr

as,
AN

LODGE OF
FROM THE QABBALAH.

~:uu;u e:~C:ea:•esis

in the OC·
text-book of the v"'•uuw·
based
as it

were, a number of other very old
as is evident from their
and contents.
these are some, asserted to have prc>ee<ede;d from an
mu:xaL•e, the Thanaite R. Shim-on ben
who
circa I Iorllli\Jt:eu... who was
203 A. D.
of the
pal:ticipa,tion in the Bar'ko-khab
snt;1olll:ali. Book of Se(:re,:v
or Great Assempresence of the full
ten initiates; and the continuation of the pre·
Zootah or Small
of the
died
l!ah. There is no
Le-<~.<..;uJ<uK a school for the more
much of his time en,R:rCISSE~d
from the
of
for that reason, it is
at all the prayers of the :SvnaJlOi!:Ue. The Zohar and Zoharic

written in a concealed manner, about the latter
of the thirteenth
but many of the
doctrines therein are
and
We find more or less of them
Testament, the

; Sherira ha-Gaon
Zaken ; his
R. Yekuthiel ; and of
son of Sherira
The latter is said to have been the
who used tbe
exJ>resslcm 'Holthmolh
; and
in the lat;.,.,,~....·nt of the Attributes of
as do R. Azariel b.
and many others.
beg:mn,ing of the Idrah
the -r·····-·e
'£ilcuuau:>~,, which the learned initiates of
nrr'<:l~tu•_ as its form goes back to t:t"rca ISO
in ancient Chaldea. For the '"u'""'"'

seals from
Triad.

This is

2600 B. C.
evident in the stone Tablet found in the Ternnow called Abu
and the
Urukh.
vaa-a·ust.laT says: "It has been learned :
R.

Shim-on
to the
: ' How
shall we sit in
the condition of a convivial company? It is written; ' It is time to work
for
for
have
Thorah !' The
are short
and the Creditor presses, the herald cries out
and the mowers of
the field are few in
and those who are on the aY"nnnt1!::
to go as
Tlltre!>hlDll·Hc•or m your
in your

to which the
know them.'

in order to determine sentences of
words
and
to hear them and

R. Shim-on sat and
and then said : 'Woe if I reveal ! Woe if I
do not reveal! ' The '-'IJ''"~"""'u"'"' who were there
silent. R. Abbah
arose and said to him; ' With the
of the Master to reveal ? ' The
secret of YHVH i$ with those who fear
'and
these
ions here assembled are
the
Blessed be He !
entered into the ......... ,.. u, 1
entered and some have gone out.' It has been ,.,.... ,."'""L
ions were numbered in the presence of R. Shim-on and there were found
to be
R.
R.
R. Yon"'"-'U'"n son of
gave their hands toR. Shim-on and raised their
entered into the field and sat down between
the trees. R. Shim-on arose and offered a prayer and then sat down in
*Similar ideas are in Ibn Gebirol's Kelner Ma/Uwh. Almost the same words are in
the
A6otA. See
of the
Fathers, etc.,
Charles
Cam·
1877, pp. 54· 55·

t See A nit pp. ::n8,
The initiates in the Qabbalah will understand the correct
the
the
form. In this connection note the
on the Akkadian, Balbvl•)nilll.ll
Orimtak,
J. Menant, Paris,
F.
Ctdte MiiAra, also his Cll.lle de VtnJJU: Scribner's lYUl>nUJuv.
the American
of
Vol. ii, No. 3·

and said; 'Let each one
his hands in my
'*
their hands and he took hold of them. He then
and said;
the work
' Cursed be the man who shall make an idol or a molten
; and all
of the hands of the
and
it in a secret
the
answered and
Amen. 't R. Shim-on
' It is time to work for YHVH.' What means ' Time to work for
YHVH ?' Because
which is the Sacred
What means '
if it is not
accordis this? To the At-tetlt Yo'lntn, i. e., Ancient of
called A'reeRA
the
for it is written : '
art
who is like unto
thee I' And it is written: 'Who is like unto Thee YHVH among the
i.e.,
ones!'" He called R. El·azar his son, and ordered
him to sit down before him
e., in front of
and R. Abbah on the
other side
e., beside him R.
the
and
of All ; t thus far the columns have been estabsaid :
and their knees knocked

the She'kheen-ab or Divine
afraid ! ' He said :
said : " ' YHVH I have heard
this fear was
but as to us, all
on
as is
written : ' Thou shalt love YHVH
and is written : 'While YHVH loves you,' and is written : ' I have loved you, says
YHVH.'§ R. Shim-on
and said: 'He who walketh as a tale-

* An ancient Hebrew method of
Ed. 1876, iii, p. 348.
Biblical

an oath. Gen. xxiv, 2; xlvii, 29. See Kitto's

t The numerical value of
Amen,= 91, the same as the total value of,
26 (YHVH) and 'l"'M- 65 (ADoNaY).

mn• -

t That is, now we represent the three columns of the Universe, the
Centre
and Left columns of the Tree of Life, the Ten
or the whole universe.
i

and TheosoThe doctrine of Love to God is the keystone of all the true
from fear. See Anlt, p. 429·

bearer revealeth a secret,' but the 'faithful in
concealeth at matter.'
'He who walketh a
• since is said; 'talebearer '
' he walketh ?' A man 'a tale-bearer '
to be
nor true,
said. 'Who walketh ?' He who is neither sedate in his
the word which he bas
is moved hither and thither as bran on the
water, untll the water drives it away. For what reason ? Because hi&
,but whose
is a
of him it
concealeth the word.'
' faithful
in
' denotes firmness of
as is said : ' And I will fasten him as
The matter
on secresy. And it is writa nail in a firm
ten : ' Suffer not
mouth to cause
flesh to sin.' And the world
could not
but
that which is secret, and if with
to
how much more in matters the
most secret of secrets in the At-tuk Yq-men which are not even transmitted
to the
"
considered
the
than the
Said R. Shim-on ; u I
not
I will not tell
the earth to
we now compose the columns of the
*The first
Ltlur the Crown, represents the Master; the sixth
the moon. The first
the sun ; the last, MalkAutll the
of the bead of the Makrokosm, the second to the heart, the third to the
soles of the feet. In this connection note : "The
(Ezek. xliii, 7). Also the veneration
Buddhists
for the impression of the soles of Sakhya Mt\ni's feet. The Ten Upper
as a
or Great Man of the
are the Qabbalistic Tree of Life, and the Adam
Makrokosm, the A'tzeel.atic Adam. Me·
East, the Ideal or Celestial Adam, the
tatron is the B'ree-atic Adam, the Mediator between the Deity and His creatures.
I Cor. xv, 44-49· l!Jid. xii, 12-27.) And in this Makrokosm, the Name YHVH,
is contained; and when the Kingdom of YHVH (i.e. the
is established upon
this, our earth (see the great verse Rev. xi, 1 S), then; "YHVH shall be the
over
on that
YHVH will be One, and His Name, One." (Zach.
all the earth;
g.)

YNOPSIS OF THE
of the
Numismatic and
December
I read a paper entitled : " The Chinese
or the Book called the
" of which the
is
an abstract :
The esoteric
are a reminiscence of an ancient " Wisdom
" which appears to
at a most archaic
in the Asiatic learned world. It
have
u therefore not
that it11 germs may be found in the ancient
books of China. The oldest book of the Chinese which has reached our
most
the Yih
Book of
said to have been
first written
B.
in the dialect of the Akkadian or Black race, of
The earliest historical
of the
the
with
from

a few years before the death of
the Great Extreme is
the two
forms are,
---,
- - - . The Yih has a
hers which recall the tetrad and decade of
nese scholars say: " In the Yih is the Great Extreme. When we
of Yin
and
we mean, the rether collected in the
Great Void. When of Hard and
the rether collected and formed
into substance. The
of the Yih contain the three powers,
*
the three
and are one.''
The process of
the animal

*

* *

"God

* [..aou Tsz' had somewhat similar ideas.

See Ant,, pp.

112, ttJ.

"
B'ree-atic Adam or
circles and

The male numbers are,
dark and even uu1tuucc:.
energy, Thai
.,."''""""" the sun, male; the dark circles are
the
the Great
The
- - - , the darkness
to Heaven ares, to earth 5· The triad or three
powers are,
Earth. The Man is the Great
the Makrokosm of the Hebrew 'Jauu.u"'''''
Great Universal Man of the ancient Chinese
nature. The
number is 10.
---,or
are 2, 1, 6 = 9; for
1, 4, 4
9; :n 6 + 144
Heaven is as the circumference of a
it is three times its diameter. Its number is 3·
The earth is square, the circumference of a square, is four times its
of
sides. The number of the
or
or is of two
the Earth is
receives Form.
earth is 2. Heaven
Life is the ----....... ,.,
In
as in the Hebrew \.L~<uiJ'"'"•u,
itual and material. It says, we
••••• vw,... .. the visible.
we see Him in the
The Yih says: " When we
presence
of
within all
The Chinese conof the earth is that of a
and a cube has 6
M ... t,t·rnn

the Makrokosm.

which make 6, and with the "'"'""n''"'"
to the rest
cessation of motion or
of water, as a
the
the forms of the
" in accordance with his

"
more to
those
Man acc:onlplishes
This
u
In
his
aim is to increase what
" he sustains the burden of all under
:;..mn.>rlnr

him for the fulfillment of
The universe is a
Ki of the Li Ki §
sage, the Yih says, knows the characteristics of the am"ma and the animus. The
and
m it the breath of life
but the anima or
in the essence of the animal
kw~i contracts,
goes back to earth and to
The
Yih holds;
is
in
similar to the Tzimtzum of the Hebrew "'-"·uu...l ...u.
<:ho•nnwv uuuuu:, the Yin fills this outline with substance. Here is
the
doctrine of the Balance as set forth in the
and the pUillo~.uplrncoiu
oothah or Book of
with which the much earlier
is often in accord. The Hebrew .....................,u....
Pi
Reason or Word.

* So
'-

in the Zohar, iii, 1246,
Edition,
; we have the foll.owinl!'
In the Hebrew
these lll'e the symbols of the Active and Pass·
ive, and
lll'e called Trrisin, i. t.,
that is that either Name
, cannot he found alone, because one is always
uaJ:mc:m, but
tempers Mercy and
The Zohlll' asserts the world could not exist on either one, by itself.

447
first symbol. The dot denotes the descending heavenly scintillation.
The second symbol is of the Lower World, and the ascending and returning heavenly scintillation is shown. The Chinese imagine three heavens
or spheres, corresponding to those termed by the Hindus vlzu, vlzuvar
and svar. The Chinese symbolize these three heavens by
when they
wish to symbolize the Lord of these, they cross them, with a perpendicular line :E. Above this they put a dot, for the highest Deity.* We have
in this the idea of the Me' nqralz or seven branched candlestick of the

=•

Hebrews. The three points in the heavens formed the holy '
triangle, symbolized by the Holy Balance of the Ark of the Covenant; the Slzt' klzttn-alz in the midst and above, the two Cherubim; one on the right, the other on the left, below. This represented
the Divine Triad.
• Non.-Compare, the Angel-Messiah of Buddhists, Essenes and Christians, by
Ernest De Bunsen. London, 188o, p. 57 '' Uf. Theolog. of the Chinese, W. H.
Medburst, Sen. Sbangba:, 1847, p. 198 '' uq.

Fipre39.-Brahma Vir.aj, the Hindu andr<>&enlc lint manifestation, of Brahman

<-ur).t

t See my Article in, The Path, New York, 1886, p. 251 19.
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IX

CONSTRUC'nON OF THE AltXADIAN, CHA1.DEA.'f AND BABYLONIAN, UNIVERSE.

••
1.-·R.,pm""'u a half seetion, diTided perpendicularly, of lhe inverted oo••I...J,.,..d

wu
shape in .,.hich our univ......, wu thought to exist,
lhe aru:ient Aklkadians,
deans, Babylonians,
Hindu•, He""'-, and most of
VUJ Mdent peoples, lUid by
""'"" in
times in Europe, before the lime of Copernicus; there being exceplioDS u
we
mentioned (A"t', p. '39 •t·l·

REPRESENTS the Zodiac. It was in
and the Great
Celestial Ocean. This Great Ocean or Sea was called the
and the
the Great
of this Great
Sea was also called Tiamat or Tiavat. In Akkadian it was tenned
or
of
It was also tenned Zi-kum

'

out of
heaven: it was
heaven and earth
it was called
"the Great Mtun....
"the pure wild heifer." This
was the Bohu of the Hebrew uc:~ne~s1s, and the Baau of the Phrenicians.
Bahu was the
mass, out of
the universe.
the active energy, Bohu resitst:m,;z energy. Zi or .LJ··Ku'm.

of the
firmament was between A
The
p.243
and
from C to E was the Lower firmament. E
the convex
hollow earth shell.
the hollow concave under-world with its seven
ans;werm.l!'. as
to the orbits of the seven
G was
that
of the underworld called the
a word which has
been
In it were" the waters of life."
the abode of demons.
around to an unknown
from or in
the universe visible to man, was formed. B in Akkadian was
the zone of the fixed stars. A to B was the zone of Ana or Zithe
of the
called
the Semites
also Baal
Anu means in Sanskrit an atom, and from this word
un1mu1, and the Latin anus a circle. B to C was ut·JrtJII'la.
the lower
of the upper firmament. This was the zone of the "'..."'""•
i. 4., /u6at or
"the seven bell-wethers."
" "
" " watchers." It was the zone of light11in.g
Bel or Baal: the lower
was said to be
him in common with Ea or Hta Wisdom.
the Cbaldean
were .........J'""'
in the
PlaJUt
J.

a. Saturn

3· '·

S· '·

Lead

Tin

2. "·

+d.

Metal

Mars
Sun
Venus

6. f.

Mercury

7. g-.

Moon

Iron
Gold

Silver

tm tAt B()Undary Sltmn.
Tortoise or Camel's bead and
neck.
White, sometimes orange, Bent horns
ramidieal
or
Red.
color.
Pointed star.
Yellow or
Green or Yellow Green.
(Ytmi 1)
of
Blue.
in a

CDIW
Black.

Silver or silvery white.

Crescent.

Venus is
next to the sun. Tliis
is
the artificial sequence of the
names of the
that these came to
as we now have them. It is one of the
C to E was the zone or firmaus from the
of Archaic
29
nrnlin<•P

storms and clouds. In it
forth
This zone rested upon the convex
«< the countries." Its
was
Eartho~~hell E. The Earth-shell was

the rain

th ..nno•h

si-ki-a.

of the lln<lSt-'wor

It was also at
of Wis-

dom. It was th,-,.nnl~t
The dead were said to be awarded
in the different zones
uc 1..~euu ..•n on their sins when
is not settled among
who died may have gone at once to the " land
was called
note the Glii of
also
It was the realm

was the
" and in
was the throne
of Baku or
near which were " the waters oflife." I, was K/urn;a,Rthe mountain of the East or, ofthe world. The ark was said to have
rested upon it. The
lived upon it like the Hindu deities did on Mt.
and the Greek deities on Mt.
and Mt. Atlas. It supthe
and
some of the texts, it may be
of as
Is.
The Old Testament sevMountain of God. The cuneiform texts
like
to go up and down on.
It widened at the
and upon that
lived. It may

""'""'r""n!rlt'L

<;;AI.I;;UIU.UJI,I'i an indefi•
of the World-mountain. It
the
or entrances conthe abode of A/lat. A
for

I

.~.c•n"'"""· was, that the universe was
ve~~etlbl,e,

p.
sq. The former conas too sacred to be
The

seem to have a similar idea as to this veJi:eutult:.
and
of the underworld the ancient
All the stirs,
'""'"'''"of the sun took
p1auei.li• etc., revolved around A~larl!:tl~~'417"tl the Mounain of the
as to which the idea is nv~·-n•<:tn'"'" It was the central shaft around which
the heavens and earth were
was referred to the North star,
appears to float. This
the
of
tno'Uilllt of as the zenith for that was immebut the mountain which was the
upon which the firmament revolved. was to the North East of the land of
Rl>•von,d this mounain was the land of
the Akkadians and
rich in
the blessed
and the
It was from the under-world
that the demons of death and disease
we have
it is not certain that the Akkadians and archaic ..__.., v,,u... uw'"
considered
inhabited
the dead of ..............u,
may have been
UlliiJUI<t:lO, etC.
Mtrzk.rm, i. e., ensnarers, who are also mentioned in the
See Ante p. 434
the command " which comes from
the midst of
which issues from the
of the
" One of the cuneiform tablets says :
produ(:bolllll of the infernal
confusion."

" Doors do not stop them,
Bolts do not stop them,

in at the doon like se1']pen1rs.· ·

Each
had a demon to affect
Namtar the
held the
Alai the
and Tela/ the hand.
Zohar i, (ol. 1324, col.

Ed. i,

2496. zsoa.

the

The
had
the old and modem Hindus.
The
of the
stone and worn sus:peJ~O(:a
chanted waters,
numL:~er.s,

'""~"''"'"ulJ

enseven, and the supreme ineffaThe
of

the
P''"'"'"""'• were talisman which were SUJ:Ipo:sed
which were bound to the door
the
to this
Some of

surmo:sed to preserve the
ftuence of evil
In the poem of the Descent of
the infernal
the
are divided into zones like those
the Zobar and
and the
tablets
"'seven doors and seven
poem of
fas:tenmJ~:s of the world" controlled
the
The main entrance to the Underworld was
near the
Mountain of the West
" of this
was
the"
sition to the Mountain of the East or
and the
In the west the sun dtsapJ:>eared
the Great Ocean. This
two humanbeaded bulls or
one on each
of bronze
the bronze inclosure. In the Underworld were, "seven

* See, Descent of lshtar to Hades, as to the word
f
pp. 39· 47·

Ezek. i, 10..14. Records of the Past iii,

Ea to the Phantom.
121.

F. Lenormant's Chal.

121,

l Smith's Chald. Genesis, pp. 62,
I See, The Haltkailotlt:, i. e., Palaces and Dwellil~n. Zobar i, 38a to 45li,
p. 167.
II Trans. Soc. Bib. Arch. ii, p. 188, Cbald.

sons of the lord of the infernal
Eni-mesari or
Darkness
who dwell in flame." Inside of the
bronze inclosure another
was invoked. The demons of disease
" came forth from Hell " and were " the
of the tomb."
"'"""'""' .. was the favorite son of Mul-ti/ or
the
was the father of seven
who warred
the Moon. The nocturnal
.tun·a:an«. was his
it
and when hidden from the Chaldeans it was ...u,ug•u
as it also was said to have done on the
its
The demons were
also entered into and took
Then there were !ric•htfi•l
the worm that dieth
?) the
and the
The latter two attacked man, the two named prehim. Then there were the .Jn;rubfiiS,
These were a few of the
vrn,mtlav of the
Semitic inhabitants of Mt:so]pohad received from the Black
race, the Turanian Akkadians.
The sorcery of the Chaldeans was of two kinds; one, came from the
and may be termed White
other
the demons. The latter is witchcraft and devil
wo,rs.lltl'D, it is necromancy or negromancy, Black
with
the
of the
witches and wizards
flourished to an enormous extent.
were both feared and hated.
p.
Their
enemy was the
the sun; their sorceries were therefore
• Cbald.
31. Isa. xxxiv, 13-14.
t Cbald. Magic :zo-:n, 32-33• TI1LDS. Soc. Bib. Arch. ii,
Palaces of
Newman, u6.

The Thrones and

i ba. b:vi, 24· Mark ix, 44-46, 48.
Primitive Culture, also his, Researches into the Early Hist.
kind.

o(

Man-

....................-~ in the darkness of
acts, that which is
that
ard was called u the Work
"
and the

The
or charm was, " that which
which is violent." The formula of the wizthe incantation was, "the Word
the PhilThe sorcerer caused " the Evil
the
demons became
to
and he sent
He could even kill if he --"··'---"
of wax, etc., such as were afterwards used
The most
form with the
this he was
to
power
Above these and above the
the celestial ; and withi11
The O:UO..UAUI!;'""

....~'"l"."'"' the kosmos of the Sin·hr~rh
LUl:na1r1, of the Book Zohar; we find a remarkwhich tends to show the Chaldean kosmos in these oldest
cmnpi:lation called the Zohar. In A
and E G
we have similarities to the Four Worlds. The three
to the
I. That of the
the

to Ea the sublimated water, to
Ilu or
Above all of these is
allels the Ain
Endless to man's colmp•rellen:sio•n
unknown ideal
held the
Under these were the seven
their seven
or
the
germ of the idea of the SP1'1ohtr•r>t or media between the
?) YA'"'""'·"'""'
and Lowest worlds. The Tower of
the Mt. Meru of the Hindus; each of its seven stories was devoted to a

* Chald. Magic, pp. 5, 43,
t

Jlliti. pp. 68,

fi4.
pp.

p. 164.
Middle Ages.

148,

122.

See, Book of Enoch, e. 68-77.

on the

of

in the

and a
Rawlinson discovered and has
a
written upon.
The connection between the Ten
and the orbits of the
ets, may be a solution of the
of the learned for over Boo years, and
may show that the seven-storied Tower of Solomon's
Mt.
the Tower of
Ladder and the
14, xx, 40; Ps.
1 ; Is.
g,
13,
.,;.,~;J,•.-i1·v between themselves and refer to seven storied
and so have a connection with the Seven Lower "'"'"hi: ......,th
heretofore
etc., of A' r~tkh.
...,.,,_~'"""' the Small
would be similar to
of the divisions of the Chaldean universe. The eyes of
red and
may be the sun in its different
these eyes are like those of
;fY!!;tall:me Sea:* the hairs of
emanations
down the " Dew of
Life " which "
verse as this Great
has ears
sound; eyes to see,
note the rays of the sun; and its mouth throws out the breath of
upon all. In the Book of Enoch
appear to have as a
the
Universe
the Mountain whose
the Water of
the Great
into which the sun sinks in the West and from the
East side of which it rises; there is the
of the
" the
Great
" Shtol. The Nadir is also ..........vu•ou,
comer stone of the
The

,.
* Ea the Deity of Wisdom, is " the great fish of the

ocean " or " the sublime fish."
Chald.
p.
el seg. He is Oannes, the Chaldean Fish
t Scbodde's Enoch, Andover, 1882, p. 89.

THE MYSTIC THEOLOGY OF DIONYSIOS, THE AREOPAGITE.

CHAPTER I.
A DESCRIPTION OF THE UNKNOWN DEITY WHO IS IN THE DARKNESS.

To

TIMOTHY:

ECTJON

I.

Triad above all

:.uu,,,,., ...;c,

us to that above agnosy, i. e., the uuio...,.,.... ,.. u,.,,
clearness and the
; in which the
and
are to be discovered in the bosom of the
which is initiator to the arcana : shines forth with the .e:reatest
under a
and
overfills with
charms above
the eye of the intellect .
Behold this my prayer:Do
exercise
without relaxation in the
side of the senses and intellectual
and nonnot obtained from

..

Because it is
and of all
*"For the
existing, for It is in Itsel£ and
The Gnosis or all, in
of

outside of
same and disen-

ea;,rasv.

and cause. •
•
in its idea, perceives and

•
COD·

ceives all under its embrace as one cause, * * * the Divine Wisdom, in Itself knowco~apr•ehenc.ts All." Dionysios on, the Divine Names, c. \ii, 1 2. "He made
darkness His Stcrel Place, His
around about Him were dark watn-s in
skies." Ps. xviii, u,
Ex. xix, 9; II Sam. xxii, 10, 12; I Kings viii, 12; II Chron.
'ri, I.
the widmce of
not um. Heb. xi, 1.
t Faith is llu su!Jslance

Preserve as to all of
that which should not be under·
that
lmllgHie that above it there is not
; and believe
understand
their own kn~:>WJIOO;tze,
that which has taken the darkness for Its retreat.
But if the divine
say of those men still more nr•~f"""'Cause of All
the last of the existences ;
not excel
above the atheistic and multiform IJUiiU11.uu:~::.
own fabrication.*
all the
Whilst we
bestow on the
exliSt~~nc:es, since of
is ruler
them all ; because the
u•u-u~;;•n that these neJ<rahons
much as it
the excess
is above all division and all
SzcnoN 3· It is then with this un;, ...u,mJ"; in his mind that the divine
is at the same time
and
Bartholomew says: That
and that the
is nevertheless concise.
It has seemed to me •mtv>rlnlltnr"
Cause of
All expresses Itself in
;) and that the
traof the most subover the
aside henceforth all the divine
all :>U~mu::.,
and all celestial words ; to
swallow themselves up, as it were,
so
*Rom. i, 23.

t The Deity is pure action,

exi&tent,
all the
yet we cannot bind or limit It
tions in their greatest absoluteness and
any or Its
also Aristotle,
Bk. iv, c. xldi.

in the na:rlnlf'~~C~- in which in
as the oracles
which is above All
So it was not without a motive that the divine Moses received the order
to at first
and
himself from the ,,...,m,....-r
the
•uun1 1Juc:u fire which threw out
in
from the multi"''"""'"..,,. as far as the summit of the Divine
ascensions. At the same time Moses had not any conversation with
no more than be could
because God is unJf>er.ren,ao,te he
saw
the Piau
m
my
that the most divine and sublime
in the visions or intelthe insinuative ex1~ressic:ms of the attrilections, are in some way,
butes of the
who exceeds all :
ence, above all intellection ;
most

* Exod. xix, xo.
t Exod. xix, 12.
t Exod. xix, 24·

/6itl., iii, S·

THE DOGMAS IN THE NlCENE CREED AND THE QABBALAH.

will be observed in three of the
the ~'"hi,.nt·h
from
ers1tan4:Ung, the
Those who are interested
in the
to the
should compare
the doctrines of the New Testament with those of
and the
Fathers of the
There is
Roman Catholic

Abba.

as
in the ~ .. & ...,..
1
' We believe in one
and in one Lord
visible and
that
the substance of the
very GoD of very
NJI
1/Je same substance with the
were made in
heaven and in
who for us men and for our salvation came down
from
was
was made man,
the third
ascended into the
and He will come to
and the dead. And in the
Ghost. Those who say; There was a
time when He was not, and He was not before He was
and He
was made of
or who say that He is of another
the
br that the Son of

*A
of the Christian Councils, from the
Charles
the Council of Nie<H, A. D. 325,

documents, to the close of
Hefele, D. D., etc.

t See also
of Christian Doctrine, by Prof.
C. Sheldon. New Yoik,
1886, Vol. i, p. 53 Sf.
p.
Sf., p. 194 Sf. Schaff's Creeds of Christendom,
etc., hereafter cited, Vol. i, p. 241f.

ante-Nicene Patristic Literature and the Nicene
contained in the Zohar.

THE ANTIQUITY OF THE HEBREW VOWEL POINTS.

for want of space, to
our views in full
We have
upon the
of the Hebrew vowel
examined the Zohar
upon the
some of them may be found
but there are not as many as are
now found in the Hebrew grammars. The Phrenician and
Hebrew
both are from a common
source.
and
the
Greek and Latin
are
and have a Sanskrit
there
are certain similarities in them to the Phrenician and the Hebrew. The
reader should consult the
of Isaac
and
··.-··--~· in this connection. In the
E
I
0 om'ikrtm and T
vowels. In Hebrew the nearest ,u.-nrt'll'lrh
M
M
and p
The Pentateuch Rolls used in
vowelized. The Gaon Natrunai ii, b.
says; "And you en<IUiJre
the Pentateuch. We have not any pmlctluation

* Hefele's, History of the

Christian Councils, etc., pp. 293-5. The original Greek
Sheldon, History of Christian Doctrine, etc., before cited,
a di!Ter·
en!
see his Vol. i, p. 201.
Fulton, D.D., Index Canonum, etc. New
Greek and an
York, 1872, pp. n8-u9, gives the
from that of the above cited writers. \.A}'"~'""' also : The Creeds of Christendom with
a History and Critical notes,
Vol. ii,
the Greek, also a Latin and an
; Vol. i, pp. 28, 29.
pp.
translation.

on

the wise-men ordered it for

We would here say that there are two forms of Hebrew vowelyv•.uu.u"'.
I. That of
now termed the
in which it is above the
in which
letters. II. That of Palestine or that from the School of
of the
learned men of
it is below the letters. The
the Middle
went back to the
of the

Calvin and Martin
indeed one of the
of the
Protestant
declared the
Hebrew Old Testament an Article of Faith. In the XVI
the
of Elias
b.
d. I 549 ; called
""''""'" arose. Levita was the teacher of Hebrew
Sebastian
Paul
and other
illustrious Christian Hebraists of the Renaissance. Louis
of Saumar

was the vowel notation very recent but that the Tradition
upon which it is
had not any foundation. A third
that the
of the

"" ..,._.....' L

sullllCllentl)l exact, of the ancient ~-''"''nuucJ:auuu, and had taken the
of a still more ancient and """"'"""t"''"
It was
and he has been •u•.•u"'"'u
horn.
Lenormant
that Ezra wrote the Old Testament in the
ancient Aramaic
which
the
termed .l'Utuuluuc;,
and not in the
square
which he says was not in use
until about xoo B.
and that Ezra did not use diacritical
for the
vowels. Isaac
agrees with him as
the square character.
In the
we see the first traces of the vowel notation. The age of

uunoe1os, was from
circa 6o B. C.* It was undoubtThe other that of Yonathan ben
is

It is said earlier """"·'...~'"""'

and this would also have caused a
therefore
to fix and
,..........v ... as it had come down to
tact and as it were in an inflexible matrix. This

wn1uo:~

the
" Make a fence to the Thorah."
"The children of Yudah have L>Ucmtu
the
of protDWllCIJilThe children

an~I'N'If"'''

their Thorah between their hands...
utes to the unfaithfulness of the Gallileans to the Mosaic
tion of their
and
of the true
because of the absence of the proper vowel
soretic doctors of Tiberias directed their attention more to a criticism of
the text than to a
of grammar, and the invention of the vowel
did not
or
enter into their work. The view of Yehudah
was, that the Massorites
into
and gave a

* Comp. McClintock and
of Biblical Lite~. x, p. 123. This evi·
denccs the
as stated in the Zohar. It holds Ounkelos was about the time of
London, 1872,
Fathers. London,

l
:md notes.

Renan .Hist. dts

I Treatise Ntdarim, fol. 53·
UKhuzari. Part ii,fSo; iii, II 28, 31, 35·

PP· zs,6S

form

the Secret Oral Tradition
at
We assert that it was not
of the

which Ezra had not
one man nor in a short
and

:SoloiinOJ!l, says: u The vowel
which indited the
since even if all the pr<)Phlets
the Thorah direct from Sinai ;
the smallest
in a
vowel
in existence at their
did not invent them. t
the School of

in

In the Middle
some of the learned men, as we have
the institution of the vowel
we now
go back to
or at least to Ezra.

to

Demetrius of Phalereus
eirea
the
celebrate the
one after

In a

345· d.
the other."

the seven vowels.
in
offered some resemblance to the 7 letters of the word
not
that
7 methods of "'"'"'"u'K
formulas. However we must here note that
YHVH that it was written in
cites some verses to the Name of the

from a Grecian

*The accents were
in existence and revealed, before the time of St.
and the Talmud. See in the Talmud, Treatise B;rdllol/8.
The Musoreth ha·Musoreth, of Eliu Levita, being an ex)1osiltion of the mu.
soretic notes of the Hebrew Bible, etc.,
Christian D.
LL.D., London,

t Pinsker,
f Whiston's Ed. Wars, Bk. v, c. v, f 7•
v, c. xiv, xi, c. vi.

sage : " The seven vowels celebrate
the
Father of all the
"*
The Karaites believe the vowel
make such an
of tbe
sacred text, and Yehudah Hadessi
Odessa? circa 1
considwithout doubt in the name of his
as a Sinia.tic
of
which had existed from the time of Adam. t
in consonants, such as the
the addition of
to be vivified
The earliest historical eviare to be found in the
....,,,.u'""~'>"'• the Greek vowels
These
cn1m~:ea

them to accord with the
'"v"-"''""' of the Hebrew letters p
1
is well to add that these letters became
and '
which are known among the ancient
before iC
Hebrew
as the " Mother vowels." The Arabs appear to have
obtained their written vowel
from the
therefore the names
of the vowels in
Hebrew and
are very similar. Buxtorf
were anterior
held that the
vowel
as we now have
to the Massoritic doctors and as old as the Hebrew

The Massorites noted
and the m~PP""'•
and the accents, which Buxtorf
is evidence that
did not
invent the diacritical marks which indicate the vowels and accents, for
had
been the inventors of
would not have noted anomalies and errors but would have corrected or removed them. At the most

* See, Mankind their
London, 1872, p.
sq.

by an M. A. of Balliol

Oxford.

Liter., p. 323 n. 23. Also, Ad" de liz
Tllmt, vii, p. I97•
A Dissertation concerning the Anttq1my of the Hebrew LII.IIgwLge, letter~, vowel
and accenlll, London, 1767, to which we refer the reader.
PAJf!o!twi~•:u.

l

and

gave the
therein in the VI

of the School of
as it existed
This differed from that of the time of the

u1n:1at.1un

in use in the
which is now most
still more from that of the ancient
lost.
Other scholars tuu.uwuu: "'"''""u•cu.:o, .. Jith'~""'h belie:villlll in the modem
nf''ITI"rthf'l~~- that the Hebrews
certain
but that these
marks were different from those we now
and that the Massoritic
doctors substituted the latter for the more ancient. This
held
because of the
of
to fix in the
a sure pr<>nUIDC:IatliOn
which
written
arose in the VI ,....,,.,,..., A. D. may
be able to
21,
has
31, very
from
that to be found in the Tiberian nnil ... t.•rl and accented Hebrew text.
With the
t-f'r·naJM

those who think the

mate,
from the use of a vowel
of till the neJt
the version in the
has also
been cited to show that
was written in
as the ' Yod of the ancient Hebrew
is as
the square
The tittle
refers to the
i. e.,
crowns, which the final letters were
with. St.
Talmud both
of these.
In the
as
as the III
A. D. are to be found traces
of a Massorah upon the version of the
The Abbe Martin
in his erudite
upon the
Massorah and
treats
~~~ ...... 6

* Histllire de Ia Ponctualion ou de It: M.usort
Paris,

so

Tome v, p. 82 If.

c.ia ks

in the

in the
literature
the
of
and traces them down to the VI century A. D.
German biblical
has written upon the
that both the
and Hebrew
were derived from a common but also 5ole and
source, that we can consider both as different and inclepem1en
of one
and that the least
of this are to be found in the
It would seem that a distinction must be made between the first Punctuators and the Massorites.
The
doctors who gave to Hebrew
the written
took for their model the
or at the very least a common
source,
rather
than
and appear to
have been those called Saboraim and not those called
If
we
as indeed we must, that a
the learned of the
in the time
the Massorites. M. de
Points were also used in the Pehlevi on coins.
Before the
of .c.uc:>:>;o,
the vowels in
used a method of
a/Jove the consonants~
so as to reader the vowels a, o and u, short ; and /Jt/QW
to render
e, i and u
the
When the Hebrew was a .,... vn:•u.. ~'>'"'""'·"'"
Of Ci:I.I:Qtllll::
....,,,u..uu.u:>, that is the consonants, and
was sufficient
to indicate the suitable vowels to each
but when the Hebrew tended
to become an extinct
sounds or
to make
which should if vv'"'"""'•
vowels and the
which should mark the pauses, and
that
....,,. ... ,,..5

tlu
mmtalucltm

Kt~~ntlt!

t~~ntl 6i6/ucAm

ties M~·YJrtnland<'s,
Littralur.
M. Steinschneider's Hist.

p. 3·

Liter., p. 325.

So it is said chant·
were issued without
use in
ural tradition the ancient custom
of
be subseque:ntly
.~M""'"'''"'"

under the
of two men, one on each
and the latter marks his progress
means of a small
a small hand with the index
extended. The
Rolls do not contain any
certain
which appear to have been intended to fix the attention
of the reader and answer to our italics. A
which goes back to
A.
the time of the redaction of the first Midrashim in the I
attributes to
the Massoretic
above certain letters of
the Rolls which were considered as doubtful. In the Midrash Bamidbar
c.
are these
words attributed to Ezra ; " If the
should come to me and say: $Wherefore hast
thou written these letters?' I would
to him that I had
the
and if he should say; ' Thou hast well made
" These were
used to
efface the
when he pr(mounc:ed
denote to the reader a hesitation or
these letters.
rorr•nr.runa to the views of many were taken from nrrnn,.rv
The
says
Targtlmi:m, before h01rTO'IIII1Til1 that nT'I'\f<OY'I,.
ancient
in use.
a verse of
In the
nunciation between the
Palestine.

and
and note.

of St. Marco in Venice ; are made from a text the pr<mlllnclatJ:on
is
this is also the case with the most ancient poJnteo.
brew MSS. of the
which has come
at Odessa but is now in St. Peterslburg,
corres]pontdJI11g to
A. D.• The
as was usual in the '"'~'"•••A~·ft
The Zohar

memory or is t:mllr'z""

" If any one shall prove to me,
clear erito that of our Rabbins of blessed
tlu
IfiriU

in to him anti du/are my
Azzariah Min na-1\.uom.In,
his

tise Nedarim 37, g, the
passage in the Ye'rushalmi GemMidrash Be'resheeth Rabbah and the books Bahir and Zohar. The
riiOI!'>IH.I:I. all

in which
of Enon near
says; "It matsince the Hebrews seldom
ters not whether it be called Salem or
use the vowel letters in the middle; and the same words are "'"'"V''""·"u
with different sounds and accents,
to the
of the readers
and
of
" l This
*Pinner in

t Vienna, 1829, p. 2!Sf•6-:!Q2a, ""'l''"'""'Y 287.
v. Rossi.

Kitto's

Bib. Litera. s.

Ed.
Vol. i,p. ro6z, Ad. Eva;;rium.
Monadzi Ed. Martianay, tom. ii,J-574·

cn:vi. Epistot.

t Hieronymow.
ad

Rabbinical Master did n~t reveal to him the secret method of DWlCtll·
which was
noted on the Hebrew Secret Rolls in the possession of the
sacerdotal caste. The Buxtorfs used Levita's remark
him.* Another
is to be
the names of the vowel
eSJ~ec:iall.y the tonic accents, are not Hebrew but
and if
their
is Hebraic their
form is at least Chaldean or
men to whom the
Chaldean.
of it
Hebrew
in its
and who
a mixture of barbarous
similar to the
of the Talmud and the
The Zohar says :t u It is written ; 'The wise shall shine.'
"
That is the letters and
; ' Like the
' That is the
modulations of the accents. ' The wise shall shine ' like the
of
the tone of the modulations of the ,.,..,....,,t.::\
tone
and

not move but remain
the letters and
accents. 'And
' That means
of the accent, that
in
the
that their words shall be understood.'' See
I 9; Nehem.
8, 9 ; Ibid.
sion. Iln"d. It was the institution of the written vowel
vented the absolute death of an
then
learned ; and
were the means not
of its resuscitation but were
the efficacious means of the o::nt\<::Po"'n~•nt intellectual and moral ae,l!'et•JD·
ment of
The
are a very few of the words which can

* Com.mmlariur Marroreticur, 1:.
i, fol. 3, col.

2,

Cremona Ed.

74 ed. Barel. 1620.
Ed. i, 15a.

Not in the Sulzbach Ed.

..
the consonants of which are
which is necessary to
the true

be

there
with

and the

won:n

name

year

bald

ice
crimson

swift

second

voice
evil
friend

FINIS.

of

I
A

36o Sf.; creation of, and covering with
skin, etc., 4113; creation of the dust body
of, 4:13 SIJ.; of dust, 273; D'Illa-ah, 420;
D' Ltbath-ah, 4::10; and Eve. Creation of,
199.
Abbah. Babbl, of the Zohar, a Babylon424 Sf./ the First, 414; the First, clothed
ian Jew, 52; to write the teachings of R.
in Light, 423, 426 Sf.; the First and SecShim-on b. Yo'hai, 51 note, 52. See
ond, 114; the head of the Heavenly,
reaches to Heaven, 20:1; the Heavenly
also 441-2.
or Upper, 128 note; the Highest,
Abd-er-Babman al-Naer, S·
the Sole occupant of the World A·
Abendehut, 9·
Abn Beer Mo'ha.mmed Ibn Ya.'hya.,
'tzeel-ah, 401 ; Illa·ab, 138 note, 419;
usually called, Ibn Badja. See, Ibn
length of years, 352 note ; malefemale, 417 ; men do not all descend
Badja.
Above and Below. Connection between
from, 139. 416 ; the Nephesh in, :173; the
a very ancient idea, 210; resemblances
Primordial, 138, gox, 415 Sf.: Qad'moah, 3¢, 415 sq.: Qadmon, II4, us, 1118
in, 386, 417.
Abraham. The three angels who appeared
note, 138 note, :a8o, 281, 415 Sf., 419;
Qadmon, the Bolt which unites the visible
to, 427·
and invisible, 114; Qadmon, the Celestial
Abraham Ha-gaon, 46, 53; his commentary on the Siphrah D'Tznioothah, 53·
Man, 181; Qadmon. The Sephiroth
Abravanel. R. Yehuda.h, also called,
applied to, 292 note. See, Frontispiece;
Abarbanel, 9·
Rishoun, 414; the son of God, 247; the
Abu-'All al-'Hoseln ben-'Abd·Alla.h
Terrestrial, II4; Testament of, 167
Ibn Sine.. See, Ibn Sina.
note; the Universal Prototypic Life,
Abulafla.. R. Abraham b. Samuel, 10,
300; the Upper, 1173, 1178, 337 note, 419,
421; the Upper, in the World A'tzeel38.
Abulafla.. Todroe b. Joeeph ha.-Levl
ooth, 321 Upper and Lower, 365 note.
(or Hallevy), 12, 38.
Adame. The Four, 418 sg.
Abu-Na.qr al-Fan\b!. See AI-Farabi.
Adam's knowledge of the Qabbalah, 165 ;
Abyee. The, according to the Akkadi!UlS,
body at first a Light Body, oos. See,
etc., 243, 448 See, Great Sea, 235.
Eden.
Adam. See also, Man; 346 note 418, 419, Adelard of Bath, 162.
420 Sf.; all the people of the world do
Adona.l or Adonol, i. e., YHVH, 1::18,
not descend from the First, 139. 416; an
I:lg, 175, 272,J4I, 342.
androg<!ne, 1::1::1, J6oSIJ.; the A'tzeel-atic,
A!llil'ldine of Vlterbo. Cardinal, largely
influenced by the Hebrew Qabbalah,
36o SIJ•• 418 sf.; the B'ree-atic, 36o sg.,
3¢, 418, 419; the Celestial, 224, 280,
171.
300; the Celestial, affected by the Fall of ..i!ll!lona of the Gnostics, 231.
the Tenestrlal, 183; clothed in skin,
A!lther. Absolute, 373 note; Concentrated,
::165 ; Conftict of, 167 note; creation of,
373; Luminiferous, t86.
Abba, Father, 194, 256, 262, gb, 387, 398 ;
the Father, and the Will, in Ibn Gebirol,

Agrlppa.. Bell:lr]l' Cornelius, favol'!l the
Antiquity of the Hebrew Qabbalah,
II, 171.
AiQTOth, 434Am, 127.
Am Soph, no, 127, uo8, 181, 195,251, 253,
298, 371, 378; Chinese idea as
of
the Creation by, 1111, 212;
the created, from, 231 ; in Ibn Gebirll,
199 ; Light of, the idealized blood of the
universe, 300.
Aklll:a.d1a.D idea of creation, 1142, 448 Sf.
Aklll:a.d1a.De and Cha.lde&DI!I, 235. 236
Sf/., 448 u;. See, Chaldeans, and, Hebrews.
A'keeba.h. Rabbi, The Master of R.
Shim-on b. Yo'hai, 439·
Alain of LIJ.le, 16:1.
Albenzubnm or Ibn Gebirol, 9, 162.
Albert the Great, x6:z, 163.
Al-Fs.ra.bl called Alph&rabius, 163 ..
qebre., hidden for 300 years, 177 note,
Al·Ghaz&U, I~.
Al-Xendl, 163.
Al-Xuti. Chefez,
Allen. John, u.
A.ll1JI;, Rav. Dr. Peter. Favors the An·
tiquity of the Zoha.r, 64AJ.mla'hty. See, Bb&dda!.
Alphabet. Arabic, 400; the Celestial,
422, 423; the Hebrew, origin of, 400;
Phrenician, 400.
Alpb&ra.bius. See, Al-Fa.re.bt.
Al-Bhera. The, of Ibn Billa, 164.
Altanl in the Ancient Temples, 1141.
Am&leqb. The Great Demon, 435·
Amen, meaning of, w and note.
Ancient or the Anciente, to be distin·
guished from the Ancient of All the
Ancients, 136 note. See, At·tee'k·ah
D' At·tee'keen and At·teekah D'Kol
At·tee'keen.
Ancient World. Knowledge in the,177;
methods of the, 175.
Androgene. The, 122 stJ., 417 SIJ.
Androgenes, 138 and notes.
Androgenic Man, 123. See, Adam.
Angels with the Babylonians equal, 10,
237, 238; called Birds, 217 Chaldean,
454; emanation of the, 329, 383; Good,
the building up. forces or energies, 126;

s.

names of the, 1149, 329; different Species in the Kelber Malkhuth, 192; composed of a Species of Matter, 191; and
Evil Spirits. The names of the angels
from Babylonia, 249 ; world of the,
280, 3:18, 348, 349 ; oppose the creation
of Adam; Io6 sg., 363 sg. Below the
Pious, 383, 401, 409·
Angelus bell, 167 note.
Animals. Fear of man, 345·
An-pen or An-peen. Ze'ir. See Ze'ir
An-peen.
Arabian philosophy. The authors of,
not Arabs, 163 sg.
Arabs in the Zohar, 6!1. 70, 71 ; did not
believe in the Revolution of the Earth
on its axis, 140.
Aramaic in the Zohar, 53, 54; Aramaic requires vowel points, 464 Sf.
Architect of the World, 365 note.
Archetypal Church, I 16 Man, 45 note.
Appayeem, i. 4., Faces, 3:13.
Aquini!W!I. ThomM, x6:a, 163.
A'reekh An-peen, i. e., Long Faces, Ib,
:~sa. 368 sf., 379·
A'reekh Appayeem, i. e.,
Faces,
323, 368, 379 Sf.
Areope.gite.
Dionyeios, the, His
Ideas in accordance with much in the
Qabbalah, I::IJ', 128, 167 note, 440, 456.
See, St. Dlonysios, also, Dionysios..
Aristotle's De M1mdo, 8; opposes the
idea of the Revolution of the Earth,
IJ9, 140.
Ark. In the Babylonian Temples, 1140,
Asbestos or Salamander, 394·
A'seey-ah. Ola.m he.-, 228, 321, 329 sg.
A'seey-a.tic World, 198, 330 Sf/.
Asher b. Meshulllm b. Yacob, 9·
Asher. B. Be'he.i b. Asher. Favors
the antiquity of the Zohar, ~ note.
Ass:yrl.an language and Hebrew language,
228; methods of vowel pointing, 461,
465.
Astronomy. First, by the Akkadia.ns,
240 sg., 448 Sf.
Atonement. The, 337 Sf/.
At-tee'k, i. e., the Ancient, 257, 367 If/.
At-tee'ke.b D'At-tee'keen, 127, 134.
135, 136, 253, 367 SIJ.
At-teekah D'Xol At-tee'keen, 383.

At--tee'ka.h Qe.'dol!lba, 1153.
At--tee'ka.h Sabah Qe.d-d08he.h, 368 If.
At--tee'k Yo-men, i. e., the Ancient of
Days. 257, 368 Sf.
A'tzeel-e.h, 1128.
A'tzeel-atic World, 198.
A'tzeel-ooth. Olam he.-, no, 320 stJ.
A.upha.-nem, 329. 419.
Avicebrol, is Ibn Gebirol, 162.
Avioebron, is Ibn Gebirol, I, 8, 162.
Avioembron or Ibn Gebirol, 16::1.
Avicenna.. See, Ibn Sina.
Avempe.ce. See, Ibn Badja.
Avendoth. Jean, 16:11.
Aven-Pa.oe. See, Ibn Badja.
A verroee. See, Ibn Roschd.
A:yln, u8, 1:117, 136 note, x!II, 253 stj., 275
stJ., 378 If. : in Philo, 301. See, Ain
Soph.
A.za and A.z&el, 107 Sf., 363 Sf., 434·
A.ziel, 107 SIJ., 363 sg.
.A.aa.riel or A.zrlel, ben Mena'hem, :1183,
284 Sf.; his Explanation of the Ten
Sephiroth, 284 sg.: quoted, 1184.
A.zrlel, 9· See Azariel ; and Ezra, 38 ;
Commentary on Canticles, 49 ; opinion
on Thought as the first emanation of Ain
Soph, 192; on the power of the Sephiroth, 289, Colors in the Sephiroth, 259,
261, 262, 26g, :1170, :1171, 288.

E
Babylonla.n Jews.

The Qabbalah with
the, 46 Sf., 51, 52; philosophy, eso:eric,
:137 ; Rabbins captured by the Moors,
5; Talmud. See, Talmud and Talmudim; Temple Towers, :140, 1141.
Back. Of the, of the Deity. 53. :~26, 419.
Bacon. Sir Fra.no1s, studied the writings
of Dr. Robert Fludd the Rosicrucian
and Qabbalist, 171.
Balance. Doctrine of the, uS, x26, 137
note, 185.
Baptism, :129.
Barnabas. Epistle of, 167.

Be.rtolocci (de Celano) Giullo, u.
Ba.rukh. Apocalypse of, 167.
Basic element of most of the Ancient Religions, 108 Sf.
Ba.sn.e.ge de Bee.uva.I. Jacques, ascribes the doctrines of the Hebrew
Qabbalah, to the Egyptians, xo, 171.

Bdellium, I3+
Bea.st. The, Samii.-el and Lil·ith, 331,
347 note.

See, Sami·el, Lil-ith.

Beii.uva.I. Jacques

Baenqe.

See,

Bas nage.

Beer. Dr. B., On the comet in the Zohar,
8:1 Sf.

Bees. Symbolism of, :129, 323 and note.
Be'he.i's B. Exposition of the Thorah,
73 note.
Bell. The Angelus, 167 note.
Below and the Above, connection between, loS Sf., 386.

Below a weak copy of the Above, Io8 SIJ.,
386, 417.
Be'ne.i Edom, means Christians, 73· See,.
Edom, Rome, Children of Yishmae1.

Be'ne.i Elohim, Io6 sv.. 364, 434·
Benamozelifh. Elie., one of the greatest
Qabbalists now Jiving, favors the antiquity of the Hebrew Qabbalah and the
Zohar, 173.
Be'resheeth. Ma-a.'seh. See, Ma-a'seh,
Be 'resheetb.
Berlfer. Paul, ascribes the origin of the
Hebrew Qabbalah to the Cbaldeans,
172.

Bernard of Chartres, x6:~.
BOr6eeos, Views of the ancient Cbaldean
historian, ::14::1. :143·

Be'tz& !eel, sald to have known the combination of letters by which heaven and
earth were made, x6o note.
Bha.s'ava.d-sitA. Qabbalistic ideas in,

170.
Binah. Holy Spirit, xllll; Sephirah, 19:1,
193. 199, ll6o SIJ., 292 note; produces
a Son, 387 Sf.; sometimes called, the·
Great Sea, 336.
Black Ba.oes of Mesopotamia, 238, 239.
Blue of the Heaven and blue of the Tallith,
376 note.
Bo-a.s. See, Ya·kheen.
Body called G•ff. G•fli or C.jlla, 354 note.
Body ot Man only a Garment, 205 and
note.

Body ot the Resurrection, 355 sg., .po
~hmen, Bohme or Behmen. Jacob,.
was largely influenced by the Hebrew

Qabbalah,

171.

·:sonu or Primeval Spa.ee, 235. 243· ::144,
wsfJ.

Bolt. Adam Qadmon the, between the two
Worlds, 190, Nebo, the, 206, 235, 24:1
lfJ.

Borsl.ppa. The Planet Tower of, 206,
Colors of, 449·
Botz-rab. means !!lome, 75·
Brabma., etc., 45 note. See, Description
of Plates.
Brahman YUNter, 45 note. See, Description of Plates.
Bram. The, Upper, 3691f.
Bread. Reason of the use of, 230.
B'ree-ah. Olam ha.-, 228, 321, 328.
B'ree-atlc world, z98.
B'ree-attc Adam, 36o, 3¢, 421. See,
Adam; also, Man.
Bretecbnelder. C. G., thought the Hebrew Qabbalah originated with the Persians, 1711.
Bride. The Mystic, II7. See, Malkhuth.
·Brucker. Johll.llil Jakob, his writings
on the antiquity of the Hebrew Qabbalah exhibit but little knowledge of the
subject, 172.
Buddmua. Bev. Jobn Francis, favors
the antiquity of the Hebrew Qabbalah,
II, 171.
Buddha, Bo, Fo, etc., 1100, 337 note; and
the Tree of the Sephiroth, 187; representations of, with woolly halr, etc., 239·
See, Sakhya Muni.
Bull. The, 228, 259. 394; of St. Luke, 45
note; symbol of the Sephirah 'Hes-ed,
Grace, Spiritual water, hence Baptism,
11119; symbol for water, 229 ; Zodiacal
sign of, 228, 240, 452. See, Ox.
Bruno. Giordano, 162.
Bunsen. Baron von, quoted. Introd. x.
Burgonovensi8. .Archangelus, favored
the antiquity of the Qabbalah, 171.
BUJttort. The Elder, 10; the Younger, II.
BUJttorts. The, on the Hebrew vowel
pointing, 469.
Byzantium in the Zohar, 72.

Cahen. Samuel, xo.
Candlestick. The seven-branched, 447·
Canopy. Supreme, 136.
•Caputo. See John Reuchlin.

Cappelua. Lewta, to, 172, ~~Carda.n. Jerome, 45 note, 46 note, 17J:.
Card.lnal A!lgldtWI of Viterbo, u.
Carmoly E'J.1a.c1n, on the antiquity of the
Zohar, 56 sq.
Catea-ortea. Ten, of Ibn Gebirol, zoo.
Cause of all Causes, 362 sg. N.B.-1!:2
the Zohar, this phrase generally tr.mslates, Destiny of all Destinies; First
Efficient, 144 Sf.; the Primal Cause, in
archaic times, I74·
Celestial Adam, us. See, Adam;
also, Man. Adam in the :S'. T., ns
Hierarchy like the Ten Sephiroth,
and. note.
Chaldea. Different Captivities of the
Hebrews in, 228; protecting Genii in.
227, 237 sq., 448 sq.
Chaldean Cylinders, Signets, etc., Method
of holding the bands shown on, 440 ;
Thought, its influence upon the JeV~;'S,
228; Universe. Description of the,
448, sq.
Chaldeans and Hebrews, 221, 226, 227,
228, 234 sq. See, Hebrew, also,Akkad·
ians.
Charlot. Spiritual World, a. 220 note.
Charlot Throne, 220 note. See Ma-a'seh
Merkabah, 227.
Chartres. Ama.ury de, 162 .
.Cb.II.Bm. The, between the Real and Un~
Real, 277.
Cherub or Kirub, 227, 2371f., 448 sg.
Cb.ma. Principles of the Tao-teh·King,
III sg.
Chtnese believe, that each created being or
thing has a double, II3; the Great
Azure Dragon of, 235: Makrokosm,
n2; Qabbalah, 444 StJ. : Spiritual ideas
of the, 444. 446; symbolism, 445 ltJ.;
knew of the Tetrad of Pythagoras, 203
note; Writings and the Qabbalah, IU
sg., 444 sq.
ChrtBt the male; the female, the Bride, the
Church, II7: Symbolic color of the
robe of, 262.
ChrtBtlan Qabbalah, claims of the Roman
Catholic Church to the possession of 11.,
232·
Chrtstia.ntty. By whom Formulated and
kept alive, 178, 179; and the Hebrew
Qabbalah, 174, 230; Hebrew and Jew-

ish, Secret Doctrine in, 174; value of
the Secret Doctrine to, I79· See, Introduction.
Obri.etl.a.ns. Celebration of the Mysteries
of the Faith, by the &nt, accompaniments of, 230.
Church Fathers' idea as to the Ayin or
No-Thing, 127.
Otcero•s idea of the invisible God, n4.
Olean and Unclean animals in ancient
Babylonia, 240, 241.
Cock. The crowing of the, three times, a
secret, 405.
Color of Binah, blue, 203, 261; Blue, 261
and note; of Christ's robe, 203; of
the Virgin Mary's robe, 203 of 'Hesed, a6c]; of Hod, 270; of 'Hokhmah, 262; of Kelber, 259 of Malk·
huth, 203; of Ne-tza'h, 270; of Pa'had,
~; and Sound, 277; of Tiph'e-reth.
270; of Ye'sod, 271.
Colors. The ancient Babylonian astrological, in the Tower of Borsippa, 206, 449;
emanation of the, 195; the mystical,
229; the seven, 277; the white, red
and green, 427 sq.
Comet in the Zohar 77 Sf. ; statements as
to the, in the Zohar, incorrect, 83 Sf.
Commandmente. The Ten Commandments and the Lord's Prayer. 318.
Companions, the name given by the Qabbalistic initiates to each other, 346 note ;
names of the, of R. Shim-on ben Yo'hai, 441.
Compass. The points of, in Azriel, 284;
Four, points of, in the Zohar, 216.
Composite animals, 452 Sf.
Conceptualism, Introd. xii, xiii.
Conmct of Adam, 167.
Connection of the visible and invisible,
II5, 386, 417.
Contemplation. Inner, Introd. xii.
Cranium. The Great, 133, 134, 367, 368,
382 sq.: of the Makrokosm, the Firmament, n8 note.
Crsatlna' Deity with the Akkadians, 242,
247·
Creation. Account of the, 122; of Adam
and Eve, 421 sq. : Assyrian account of,
245; the present preceded by another,
in the Assyrian account of, 246 ; the

liii.IIle statement in the Zoha:r, 137. 386;
aecording to the Chaldean historian
Ber&isos, 243; only a Copy of the
Eternal Idea, IIS ; or Emanation of the
Universe, 135, 359 SIJ.; Quotation from
the Siphrah D'Tznioothah, :132, 233,
234 ; with the Semitic peoples, 242 ;
termed by the Qabbalists, the Shadow
of the
World, 256.
creed.
459 sq.
Crolllus. Oswald, largely influenced by
the Hebrew Qabbaiah, 171.
Crown. The, Highest, 370 sg.; or
Kether, :as6 sq.
Crua.sdes, said to be mentioned in the
Zohar, but this is doubtful,~. 70; time
of, 6c} note.
Crysta.I, 134.
CUbe. Chinese conception of the earth as
a, 445·
Cuneiform Tablete, content of, and the
Hebrew Qabbalah, :134 sq., 448 sq.
Cusanllfl (Cusanl). Cardinal Nicolas,
largely influenced by the Hebrew Qabbalah, 171.
Da'atll, i. ~.• Knowledge, 26o, 261.
Dante. Hebrew Qabbalism in the writings
of, 171.
Darkness. Fear of, 45:1; Kingdom of.
See, Kingdom of Darkness.
Da.ud Ihn, 9·
Daughter. The, with the Qabbalists, the
Church or Congregation of IsraiH, 117.
David. B. Abraham h. (of Posquieres)
or Ba.bad, 9. 38.
David Lurlah's Sepher Kadmooth ha·
Zohar, 4o-54.
David and Solomon had great knowledge
of the Qabbalah, t66.
Death. The Angel of, 347,348,43:1, 436;
and Life, 36:1 sq.: Malakh Hamoveth,
the Angel of, 410, 432, 436; what happens at, 354; an advantage to the Pious,
436 ; results from the Sin of Adam, 432.
De Cs.usts. The Book, 9• 162.
De Leon. B. MoeesShem-Toh, claimed
to be the author of the Zohar, 56 Sf.;
writings by, 6o sq.: Ibn Gebirol's
knowledge of the Zoharic philosophy,
250 years before the time of, 188.

Del Boul's opinion on the antiquity of the
vowel points, 468.
Deity can only be Approached through the
Intention of man's heart, 409; to whom
can you Compare the, 377 ; cannot be
Defined, Introd. xiii ; dependence upon,
when in trouble, 439; has a Form and
yet not a Form, 274 s9.: may be considered in Four points of view, 128;
Existence of the, 254; the Four ways of
seeing the, 427; creatl's Good and Evil,
1:16;
in Its Highest essence be
127, 136 and note; perlect
Ideas as to, cannot be grasped in the
human intellect, 456 sq.; Immanent
in everything, 195 ; incomprehensibility of, 274 sq.: Hebrew, malefemale, 1751 342 sq.; our Knowledge
of, 136 and note. See Appendix, Mystic Theology of Dionysios; leaves
man when he sms, 434 ; cannot be
seen by man, whilst be is in the ftesh,
181. See Introduction. Views of Moses
of Cordova and Maimonides on the
Essence of, 366, :167; without Matter,
191; Names of, 378 sq.; according to
the Qabbalistic Symbolism, the Deity
manifests Itself through a N'qood-alt,
127; the Deity u~tl~r. 125 note; of the
Conformations of, 367 sq. : brings Salvation to the wicked, 430; distinct from
the Sephirotb, 291 ; the totality of the
Sephiroth, not the Deity. 290 sq.: is
always enshrouded in Its Sbe'kheen-ab
or Glory, 181; alone is pure Simplicity,
1112; Supreme, produces through the
Absolute Idea, Thought, or Perfect
Paradigmatic Form, xSI; Supreme, the
only Real and True, I8I; Supreme. The
entire Universe not the Content of the,
181 ; according to Qabhalistic SymbolIsm, manifests Creation as if on a Veil,
127. See, Maya, Name, Names.·
Demons. The, 433sq.; of the Akkadians,
Cbaldeans, etc., 452, 453 sq.; the destroying forces, 126; Great and Small,
434. 435· See, Sama-el, Lil-ith, Q'lippoth.
D'l.-noor or Dinur. The Fire river, 394
sq .• 405·
Description of Pla.tes, xix.

Dea:tre or WW. The creator, 191. 194.
DJaarra,ma. Qabbalistic, mentioned by
Origen, 3U, JUI, 313. See, p. xxiv.
Dlmant. David de, 16:1.
Dimension, ooo.
Dimensions. The. 137 note, :168 note,
392 note.
Din. Abraham Ab-Betb-, 38.
Din. The Sephirah, 200, :1169.
Dinur or D'i-noor, the Fire-river, 405.
Dtonystos, the Areopqite (St. Denis),
46 note, 127, 128, 167 note, 440;
Mystic Theology of, 456 sg. See, St.
Dionysios.
Dlor. Ben, 9·
D1soipllna Arcana. The Ancient, 177
and note. Introd. viii.
Divine Assistance granted Man if be will
call for it, 183; Love, xn; Mediator
most likely symbolized in the Qabbalah,
by the Sephirah 'Hohkmab, Word or
Wisdom, IS:~; Names in St. Jerome,
168 and note, 169. See also; Name, Ineffable Name, etc.; Power. How it
weakens, 21 I ; Qab:mlistic Name, Who?
128 sq.
Doctrine. Secret. See, Secret Doctrine.
Dove. The brooding, 336.
Draa-on. The, 233-235, 1143-245 ; Great
Sea, 448 sq.; Tiamat of the Cbaldeans,
etc., :143, 448 sq. See, Great Sea, also,
Harmony.
Dravidian races of India, 239·
Draams, 403, 404 and note ; Demons act
on man in his, 435·
D'Tzniootha.h.
Stpbra.h, quotatiou
from, 232, 233, 234.
DuaiJty. The, in the Deity, 175. 343, 343,
373 sq.
Duda.lm. The, 355·
Dumah. The Angel of Silence, 403· 405,
4o6.

Duns Scotwl, 16:~, 163.
Duretwl. Claude, favors the antiquity
of the Hebrew Qabbalab, 171.
Dust and Ghost forms, :147. 248.
D'yooq-na.h, 388 sq., 4H, 414, 417, and
many other places.

E
Ea. or Oannes, 235. See, Fish-god, also,
Hea and Oannes.

.~~:aBle,

45 note, 244, 394; the meridian
sun, :140; and Scorpion, 259 ; of St.
John, 45 note; Symbol for air, perhaps
aether, 229, 244; Symbol of the Sephirab
Tipb'e-reth, the spiritual retber or air,
hence voice and sound in worship, 230;
eagle-headed deity, 452.
Barth, Qabbalistic, Chaldean, Chinese and
Egyptian ideas as to its Revolution, 139,
140 and notes; One, 419 ; its Revolution on its axis, believed in by some of
the Greek philosophers, 140; ideas as
to its Revolution by Arya-bhata, an ancient Hindu, 140; the Revolution of, in
the Zohar, 139 Sf.
Jllceta8y in the Mystic Theology of DionysiOll, 456 SIJ.: Theory as to, 158, 4::17·
Bden, 45 note, 404, 405, 408, 416; the
Garden of, ::173, 412; or Paradise, 369
note. See, Garden of, and, First Sin.
Ibn Gebirol upon, 205; the Upper, 205.
llldom. Children of the Christians, 7<>-73 ;
Christian Rome,71, 72; kings of, n8,
135, 137. See, Pre-Ada.mite kings and,
Kings of Edom; Pagan Rome, 71 sv.
Bgo, I. 1::17, 259; and Non-Ego, 256; the
Zohar says, this was the Light which
created everything, 128.
BaYPtl&ns. Views of the Ancient, 239;
Ineffable Names used by,237· See, Description of Plates.
B'had, One, 344·
Bb'yeh or AlH'YeH, i. t:., 1 Am, 127
182,378.
Biders. The Seventy, 221.
Bleb, i.e., These, 129 Sif.
Blements. Four, in the Zohar, :n6, 229.
Bl'banan. Rabbi, 5·
Bliya.b. Prayer of, 290
Bllenberger. Heinrich, on the Antiquity of the Zohar, 56.
Bloblm, the Hebrew for God, 128, 175, 379 ;
the Deity in Nature, 175; Be'nai, 364
Sif.; according to some Hebrew writers,
means t:'loAim, i. 1!., energies or angels,
348 ; translated in the English Bible,
God, 129. See, She'kheen-ah.
Bl Sba.ddal, i.e., the Almighty, 379·
Bme.na.tl.on of the Unlverae, 135. 195.
363 sg., 381 sg., 385 sq.

'If··

'If·

Bmden. Jacob (Ya.betz), u. See, Yabetz.
Enocb or 'Ha.-nokb, mention of, in the
Zohar, 98, 99; Book of, 167.
Bns. A two-fold, 15:1, I53·
Bsdru. Books of, x67.
Esb Noga.h, 68.
Btberldge. J. W., n.
Bunuob. Explanation, from the Zohar, of
the word, Eunuch; as used in the New
Testament, 92 s'l.
Eunuobs. Disciples of the Wise, called,
Eunuchs, in the Zohar, 9:1.
Bva.ngeli8ts. Symbols of the, 45 note.
BvU angels in New Testament and in the
Zohar, 1o6 Sf. See, Demons.
BvU Bye. The, ~36 Sif., 454·
BvU exists for the wise purposes of God,
I8~; and Good, created by the Deity,
x:z6; Inclination, i. e., the Ye'lur .t..ra.i, 346 and note ; Necessary to the
Good, 184, 185; Spirits or Q'lippoth,

u6.
lb.: nlhllo.

Creation, I:LJ,

:376.

E:zpaneion and Concentre.tl.on, uo.
See,

Tzi~ntzu1rn.

Bye, the closed,

; degrees and coatings
of, Ancient ideas as to, 215, 216; the Evil,
436 sv.. 454; metaphor of Sight through
the, :IIIJ, 214; of Providence, always
open, u8.
Bzekiel or Ezeqiel ; the Four Faces of the
Chariot Throne of, 45 note, :129, 394·
See, Merkahah. The Visions of, and
those of Isaiah, Daniel, :127; a great
Qabbalist, 166 ; Vision of, 45 note, ::14"'·
See Vision; Vision of and the Apocalypse of St. John, 303.
Bzre. and Azrlel, 38. See, Azariel.
Ezra. re-wrote the Old Testament in the
Aramaic alphabet, 461.
Ezra Ibn. On Ibn Gebirol. See, Ibn
Ezrn.
Bzra.: llloese Ibn Jacob ben, 16o.
Blllra. the Qabbalist. See, Azariel and
Azriel.

Faces. The Partzupheem or Faces, liU,
:z8J, J8:uq .. 39~ sq. See, Partzupha; also,
A'reekb An-peen and Ze'ir An-peen.

Falaquera. Shem-Tob b. Joseph
Ibn, 8, xo. See, Ibn Falaquera.
Father. The. Symbolized in the Qabbalah by Kether, xb. See, Abba.
Fear and Love. Worship through, 429·
Female and male principles, uS, 137,I85,
387 sq., 399· 417. See, Adam.
Feminine deity among the Semites, a reflection of the male, a46, l!47. 342, 373
SIJ. reflection of the Supreme Deity,
with the Qabbalists, ll47·
Ftctnus. MareUus, largely inftuenced
by the Hebrew Qabbalah, 171.
J.l'itty Gatee of Understanding, l!47.
314, 34-liF:Ire and Incense, 230; the mystery of the
three parts which are one, 376 s'l.; river,
394 SIJ. See D'i-noor and Dinur; and
Water, 348, 349·
Firat Sm. The, 410, 425 sq., 430 sq. See,
Adam, Grapes.
Fteh. The, 336. See, Fish-god.
Fteh-god, 234 sq., 243 SfJ., 336 note, 448
S'i· See, Oannes, also Ea, and Hea.
Fleeb. The, from the Evil side, 410; of
Moses was red, accovllng to the Zohar,
93· See, Moses. Power of the, 410.
Fludd. Dr. Robert, n, 171.
Fons Vitee, 8, 9. 162.
Forbidden Fruit. Eating of the, 410,
425, 430.
See, Grapes; also, First
Sin.
Form. Chinese idea as to Non-form and,
445: the Idealized, 181; Universal, 143
S'/.

Four animals in early Christianity, 230;
animals of the Merkabah in the Apocalypse, 230; figures in the Vision of
Ezeqiel, 45 note, 229, 394 sq. See
Ezeqiel; Worlds, 198. See, Worlds,
Eagle, Ox, Man, Lion.
Franck. Prof. Adolphe, thought the
Hebrew Qabbalah originated with the
Persians, n, 172, 173; errors in his
translations from the Zohar, 377 note.

Franck. Jacob, u.
Free Will, 347, 348; Ibn Gebirol's views
on, 197; in Man, 126, 183, 194-

From nothing, nothing comes. The
Qabbalah opposes this maxim, Ill4.

Fruit.
410.

The Forbidden, what it was.
See Grapes.

Fii-blill., 44+
Furor. Ancient ideas as to, 427·

Ga.bala.a.

Count de, Poem of the Rape
of the Lock, by Alex. Pope, based on
171.

G&i-htnnom, 358, 395 sq., 403. 405, 4II ;
who calls his fellow-man Wicked brings
him to, 105 sq.; the Wicked cast into,
353, 354; in the Zohar, 99· See Hell.
Galattnus. Peter, fll.vors the antiquity of
the Hebrew Qabbalah, 171.
Ga.le. TheophUus, largely influenced by
the Hebrew Qabbalah, 171.
Ga.n Eden. See Paradise, Eden, Garden.
of Eden.
Garden of Aromatics, by Ben Ezra, x6o.
Garden of Eden, 204, 205. See, Eden
and Paradise.
Geblrol. Ibn. Attributed a Species of
matter to all the created, 191 ; held that
the Deity was immanent in everything,
195; on the Neshamah, i. ~ .• Soul, etc~
tg6; opinions upon Ibn Gebirol and his
writings, 161; on the influences between
the Superior and Inferior Worlds, 189;
his philosophical system resembles that
of the Zohar, but it differs in its method
of treatment, 7. See, Ibn Gebirol, and
Me'q8r nav·vlm.
Ge'boor-ali. The Sephirah, :.wo, 269. 375·

Ged.al-ya.h Ibn Ya.cbia b. Don Yosef.
on the antiquity of the Zohar, 61, 6::~.
Ge'dool-ah. The Sephirah, 200, 26g.
Geiger. Dr. Abrabsm, opposes the antiquity of the Hebrew Qabbalah, especially the Zohar, xo. 172.
Genelilis. Key to the first chapter of, 1211,
123.

Genius. What is, 138.
Ghost-world. Mul-IU, Lord of the, ll47·
Glll. John, n, 464.
Gil'gool'em. The revolving of the Incorporeal, but not Metempsychosis, 198,
330. See Revolution.
Ginsburg. Dr. Chrietian D., to; opposes the Antiquity of the Zohar. His
objections, 65 s'l.; on the statement in

the Sepher Yu'hasin, s_6; his objections
amwered, 65 sq.
Gnomes, 238 ; Chaldean, 454·
Gnostics and the Qabbalah, 170; ./Eons of,
231 and note.
God, the Hebrew Name of is Elohim, 129;
His love and mercy acts in the Advancement of humanity, 18o; seeing God,
226, 427·
Gods. Babylonian ; The sacred number of many of the, 238; of the
Heathen not to be reviled, according to
the Zohar. See also, Qur'il.n, 93·
Good and Evil, in Chaldea, 242; and Evil,
created by the Deity, 126; and Evil, not
comidered by the Qabbalali as two independent powers, but both under the
Supreme Deity, 184; inclination or
Ye'lnr ll.a-to6, 348 note.
Gra.ce or Love. The Sephirah of. See
'Hes-ed.
Gre.etllll. Dr. H!rsch, opposes the antiquity of the Hebrew Qabbalah and especially the Zohar, 10, 37. 56. 172; his
hypothesis against the antiquity of the
Qabbalali, 39·
Grapes, 358, 410, 430 sq. ; simile of the
Bunch of, 217.
Great Sea.. The, 233-235. 243, 244· See,
Bohu; Serpent of the Great Crystalline
Sea is Leviathan, 233-235.
Greek idea of the Oppositions, 186; vowel
letters, 400, 464.
Oroddecll::. Gabriel, xo.
GuUla.ume de Auvergne, I6:a, 163.
Ouns&lvl..
Domln1c, translated into
Latin the Me'qor
I6:a.

Ha.ha.l D'Ge.nnin, i. e.. the Body of the
Resurrection, 392. See, Resurrection.
Habel and 'Hes-ed, 422.
Hamburger. J. Favors the antiquity
of the Zohar, 64 note.
'H&Illla.Uel. Rabbi, s.
Hands. Qabbalistic methods of holding
the, 440, 441note. See, the Description
of the Plates.
'Ha.'uok:h. Rabbi, s.
Harmony is represented Symbolically, by
the Serpent with its tall in its mouth,

186. N.B.-This is likely Leviathan ..

In Hindu Symbolism it surrounds the
Universe; and Oppositiom in the
Zodiac, 186.
Harmonies in the Sephiroth, 203.
Ha.y Ga.on, 47; knows of the Sephiroth,.

xoo.
Ha.-Levt. Ahra.ha.m b., attacks the
writings of Ibn Gebirol, x6x.
Ha-Levt. Yehuda.h, has ideas similar to
those Ibn Gebirol, 161.
'Hay-y&b. The, 3911.
'Ha.y-ytm. The Me'q6r, 3. 1411 sq., x88,
sg. See Ibn Gebirol.
'Ha.y-yoth b&-Qa.dosh, i. e., the Holy
Living Creatures, 259.
He or Hu, 175. 3411, 373 sq.
He& or Ea., a Baliylonian deity, 241 sg.,
448 sq. See, Ea, also, Oannes.
Head of a.n Heads, 31i9 sq.
Head. White, 31i9. 382, 386. See, Resha
'Hiv'rah, also, Cranium.
Hea.ds. The Three, which are One Head,
31i9 sg.. 382 sq.
Heaven. The coming Kingdom of, 20:1,.
1103 and notes.
Heaven of Heavens, the Highest Ideal
World, 211·
Heavenly Adam, 202. See, Adam.
Hea.veuly Fa.mlly. The, with early
Semites, 246. See Introduction xiii;
Ideal of the Vis1ble, in the Old and New
Testaments, 189.
Heavens. Two, 419; Like the layers of
an onion, 415 sq., 451.
Hebrew Alphabet, origin of, 400; Ancient,
pronunciation of, likely lost, 465 ; Old
Testament. The naturalism of, is merged
in the Greek idealization of the New
Testament. In trod., xi; Square Character. Antiquity of, 461; Square Character, not used by Ezra in rewriting
the 0. T., 461; Square Alphabetic
Characters used in the time of Jesu.s.
465 ; and Syriac vowel pointing, from
the same source, 466; vowel letters,
400; vowel points, 66, 400. See,
also, Vowel Points.
HebreWI!I, Origin of in Chaldea, 1128.
Hegel. Georg Wilhelm Friederich,
influenced by the doctrines of the He·

brew Qabbalah, 171; views as to the
Deity, 1155; his Opinion on the existence of Good and Evil, 184.
Bell or G&l-hlJmom, 348.
Bell and Pa.re.d.18e, 432 sq. See Giihinnom and Eden.
Bell or the Underworld. The Chatdean, etc., 450.
Belmont. FramiJI/Iercuriua ve.n, favors
the antiquity of the Hebrew Qabbalah,
171.
Bermu Putor. See Pastor of Hennas.
Bermea Triamegistua, 167.
'Bes-ed. The Sephirah, 200, 1168 sq., 292
note, 375· See, Sephirah, Sephiroth.
lDndu deity never Winks, 1114; heavens,
447; Idea as to Non-annihilation, 1:14
note; representations of the Figures of
the Chariot Throne, 45 note ; belief in
the Revolution of the Earth, 140; Symbols of the Four Worlds, 320, 334·
See, Description of Plates; Symbolism,
1:17 note; Veda's and the Qabbalah,
Introd., xiii, 3:14 sq.: representation of
the Four Figures in the Vision of
Ezeqiel, 45 note.
Biere.rchles. Spiritual, of the Akkadians,
:146 sq., 448 sq.; Angelic, 167 note; of
the Roman Catholic Church, 167 note.
Biram Abift, of Tyre, 185.
B1epalenaia. Joannea, 9; Aria Montano, :141, xxiii.
Bod. The Sepb1rah, 1101, :170, :171.
'Hokhmah Illa-ah, i. e., Heavenly Wisdom, 258; Lashon,1120; Nistharah, 1120,
1121; The Sephirah, 192, 193. ::!61, 292
note; the Son or Logos, 182 ; Theosophy, 1120; the Sephirah, is Wisdom, the
Logos or Word, 199; the Word, called
by the Qabbalists, the Son of God, 199;
Yavonith, i. e., Grecian Wisdom, 220.
See, Logos, Word, Wisdom, Sepbiroth.
Holy of Hollee. In the ancient Temples
of Babylonia, 1140, 1141.
Holy Kiss. Reception of the Soul by the,
400, 407·

Holy Spirlt. The, 26o, 336; with the
Qahbalists, is the Mother, the Church is
the Daughter, u7.
Bouse of the World, 385. Comp. 245.

Hu, i. ,., He, 175, 342 sq .. 373, 374·
HUinBn Face, the symbol of St. Matthew,
45 note.
Hume.n Race. Roots of the, 422.
HUinBnlty considered in the Qabbalah, as
a Great Universal Brotherhood, 181.
Humllia.tion and Prayer. Days for, in
ancient Babylonia, 240.
'Huahlel. Rabbi, s.

I
Ibn-al·Qe.yew. See. Ibn Badja.
Ibn Be.<Ua, 164.
Ibn Esra. Abraham, on Ibn Gebirol's
writings, 100, x6t; on the Four Worlds
of Ibn Gebirol, 198.
Ibn Falaquera. Shem Tob, says, the
Me'q&r Hay-ytm, of Ibn Gebirol, contains Ancient Learning, 161; Shem
Tob appreciated the writings of Ibn
Gebirol, 161.
Ibn Gehirol. Solomon b. Yehudah,
Life and Writings, 1 sq.; on the Soui,
by, 4; on the Will, by, 4; on the Mak·
rokosm and Mikrokosm, 4; Poems of,
4; Grammar, by, 4; Choice Pearls, by,
4; Tiqoon Middoth ha-Nephesh, by,
4 ; cause of the forgetfulness of his
philosophical works, 161 ; considered an
Arab in the Middle Ages, 163; considered a Christian, 163; influence of his
writings on the scholastic philosophy,
16::1 ; the first so-called, Arabian philosopher, in Europe, 164; ideas inftuenced
the Medireval Mystics, 163; Moses Maimonides does not mention him, 164; the
Qabbalistic philosophy the predominating influence shown in, 219; poem on
the 32 Paths, 218; similarities between
his writings and the Zohar, 188; writings
have similarities to the Zoharic, x88, his
Me'q&r 'Hay-ylm, 142 sq.
Ibn Roschd or, Averroes, 164.
Ibn SID&, called by the Scholastics, Avicenna, 161, 163, 164.
Ibn Tofs.U. Abil·Becr-. 164.
Ideal 11/Ian. See, Adam Qadmon, and
Adam Illa-ah.
Ideas, of the early thinkers, u3 ; in the
ancient world of thought, 2761q.

I
!drab B&bbah. Translation from the beginning of, 440 sq.
nu. Babylonian Supreme Deity, 238, 242,
454·

Image. Divine. Man in the, 345·
Imma.b., i. e., Mother, 398. See, Abba.
Immah ma-ab, i. e., Upper Mother, 199,
26o. See, She'kheen-ah.
Importance of the investigation of the relations of man to the Primal Cause, 174·
Ince1111e and Fl.re, 230.
Incorporeal compared to a lighted lamp,
376, 412 ; divisions of the, 392 sq.; in
man after Death, 410 sq. See, Nesh" amah, Rua'h, Nephesh, 'Hay:yllh,
Ye'hee-dah.
Incubus, Succubus, etc., 453·
Ineffable Name, 175, 341, 342, 343; not
used by Eve or Satan, 124. See Name,
also, Tetragrammaton and YHVH.
Initta.tes. An Ancient Lodge of, 439 sq.
Intellect. Universal, 144.
·
Invillible to be comprehended only through
the visible, I ntrod. xi ; the idea of a
Perfect Invisible and an Imperfect
VISible, among the Primitive ideas of
mankind, III ; reached through the
visible, II4, 174, x8g.
Ias.ac or Yltz-'ha.q of Acco, a Practical Qabhalist, 58; quotations from his
Sepher Yu'hasin, claimed, by Dr.
Graetz eta/., as proof that R. Moses de
Leon WTOte the Zohar, 56, 57, 58, 59 S!7.,
6o.

Isa.lah. Book of the Ascension and Vision
of, 167.
Isa.ia.h had knowledge of the Qabhalah,
166, 198, 315 sq.
Isbm&elitee or Yishmai:1ites, named in the
Zohar, 49. 6g-7J.

Jacob's Ladder. Explanation of, by Ibn
Gebirol, 204·
Ja:rmes and Jambres. An account of,
95 togS.
JelliDek. Bev. Dr. Adolph, xo; introduction to Gelman edition of Prof.
Adolphe Franck's lA Ka#IMie, n; his
favorable remarks as to the antiquity of
the Qabbaiah, 39 ; statement as to the

31

Comet, in the Zohar, So sg.; began
in opposition to the antiquity of the
Hebrew Qabhalah and the Zohar, his
quotations however, favor their antiq·
uity, 172; his opposition to the Zohar, 38.
Jerome. St. His letter to Marcella mentioning the Ten Divine Names, translated, 168 note. See, St. Jerome.
Jesus. Time of !hi! birth of, 87 and note,
88; Three conceptions of, in theN. T.,
119; the religion of, 230; uses the
She-mah, 371 note.
Jewish Church called, the Daughter of
YHVH, in the Zohar, 94; Deity, malefemale, 175. 247, 342 sq.; DUt:iplina
Arcawa. Valueofthe, In trod. viii; knowledge from Chaldea, 228. See, Thought,
and, Secret Doctrine, 174.
Joel. Bev. Dr. D. H., n; favors the
antiquity of the Zohar, 64.
Joha.nnlc. The. theology, u9.
Josephus, 167, 463.
Joet. Dr. I. M., favors the antiquity of
the Hebrew Qahhalah, I7ll:; on the
Qabbaiah and Zohar, n, 61, 65, Inttod.
xiv.
Jourdam. cited, 162.
Jubilees. Book of, 167.
Judcment. Divine Power of, 126; anlf,
Mercy. The World exists through,.
402, 446 note ; the Pillar or Column of,
282; the Place of, of the Living and
Dead, 366 and note ; of the Wicked.
and their punishment, 358.
Just. The. See, Pious.

Ka.llem. See, Vessels, and, Sephiroth, 279
Sf., 300, 331.

Ks.n (Qa-ytn or Cam), 248, 444Keple:r upon the Constellations at the coming of Jesus, S7.
Ketber. Sephimb, I:i17, us note, 190,199,
256 Sf., 283, 292 note; is A'reekb Anpeen, 283; clear Knowledge of, cannot
be obtained by man in this world, 38o
sq.; represents the Brain and the
Neshamah, i. e., Soui, 282; called, the
Father, 18a; Is the Unity in Number,
282.

Kether El-yon, i. tt., Highest or, Upper,
Crown, 370 sq.
B:ether lllalli:huth, cited, 11 sg., 66, I95-

I911·
Kernel and Shell. Description of the
Univene as, 191.
Kbosari, Kueari or Cosri. Ideas in this
writing, similar to tho~ in the Me'qllr
'Hay-yim, I6I.
Kbuurath. S:eury,largely influenced by
the Hebrew Qabbalah, 171.
Blnl' and Queen. Tne union of, no,
20J, 118J.
Bln8'. The. and his son. The Parables of,
401, 436.
Blnl'dom. The great text as to the coming Kingdom ofthe Righteous on earth,
1102. Compare 437; of Darkness, has
Injured the Ancient tradition, x8o; the
Ideal Perfect, :ooor, 1102.
Blnl's of Edom. The Pre-Adamitic, n8,
135. 137, 138 and notes, 185, 236, 386 sg.
Kircher. Rev. Athanasiue, n, 65;
ascribes many of the doctrines of the
Hebrew Qabbalah to the Egyptians, 65,
171; favors the Antiquity of the Hebrew Qabbalah, 171 ; a figure of Pan
or Zeus Lykaeus, from his works,

3"'5·

Kiseh ha·K&bod, i. e., Throne of Glory,
418. See, Throne of Glory.
Kl!!!!. The Holy, taking of the Soul of the
Pious by, 4o6, 407·
Kleuker. John Frederick, on the Hebrew Qabbalistic philosophy, 172.
KnowledQ'G, in Hebrew, Da-ath, 26o, !16x;
in the ancient World, 177.
KO·&'h Kie-eh, i. e., The Throne of
Glory, 418, 429· See, Throne of Glory.
Xonltz. lllo11e11 b. llle'na.-a'hem Kendel, 20 S'J.; has written in favor of the
antiquity of the Hebrew Qabbalah, :~o,
172

sq.

Kolllnic Mystery, in the book, Teaching of
the Twelve Apostles, I 16 S'J.
Kosmopny of the Zohar, 139. 415 sq.
Kosmoll. The. with the Qabbalists, II7 ;
of the Zohar and that of Chaldea, 139
sg., 454 sq. See, Universe, also, Makro-

kosm.
K''lllla·Foo-Te, or, Confucius, +14·

L
L&ct&ntlue on the Revolution of the Earth,
139·
Ladder of Jacob, 301, 3o8.
Landauer. 111. S:., xo, n.
L&UQ'G. Joachim, ascribes the origin of
the Hebrew Qabbalah to Gentile philosophy, 172.
Le.lli'UaQ'G, lntrod., xi, xU Ancient, I751f.
Laou Tllllll'. Philosophy of, u1 sg.: his
Tao-teh-King, u3 ; a Qabbalah in his
asserted writings, 170.
Le.aeen. Christian, believes Neo-pla·
tonism came from India, 170.
Law. The. See Thorah.
Law. The Common. a species of Qabbalah, 232.
Learning. Secret. See, Secret Learning.
Lelbnl.tz. Baron, interested in the study
of the H"brew Qabbalah through Baron
Knorr von Rosenroth, 171 ; concealed
his scheme of Differential Calculus, 177
note.
Lelll'th, Breadth, Depth, 137 note, 200,
29::1 note. See also, Dimension and, Di·
mensions.
Leo S:ebneu11, 9·
Leon B. Moses b. Shem-Tob de, 7.
ro; not the author of the Zobar, 41 sg.
See, Moses de Leon.
Letters, numbers and proportlollll!l,
bind man's thoughts in matter symbolism, t8I, lntrod. xi.
Levi. Abraham b. David ha-,
Levi. Abraham b. ha- (the Elder), 9·
Levi. Eliphas (Abbe Alphonse Louis
Constant), n; on the Qabbalistic idea
of the Deity, 254, 255.
Leviathan, 234. 235. See, Serpent.
Levita. EU1111.11, on the antiquity of the
Hebrew vowel points, 468. See, Vowel
points.
Light. The Zoharic, 428 ; body of Adam,
Ibn Gebirol's writings upon the, 205;
in which the Soul is clothed, 399·
Lightfoot. John, u.
LU-in. The, 435·
LU-lth, 248, 347 note; the wife of Adam,
2.48 ; and her companion, Sami-el, 433

s:

Jtj.

Lion, 45 note ; symbol for fire, :1:19; symbol of Force, Energy, Fire, also of
Ge'boor-ah, Spiritual Fire, 2:19; of St.
Mark, 45 note. See, Ezeqiel, Vision of
Ezekiel, Four Animals.
Life and Death, 362 SfJ.
Life. Entrance into, of the Soul, 3¢ SfJ.;
Source of. See, Me'q&r
Tree of, 204, 235, 236. See, Tree.
Llvlna'. All, to die and be at once revivified, at the coming of the Messiah, 437·
Lodlfe. A Qabbalistic, and the arrangement of, 442, 443 note.
Loe110her. Valentine Ernest, u.
LolfOS. The, 301, J02, 336, 459; the Creative, 137. See, Word, also, 'Hokhmah.
Lord. The, is given in the English Bible
as the equivalent for YHVH, 1119; or
Adonai, 175.
Lord's. The, Prayer, end of, Qabbalistic,
2011 note ; Divisions of, and the Ten
Commandments, 318.
Lost. Nothing ever, 124, 125.
LOw. Dr. Leopold, favored the antiquity
of the Hebrew Qabbalah, u, 172.
Lower man or Adam, u4; World, a copy
of the Upper, 108 ttj. See, Adam, also,
Man.
Love.
The Divine, xn; and Feat,
Worship through, 429; to God, 44:1
note.
Lully. Raymond, agreed with the Hebrew Qabbalists, II, 171.
Luperoa.J.ia. The, 326.
Luria or Luria.h. David. Analysis of
his book in favor of the antiquity of the
Zohar, n, 40 sq.; wrote in support of
the Antiquity of the Hebrew Qabbalah,
4Q-54· 172 lfJ.
Lutterb110k. Joh. Ant. Beruh., n.
Luzza.tto. S. D., xo.
Lyra. Nicholas de, adopted the four
Jewish methods of interpretation of the
Old Testament, 105.

Ma-a'seh Be'reeheeth, 162, 220.
Ma-a.'seh Merkabah or Charlot Throne,
44 Sf., 162, 220, 227; Interdictions as
to teaching, 22::1, 223. See. Ezekiel or
Ezeqiel; Vision of; Four Animals.

M&lf1o.

Black and White, 47 note, 453
different meaning of, in Ancient
times, from that in the Middle ages, 47
note.
Ma.'hshab&h, i. ~.. Thought, 128 and
note, 377. 395, 400, 4o8.
Matmoutdes an Aristoteltan, 161; holds
that the Earth is round and revolves,
140; does not mention the Name of Ibn
Gebirol, 164; favorable to the Speculative Qabbalah, 39 SfJ.; not favorable to
the philosophical ideas in the Writings
of Ibn Gebirol, 161,
Ma.krokosm, 4· 46, n8 note, 121, 1:18
note, 144, 147, 150, 156, 157, 100, 181,
231, 316 note, 332, 333. 337 note, 420,
443 note; The Chinese, II2 stj., 445 Sf.;
the Great Man seen by Nebuchadneuar,
216 ; as the Great Tree, 4::12 ; usually
represented as an Immense Man, sometimes as an Immense Head, n8 note;
Maimonides on, 333 ; and Mikrokosm,
2¢, 422; T"rmed by the Qabbalah, son
of Elohim, i. 11., God, 231.
Ma.krokosmos, ns. :125, 292 note; as
Alias, 319, 326; Engraving of, as portrayed in the Middle Ages, 326, 327;
the Greek, 324 Stj.: the Hindu, 321 SfJ.
Makropro110poe, x8:z.
M&la.kh Hamoveth, i. e., the Angel of
Death, 432, 436; Rah, i. 11., Evil Angel,
435 note.
Male and Female principles, 387 SfJ.; All
exists through. 193. 199; principles on
Solomon's Temple, 117; Souls in the
Pre-existent condition, 399· See, Preexistence.
Malkhuth. Deity in, I:Jt8 ; Kether Maikhuth, 2 SfJ., 9; represents the Nephesh,
282; called, the Queen, Daughter, Matroneethah, Matron, the She'kheen-ah,
etc., 1203. 283; the Sephirah, 201, 2011,
203, 272; Symbolized by the Moon,
282. See, Colors, Sephirah, Sephiroth,
Kingdom.
Man. The Androgenic; 281 ; the Angelic,
symbol of the Sephirah Malkhuth, the
Kingdom, the Spiritual Earth, hence
the Products of the Earth, Wine and
Bread, 230; as the Zodiacal Aquarius,
:159; in the Body, cannot raise the Veil
Sf.;

absolutely. 181, Introd. xi; the bringing
forth of, 353· See, Adam. The Man
with the Burden, 335 ; the Celestial,
419. See, Adam. Not considered in
the Qabbalah as Autonomic, 18o; Creation of, 106 sg., 417; Creation of, his
purity and his sinning, 344. 345, 424;
his Creative power, 183, 184; Danger
to, from the Unclean Spirits which surround him, 225; can only approach the
Deity through the Intention of the
Heart, 409; in the flesh, is always subject to Dissolution and Death, 184; the
Earthly, I.IJI, 2311; Feared at first by all
the Animals, 345; cannot attain his lost
Felicity through his unaided powers,
181, x8:a; whilst in the Flesh cannot See
the Deity, Face to Face, 181; in the
Flesh can only See the Back of the
Deity, i. e., the Visible Universe, xlh;
the Form of the, 400 Sf., 415 sg.. 420,
4111 ; Garments of the Incorporeal in,
412; the Great Man,I47· See. Makrokosm. Incorporeal in Man after death,
410 sg., 41:a; the Inner, desires a Worship from the Heart, Jntrod. ix; the
Mystery of, 414 sg., 422, 423; of the
present, his hopes and fears, 183: The
Real, Is the Inner Spiritual not the outside, 184. 41.11.1; partakes of two opposing
Regions, that of Goodness and that of
Evil, J84; gives a portion of his Spirituality to his Works, 138; of to-day, only
a Concatenation of the Being-hood of
all precedent human life, 183; Upper,
Everything in the, U4; in the vision of
Ezekiel (Ezeqiel), 45 sg. and note;
Words, all spoken by, Continue in the
future, 428. See, Adam, Makrokosm,
Mikrokosm.
llla.n'e Works, a part of himself, 138, 139·
Kanl.chllea.ml and the Qabbalah, 170.
llla.-qom, i.. e., Place, 300, 420.
Ka.ra. The planet, 329. 449·
Kazldm. The, 249. 451, 453· See also,
Mazikim and Maziqim.
liii&.IIIIOra.h. The Syriac in the III century
A.D., 465 SIJ.
Ka.&sorit.lc Doctors only substituted for
the more ancient symbolism of the
Vowels, a more modern, 465; points in

the Synagogue Rolls, 467.: Doctors ;
their duties, 462 sg. See, Vowels, Vowel
pointing.
Ka.terillllism and Formalism. The dangers of, Introd. viii, ix, x.
llla.troneethah, 76, 128, 203, 401; The,
the Mediatrix between the Deity and
man, 349, 350, 351 and note, 401.
Ka.tter. The Deity without, 191; Different kinds of, 145. Ibn Gebirol on, 1421!1'·
Ka.tter. Jacques, u; thought the Hebrew Qabbalah originated with the Persians, 172.
Ka.tter, always in Motion, 135 note;
no Absolute Maller, 152 note; Universal, 14311/.
Maurlce. Rev. Thomas. Favors the
antiquity of the Zohar. 64.
Maya or Dllllilton, :1176 sg., 321, See, Description of Plates.
Ma.ziqtm, 434, 43.5, 451, 453· See, Mazkim.
Maz-zol, the Influences, a!)S.
Mediator. Among the ancient Babylonians, 241 ; a Divine, a necessity to
man, 181, 1811.
Ken. Zohar speaks of, as not all descending from Adam, 139, 416,
Ke-q6r 'Ha.y-ytm, by Ibn Gebirol.
Analysis of, 142 ; Influences in the Formation of the, 1411, 143: a Resume of,
143 Sf.; contains an Ancient System,
IO.

Mercy and Judgment, 446 note.
Mercy. The Pillar of, 281; tempers Rigor
or Severity, 380 sg.; the Sephirah 'Hesed, sometimesu::alled,

:zfi9.

Merka.ba.h, 45 note, 1.1117, 419; in early
Christianity, 230. See, Ma-a'seh Merkabah. The, and the cleansing of the
Neshamoth, 394·
Kerodach or Marduk, 241, ::144·
Mezopota.mie. ancient, Civilization of, its
progression, 237; the Population of
Ancient, 237 note.

Meeser Leone Hebrso, 9·
Kessla.h. The, 335 ; Atonement by the.
337, 338 sg.: the Coming of the, liS Sf.,
437; Ibn Gebirol on the time of the
coming of the, 217; ben Josepha.nd the
Messiah ben David, 366, 367 and note;

as the Shepherd, 338, 339 ; Star of the,
88; Time of His coming, Kepler upon,
87 ; Time of the coming of, in the
Zohar, 88 If.; Washed in wine, 340;
in the Zohar, 77 sg., 85 sf.
Metals. Four, in the Zohar, :n6.
.Meta.tron, n6, 128, 174, 228, 272, 347,
350, 366 and note; the B'ree·atic
Adam, .p8, 419; the first of all Crea·
tures and the reflection of Elohim,
349 and note, 351 note; the Presence
Angel, 365, 366; in the Second World,
328 ; the Servant of Ma-IJom, 349; his
name equals that of Shaddai', the AI·
mighty, 328, 366.
.Metempsychosis, 197,308. See, Revolu·
tion.
Mexican Androgene, 157.

Morin. Jean, t.o. 172; on the Hebrew

Meyer. Johann Friederich von, n.
Me'zuzza.h. The, 67, 452.
Michael Arch&nl'el identified in the Pas-

.Mystee, 177.
:Mystery or Sod, 166, 305, 340 note.
Mystica.l colore, 229.
Mystics. The greatest, inftuenced by

tor of Hermas, with (.."brist, u6.

.Middle Pillar, 281 lfJ .
.Middoth. The Thirteen, 372 note.
.Midraeh Va-yiqrnh Rabbah, 73; Ye'·
rushalmi, 48 .

.Midraehlm. Ancient, 167.
Mil'ht and Myeticism, 217.
11:iluokosm, 4. 46, 121, 128 note, 134. 144,
147, 150, 156, 157, 100, 181, 198, 231,
232, .a65, 332 sg., 333. 337 note; and
Makrokosm, 422. See, Makrokosm,
Adam, Man.
Mili:roli:osmos, 2:15.

.MI.li:roprosopos, x8:a.
Millennium, 233.
Mlnir. Isaac Ibn, I::~.
Miracles, 193, 194.

Mira.ndola..

Prince Giovanni Plco

della, 9. n.
Mithrae. Quotation from Origen on, as
to the met.:tls, etc., 310, 3II.
Mohammedans say the First thing created
by God was a pen, us; not necessarily
mentioned in the Zohar, 72 Sf.
Molitor. Franz Joseph. .Favors the antiquity of the Zohar, n, 65.
Month. Names of the Jewish, from Baby
Ionia, 249·
Moon. The Spirit of, 242.
More. Dr. Henry, favors the antiquity of
the Hebrew Qabbalah, n, 171.

vowel pointing, 461.
Book of the Assumption of.
167 ; an Egyptian General, 94 ; and
Eliyahu, in the Zohar, 99; Face red
like the face of the sun, 93 his Father
was Amram, 94; asks to see the Glory
of the Deity, 2:26; knowledge of the
Qabbalah, 166; name of has a connec·
tion with that of the
god,239,240; buried on
Mountain, Mt. Ne'bo, 206.
Moses of Cordova., cited, 266, <167.

Moses.

Moses. Rabbi. s.
Munll:. Salomon, 8, u; favored the antiquity of the Hebrew Qabbalah, 172•

Musical notes. The seven, 277. Compare, 325, 463.

ideas similar to those in the Qabbalah,
lntrod. ix.
Mysticism. The Higher, of the Qabbalah,
384; termed Might, 217.

N
Na.-a.moh, the beautiful Demon, (~4·
Na.chma.ntdes or Ben Na'hma.n, 39·
Na.l'ld. Josefha.-, 4 sq.
NII.I'I'ela.. Samuel h&-Levi b. Josef, 4.

s. 6.

Name. Hidden, 3· 237 SfJ., 342 .
Name. The Ineffable, 202, 203 and note,
263, 274. 341; the reversed, Ineffable,
446 note, See, Ineffable Name, Tetragrammaton, YHVH.
Name of, 72, 202 and note. See, Tetragrammaton; also, Ineftiilble Name.
Names of the Deity, 378 sf.; Divine, Se·
ere!, 237; Divine, in St. Jerome, 168
and note; Great, Qabbalistic formula
of the, 342; Ineffable, with the Babylonians, Egyptians, etc .• 237, 247. Construction of the Chaldean Universe.
See Appendix, also Name.
Nutr. Jacob. (of Lunel), 38.
Ne'bo, 2.p, 242; the Wisdom
cient Babylonia, his planet
241, 242 ; the bond of heaven and earth,
206.

Nepttona, lntrod. xii, xiii. See, Ayin.
Ne'bunyab, the Pious, knew of the
Zohar, 48.
Neo-platonlciana in Italy cite from Ibn
Gebirol's philosophical works , 162.
Neo-platonlsm probably from Hindustan,
170.

Nepbeab, i.

1., animal soul, 147, 153. 155,
1<}6, 200, 203, 232, 282, ::192 note, 321,
332, 354, 390 s9., 402, 4U , 412, 418,
419, 433 sq., 444 ; in Adam, 273; of the
Great Ideal Man, 301.

Ne'qood-ab Pe 'shoot-ah , i. ~.. Smooth
Point, 257 ; Rishoun-ah, i. ~.. Primordial Point, 257.
Nesbamah, Intellectual Soul, 147, 153,
155. 100, 1<}6, 200, 203, 232, 282, 292

note, 321, 331, 332, 354 s9., 384 s9., 390
sq., 402, 410, 4U , 412, 413 , ·tl4o 418,
419, 422, 423, 428 , 429 s9. , 444; Absence
of the, Creates Uncleanness, 4o8 ;
leaves the Body of man during sleep,
403 s9.; of the Great Ideal Man, 301;
return of, to Paradise, 404; Rua'h,
Nephesh, Zohar on, 197; the Upper, 190·
Ne-tza'b. The Sephirah, 201 , 270.
Newton. Sir Isaac, studied the writings
of Jacob BOhmen, 171; influenced by
the Hebrew Qabbalah, 171 ; hid his invention of Infinite Series, 177 note.
New Testament. The Apocryphal, 167;
and the Secn!t Doctrine, Introd. viii,
440 ; a fusion of Hebrew and Hellenic
thought, lntrod. xi.
Ntcene Creed. Dogmas of and the Qabbalah, 459 sq.
Nlstarotb, i. 1 . , Mysteries, 36.
Noa'b and 'Hen, i. 1. , Grace, 420, 421.
See, Description of Plates.
Non-rorm. ehinese idea as to, 445 ·
Notb1ng. Creation from, 213; is ever lost
according to the Zohar, 124; from nothing nothing can come, 230.
No-Tb1ng. The Absolute, 148; the NoThing, 275 s9. See, also, Ayin and, Ain
Soph. Ideas of the Great Church
Fathers as to, 127; Qabbalistic idea as
to, 125; the Universe created from, 305
note.
Number, etc. God doetb all things in ,
1130.

Numbers. Chinese. of Heaven ·
445; Male and Female, 445
to, in connection with the U•
and note.
Numerals and letters. Tb.Wisdom, 204Nut. Comparison of the V

·-

190.

0
Oannes, 2.44. See, Fish-go
Odor of the Righteous, 3
Olam Gal'gal-im, 419; G i
Mala'khay-ab, 280.
Olam ba-Moor'~ra.sh, i .
Sensuous World, 200.
Olam ba-Moos'kal, i. ,
World, liOO, 263.
Olam ba.-Mut-bah,
World, 201, 271; h. '
poth ; A'tzeel-ah; I
ah and A'seey-yah.
One or E'had, 344 ; •
372 sq.
Onion. Sacredness
shaped like an oni •
layers like an, 415
Open Eye, 118.
Oppoetttons and th ·
185.

Oppos1t1ons, the s
female, 417; t o
Oral lnstruotton '
Oral teaching.
Orlgen, on the ·
found under
Testament, rr
ideas in the ""
Orlgtnal Sin. :-.
OBlander. And
ker as to th ·
Qabbalah , 1 7
Otto. Jullue c
of the Heb1
Ounqelos, 98 ,
Ox. The, 45 ~'

Pa'ba.d.
200,

Til ·

:169 J

Palace used
grees of

Dtgl 1:zed by

Goog Ie

191; used to signify, the Supreme
Canopy or Veil, 136.
Pan. The Greek, 324 s'l.: represented as
clothed in a spotted skin, 325 sf.
Para.celsus. Pbllippua Aureolus Theophra.atua, Bombe.st of Hohenhelm, -usually known as, was largely influenced by the Hebrew Qabbalah, 171.
Para.dlae or Eden, 273· 369 note ; Paradise and the Garden of Eden. The distinction between, 204, 220; Ibn Gebirol's explanation of, 204; and Hell, 432
Sf.; return of the Soul to, 404; the
Souls in, 388 Sf. See, Eden, Garden of
Eden, Souls, Spirits, Ga:i-hinom.
Pa.rtzupha, 4II.
Partzupheem, :zn, 253.
Pa.rtzuphln or Facee, I IS.
Pastor of Hermu cited, n6, I67.
Patrilltic Literature and Ideas as to the
No-Thing, 127 note; Literature and
the Qabbalah, r6:7.
Pentateuch Bolls not pointed with the
Vowel Symbols, 400 J'/.
Persla.n idea of the Oppositions, 186.
Pfel.tl'er. Augustus. Favored the antiquity of the Hebrew Qabbalah, II, 171.
Pharlaeee, destroyed the Inner Spirituality
of the Hebrew Sacred Writings, 174,
Introd. viii, he.
Phllo Juda.us, 167; his ideas as to the intermediaries, 301, 302.
Phlloaophical systems as to intermediate
causes, 301.
Phlloaophyand Religion ought not to be
separated, lntrod. x.
Ph011nlcla.n alphabet, 400.
Phylacteries or Th'pheelJ.n. Antiquity
of 95. 45::1; worn constantly in ancient
times by the Jews. 95·
Physiognomy, 45 note; 47.
Piety of the Q~tbbalists, 63, 64.
Pip and ReptUes, Unclean in ancient
Babylonia, 241.
Plllar of the Centre, 282; of the Right,
tbat of Mercy, 282; the Left, that of
Judgment, 282. See, Diagrams.
Pious. Atonement by the, 337, 338,
339 ; the Deity, very strict with the,
352, 353; future happiness of, 356, 357,
358, 389 Sf., 406. 409· See, Righteous;
abo, Just.

Place, i. e., Ma..qom, us, 278, 349·
Planetary World called GU'gooleem or
Gal'gal-im, 28o, 419.
Planets created on Wednesday,II06; each
was thought to have a presiding angel,
314 ; their colors, metals, and symbols,
in Chaldea and Babylonia, 449 Sf.:
World of the, 330.
Plato. His doctrine as to Ideas, n3, 276
sq.: his idea of the invisible God, 114.
Poetry Jewish, in the Middle Ages, I, :111.
Pol.:o.t. The, 280, 281 ; the Chinese, 446
SIJ.: the first, is the Sephirah Kether,
i. "·· Crown, 127; the first, called,
u' f(J{)d-aA fadmtJ-altt. Emanation of the
Universe from, 136, 381 sq.
Pol.:o.ts on the Peblevi coins, 466 ; to the
R4sll. and Dale/A, in the II century
A.D., 466.
Polson. The Angel of, 435· See, &mii.-el
Lil-ith.
Pope Nicholaa lll, 81 sq.
Pope Sbi:tus IV. Largely influenced by
the Hebrew Qahbalah, 171.
Porphyry's Tree, like the Tree of the
Sephiroth, 313.
Postel. Wllilam or. Favored the antiquity of the Hebrew Qabbalah, 171.
Power of Judgment, 126.
Powel'B of Phllo, 231. See, Philo.
Practical Qa.bbala.h among the Baby·
Ionian Jews, 51 and note. See, Qabbalah.
Pra.ua. The Hindu, 321, 322, 323, 324·
Prayer of Ellyah, :ago S'l·
Prayer. The Lord's. End of the, 202
and note ; and the Ten commandments,
JI8.
Prayer at Night before going to bed, 409.
Pra.yel'B. Two Qabbalistic, in the daily
service of the Sephardi Jews, 315.
Pre-Adamite Kings, uS, 137, 386 Sf.
See, Kings of Edom.
Pre-emtence of Souls, xg6. See, Souls.
Priests and Prophets. Ancient, of the
Hebrews, :a:.tr.
Prlellte
not a distinct class,
Moses
them to the Sons of
Levi, 221 ; orders of, among the Akka·
dians, etc., 240.
Primal Cause, 174Prlmordlal Point, :11157· See, Point.

Prtoeiples. Mal~ and Female,387 sg. See.
Male and Female Principles, Adam.
Man, Kings of Edom.
Procession of Lighted Candles, 3116.
Proclus, x62.
Pronuncia.tlon of the ancient Hebrew
probably lost, 465.
Prophete called,· NaliN, or Na'ht:, 206;
The last, 222; originally not a distinct
class, Moses changed this to the initi·
ates, 221 ; come prominently forward in
the time of Samuel, 221 ; as a profession. Time of the cessation of the,
222.

Prototype. Elohim the, R. Moses Cordovero on, 212. See Tzure, Tzurath.
The, in the First World, 3118. See, Adam
also, Makrokosm.
Prototypes Above, 109 .rg.; 418, Lower
World, 190.
Providence. An uninterrupted, in gov·
emment of the universe, 193.
Punishment of Sinners who do not repent,
353·
Purpeer-a.h, an angel, 412 and note.
Purueha., 3::13, 337 note.
Pytba.lifOra.e, 444; Tetrad of, 110::1 note,
318; believed the Univene has been
made through the proportions of Numbers, 141.
Pytha.gorea.ne. Opinions of as to Ideas,
113; favor the idea of the Revolution
and Rotundity, of the Earth, 140.

Qa.bba.la.h. Ancient doctrines of. The
Books which contain them, 166, 167;
Antiquity of the, 165, 180, 218; in the
Apocrypha, New Testament, etc., 166,
167, 440; and Assyriology, 235 sq.,
Introd. xiii; among the Buddhists, and
the Dravidian races of IndiQ, 170;
Christian, 232; in the Common Law,
232; in the Cuneiform Writings, 218;
Difficulty of studying, Introd. xiii, xiv,
179 sq.; the Dogmatic or Positive, 1126;
called' Hm, i.e., Grace, 2111; the Hebrew,
its origin, 219; Hebrew, the problems it
seeks to solve, 223; Hebrew Speculative, 161 ; Hebrew, bases itself on the
Hebrew Sacred Writings. 2114; Hebrew
Practical, 224; Hebrew, cardinal doc-

trines of, 225; and Hindu Aryan
thought, 438, Introd. xiii; Investigation
of, almost wholly ignored by the writers
of this Century, Introd. vii; bow a
Knowledge of it was obtained by the
Egyptians, according to the Qabbalists,
166; coru;iders Humanity as an Universal Brotherhood, 181 ; and Massorah,
221; the Modem views of Luriah and
Cordovero, on the potential activity of
the Deity in Nature, 193; in Old Writings, 440; Origin of. 1121 ; the Practical,
226, 227; Practical, in ancient Babylonia,
237; m India, Introd. xiii ; Qabbaiah
early called a Science, 36; a continuation of the Secret Doctrine, 179; in the
Septuagint Translation of the Hebrew
Sacred Writings, 166; the Speculative
or Metaphysical, 179.2116, 236: nothing
of it written, until the time of Shim-on
b. Yo'hai, x66; the Symbolical, 226;
the Theoretical, 226: Theories of, proceed from the lowest to the highest, 225,
226; traced to the Jewish Universities
In Babylonia, 39; Value of the study of,
In trod. vii; Value of to the truly spirit·
ual and inner man, In trod. ix; in the
Vedas, especially their Upanishads, 170;
Introd. xiii, 324 note, 439; the Wisdom
of, mentioned by Hay Gaon and Gebirol, 440; in the Zend writing~. 170.
Qa.bbal.istlo Formula of the Names, etc.,
342. 343 ; Tree of Life of the Sephiroth,
with the Divine Names attached, I~.
See, the Diagrams.
Qa.bblllliste and Ibn Gebirol, drew from
the same source, 161 ; the names of An·
dent, 440.
Qadmon. Ad.a.m, 3. 4• 181, 19(>, 2JI, 281.
See, Adam Qadmon.
Qa-yin and Ge'boor-ah, 422.
Ql.mclli. R. Joseph Ibn, s.
Q'llppoth, 126, 436 sq.; Ola.m ba.·, i.e.,
World of the Shells, 329. 330.
Queen. Malkhuth called, ::103; the She'·
kheen-ah called, the, 341, 401,
Qur'A.n, prohibits cursing strange gods, 94·

R
Rabbme. Capture of the Babylonian, 5·
Reca.na.ti. R. Mena.'hem <11, 12, 2116,
289.

Rekhabltes. The, 2117.
Repentance necessary before man is forgiven his sins, 351, 352 ; created before
the World, 353·
Resba 'Blv'ra.b, i. e., White Head, 133.
:ass. 369 sq. See, Head.
Resurrection. The, 354; of man in the
body, 354. 355, 356, 414; and existence
after death, believed in, by the Semitic
Chaldeans, 246. See, Body of the
Resurrection.
Reucbl.ln. John (or Capnio), II, 171.
Revised versloD!I of the Holy Scriptures,
Introd. xiii.
Revolution of the Eartb, in the Zohar,
139 sq.; of the Earth, a fallacy according
to the Church Fathers, Lactantius and
Augustine, 139· See, also, Earth ; of
Souls, 413. See, Gal-gal-im.
Rbenford or Rbenferdlus. Joba.nn,
favors the antiquity of the Hebrew Qabbalah, 171.
.
Ricci. Paul, favors the antiquity of the
Hebrew Qabbalah, 171.
:Wgbteous. The souls of the, higher than
the angels, 383 sq. See, Pious; also,
Just.
Rlalng of the Soul of the dead, 354 sq.
See, Resurrection.
:Wtta.tl8'el. John Stephen, favors the antiquity of the Qabbalah, 171.
River of Fire. See, Dinur.
:Wvers. The Four, of Paradise,ln6.
Rolle of the Syna.golii'Ue. The method
of Reading the, 467. See, Vowel Points.
Roman Catholic Church and its hierarchy, 167 note claims to be the possessor of a Christian Qabbalah, 232.
Rome, in the Zohar, 71 sq.
Roee. Romance of the, Hebrew Qabbalism runs through the poem of, 171.

Rosenroth. Baron Cbr18tla.n Knorr
von, Favors the antiquity of the Zohar,
n, 6s, 171.

Roeicruclan Society, largely influenced
bv the Hebrew Qabbalah, 171.

Roeet, R. Azza.rjah lWn Ha.-adombn
dei. Believed in the antiquity of the
Zohar, 64.

Rua.'h, i. ~.• Spirit, 147. 153. 16o, xg6,
203, 232,

::~8:1,

200,

292 note, 321, 332, 390 sg ..

404, 410, 4II, 412, 413, 418, 419, 432,
433; of the Great Ideal Man, 301,
Rua'h ba.-Qa.do!lba., i. e.• the Holy Spirit,
:a6o.
Riim Ma-a.leh, i. e., Inscrutable Height,

:ass.
Sa.adyab Gaon mentions the Ten Sephiroth, 16o note; on the Sepher Ye'tzeerah, 159·
Ba.b&b'e (the Old Man's) words, I:1J4.
Sab&b D'Sabln, 367.
Saob!l. Dr. Mlcba.el, opposes the antiquity of the Hebrew Qabbalah, especially the Zohar, 172.
Saorlflcee in ancient Babylonia, 240.
Sa.khya MUnl or Buddha, 187, 239,
443 note, 444·
Salamander, 394 sq.
Salvation to the Wicked, from the Deity,
430.
Sam Moveth Az, the Demon, 434Sama-el, 330, 344. 365 note ; Tbe Angel
of Death, 347, 348; and his Companion,
Esheth Zenooneem, 330, 331; brought
Death into the World, 345; Dangerous
to mock, 435; the Evil Serpent, 344•
345 and note, 346; and the First-Sin,
430 sg.; and Lil-ith, 433 sq. See,
Lil-ith.
Samson's riddle, 229.
Saracens, 71 sq.
Sarcopomy, 45 note.
Satan, the Accuser, but an angel of the
Deity, 242; not to be Cursed, 93· 94;
a Necessity, x86. See, Talmud.
Satanow. J., Favors the antiquity of the
Zohar, 64 note.
Sa.bb&tb, perhaps our Sunday, kept by the
ancient Akkadians, etc., 240.
Scallger, xo.
Schelling. F. W. J. von, quoted as to
the importance of the Hebrew Qabbalah
and the Zohar, 173, 174; influenced by
the doctrines of the Hebrew Qabbalah,
171.
Scblller-Szlneeey. D., favors the Antiquity of the Hebrew Qabbalah, 172;
favorable to the antiquity of the Zohar,
63 ; translation or a passage of the
Zohar by, xo6 to xo8.

Scb<lllttgen. Cb.r:tstia.n, u, cited, n4;
Works of, recommended, ns note.
Scbopenba.uer. Arthur, influenced by
the Hebrew Qabbalah, 171.
Scbultene. Albert, on the Hebrew vowel
pointing, 461 sq.
Bee., the Great Crystalline, 233, 234, 235,
257, 336, 448 sq.
Sea.. The Great Crystal in the Apocal·
ypse, 303 ; Symbolism of the, in the formation of the Sephiroth, 279.
Secrecy by the ancient wise men, 178.
Secret Doctrine, 166, 179; in the time of
Jesus, 174; or Learning, not to be found
in the Talmuds, In trod. vii, viii; called;
Sithrai Thorah, Sodoth ba-Thorah,
'Hokhmah, Pardes, i, tr., Paradise, etc.,
:11:10; Reason of the Secrecy, as to, 222;
of Genesis, 123; Learning, 161; Learning in the New Testament, lntrod. viii;
Learning, mentioned in the Talmudim,
54, Learning. The Teachings in the,
222; meanings contained in the words
of the Thorah and of the Old Testament, 10:1 sq., 105 ; Sctence, 52; Science or Qabbalah among the Jews in
Babylonia, 53; Wisdom, :;~84.
Sepber Arugalh ha-Bosem, 16o; Bahir,
called Ye'rushalmi, 48; Bikku-reh Haeetttm, 93; B'rith Me'nu-'hah, 54; Dibreh Hayoumtm L' ~fosheh, 94, 98;
Emeq ha-Melekh, no note; Ha·
maggid, 54 ; Ha-mishqal, 6o; haQabbalah, 5; ha-Rimmon, 6o; haShem, 6o; ha-Sodoth, 6o; Mash-meeah ye'sboo-ah, 75; Mathnoth Ke-hunhah, 73; Ma-ye'nai ye'sboo-ah,
M'bo She-arim, uo note; MtUz1rer•h
l'keseph, 64; Migdal Oz, favorable to
the antiquity of the Zohar, 42; Quotations from Maimonides, favorable to
the antiquity of the Qabbalah, 40;
Mishkan Ha-edooth, 6o; Nephesh Ha'hokhmah, 6o; Ne-tza'h Yisraiil, 73;
Qadmooth ba-Zohar, in favor of the
antiquity of the Zohar, 40; Sha-ar haShemoth, 6o note; Sha-ar ha-Tzinor·
oth, 6o note; Shalsbeleth ha-Qabbalah 62; Shee-oor Qo-mah, 44; Sheqel Ha-Qodesh, 6o ; Shepathal, no
note ; Shushan Ha-edooth, 6o; Sublime

Faith. Abraham b. David Ha-Levi in
this book, attacks Ibn <kbirol, 161 ;
'Tzee'nah Uree'nah, 343 note; Ye'tzeerah, 218; Ye't:r.eer-ah. Antiquity of, 39;
Ye'tzeer-ah on Ayin,256; Ye'tzeer-ah,
cited, 126; Ye'tuer-ah, Known to be
Ibn <kbirol, 159. 203; Ye'tzeer-ah,
quoted, 305; Ye'tuer-ah, on the meaning of Sepbirah, etc., 11196, ~1. ~;
Yu'hasin. Disputes as to the correct·
ness of the versions of, 55, 56, 62.
Sepblre.b, Sepl::lirotb. Meaning of the
words, ~5 SIJ.; Triad in each, 281.
Bepblrotb. The, 156; of Construction,
:wo; as to the Deity and between them·
selves, :189; Delineations of like those
of the Ptolemaic planetary system, :1<17,
see, Plate, p. ~5; Form the Adam Qadmon, IS:I; Formulations as to, 294; Ibn
<kbirol's idea, as to the, :109, 210;
known to Hay Gaon, 16o; Heavenly
spheres, 314 sq.; Idea of, in the Apoc·
ryphal Gospel of the Birth of Mary,
316 sq.; Idea of in Isaiah, 315 sq.; the
Maz-zo!, :198; names of, in the Zohar,
2So; Olam ha·, 3:11 ; Origin of the Idea
of the, 302 sq.; Idea of, like that of one
who desires to build a palace, 380; in
Philo, 16o note; see, Philo, Quotations
from the Talmud, as to, 304, 305; known
to Saadyah Gam1, 16o note; The Seven
Lower, :192 note; Spheres or orbits,
191 note; Symbolical description of the
forming of the, 277 sq.: The Ten, 251
sq., 409, 421 note, 442 and note, 443
note; The Ten, action of, 193; Ten,
in Ibn Gebirol, 16o; The Ten, together,
compose the Adam Qadmon, and are
the content of the Ineffable Name, :11131 ;
the Ten, perhaps in the hierarchies of
Dionysios, the Areopagite, (St. Denis}
and, The Testament of Adam, 167 and
note; The Ten, triadic, 281; The Tree
of, with the Akkadians and Chaldeans,
235; The Voices Seen, not heard, 100.
Sepblrothic Diagram in circles, IOO;
Tree, like Porphyry's Tree, 313. See,
Diagrams,
Serpent, 204; brought death into the
World, 346; of Eternity, 45 note; The
Evil, 435 ; The Evil. See Samii-el, The

Great, bas Seven heads, 235 ; the Great;
the bond which was thought to hold together, the Heavens and the Earth,
::135; the, of the Great Sea, 233, 234,
; the great Subtility of, and the
235,
reason
this, 235. See, Leviathan,
also, Sama-el.
Seth and Ra.'h-mim, 422.
Seth's knowledge of the Qabbalah, 165.
Seven kings of Edom, uS, 246, 386. See,
Pre-Adamitic kinjZS; also, Kings of
Edom. Lights in early Christianity,
230; a number sacred to the Ancient people of Babylonia, 240, 448 Sf.; Planets,
::135 ; Seven-headed Serpent of the
Great Sea, Leviathan, 233-::135; Spirits
before the Throne, 308 ; Stars of the
Great Bear, 235; Value of the number
in ancient times, 277, 302, 303, 317; Divisions in the Universe, 415.
Seventh Thousand year of the World, 233•
Sex in the deities of the S.-mites, 246.
Comp. Hu; also, Feminine.
Sha.dd&l, i. e., the Almighty, 272. See,
Metatron.
Sbadda.i'. El. At first probably triadic,
175·
Shadow. The created made irom the
D'yoof·ttall, i. e., Shadow, of the Light
of the Deity, ::~n.
Sha.fruth. Yitz-'baq Ibn, 38.
Sba.lsbeleth S:a-Qa.bba.le.b, 64.
Sha.-ma.yeem, i. e., Heavl!ns, 348 sq.,

369·

Sha.pru.t. R. Oha.sde.l ('Hasdal or Chisdai), Ibn Shaprut ben Yitz.'haq b. Ezra
ha-Nasi, 38.
Sbedbn, 434 s'/.
Sbedl.n, 434·
She'kheen-e.h, u6, 128, 175, 340, 341
342, 349-351 note, 401; part in the Cre~
ation of the Universe, 359 Sf.; and Elohim, 365 note. See, Queen ; also, Matroneetha.
She-m&h. The, 371 sg.
Shema.ryii.hu. Rabbi, 5·
Shem Ha.-me'phorash. See Ineffable
rmme; S:a.va.-ye.b, i. t., the Existing
Name, 342, 379 Sf.
Sbe'reera.b (Ga.on). R., 38; on Physiognomy, 45, 46, 47·

Sbeshetb. Jacob b., 38.
Shim-on b. Yo'ha.i:'e School, 48. See.
Yo'hai. Shim-on b.
Sibylll.ne Oracles, 167.
Side. The other, or Evil, 437·
snence or Death. The Angel of, 403, 405.
See, Death.
Simonr Richsrd, ascribes the origin of
the Hebrew Qabbalah to the Chaldeans,
172.
Sl.n. The First, 430 .rv. : Original. Man
born in, 346, 347, 432. See, Adam,
Man, First Sin.
Sl.nnere. The necessary change for, 353·
Siphre. D'Tzniootbe.h. Beginning of,
cited, n8; a Zoharic book, 13.
Six thousand years of the World, 233.
Slxtus IV. Pope, influenced by the Qabbalah, 171.
Sleep, the taste of Death, 409 ; the soul
leavl!s the body during sleep, 402 Sf.;
dreams, 403.
Smooth Point, 257. See, Ne'qood-ab,
also, Point,
Sod or Mystery, 6, 220, 340 note. See,
Wine, Secret, 358, 346 note.
on the walls of his
Temple, likenesses of the male and
female principles, II7; The Psalter, of,
167; the Temple of, 185; Book of, 397.
Son. The, of God, 194, 199 The Only
Begotten, 262; Production of the, 387
SIJ.; The Upper Adam, the, 421; The,
or Word, 459· See, Logos, Word,
Messialt, Metatron, Mediator.
Bon of God, an angel, n6; Ideas as to
in ancient Babylonia, 247; the Thorah,
n6.
Sorcery among the Chaldeans, 453 Jf.
Soul. Abode on earth a means of education and trial, 197; Am mal. See,
Nephesb. Ascent to the bosom of the
Deity, nx, 4o6; a Chariot, 220 note;
entrance of, into the body, 3¢ sg.:
effect as to purity or uncleanness, accord·
ing to Ibn Gebirol, 198; the Light in
which it is clothed, 399 Sf.: departure
of the holy, 4II ; manifestation of
through the light of the eyes, 215, See,
Neshamalt for the Upper Soul, Nephesb
for the Animal or Vital Soul, Soul of the

Pious. The crowning of, 389 sq.; Preexistence of, Ig6; the Prototypic Higher
Soul, 190; Reminiscence in the, 1g6;
Return of to Paradise, 404; passes
through the Sephiroth, 291 note; and
Spirit. The positions of, 407 sq.; Writ·
ings upon the Divisions of, 334·
·Boull!l. The souls above, 388 sq.: Descent
of, 388 sq.; Descent of the souls of the
pion.< into Sheolto bring up souls which
are therein, 413; all existed at first, in
the Divine Idea, xg6; Divisions of the,
xg6, 390 S!N Emanated and their prior
knowledge, 388 sq.; Emanation of,
through the Right and the Left, side,
no; Formingofthe,384sq. See,Neshamah, Rua'h,
In Paradise, 38gsq.;
ence of, 190 and note; in the Pre-existent
condition, 399; The ~evolution of.
See, Gil-goolem. Revolution or Revolving of the, 413 of the Righteous, higher
than the angels, 383 Sl[.: The Three,
:roo; Treasury of the, 395 sq.: of the
Wicked, 358 ; The Coming down to
this World of the, 384 sq.
.Sound and Color, 277; Eternity of Sound,
124 note, 428; sound in Worship, 230.
Space. Infinite, 231; Qabbalistic ideas
upon, 300, 301; Three Worlds in, 301.
Spaces. The Two, 146.
.Spark. The emanation of the Nebulous,
I95· See, Point; also, Ne'qood-ah.
Speculative Qabbalah, 230.
Spencer. Herbert, cited, n3.
Splnoza. Barukh or Benedict, influenced by the Hebrew Qabbalah, 171.
Spirit. The Evil, 346 and note, 347· See,
Ye'l.rerAa-ralz,and Sama-el. The Holy,
considered by the Qabbalah as in the
Sephirnh Binah, 182. See, Rua'h.
Spiritual Elements of the worlds, or,
Ru'Aotll ye'sod lta·Oiam., 193; in Man
or Adam, n4. See, Adam.
St. Augustine did not believe in the
Revolution of the Earth on its axis, 139·
St. Dtonyetoa, the Areopagite, 45 note,
r6] note, 440, 456; Mystic Theology
of, 456. See, Dionysios.
St. Ephraim used vowel pointing in the
Syriac, 466.

St. Jerome, on the Ten Divine Names,
r68, note.
Bt. Jerome's knowledge of the Hebrew
vowel points, 468, 469·
Bt. Paul refers to the Celestial Adam, U4,
ns ; says, we live and move in God,
H4; holds that the Visible declares the
Invisible, n4. See, Introduction xi.
St. Bynesloe, on Dreams, 46, us note,
440.
Ste!Ber, confesses the importance of an investigation of the Hebrew Qabbalah,
172.
Stelneclmeider. Dr. Moritz, u ; says,
the true history of the Hebrew Qabbalah, has not been written, 172.
Stem. lgna.t111, favors the Antiquity of the
Hebrew Qabbalah, n, 17:.1.
Stork. The, 321.
Btrunz. Fred, 10.
Sun. Eclipse of, in the Zohar and the
Kether Malkhuth, 198; the Nocturnal,
453; Parallel of the light of the Sun, by
Ibn Gebirol, 149·
Subjective and objective, 193·
Superior and Inferior. As Male and
Female, r8g.
Symbolism. Hindu, 127 note; of Language, 175 sq. See, also, Introduction
xi sq.; of writing, 178. See, Colors.
Byneslos of Oyrene shows a knowledge
of the Qabbalah, 46 note. See, St.
and Hebrew vowel pointing from
the same source, 466; 1\lassornh in the
III century A.D., 465 sq.; Vowel pointing, 465 sq.

T
Tab'nooth. The Form, called, 401.
Tag-ln. The, 24, 202; mentioned by St.
Jerome and the Talmud, 465.
Tllllllsman and amulete, 452.
Talmud. Early name of, 48; opposes the
cursing of Satan, 94 ; when and where
edited, and the content of, 48.
Talmlda.l. 'Ha.kha.meen or Disciples of
the Wise, 92.
Ta.ntras. Hindu. Qabbalistic ideas in,
Introd. xiii, 170.

Tao. Principles of the, III sg.
Tao-teh-Kinl;r, by Laou Tu', 113.
T&riiJ"'.Ull8. Age of, 461, 46::1; are Mystical, 53·
Teacher and Pupil. In the ancient world
and to-day in India, 111·
Teaching of the Twelve Apostles
cited, n6 sq.; curious statement as to
the Kosmic Mystery. u6 sq.
·Te-bsh, i.e., Nature, and Elohim, 379·
Tel-lob. Wonderful discoveries at, 237
note, 238 note, 239.
Temple of Solomon, 185; Solomon's and
the Babylonian, ::140, 241; Towers, 240,
::141. See, Solomon.
Temples. Angles of the ancient Babylonian, ::~.~~o.
Temptation through woman, 365 note.
See, First Sin.
. Ten Angelic Hosts, 167 and note, 329; Of
the number Ten, 302 sq.: the number,
in ancient Babylonia, 240; ten • Saids'.
The, u:~; The Ten \Vords, 328,329.
Tennema.tm. Wilhelm G., agrees with
Brucker, 172.
Terrestrial Man, 123 sq. See, Man;
also, Adam.
Testament of Adam, 167 note; of the
Twelve Patriarchs. 167.
Tetrad of Pythagoras, 20::1 note, 318.
Tetre.gre.mma.ton, 263. See, Ineffable
Name.
Tha.n.ksgivblg days, existed with the ancient people of Babylonia, 240.
Theivhel. Of, 416.
The'na.-lm. The, 48.
Theosophy. Je11isb, at Sora in Babylonia,
52· See, Babylonian Jews.
These, i. e.. Eleh, 130 sg.
Thirty-two ways of Wisdom, 199, :1J04,
3~note.

Thohu, 243. 24.11. 305 note, 448 sq. See,
Bohu.

Tholuck. A:uaustus, opposes the antiquity of tbf! Hebrew Qabbalab, espe·
cially the Zohar, xo, 172.
Creation of, 135; Secret meanings in the words of, xo:z, 103.
Thora.h's. The two, 375.
Thought, i. e., Ma'..UAdaA, aS and note,
29"/. :198, 377 sg., 4o8; Most of the An·

Thorah.

cient has perished, 178; Waves of, pass.
through Humanity, z8o; and the Word,
317 sq. See, Ma'hshabah.
Three Degrees of initiation in Ancient
Babylonia, 249; of Initiation in the
early Christian Church, 249 ; the three
Dimensions, 137 note. See, Dimen·
sions. Are One, 371 sq.; Parts of Fire
which are one, 376 ; Upper Sephiroth
form YHV, x86.
Throne. The, :r8o, .1124; Kiseh ha-Kabod,.
i. <'.,Throne of Glory, .11:19 note Kursai-yab, the, 328, 394Tiberia.l!l. The School, and the vowel
points, 465.
Tiph'e-reth. The Sephirab, :200, 201,
203, 270, :~8:r, 283, 29:1 note. See,
Sephiroth; also, Colors.
Towers. Sacred. 240, 241 •
Tradition. Antiquity of, 175, 176 ; Oral
and Written, 176. See, Introduction.
Tre.llll!llllia're.tlou of Souls, 90 sq.; St.
Jerome upon, 91. See, Revolution,
Gil-goolem, Metempsychosis. Origen
upon, 91.
Tree of Dea.th, 409. 410.
Tree. The Great, 349 sq., 385, 422; The
Holy, 4:12; of Knowledg:, :104, 431
sq.: of Life, :105, :152, 253, 349, 4o6,
436; of the Sephiroth, 235, 252 sg.,
314; The World, 235.
Triad, 259. 281 ; very Ancient, 21::1, 213;
with the Chinese, 44.11 StJ.; with the
Israelites, 37::1; in Ibn Gebirol, ::112 ; in
the Holy of Holies, 186; in each
Human being, 200; Sbe-mab and the
Unity in the, 371 sq.; in each Sephirab,
281.
Triadic deities of the Akkadians, 246,
247 ; Idea, 263, 264, :165, a66, 26;>. 268,
372 sq.; Idea in the Zohar, 182, 183,
:100; Representatiom on Signets and
Amulets, 249. a5o; symbolism in the
Qabbalab, 182.
Tr:l:nl.ty, ao8 ; in Judalsm, 372.
Trilila.gion, in early Christianity, :130.
Tril!lmegil!ltu.a Hermes. See, Hermes
Trismegistus.
Trithelm. The Abbot Joba.nnes,
largely inftuenced by the Hebrew Qabbalab, 171.

"l'rouble. When in, man should depend
on the Deity, 429.
Truth, the Seal, 372 note, one of the foundations of the Universe, xix stJ.
Tzelem, 347 note, 390 sq., 404 sq., 4II Sf!.
Tzlm'tzum. The Qabbalistic theory of,
201, :III, 231,446.
Tzool-ma.h. The, 405.
Tzura.h. The, 401.
Tzure, i. II'., Prototype, 384 ltJ.
Tzura.th, Prototypes, 392, 400.

Undereta.nd.!ntor. See, Binah, Sephirah
and Sephiroth.
The Chaldean, etc., 450

Underworld.
Sf!.

Unity, Triad and She-mah, 371 If!.
Universal Form of Ibn Gebirol, 199;
and Matter, 143 sq.; Intellect, 144.
Universa.li. The, De Ma.tsria., 8.
Universe. Construction of the Akkadian,
Chaldean and Babylonian, 448; Emanation of, 135. 195, 381 sq.. 385 sq.,
called the Garment of God, :z8o; in the
Middle Ages. Diagrams of, 295. 319,
448 ; formed from an Indivisible Point,
136; Qabbalistic ideas as to the construction of, .415 Sf!.; Present, before its
Creation, to the Holy One, in Idea, 127;
created by the Deity and HisShe'kheenah, 359 sq.; went forth from the Will,
127·
Upper and Lower, connection between
the, 386; Deity and Lower Deity in the
religious system of the Akkadians, 247;
Family. As to consultation with the,
246, 365 note, Introduction xiii; and
Lower Deity of the Qabbalah, 247; and
Lower Worlds, 256; Man or Adam,
u4; Universe of which the Lower, is a
copy. 108 sq.
Us. Let, make Adam, 36osq.

v
Van Beimont. John Baptist, n ; Franz
Mercurius, n.

Van Belmonts. The two, largely influenced by the Hebrew Qabbalah, 171.

Veil. The. cannot be raised in the matter
world, In trod. xi; on which Creation

was Portrayed, 127, 135 and note, 136.
See, Maya or, Illusion,and, Description
of Plates.
Venus. The Planet, 329; placed next to
the Sun instead of Mercury, 314.
Veseels. The, the Sephiroth, :Ho, an·
279 sg. See, Sepbiroth, also, Kallem.
Vicarious Sa.cri1lces, in Ancient Babylonia, 240.
Vllla.rs. Abbe de, author of the Count
de Gaba.lis, 171.
Visible. Through it we obtain knowledge
of the invisible, 109, IIJ, 174· See, St.
Paul, and the Introduction.
Vision of Ezeqlel. Animals of, in Chaldea, 45 no1e, 227, 228.
Visions. The, of Ezeqlel, Daniel,
Isaiah, 45 note, :1027.
Voice. The, 136, 137; and Sound in
\'ITorship, 230; The, and the Word,
377 SIJ.

Voices, seen not heard, 99. too.
Vincent de Bea.uvois, 163.
Virgin Ma.ry.

Hymn to the, 336; Symbolic color of. :Wx note.
Vowel Accents in the Talmud, 467.
Vowel Pointing. Antiquity claimed for
it, 461 sq.; An Example to show antiquity of Vowel pointing, 465; was not
Invented at one time, 463 sq.; Syriac
and Hebrew from the same source, 466.

Vowel Points in 6xo A.D., 467; Assyrian
and Palestinian, 461 ; from the Babylonian Saboraim and not the Massorites,
466 ; Buxtorf believed them to be ancient, 464 sq.; in the VII I Century
A.D., 467; in the X Century, 467 sq.;
Dr. John Gill on the
of. 464;
The Great value to Judaism,
the establishment and making known with
certainty, of the, 4~; Hebrew, 46o sq.
See, Hebrew vowel points. In the Hebrew, first applied only in ordinary
books, 4li7; names of, not Hebrew,
4~; Opinion of the Karaite Jews upon
the, 464 sq.; only give the Pronunciation as it existed in the VI Century in
the School of Tiberias; Reason of their
having been made known, 462 sq.; not
on the Hebrew Synagogue Rolls, 467 ;
St. Jerome's knowledge of, 468, 4~;

pointing in the Syriac, 465 sg.; Syriac
gives the earliest historical knowledge
of, 464 .rg.; in Syriac, Chaldaic, Arabic
and Persian, 468 ; points in the Syriac
quite perfect in the time of James,
B1shop of Edessa, 466; System of,
among the Syrians in 350 A.D., 466;
Reasons for the introduction of a more
permanent and known System of vowel
points, 466 .rg.; Words showing the
value of, 469, 470; in the Zohar, 468,
469·
Vowels. In the Aryan languages, 175 ;
the Hebrews asserted to have always
bad, 465; Necessity of vowel points in
the Hebrew writings, 465; The Seven,
277 ; Seven in Egypt, 463 ; Seven, among
the Greeks, 463 .rg.; Seven, among the
Hebrews, 463 .ffJ.; Written, not in the
Semitic languages, I75·

Wachter. Jolm George, ascribes the
origin of the Hebrew Qabbalah to Gentile philosophy, 172.
Wakka.r. Yo1!!8ph b. Abraham Ibn,
12.

Water-Ba.sb::u1. In ancient temples, 240.
Ways. The Thirty-two, 300, 313, 314, 369
note.
Wednesday. The day of Ne'bo, also
the day of Buddha and the day of Mercury, 206.
Week:. Names of the days of the, 449·
Weigel. Valentine, Largely influenced
by the Hebrew Qabbalah, 171.
Weight, Measure, Number.
God
doeth all things, in, 230.
What? and, Who? 128, I2<J.SfJ., 378. See,
Eleh.
Wheat. The Parable as to, from the Zo·
har, IOI,
Where? Meaning of, 215·
White Hea.d. The, 133. See, Resba
'Hiv'rab.
Wicked. The Deity, restrains His
as to the, 352, 353 ; The Souls of
358; the
and Punishment of
the, 358,
of the, 430.
W1e1!!8ler upon the Comet at the time of
the Birth of Jesus, 87.

WW of Ain Soph, 231 ; Creation by the,
135, 137; Creative, Logos or Word,
137; The Divine, 143 sg .. 193. 194;
Divine, does not abolish Free Will, 194;
the Sephirab Kether, 190; as the
Source of Life, x¢; a Triad yet a unit,
204; the Will as an active agent in the
Creation of the Universe, 3. 191; Universe Engraved in the, 195·
WUlla.mB. Dr. B. Wells. His Middle
Kingdom, cited, u3.
Winder, xo.
Wine. Reason of the use of, 230; and
Sod, 358. See, Sod.
Wings, an ancient emblem of the spiritual, 366 and note, xix.
Wisdom, 125, 262 sg.; the Wisdom, Above,
368, 369 sq.; The Akkadian Deity of,
243-244; Deity of, among the ancient
Chaldeans. 241, 24<1. See, 'Hokhma!I.
Creating Power. Views of Proverbs, St.
Paul, etc., upon, 205; Religion, 221;
St. Paul on, :~o8, 209; Upper and
Lower, 206, 207; the Upper Paradise,
205 and note; or the Word, created
the Universe, 205-209· See, Logos, and
Word.
Wolff. Rev. John Chril!topher, ascribes
the origin of the Hebrew Qabba.lah to
Gentile Philosophy, II, 172.
Woman. Regarded as the Medium of
temptation, 365 note ; Looking out of
the Window, a Parable from the Zohar,
104, the Evil, 436. See, Lil-ith 'Havah
or Eve, Na-amoh, First Sin.
Wool. White and Pure, an Oriental symbol for the efflux of Wisdom and Vitality, nS note.
Word. The, 125. 262 sq.,
The Creative, 137. 301;
as to
the, in Different Nations, 205; The, the
First-born brother of Satan, u6 ; The,
First Word of All, 381; and Logos,
2_6:z. See, Logos, 'Hokhma!I, Wisdom.
Worde. All spoken by man continue and
ascend, 428 ; in the Abstract Sciences
only have a partially definite meaning,
Introd. xi; Creation by Ten Sayings or,
Words, 304; The Ten, 328, 329· See,
Logos, Wisdom, Word, Ten.
World. The Ancient, and its Methods,

175 ; Angelic, 348; Exists through
Judgment and Mercy, 40::1; the Inferior
is the Female, 1!19; The Intellectual,
aoo, ::~6::~ ; The House of the, 385;
Lower like the Upper, 417; the Material, :101; the Moral or Sensuous, 200;
the Mountain of the, 450 If.; The
Natural or Matter-World, 201; The
Planetary, :t8o, 419 of Separation,
400; the Superior, Male, ;89.
Worl48. Derivation of the names of the,
320, 333; the Four, 198, 216, 280, 292
note. 3:10, 418 Sf.; the Four, in Isaiah,
333; Four Oppositions to the, 434; the
Four, paralleled by the four divisions in
Plotinus, 333, 334; Prior, to ours, 386,
387; the Four Worlds, with Ibn Gebirol, 332; Superior and Inferior, influences between, 189; The Two, 190;
the Three Worlds in the Sephiroth,
281 S'i•

X
X:enopbon's idea of the invisible God,
U4.

Ya.-betz, 21 sq. See, Yaqob b. Z'vee and,
Zohar
YaH. The world said to have been
formed through that Name, 319 note.
Ya.ll:a.r. Yebudah b., 38.
Ya.-kheen and Bo-a.z, 185.
Y&ll&', Ym, Y1h, 444•'1·
Ye'dud, i . .r.,YHVB, 398.
Ye'hee-dab or Perso:aa.llty, 391 S'i·· 396
S'i-·401.

Yekuthiel. B., on the Sephiroth, quoted,
38. 298. 299·
Yeah. The, 305 note.
Ye'tzer ha-rab, i. e., the Evil Inclination,
126, 346 and note, 364, 430, 437; not
the Devil. Introd. xiii; is the Serpent
and the Angel of Death, 4o6. See, Evil
Spirit.
Ye'tzer ha.-tob, the Good Inclination,
I ::16, 348, 364.
Ye'tzeer-ah. Ola.m ha, i. e., World of
Formation, 238, 321, 328 :q.
Ye'tzeer-ah. Sepber, very old, 159, 16o;
In the Talmud, 159, 16o; and Zobar.
Differences between the, 159·

Ye'tzeer-a.tlc World, 198.
Ye'rushaJ.mi Talmud. See, Talmudim.
Ye'eod. The Sephirah, 201, 271. See,
Sephirab, also, Sephiroth.
Yllll'llf·dra.zU of the Norse Mythology, 235.
YHVB in English Bible translated Lord,
129; YHVB, 1::18, 379 Sf. See, lnel&.ble Name, Tetmgr.tmmaton, Name, etc.
Ylh Kmllf. The, 170, 444·
Y1h, Ym, Y&nl', 444 sq.
Yl.8hmael1tes, the Bedawee Arabs, 6g sq.;
Children of, not necessarily the Mohammedans, 69--73·
Ylt:r.-'ha.q, the Bl1nd (of Beaucaire), 38,
28J.

Yo'ba.l'. B. Shim-on ben, 7, to, 17 sq.,
166, 4391'1·

Yotma or Yotna., an Engraving of, 228,
2:19.

z
Z&Q.en. l!lllyah ha-. 38.
Ze'lr An-peen, 134. 138 note, 182, :~sa.
368 sq., 380.
Zl-li:um, 242-:1.44.
Zodiac, 137 note; Ancient Mexican Signs
of, 157; Assyrian Account of the creation of, 245; The Chaldean, etc., 448
Sf.; has the Symbols of the male,
female and harmony. 186.
Zodia.cal Constellations, Ancient, 248, 249•
259 ; Constellations at first, Ten, 248.
See, Description of Plates. Signs and
.the Animals of the vision of Ezeqiel,
228 ; Signs, Scorpio, Virgo, and Libra,
n8. See, Description of Plates.
Zohar, 7, 8, 10; R. Abraham Gaon on, 53;
Account of the Zoharic writings, 439 ;
The Ancient, in Fez, 47; On the Angels
in the, 192; Antiquity of, 12, 41 sq., 55;
Antiquity of from its definition of Eunuch, 92; the Aramaic language in, Introd., so. 51 ; Claimed to have been
forged by R. Moses de Leon, 56 sq.;
Content of, I:ll, 13; and the cuneiform
terra-cotta tablets, 232, 233 sq.; the Directions of R. Shim-on as to writing down
the, 51 note; the Divinely mystical in, is
concealed, and to be only learned o:rally,
53 ; the, Early acceptance of, 7; Editions of, 13 sq.; Excerpts from, 335 SfJ.;

Dr. Ginsburg, opposes the Antiquity of,
65 sg.; Dr. Graetz opposes the Antiquity of, but admits the early existence
of, The Mysteries of R. Shim-on b.
Yo'hai, 37 ; Ideas in, prior to the redaction of the Talmuds, 49; Illumination by the, 4:18; Introduction to the
Cremona edition, 14 sq.; Jel!inek's Introduction, u ; Analysis of Konitz's
book in support of its Antiquity, 20 sg.;
on the Messiah, 77 sq.; Morin's opposition to, :az ; names of, u ; not by R.
Mosheh (Moses) de Leon, so sg., 58
sg.; opposed by Dr. Jellinek, 38; originally a Camel's load, 47; Predictions in,
49 ; Quoted, 25 note, and in many other
places; Refutation of Yabetz's opposition to, 21 ; on the Repetition of, YHVH
YHVH, evidencing two Worlds, 190;
sets forth the Revolution of the Earth
on its axis, 139; on the Superior and Inferior Worlds, 189; on Thought as the
First Principle, 192; Time of the Composition of, according to David Luriab,
so; contained the Ancient Secret Tradition therefore that as to the Vowel
Points, 4Ei9 sg.; Comparillon of the Uni·
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verse to a Nut, 190 ; on the Universe as
the Kernel and Shell, Igo, 191 ; Quotation from, as to the Vowel Points, etc.,
4Ei9; Ya-betz speaks highly of the •
Zohar, 35, 36; R. Yaqob b. Z'vee, of
Emden (Ya-betz), his opposition to,lii,
35, 36; called Ye'rushalmi,41!; Quoted,
as to the Children of Y1Shmae1, 73-75·
See, Yishmai!l, Edom, Rome, Ma'hsba·
bah, De Leon, etc.
Zoha.ric Idea, that the Deity has given
definite laws to Nature and it follows
these, 193; Pambles, IOI, 104, 436;
Philosophy and the Chaldean systems,
454, 455; Writings, sometimes grand in
thought, at others, puerile, ,54.
Zorzi Franc Glorgto (Fra.ncillcwl
Georgius) surnamed Venetus, Wgely
influenced by the Hebrew Qabbalah,
171.

Zuckerme.nn on the Comet in the Zohar,
77 sg., 81 .rg.
ZtiDZ. Dr. Leopold, opposes the antiquity
of the Hebrew Qabbalah, especially the
Zobar, 10, 17111.

Z'vee. Yaqob b. (of Bm.den).
also, Ya-betz and, Zohar,

:liii

Sf·

See

Unimportant and easily to be recogni:ed errors, are left to be cor..,.,ted by the Intelligent reader.
For Haji-ylm or 'Hayyim always read,
for Hesed read, 'H""-ed'; for Pirkeb or Pirkey
AYoth read,
ANtAl: for
read, She'klleen-ah; for
read,
; for
Ylts-'lwj or
read, Yitz-'haq; for Euklel read, Euqiel; for
or Jacob
for Akeebah read,
5, l. g, r., 'Hana:nnel.
t3, 1. xs, r ., Mi.sbpatim.
14, I. 13, r., Naphthali.
16, I. •s and 31,
P'tluJ'Ic~: I. ""• r.,

P'tluJ'k
l.2.r.,Qohe* l. x.
leth.
t:;, l. 8, r., Miiarlt"IH; l. tx, r* Mt'la-.r4jiM ..
"9· I. '• and g, r., Hcd !Or Hcdl: I. 21, r.,
Qametz.
38, I. u,
ha-Zaqen; I. 14, r., ba-N....O
for,
39, I. 4, r., 'Holclcm41t..
"'• I. ro~, r., Ha-'lt.oltlc"""': I. rs, r., H,._
Mult.gal.
48, I. 7, r., MN>ri!IJu.
6>,1. u, r., Ha-'lt.o41t.,...,., also innoter,,
rp, note

Page :as, note t, add: Comp. Franck's LA Kal!·
!Jalt, p. u6.
x:a6, 1. :~8, r.,
11
I)J and 1)2,
JYe" j ••
133 and 134, for •• hivrah,. r.,
135, note, r., Mantua Ed. iii, 13sb·
ff
IJ7 1 I.a:,r.,Hadar; 1. 23, for "'Ghost'' r.,
Spirit.
t:;8, note after '* Ed.'' r ., iii.,
u l.f71 i.24 1 r.,Ju&"fatn~: l~27,for'fspirit''r.,
soul.
•so, I. ro, r., luJ"'-dai>/Hr•tlo: I. 19, r., ..,..
"

u

Tzin~Wetll.

62,1. 23, r., Yehudah.
64, I. u, r., Mat•.-eJit.: I.

'ltd""''"'""'·

65, I. ••· r., Bt>-funu.lt.
66, note,
1s,t.6
7,r.,
1. ::a, r., Tz:ema•h.
85, 8, r.,
Me'slt.oe-<~>'lo.
1
88, 1. s.
i f perishing in the north/ m
..
sert, will fall; I. 6, thl• "dominion (palaces)"' insert, daughter~
93, I. 3, r.,
Hao~mm.
94, I.
In note, r., Qt'd,._

I. 3, !rom bot. for" Mareh" r., Mamreh.
I. 4, r.,
I. ""• r., 0""9'•14•.

99, L

1,

"

•!19· I.

u

x88, r., aSS; in note, l. 3, r.,

200,1~

u

r.,

99-'""•

for "Sephiroth" r., letter~ of the
Thorah.
•os, note, r., Qff'dtulotffl:ilf/4, Kt'tlo~tlo.
107, 1. 4, r~, Azz:a.
xo8, t 2, r., Azza: in note,
Siphrah;
notest and!, r.,
.r.Jf;D.
no, I. 20, r., Zee~vug; in note, r., EMet U...
M11delc.
117, I. 14, r., fJ-tUt,.,...,..

g-.

t68,note,l. 4 fr. bot., for "Ezer"' r., Asher.
2:71, 1. 20, r ~• Spinoza.
x8o, I. rJ, r ., Abba.
183, note t r ., SA~'" /a' i.
rB9, note, r., v...,.u....At.
192, 1. 14,r., ,.,,_,.,.,4,.
193, I. •s, •6, r.,
luJ·OlaM.
194, 1. 20, r., Abba;
"'eM:~,, r .. ,
'Hai.
195, note, after u fol./' r~, 3, colt.
s¢,t s, fr. bot., r., for dspirit/' soul; for
H soul,"' spirit~
197,1. 17, for" Nesbomah" r., Ruo'h; I. 18,
for Ruo'h r., Ni<hmatba.
z98, 1. 4, r.,
1.. 1t r~, 991~

.,.

••s,

"

l. 5,

M()(}te/6o" r .• NctJt..&l.A#·l. :u,
for 11../Jafll' r., te·NA: I. 21, for "Mt>t>l·
r., Mwt..f>a.lr..
OOJ,I. rs,
r., Soul; I. r6, !Or
uSoul"
204, 1. 25, for t t
r., 'Havah.
ll<>1, I. 7, for "Onkelos" r., Ounqelos
2n, 1. s, r~, Partzupheem.
::ut:, I. :at, r., Nt.,Hd.
913, I. 3, fr. bot. r., 'He/loti•.
I. •J, r., K'tll.tnoetlo.
:u7, l 26, r4, 'Had.u.h.
201,

u

Pap2,..,,1. 1, r., Raze: 1.21, r., l'lOJM.
226, I. o8, r., Notariqon.
232,1. fr. bot. r., luJ...r'""""'J'..,.: I, 4, r.,
234, v./t., for •• Bar;a u r., Bal!lul..
248, l. 20, r.,
~• 252, note 1 r.,
·• 253, I. 14, r., Elo,.,
Tree; I. 3, fr. bot. r,,

Qa-disha.
u 254, t 4, r., Ohr for tt Or.!'
256, I. J, r., A'luJrai: I. 4, r., 'Hadash; I.
17, r., Em~:g; I. 20, r., Hadrlltlt.: ult.
r.,Abba.
257, I. oo, r., Rulul-""": I. 3, fr. bot., ddt
" the Ancient of the Anclomtll."
:a6s, 1. 10, fr. bot., for, spirit/# r., soul: f'or,
''soul,', r., spirit; in note, r., Slutel$
266,1. 6, r., 'Heereq,
267, note, :r., ~, HaMtjaA.
268, note, I. s, r., P'r~:1 Et11 luJ.! HRij~m.
4

'

" 269, I.

14, r., Din.
271, I. 3, fr. bot., fbr

same liner~,"'"'·""'"'"''"'>-~<
olio, I. 8, fr. bot.

Pqe 328,1. 3, r., Kur....U·yah.
329, I~ 3, for, u Opbaneem,. r~, Attpkoanem
for Rosh r., 'Hash; I. 9, r.,
332, I. s.
Kuel MeuM.
334, L 6,
••bas•' r., have; in note, r.,
Worlds.
u

r~,

to for
r., r.ono.o......

345, I. 4, r., lltulnn; in note r., 110.
348, I. 3, r., flaJ•utiU'I': in note, I. "• for JQI>,

r.,
349, l. 6, r~,
•• attl t/414,
]66,1. 18, r.,
•• 367, l. 3.- r.,
368, I. "7• r.,
"9• r., Slad-Ui.
I. Io, r., Tiqooneh.
382, I. x8, r., Abba.
394, I, 26, r., K,.r...rai.,.al: I. aS IIWd 31 r.,
D'i.fi<IMt',
"

I. 4, r., Gi•r·gz"'l'""·
2llr, .Ut. r., Sitrai
UH~:s-1d.

y,,......,.....Ao """""""

s8:,1. 4, r., Dismalah; 1. 9, r., Ra'hmim;
1. u, for, "Spirit., r., Soul, for,
"Soul" r., Spirit.
284.1. :u, for, 11 Or,. r., 011".
291, i. 3 1 r., Jl'"ftxHUII.
300, I. 4, r., 0/Jr Ai11 Supl.
303, I, 30, r., Ounqelos.
304, I. r3, r., Pirqe: I. ox, r., Koa'h.
305, note, 1. z, r., 'Hidusheh~
307,1. 4· fr. bot., r., Kur·w·yah.

429,1. 6, r.,
EltlluJ..Itl•.
432 and 436, top, and I. 111. r ., Malalth Ha-

"
"

movcth,
437, l. or, r,,Sit·rah; I. 3fr. bot. for" gn:ve"
r., dust.
440, I. 14, r., 'Holllt:ma/4: ull. r., Qad-disha..
44•, I.
r., Elohc·khu.
444, •lt. Qa·yin.

•s.

